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ABSTRACT 
In an attempt to make sense of the concept of career this thesis reports findings from a 
case-study of twenty graduate level employees within one organisation. Responding 
to the problematic features of career studies to date, a cross-disciplinary, critical, 
interpretive, qualitative, contextualised study of career is presented which rejects the 
dichotomous stances characterising much existing literature and instead embraces the 
dialectal nature and ontological duality of career. Thus attention is devoted to both the 
organisation and individual, structure and agency as well as stasis and adaptation. The 
study is situated in its historical, cultural and social context and the research agenda is 
purposefully emergent allowing those being studied to lead the way to the key 
dimensions of career. An analysis of careerists' interview accounts and the metaphors 
contained therein generates new insights into the concept of career highlighting in 
particular gendered and, crucially, political dimensions of career which currently 
receive scant attention in the literature. The possibility of re-casting the concept as a 
disciplinary device and technology of control which promotes self-managed self-
discipline is explored. Contrary to claims of dramatic change in career forms and 
context, evidence is uncovered which points strongly to stasis and the maintenance of 
'old' careers - or at least to the re-creation of key features of career and its context. 
The 'new' careers literature is thus rendered suspect and claims of individual 
autonomy and self-direction which litter this discourse struggle to stand up against the 
evidence. Career is exposed as a 'game' which must be played by a set of tacit rules. 
Playing by these rules, many of which can be traced directly to those established by 
the company's founder, serves to re-create them. A number of other re-creational 
forces such as the discursive devices of cliche and narratives are uncovered which 
further reinforce the rules and obstruct challenges to them. Shedding light on the 
process of structuration, the notion of 're-creational careers' is thus outlined. 
",f,. , 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The study of career boasts a 100 year history during which time a vast body of 
literature has amassed emanating from a number of academic disciplines and 
consisting of both theoretical contemplation and empirical works. Whilst in theory it 
might be expected that we should enjoy and benefit from the field's multi-disciplinary 
allure, capitalising fully on the substantial collective scholarly involvement and effort, 
the huge volume of literature, and its aggregate conceptual richness, far from the 
theoretical coherence and depth of knowledge one might expect in a field studied for 
so long by so many, paradoxically, we are confronted instead by a good deal of 
theoretical and conceptual confusion. The continued importance of the concept of 
career is not disputed and interest in it shows no signs of abating. It has for instance 
been referred to as the "big idea" of the 1990s and beyond (Herriot, 1992) and career 
management is claimed rather grandly to be the "issue ofthe Millennium" (Herriot 
and Stickland, 1996). However, a number of difficulties continue to beset attempts to 
'nail down' the meaning of a career. As a concept, career has been described 
variously as one which "suffers from surplus meaning" (Hall, 1976: 1) is "slippery" 
(Van Maanen, 1977: 1), "very elastic" (Collin and Watts, 1996: 392) and possesses 
"multi-layered richness and ambiguity" (Young and Co1lin, 2000: 1). 
The purpose of this study is to navigate a way through the conceptual confusion. By 
revealing and addressing the limitations of work to date, the aim is to attempt to 
discover the meaning and key dimensions of a career as seen through careerists' eyes. 
In so doing, a response to Watts' (1998) and others' call for a re-casting of the 
concept is offered. Despite some notable exceptions (e.g. Grey, 1994; Fournier, 1998; 
Deetz, 1998) few studies to date have explored specific organisational contexts. This 
study does so and reports findings from a qualitative case-study of the careers of 
twenty graduates aged (like the author) around 30 years and employed within one 
organisation. That organisation is IBM. IBM has of course a literature all of its own 
and the study contributes to this body of knowledge as well. 
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In this introductory chapter, the scene is set and the rationale for and objectives of this 
study are outlined. A number of problematic features of the general careers literature 
are discussed briefly. Finally, the structure and content of the proceeding chapters are 
detailed. 
1.1 PROBLEMS WITH CAREERS THEORY AND RESEARCH 
Fifteen years ago, Collin and Young (1986) presented a scathing critique of the 
careers literature describing it as having "no organizing principles, little coherence, 
and variable quality", lacking "conceptual clarity" (p.840), utilising dubious research 
designs (for example biased in favour of white middle-class males), based almost 
exclusively on orthodox positivist social science philosophy, focusing on the 
individual at the expense of context, on objective rather than subjective careers, and 
neglecting the relationship between work and non-work life. Little it seems has 
changed in the fifteen years since Collin and Young's critique appeared. Positivist 
rather than interpretive and quantitative rather than qualitative approaches to career 
research still reign supreme (Collin and Watts, 1996; Cohen and Mallon, 1999; 
Mallon and Cohen, 2001). Despite many stressing the importance of devoting 
attention to both external and objective as well as internal and subjective perspectives 
(e.g. Van Maanen, 1977; Collin and Young, 1986; Schein, 1996; Derr and Laurent, 
1989; Hall, 1976) it is the former which is favoured at the expense ofthe latter. In 
other words, the subjective 'internal' element of career - how individuals make sense 
of their own careers - is sorely under-represented in the literature. 
In addition empirical works to date, again probably as a result of the methodological 
stances adopted, have favoured static over dynamic conceptua1isations of career 
despite a general consensus that career is a dynamic concept (Bailyn, 1989). This is 
also despite the accompanying academic commentary which has been claiming 
dramatic change in careers and their contexts and heralding the arrival ofthe 'new' 
career and the end of the 'old' (e.g. Mirvis and Hall, 1996). In this respect, a gap 
1l 
between empirical and theoretical works is developing. Which most accurately 
mirrors career experiences in practice is difficult to gauge. 
In addition to these features of the existing literature is what Collin and Young (2000: 
293) describe as a "major division between those concerned with organisational 
careers and others concerned with individual careers." Careers research has, it seems, 
favoured the latter leading to studies that neglect the context in which careers unfold 
and which fail to explore how individuals and organisations as well as agency and 
structure interact. Portrayals thus tend to be individualistic, astructural and 
decontextualised. This is despite the fact that the importance of accounting for context 
in attempted explanations, models and theories of careers has been noted by a number 
of authors (e.g. Young, Valach and Collin, 1996). 
There remains a marked absence of cross-discip1inary work in the study of careers 
(Collin and Young, 2000). Those who study careers, whilst united by the "promise" 
(Van Maanen, 1977: 5) of career studies in their quest to understand and learn more 
about how individuals and organisations act and interact are simultaneously divided 
by differing academic discip1inary allegiances. This too presents inevitable problems 
since knowledge developed within one discipline is not fully capitalised on in others, 
restricting in turn our understanding of the concept of career. 
Career studies to date have also been criticised for: presenting gender-neutral accounts 
of career (Halford et ai, 1997; Dalton, 1989; Cytrynbaum and Crites, 1989; Hopfl and 
Hornby Atkinson, 2000); for pursuing an uncritical and 'performative' agenda (Van 
Maanen, 1977; Grey, 1994); and for offering apolitical portrayals of career. Issues of 
power have been almost entirely neglected (Collin and Young, 2000). 
Collin and Young (2000: 293) continue to urge researchers to address "the question of 
how to conduct multidiscip1inary research into career, and how to study the complex 
and multilevel relationships that comprise career." This study is an attempt to respond 
to these calls. 
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1.2 POSITIONING THE STUDY - ESTABLISHING RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
This study's central research question is - what is career? How do we make sense of 
the concept of career? The review ofthe general careers literature so far highlights a 
number of empirical and methodological gaps. In seeking to address these gaps, a 
number of key features are incorporated into the research design. This is a cross-
disciplinary, contextualised and critical study which adopts an interpretive and 
qualitative approach to the study of career. The research agenda is emergent rather 
than imposed to allow those having careers to lead the way to key career dimensions. 
Neither stasis nor adaptation is assumed but instead investigated via an historical 
contextualised review of careers at IBM. This allows potential changes in career 
contexts and career fonns to be assessed along with the extent of movement (if any) 
away from 'old' and towards 'new' careers. The intention is, as far as possible, to 
retain conceptual open-mindedness. Rather than adopting the dichotomous 
perspectives characteristic of much work to date, the intention here is also to embrace 
the dialectical nature and ontological duality of career (Derr and Laurent, 1989; Collin 
and Young, 2000). Crucially, the organisation and the individual, structure and 
agency, objective and subjective and external and internal career dimensions are 
considered. 
The research objectives are: 
1. Through the reflexive accounts of individuals, to provide a holistic contextual 
and situated account of career. 
2. To explore career actors' conceptions of, and assess the interplay between self; 
organisational context and career. 
3. To examine the mechanisms by which career is accomplished. 
4. Drawing on individuals' own career conceptions, to clarifY conceptual 
schemes and to compare and contrast these with those outlined in the cross-
disciplinary careers literature 
5. To evaluate the utility of current career concepts and theory in explaining 
individual and organisational career practice(s). 
13 
Although in studies to date it has not been utilised in this way the concept of career is, 
in itself, extremely promising in terms of the possibilities it offers to address the core 
dichotomies identified above. As Cohen and Mallon (1999: 329) explain, the study of 
career "can allow for a wide ranging examination ofthe intersection of individuals, 
organisations and social structures over time and space." Though it was not an explicit 
research objective when this study was launched, in connection with the second and 
third research objectives listed above, the analysis here has led to a good deal of 
attention being devoted to evaluating the 'structuration process' itself-the interaction 
between structure and agency and the ways in which social systems and career forms 
are created and re-created. Giddens' (1984) structuration theory provides a theoretical 
framework to assist in this evaluation and his theory is outlined in some detail in 
chapter 5. 
As a result ofthe approach adopted in this study, new insights into the concept of 
career are generated which bring to the fore, amongst other things, gendered and, 
crucially, politicised accounts of career - dimensions which currently receive scant 
attention in the literature. An analysis of metaphors contained within participants' 
accounts further illustrates the political, controlling and disciplining dimensions of 
career and these are explored in detail. It is argued that, in contrast to claims of 
dramatic change, there is much evidence of stasis, or at least of the re-creation of key 
features of career and its context. Many of these key features are traced back to the 
practices set in motion by IBM's founder, Thomas J. Watson Sr. Career at IBM is 
exposed as a 'game' which must be played. Many of the rules of this game are also 
found to be traceable to Watson Sr. Much space is devoted to analysing the rules of 
this career game, how they were developed, why they are followed and how, through 
the actions of individuals, they are re-created over and over again. An analysis is 
conducted of the role in the 're-creation' process of discursive devices such as 
narratives and cliche, the effects of individual and organisational 'historical halos' 
(Denzin, 1983) and the identity-bestowing features of career which renders 
individuals highly dependent on and vulnerable to their employing organisations. The 
notion of 're-creational careers' represents the major original contribution of this 
study and it is explained in detail in chapter 12. 
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1.3 SUMMARY AND OUTLINE STRUCTURE 
This introductory chapter has outlined the rationale for and objectives of this study. 
The content and structure of the proceeding eleven chapters is as follows. Chapters 2, 
3 and 4 offer a review of the relevant careers and related literature. Chapter 2 attempts 
to make sense of the concept of career through the construction of a cross-disciplinary 
conceptual map. The problematic features ofthe existing literature are discussed in 
more depth and an analysis of dominant career metaphors reveals further controlling 
and disciplining dimensions neglected in the mainstream careers literature. Chapter 3 
assesses what it takes to 'succeed' in an objective sense and looks in some detail at 
gender-related issues. Chapter 4 politicises the concept of career and explores the 
extent to which it can be understood as a technology of control. The mechanisms by 
which this control may be achieved are also considered. Chapter 5 outlines and 
defends the methodological approach adopted in this study and includes a detailed 
review of Giddens' (1984) 'structuration theory'. Chapter 6 offers a review of the 
IBM literature focusing especially on the historical and cultural roots ofIBM and the 
impact of its founder, Thomas J. Watson Sr. 
Chapters 7 through to 11 are 'data' chapters. Chapter 7 allows the participants in the 
study to introduce themselves to the reader. Chapter 8 analyses the context, culture 
and career 'systems' at IBM, beginning in turn to expose strongly political dimensions 
to career. Chapter 9 explores the mechanisms by which career is accomplished, 
outlining the 'rules' of the career game. In addition opportunities for careerists to 
exercise autonomy and self..direction are critically scrutinised. Chapter 10 pauses to 
reassess the concept of career drawing on participants' metaphors-in-use to assist in 
the process. This again points to a political and controlling dimension to careers. 
Chapter 11 assesses how and why careers and their contexts may be reproduced and, 
to use the term coined in this study, prove 're-creational' and a range of 're-creational' 
forces are identified and assessed. Last but not least, Chapter 12 draws together the 
key findings of the study in relation to its objectives and assesses their theoretical and 
practical implications. The notion of 're-creational careers' is put forward in this 
concluding chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 - MAKING SENSE OF CAREER 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter launches attempts to makes sense of the concept of career by critically 
reviewing the cross-disciplinary careers literature. A nwnber of problematic features 
of the existing body of knowledge are highlighted including the absence ofa clear 
definition of the concept of career. The effects of disciplinary segregation and the 
resulting 'conceptual paraphernalia' (Van Maanen and Barley, 1984) are assessed. 
The methodological gaps which exist and the dichotomous stances which characterise 
work to date are su~ected to critical scrutiny. Claims of the arrival ofthe 'new' and 
demise of the 'old' career receive similar treatment. Finally, an analysis of dominant 
career metaphors is conducted which hints at a political dimension to careers not 
adequately represented in existing work. 
2.1 DEFINING THE CONCEPT OF CAREER 
In an effort to make sense of the concept of career, a good starting place is to seek out 
a consensus definition. Completing this task however raises rather more questions 
than it answers and there is considerable dispute about what the key dimensions of 
career are. A nwnber of contrasting definitions of career have been offered. For 
example, Arthur et al (1989: 8) define career as "the evolving sequence of a person's 
work experiences over time" and Arnold (1997: 16) extends the scope slightly to ''the 
sequence of employment-related positions, roles, activities and experiences 
encountered by a person." Nicholson and West (1989: 181) prefer such sequences to 
be referred to as 'work histories'. reserving the term 'career' for "the sense people 
make ofthem ... if work histories are lifetime journeys, then careers are the tales that 
are told about them." In addition, there is some dispute about who 'qualifies' for a 
career and whether career should also incorporate non-employment related 
experiences. Arthur and Lawrence (1984: 2) argue that ''the term career should be 
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applicable to anyone who works, and to any succession of work roles that a person 
may hold." However, in contrast it has been noted (e.g. by Barley, 1989) that the 
Chicago school of sociologists used the term career more broadly than current usage 
tends to. For example Hughes, together with his students, explored amongst other 
things the careers of marijuana users. And as Young and Collin (2000: 5) note, 
Goffinan (1959) outlined the 'moral career ofthe mental patient'. 
As well as these disputes there is also one regarding the duration of a career. Some are 
adamant that the time dimension is a lifelong one, others are less convinced. For 
example, Sennett (1998: 9) adopts the definition "a lifelong channel for one's 
economic pursuits." Yet if career includes only employment-related activities it is 
unclear how the retired, the unemployed and the downsized can maintain a lifelong 
dimension to their careers. Adarnson et ai's (1998: 257) definition offers some help 
with this conundrum. They suggest a different (uneconomic) purpose of career, 
theorizing it as "a (lifelong) vehicle for the continuous realisation of the sel£" 
Echoing the lifelong focus, and also attempting to extend career beyond employment 
arenas, Van Maanen (1977:1) proffers the definition of career as "an organized or 
patterned path taken by an individual across time and space ... a series of separate but 
related experiences and adventures through which a person passes during a lifetime." 
More recently notions oflearning have been incorporated into definitions of career. 
For example, Hall (1996: 1) updates his definition to "a series of lifelong, work-
related experiences and personallearnings." Watts (1996: 7; 1998: 2) also prefers the 
association with learning and defines career as "the individual's lifelong progression 
in learning and in work." Hall and Mirvis (1995) too maintain the lifelong dimension 
by defining careers as "lifelong learning." Bird (1994: 326) sees careers simply as 
"repositories of knowledge ... accumulations of infurmation and knowledge embodied 
in skills, expertise and relationship networks acquired through an evolving sequence 
of work experiences over time." 
Differences in definitions also appear partly as a product of their disciplinary origins. 
Adarnson et al (1998: 253) point to definitions of career offered by distinct disciplines 
e.g. from economics "the vehicle through which human capital is accrued through a 
lifetime of education and experience" and from politics "the sequence of endeavours 
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to maximise self-interest, through successive attempts to gain power, status and 
influence." Shifting the definitional focus further, Watts' (1998) highlights what he 
sees as the virtues of career, giving rise to even further career dimensions and some 
rather lofty claims: 
[Career J provides order for individuals, giving them a secure basis for their 
lives. It provides order for society, because it ties individuals into social 
structures. It is meritocratic, allowing individuals to be promoted according to 
their abilities and achievements rather than accidents of birth. It permits 
individual choice, particularly in choosing the particular ladder which the 
individual seeks to climb. 
(Watts, 1998: 1). 
What evidence there is to substantiate these and other claims? For example, the claim 
that career offers security is hard to reconcile with reports of increased job insecurity 
(Storey, 2000). Ifwe accept Adamson et al's (1998) political definition of career can 
we maintain a belief in career as 'meritocratic'? How much choice are individuals 
really able to exercise? Are there any obstructions to free choice? Does the tying of 
individuals to social structures really represent a 'virtue' and if so who for? These and 
other questions remain unanswered. The multifarious definitions and the assumptions 
which underpin them appear to have escaped critical scrutiny. As such we know not 
which (if any) of the definitions and interpretations of career noted above most 
accurately reflect the experiences and interpretations of those having rather than those 
studying careers. Nor do we know what the key dimensions of career should be 
understood as. This leaves us with the question - how are we to make sense of the 
concept of career? We have to, it seems, look beyond these definitions for answers to 
this question. Tracing the evolution of the concept is a useful starting point. 
2.2 TRACING THE EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPT OF CAREER 
The study of career has given rise to a vast body of literature emanating from a 
number of academic disciplines and consisting of both theoretical contemplation and 
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empirical works (e.g. Super, 1957; Hughes, 1958; Schein, 1971, 1978, 1990; Hall, 
1976; Van Maanen, 1977; Watts, Super and Kidd, 1981; Sonnenfeld and Kotter, 
1982; Nicholson, 1984; Holland, 1985; Marshall, 1984; Collin and Young, 1986; 
Nicholson and West, 1989; Gunz, 1989; Young and Borgen, 1990; Nicholson and 
Amold, 1991; Herriot, 1992; Evetts, 1992; Young and Collin, 1992; Arthur, 1994; 
Herriot et ai, 1994; Savickas and Lent, 1994; Walsh and Osipow, 1995; Watts et aI, 
1996; Savickas and Walsh, 1996; Herriot and Pemberton, 1996, Arthur and Rousseau, 
1996; Hall, 1996; Amold, 1997; Collin, 1997; Arthur, Inkson and Pringle, 1999; 
Cohen and Mallon, 1999; Peiperl et al, 2000; Collin and Young, 2000). 
The disciplinary appeal ofthis field of study is broad (Van Maanen, 1977, Arthur et 
ai, 1989; Ornstein and Isabella, 1993). As Law points out (1981: 332) "the whole 
spectrum is there ... from functionalist sociologist to psychodynamic psycho logist, 
from psychometrician to ethnomethodologist, from existentialist to behaviourist." 
The field's multi-disciplinary allure can be traced in a number of ways. For example, 
by considering the disciplinary backgrounds and allegiances of the key contributors to 
the field. For example: Michael Arthur - Management; Douglas T. Hall, Nigel 
Nicholson and Judi Marshal1 - Organisational Behaviour; Edgar Schein - Management 
and Organisation Studies; John Amold - Organisational Psychology; John Holland -
Psychology; Peter Herriot - Occupational Psychology; Donald Super - Vocational 
Psychologist; John Van Maanen - Sociology; Audrey Collin - Career Studies. 
An alternative approach is to review the titles of academic journals in which these and 
other contributors have published 'careers' papers. Figure A (adapted from El-Sawad, 
1997), presents such a review. These two exercises demonstrate not only the broad 
disciplinary involvement, but also the diverse sub-disciplinary perspectives from 
which careers have been viewed. 
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FIGURE A 
DISCIPLINARY CONTRIBUTIONS TO CAREER STUDIES BY JOURNAL TITLE 
(adapted from El-Sawad, 1997) 
Organisation Studies 
Leadership and Organisation Development 
Group and Organisation Studies 
Organisation Studies 
Human Relations 
Organisational Behaviour 
Journal of Applied Behavioural Science 
Organisational Behaviour and Human Performance 
Journal of Organisational Behaviour 
Sociology 
Sociology 
American Journal of Sociology 
American Sociological Review 
Psychology 
Journal of Managerial Psychology 
European Journal of Work and Organisational Psychology 
Journal of Occupational and Organisational Psychology 
Journal of Applied Psychology 
Journal of Occupational Psychology 
Psychological Bulletin 
British Journal of Guidance and Counselling 
Management 
Journal of Management Studies 
Journal of Management Development 
Academy of Management Review 
British Journal of Management 
Academy of Management Journal 
California Management Review 
Personnel! Human Resource Management 
Personnel Review 
International Journal ofHRM 
Human Resource Management Journal 
Human Resource Management 
People Management 
Business Studies 
Harvard Business Review 
Administrative Science Quarterly 
International Small Business Journal 
Education and Training 
Education and Training 
Higher Education Quarterly 
Career I Guidance Studies 
International Journal of Career Management 
Career Development International 
British Journal of Guidance and Counselling 
FIGUREB 
CAREER AND WORKING LIVES: ANGLES AND CONCEPTUAL LENSES 
Adjustment Aryee and Stone, 96; 
Cytrynballm & Crites, 89; 
Nicholson & Amold, 89; Bretz and 
Judge, 94 
Alienation: Korman et aI, 81 
Career _._ 
Anchors: Schein, 77/90; Evans,96 
Barriers: London, 99; Simpson,97 
Building: Morrison & Hock, 86 
Change: Grzeda, 99 
Choice: Holland, 73/85; Moir. 95; 
Brown et ai, 96; Lent et aI, 00 
Clarity: Arnold et ai, 94 
Competencies: Jones et ai, 00 
Concepts: Driver, 82 
Counselling: Fouad & Bingham, 
95; Leang, 96; Walsh, 96 
Development: Kidd, 81; Hall, 86; 
Foumier,97 
Dyoamics: Schein, 78 
Education: Watts et ai, 96; Harris, 
99 
Games: Van Maanen, 80 
Growth: Gutennan, 91 
Guidance: Watts et ai, 96 
Improvisation: Weick & 
Beriinger,89 
Ladders: Inkson and Coe, 93 
Learning: Kolb & Plovnick, 77; 
Law, 96 
Management: Williams, 81; Pazy, 
88; Clark, 92; Herriot, 92 
Orientation: DeLong, 82 
Paths: Cox et al, <91; Rapoport,'71 
Patterns: Rosenbaum, 89 
Prospects: Burke and McKeen, 99 
Planners: Gould, 79 
Planoing: Aryee & Debrah, 93; 
Kidd, 96 
Resilience: Waterman et ai, 94; 
Hind et ai, 96 
Status: Gottfredson, 96 
Strategy: Barney & Lawrence, 89 
Surprises: Amold, 85 
Switching: Derr, 82 
'Success': Cox et aI, 91;Konnan 
and Korman, 80; Korman et ai, 81; 
Sturges,99 
Systems:Sonnenfeld & Peiperl, 88 
Timetables: Roth, 68 
.... Careers 
'Boundaryless': Arthur, 94; 
Mirvis and Hall, 94, Arthur & 
Rousseau,96 
Blue-collar: Thomas, 89 
Bureancratic: Gowler and Legge, 
89; Kanter, 89; Halford & Savage, 
95 
Corporate: Goffee and Scase, 92 
Dual careers: Sekaran & Hall, 89 
Executive: A1varez, 00 
Doctors'l NHS: Alien, 88/94; 
Mole et ai, 96; Burgoyne & 
Lorbiecki,93 
Graduates: NichoIson & Arnold, 
89/91; Amold & Mackenzie 
Davey. 92/94; Herriot, 84; 
Brennan & McGeevor, 88; Grey, 
94; Brown & Scase, 95; Fournier. 
94n/8; Connor, 95; Connor et ai, 
90; Keenan & Newton, 88; Mabey, 
86; Baruch and Peipcrl, 00; 
Goodman,93 
Late: Greller & Simpson, 99 
Managerial: Beckhard, 77; Ounz, 
89; Herriot & Pemberton, 95; 
Herriot et aI, 94;Nicholson & West, 
87; Tharenou, 97; Allred et aI, 96; 
Gunz & JaJlard, 96 
Mid-: Rapoport, 70; Bailyn, 80 
Middle Managers: Thomas 
&Dunkerley,99 
Organisational: Hall, 76 
Post-Corporate: Peiperl and 
Baruch,97 
Professional: Dalton et at 82 
Protean: Hall, 96; Hall & Moss, 
98 
Technical: Bailyn,77/82 
Traditional: Guest and McKenzie 
Davey,96 
Women's: Powell and Mainiero, 
93; Guerrier, 78, Gutek & 
Larwood,'87; Evetts, 90/94; 
Gallos, 89; Halford et ai, 97; 
Hennig and Jardim, 78; Marshall, 
84/00, Nicolson, 96; Fletcher, 99; 
Hakim, 96/00 
Change: 
Economic (effects of): Inkson, 95 
Organisational: Goffee & Scase, 
92 
Personal! Foumier, 96; Amold, 86 
Cognitive Style: Keen, 77 
Construction Systems: Foumier, 
97; Fournier & Payne, 94 
Cross-ultural perspectives: 
Sparrow, 96; Derr & Laurent, 89; 
Sanyal, 87; Aryee & Debrah, 93; 
Hesketh & Rounds, 95 
Cynicism: Milvis and }(aRrer, 92 
Decision~makin2: Mihal et al 84 
Development: 
Adult: Cytrynbaum & Crites, 89 
Career: Super, 80/81; Watts, 81; 
Jackson, 91; Hall et ai, 86; 
Rapoport, 70; Fonmier, 97 
Managerial:Baruch & Lessem,95 
Individual: Arthur and Kram, 89 
Person: Nicholson, 84 
Role: Nicholson, 84 
Organisation: Arthur et ai, 89 
Environment: Arthur & 
Lawrence, 84; Holland, 73/85 
Ethnicity: Thomas and 
Alderfer '89 
'Fit': 
Person! Environment! Hesketh 
and Gardner, 93; Savickas, 00 
Person! Job: Edwards, 91; 
Brousseau, 83; Holland, 85; 
Caldwell & Q'Reilly, 96 
Person! Organisation: Ansari et 
aI, 82; Chatman, 89/91; Schein, 
78; Herriot, 92; Vancouver & 
Schmitt,91; Bretz & Judge, 94 
Matching 'needs': Schein, 78; 
Herriot, 92; Granrose & 
Portwood,87 
Human Capital: Mrrvis (00), 93 
Identity: Barley, 89; Banks et aI, 
92; Kohn and Schooler, 83; Hall, 
86; Vondracek, 92 
Ingratiation:Judge & Bretz, 94, 
Aryee et aI, 96 
IntellectuaU Ideational 
flexibility: Kohn and Schooler, 83 
Internal! External Career: Derr 
and Laurent, 89 
Interpersonal networks: Burke et 
al,95 
Knowledge: Bird, 94 
Labour market: Riley, 95 
Life-cycle! life-span: Super, 81; 
Vondracek, 86; Savickas, 97 
Lifelong Learning: Hall & Mirvis, 
94 
Men toring: Aryee etal., 96; 
Arnold & Johnson, 97; Appelbaum 
et al, 94, Kram, 86 
Mobility: Rosenbaum, 79; 
Nicholson et aI, 85 
Occupational awareness: Kidd, 
'81 
Occupational choice: Roberts, 81; 
Super, 81 
Organisational Culturel Climate: 
Van Maanen and Barley, 84; 
Ansari et al, 82; Schein, 86; Hall 
and Schneider, 73; GllDZ, 89 
Organisational Logics: Gunz. 88 
Personalities (vocational): 
Holland, 73/85 
Power and control: Derr, 82; 
Pfeffer, '89; Bamey and Lawrence, 
'89; Bell & Staw, 89; Van Maanen 
and Barley, 84; Grey, 94; Foumier, 
98; Savage, 98 
Psychological Climate: Brown 
and Leigh, 96 
Psychological Contracts: 
Rousseau, 95190; Robinson et al, 
94; Robinson & Morrison, 95; 
Robinson & Rousseau, '94; Kotter, 
73; Herriot & Pemberton, 9516; 
Hind et aI, 96; Arnold, 96; 
Sparrow, 96 
Psychological snccess: Mirvis and 
Hall,94 
Psychological well~beiDg: Aryee 
and Stone, 96 
Realistic Job Previews: Premack 
& Wanous, 85; Breaugh, 83 
Recruitment/Selection: 
Herriot,,86 
Resourcingl nRP: Schein, 82; 
Rothwell. 95 
Role integration: GowIer and 
Legge,75 
Sense-making: Ormstein and 
[sabella,93 
Skills! Training: AGR, 95 
Socialisation: Hall, 87; Jones, 831 
86; Daws, 81; Roberts, 81; 
Wanous/92; Bauer and Green, '94; 
Chao et ai, '94; Van Maanen and 
Schein, '79; Garavan & Moriey,'97 
Social status! Opportunity 
Structure: Keil, 81 
Social architecture: Goffee & 
Jones,OO 
Traits: Betz et ai, 89 
Transitions: Nicholson, '84; 
Nicholson & West, '89; Graham & 
McKenzie, '95 
Types: Holland, '85; Rapoport, 71; 
Driver, 82, Bray et a1,'74 
Work-life Balance: Aryee & Luk, 
96; Lincham &Walsh, 00 
FIGUREC 
CAREERS AND WORKING LIVES - VARIABLES 
Adaptability: Savickas, 97 
Aspirations:Goffee and Sease, 92; Keenan and Newton, 86; Pitcher & Purcell, 97 
Attitudes: Wanous et ai, 92; Schein, 67; George & Jones, 97; Roizen and Jepson, 85; lohnson and 
Pere-Vrenge, 93 
Bebaviours: Wanaus et aI, 92 
Career Resilience: Waterman et aI, 94 
Commitment: Amold, 90; Blau, 85/88; Chang, 99; Sturges et ai, 00. 
Expectations: Wanous et aI, 92; Arnold, 85; Mabey, 86; Arnold and MacKenzie Davey, 92/4; 
Nicholson and Arnold, 91; McDougall and Vaughan, 96 
Experiences: Nicholson & Arnold, 89/91; Keenan & Newton,86; Burgoyne &Lorbiecki, 93; Arnold 
and MacKenzie Davey, 92 
Equity (perceived): Herriot et aI, 94/6 
Frustration: Keenan and Newton, 84 
Goals: Kaschube et aI, 96; Roberson, 90 
Involvement: Brown & Leigh, 96; Bauer & Green, 94; Bailyn, 77 
Job insecurity: Hallier & Lyon, 96 
Job satisfaction: Roberson, 90; Oshagbemi, 97 
Locus of Control: Rotter,66 
Managerial style: Baruch and Lessem, 95 
Perceptions (and 'misperceptions'): Herriot et ai, 95; Rosenbauro, 89; Rousseau, 90; Lau & Pang, 95 
Performance: Brown and Leigh, 96 
Personality (traitsl characteristics):Gould, 79; Koh, 96; Mirvis & Kanter, '92; Rychlak, 82; Ansari et 
aI, '82; Kohl, 92 
Retention! Tenurel job longevity:Katz, 78; Kemp & Cook, 83; Sheridan, 92; Gowler and Legge, 75 
Motivation: Rhodes & Doering,'83; London,83; Law and Ward, 81 
Satisfaction - employee: McFarlin and Sweeney, 92; Roberson,'90; Katz,'78; Kemp & Cook, 83 
Satisfaction - employer:Harvey & Green,94; Davison et al,'93; Roizen and Jepson, 85 
SELF ... 
Self-attitude: Kuhn & McPartland, 54 
Self-awareness: Kidd, 81 
Self-concept: Super, 57; Arnold, 86; Fouroier, 96 
Self-construction: Fouroier and Payne, 94 
Self-development: Germain, 88; Pedler et ai, 88 
Self-directedness: Kohn and Schooler, 83 
Self-discrimination: Kohl, 92 
Self-efficacy: Jones,'86; Bandura, 78/95; Hacke!t,'95; Sadri,'96;Appelbauro & Hare,96 
Self-management: Stickland, 96 
Self-realisation: Super, 86 
Self-reliance: AGR, 95 
Self-responsibility: Germain, 88; 
Pazy,88 
Trauma: Jahnson and Indvik, 94 
Values: Greenhaus et aI, 83; Mortimer & Lorence, 79; Rapoport, 71; George &Jones, 97 
DISCIPLINES ANGLES! Switching Cynicism Organisational culture! FI-ustration 
CONCEPTUAL 'Success' Decision-making climate Goals 
ORGANISATION LENS Systems Organisational logics [n\'o)\'cmcnt 
STUDIES! BEHAVIOUR Timetables Development: Personalities (vocational) Job insecurit) 
Adjustment Adult Power and control Job s:ltisfaction 
VOCATIONAL Alienation 
.... Careers Career Psychological climate Locus of control 
BEHAVIOUR Boundaryless Managerial Psychological contracts Managerial Style 
Career ... .. . Blue-coUar individual Psychological succcss Perceptions (aod 
CAREER! GUIDANCE Anchors 'Bureaucratic Person Psychological well-being rnisl>crCcl'tions) 
STUDfES Barriers Corporate Role Realistic job l>revieIVs PClfonmmce 
Building Dual careers Organisation Recruitment! selection Person"lit)' (traits! 
PESONNELI HUMAN Change E,ecuti.'c Rcsourcingi Human ch,lractcristics) 
RESOURCE Choice Doctor' s! NHS En,'ironment Resource Planning Retention! tenure! job 
MANAGEMENT Clarity Graduates Ethnicity Role integration longe"it)' 
Competencies Late Sense-making Motinltion 
PSYCHOLOGY Concel>ts Manageri,,1 'Fit'; Skills! training Satisf"ction 
Counselling Mid-career Person! Environment Socialisation 
SOCIOLOGY Develol)ment Middle Managers Person! Job Social status! opportunity Self ... 
Dynamics Organisational Person! Organisation structure Self-attitude 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY Education Post-Corporate Matching 'needs' SOCial architecture Self-awareness 
Games Professional Traits Self-collcel>! 
MANAGEMENT Growth Protean Human Capital Transitions Self-constl1lction 
Guidance Technical Identity Types Self-de\'elopment 
BUSINESS STUDfES lmllrovisation Traditional Ingratiat ion Work-life balance Sclf-directcdlless 
Ladders Women's Intellectual/ Ideational Self-discrirniUlltion 
EDUCATION Learning Flexibili ty VARIABLES Sclf-cfficacy 
Managernent Change: Internal! External Career Self-management 
TRAINING Orientation Economic (effects of) Interpersonal networks Adaptabilit)' Self-realisation 
Paths Organisational Knowledge ASI>irations Self-reliance 
ECONOMICS Patterns Personal Labour market Attitudes Sclf-resllOnsi bilit)" 
Planners Life-cycle! life-span Behaviours 
Planning Cogni tive Style Lifelong learning C'lreer resilience Trauma 
Resilience Construction Systems Mentoring Commitment Values 
Status Cross-cultu ral Mobility Expect"tions 
Strategy perspectives OCCul>.tional awareness Experiences 
Surprises Occupational choice Equity (perceived) 
FIGURED 
MAKING SENSE OF 'CAREER' : A CROSS DISCIPLINARY CONCEPTUAL MAP 
2.2.1 A cross-disciplinary conceptual 'map' 
The contributions that these various disciplines and their sub-disciplines have made to 
the collective careers literature can be illustrated by piecing together a cross-
disciplinary conceptual map constructed on the basis of a review of the existing 
literature. This exercise highlights in particular the diverse range of angles and 
conceptual lenses through which the field has been viewed (represented in Figure B) 
and the large assortment of individual and organisational variables which have 
received attention (represented in Figure C). Figure D draws together the various 
disciplinary contributions, angles! conceptual lenses and variables to present the 
overarching map of the careers field. Whilst this map is not intended as a definitive or 
exhaustive review, it does assist in demonstrating the expansive and complex nature 
of this field of study and, in turn, helps illustrate some of the problematic features of 
the existing body of knowledge. 
2.2.2 Disciplinary segregation and 'conceptual paraphernalia' 
The benefits that might be assumed to accrue as a result of the field's multi-
disciplinary allure have yet to be realised and instead there remains considerable 
theoretical and conceptual confusion. This field of study is seemingly "choking on 
assorted paradigms, hypotheses, methods, variables and other objects of intellectual 
passion" and, as the cross-disciplinary conceptual map demonstrates, is consequently 
awash with "conceptual paraphernalia" (Van Maanen and Barley, 1984: 288). The 
bulk of the confusion is largely due to the fact that existing disciplinary knowledge is 
not always fully capitalised on, since flows are often obstructed by disciplinary 
boundaries. Such disciplinary segregation, referred to variously elsewhere as 
"fragmentation", "compartmentalisation" (Gunz, 1989: 225), and "fractionation" 
(Schein, 1986: 310) is not only restricted to different disciplines (e.g. Psychology 
versus Sociology) but also includes segregation between sub-disciplines of disciplines 
(e.g. differential versus developmental psychology). Thus, not only do scholars from 
different disciplines tend to ignore each other's work, but those from different sub-
disciplines of the same discipline do too! For example, Gunz (1989:225) cites 
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Boehm's observation (in an introduction to a special editionjournaI) that oftwo 
original drafts of articles containing some 100 references apiece, just four 
corresponded. Cytrynbaurn and Crites (1989) echo similar frustrations as does Van 
Maanen (1977:8) who comments "one comes away from reviewing the career-related 
literature with a sense of frustration at the dearth of cross-referencing." The result is 
inevitably partial and fragmented knowledge within major disciplines which leads in 
turn to a lack of integrative and coherent constructs, concepts and theories across 
disciplines (Schein, 1986) magnified still further by sub-discipIinary segregation. This 
segregation, it is argued, is hindering rather than helping the field's progress, serving 
to "retard the maturation of career theory" (Sonnenfeld and Kotter, 1982: 38). 
There is, it seems, much to be gained through cross-discipIinary work. Arthur and 
Lawrence (1984: 5) for example argue that "new insights may be gained, and 
emergent properties may be discovered that lie beyond the perspective of any single 
discipline." Similarly, Dalton (1989: 106) encourages us to "weave the various strands 
of our knowledge about careers into a rich mosaic." Yet despite the promise of cross-
discipIinary studies, previous impassioned calls for such approaches (for example, 
Van Maanen, 1977; Sonnenfeld and Kotter, 1982; Schein, 1986; Arthur et ai, 1989) 
continue, by and large, to fall on deaf ears (Derr and Laurent, 1989; Herr, 1990, 
Collin and Young, 2000). This is despite the widely acknowledged view that, as 
Arthur et al (1989: 8) put it, "disciplinary cross-fertilization may help move career 
theory in new directions." Several authors have attempted to explain the continuance 
of disciplinary segregation. For example, Arthur et al (1989: 11) note that "studies 
spanning discipIinary boundaries are difficult to perform and do not easily gain 
acceptance" and furthermore that "any new idea that disconfirms old ones is rarely 
welcomed by those already invested in established work" (Arthur et ai, 1989: 11). 
Knights and Willmott (1997: 10) believe that whilst the prospects for interdisciplinary 
research (and researchers) are gradually improving, "institutional structures, 
hierarchies, careers and identities are often firmly, though not always self-
consciously, founded in disciplinary speciaIisms." There is therefore, it seems, little 
incentive for researchers to take up the cross-discipIinary gauntlet. 
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2.2.3 Favoured research approaches and resulting methodological gaps 
Disciplinary segregation, whilst in part to blame for current limitations of the existing 
literature, is however only one aspect of the problem. Further problematic features 
arise as a result of favoured research approaches and the resulting methodological 
gaps. 
Most empirical contributions to the careers literature have favoured a positivist (rather 
than interpretive) 'hypothesis-testing' approach to research, conducting quantitative 
rather than qualitative studies. Research agendas are invariably imposed rather than 
emergent and, typically, researchers select in advance what key feature of careers (ie. 
in terms of specific variables) they will study rather than allowing those they are 
studying to guide them. Such studies, restricted to perhaps one pre-defined 
conceptual scheme, focusing on the relationship between two or three variables, and 
relying heavily on ceteris paribus assumptions necessary to facilitate statistical 
analysis, make up the bulk of contributions to the careers literature. 
For example, on organisational socialisation: Jones, 1986; Chao et aI, 1994; Bauer and 
Green, 1994. On career commitment: Amold, 1990; Ayree and Debrah, 1993; Sturges 
et ai, 2000. On political influence behaviour and career success: Judge and Bretz, 
1994. On expectations: Wanous et ai, 1992; Irving and Meyer, 1994; Greenhaus et at, 
1983; Herriot and Rothwell, 1983. On expectations vs. experience: Amold and 
MacKenzie Davey, 1992; Nicholson and Amold, 1991. On aspirations and 
experiences: Keenan and Newton, 1986. On realistic job previews: Premack and 
Wanous, 1985. On Psychological Contracts: Kotter, 1973; Rousseau, 1990; Robinson 
and Rousseau, 1994. On psychological climate: Brown and Leigh, 1996. On 
ingratiation and mentoring: Ayree et ai, 1996. On perceptions of careers: Herriot et al, 
1995. On self-construction: Fournier and Payne, 1994; Fournier, 1997. This feature 
can be further illustrated by looking specifically at the graduate careers literature. For 
example, MabeY's study (1986) of graduates in the early years of employment looked 
specifically at expectations. Nicholson and Amold (1991) examined the extent to 
which graduate expectations matched experience. Garavan and Morley (1997) 
explored the socialisation of graduates. Aryee et al (1996) surveyed graduates in Hong 
Kong to explore the effects of mentoring and ingratiation on career outcomes. Sturges 
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et al (2000) investigated career commitment. Whilst these studies make important 
contnbutions in their own right, they tell only a partial story of career. 
Cohen and Mallon (1999: 330) decry the "dearth of empirical, qualitative studies." 
The handful of constructivist, interpretive, qualitative studies which exist (e.g. 
Marshal!, 1995; Cohen, 1997; Mallon, 1998, Fournier, 1998) are the exception. If 
qualitative data collection is rare, qnalitative data which is subsequently qualitatively 
rather than quantitatively analysed is more so. For example, Fournier and Payne 
(1994) and Fournier (1997), using repertory grid, convert qnalitative to quantitative 
data for aualytical purposes in their study of the changes in personal construction of 
graduates during their transition from university to employment. Elsewhere 
qualitative data can appear as the explauatory padding for an essentially positivist 
study. For example, Nicholson and Arnold (1989a, 1989b) use a battery of data 
collection methods in their study of graduates' career expectations and experiences 
and offer some direct quotes from interviews in support of quantitative measures in 
their write-up, as do Bray et al (1974) in their study of mauageriallives at AT &T and 
their subsequent derivation of Enlarger and Enfolder types. 
The purpose here is not to shoot down or devalue positivist approaches per se, but to 
point out that these types of contributions may, on their own, give inadequate 
consideration to and coverage of what are "complex interrelationships between career 
structures, actions and outcomes" (Evetts, 1992: I). Such studies, necessarily narrowly 
focused, have advanced our understanding considerably and represent valuable 
contributions. They are though, by definition, reductionist, and as Barley (1989: 45) 
cautions "precision, by definition, requires narrowing and that narrowing entails loss." 
Positivist approaches give us partial rather than holistic views, and neglect the broader 
contextual factors which shape working lives. In focusing intently on a small part of a 
phenomenon, we learn a great deal of the part's fine detail. The price ofa microscopic 
view however is a partial picture. Many facets of career remain at best ignored and at 
worst hidden and unknown. Combined with the perils of disciplinary segregation, the 
almost exclusive use of positivist approaches is problematic in that it tends to restrict 
and limit researchers to testing and exploring those theories and concepts already 
developed within their own discipline. As Mallon and Cohen (2001: 24) put it, "on 
both theoretical and methodological levels careers researchers continue to cling to 
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established maps and signposts." In this way, as Arthur et aI (1989:7) warn, "career 
studies are at risk of addressing increasingly narrow and decreasingly innovative 
questions. " 
2.2.4 Objective vs. Subjective and External vs. Internal Careers 
The absence of interpretive methodologies leads in turn to yet more problematic 
features of the literature. Positivist research approaches which predominate career 
studies to date tend to adopt o~ective rather than sUbjective perspectives on career. In 
turn, the focus is on the external rather than internal career (Derr and Laurent, 1989). 
As Schein (1996: 80) explains, "the internal career involves a sUbjective sense of 
where one is going in one's work life, as contrasted with the 'external career', the 
formal stages and roles defined by organisational policies and societal concepts of 
what an individual can expect in the occupational structure." The neglect of the 
subjectively experienced internal career is problematic since, as Gunz (1989a: 235) 
explains, "the simple objective career only scratches the surface of the meaning of 
careers to individuals." Van Maanen (1977) has argued that what is most significant 
about an individual's career is the meaning that individual attaches to it. Driver (1982: 
24) appears to support this notion, defining the career concept as ''the conceptual 
structure underlying a person's thinking concerning his or her career." Hall (1976: 4) 
argues that career should be defined as ''the individually perceived sequence of 
attitudes and behaviours associated with work-related experiences and activities over 
the span of the person's life." Because of the positivist stance adopted by most 
studies to date the subjectively experienced internal career has received scant 
attention. 
2.2.5 Organisation vs. Individual and Structure vs. Agency 
Rosenbaum (1989) has noted two broad models of careers. First is the individualistic 
(or agentic) model which suggests that individuals are the key agents in achieving 
career progress. Second is the organisational (or structural) model of careers which 
sees organisational policies and systems as structuring careers. Van Maanen (1977: 8) 
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draws parallels between these two perspectives and that of psychologists on the one 
hand (who believe that 'people make careers') and sociologists on the other (who 
believe that 'careers make people'). Although both perspectives, Van Maanen (1977) 
and Rosenbaum (1989) argue, have serious limitations, it is the former individualistic 
and agentic model which appears to have curried favour with careers researchers. 
This, as Cytrynbaum and Crites (1989) note, adds another problematic dimension to 
the current careers literature in terms of a tendency to downplay those structural 
features which may constrain (or indeed enable) individual career development. In 
other words, though there are some isolated and notable exceptions (e.g. Kanter, 
1977; Gunz, 1989), researchers have tended to focus on agency and the individual at 
the expense of structure and the organisation and environment. 
As Rosenbaum (1989: 349) explains "individualism is not wrong, but it is incomplete. 
It ignores systematic features, and it doesn't even encourage us to look for them" In 
order to address this gap in the literature, he suggests that structural factors should be 
incorporated into individualistic models. He is by no means alone in this call. There 
are hints (both direct and indirect) throughout the careers literature at the need for 
approaches which embrace these dualities. For example, Arthur, Inkson and Pringle 
(1999) argue that individuals are both the creators of and created by their work 
environments. Schein (1971) lobbies for research approaches which explore both the 
influence ofthe organisation on the individual and vice versa. Bailyn (1989: 478) 
reminds us that if we accept that "careers depend on the interaction of individual 
agency and the constraining or enabling aspects of the social context" then failing to 
acknowledge and capture this dialectical nature of careers, "attending to a single face 
of career's duality" (Barley, 1989: 49), distorts our understanding of careers. Watts 
(1998: 5) too issues a very persuasive plea in expressing his view that career theories 
need to have a "stronger sociological frame ... There is a danger that ifwe over-
psychologise the concept of career, we allow it to become, in a literal sense, 
privatised. That means we lose sight of all the inequalities in opportunity structures 
and cultural capital which for many people constrain not only the narratives they can 
construct, but the lives they can lead." 
This "individualistic and astructural bias" (Pfeffer, 1989: 387) has been widely 
recognised (e.g. Collin and Young, 1986 and 2000; Cytrynbaum and Crites, 1989; 
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Collin, 1997). What is therefore surprising is that this bias has persisted. Yet it has. 
Even in the recent study conducted by Arthur, Inkson and Pringle (1999: 175) in 
which they argue that "the micro dynamics of the individual's career behaviour 
influence the macro structures of institutions" they also go on to confess that they 
"have not explored the detailed processes through which this influence over 
institutions occurs." The case for contextualist (Collin, 1997) and interactionist 
perspectives is a compelling and widely championed one (e.g. Chatman, 1989; 
Nicholson, 1996; Cadin et al, 2000). As Arthur and Lawrence (1984: 1) remind us 
"careers do no occur in a vacuum." Yet despite these impassioned calls, career 
researchers and theorists, it seems, are not always willing (or able) to practice what 
they preach. To date there is little evidence of researchers heeding these pleas. To 
illustrate, many studies of graduate careers have adopted either an individual (e.g. 
Fournier and Payne, 1994; Fournier, 1996, 1997) or an organisational perspective 
(e.g. Harvey and Green, 1994) rather than attempting to explore the interaction 
between the two. The few that offer both graduate and organisational viewpoints, 
because oftheir reliance on large scale survey data, do so out of context of particular 
work environments (e.g. Harvey et al, 1997). Indeed, it is largely only theoretical (not 
empirical) works which embrace interactionist perspectives. For example, Jones 
(1983a: 464) adopts an interactionist perspective in the analysis ofsocialisation 
processes to explain how newcomers actively influence personal and role outcomes. 
Nicholson's (1984) theory of work role transitions borrows from pre-existing 
contributions to life-span development, organisational change and occupational 
socialisation to explore role and personal development. Sonnenfeld and Kotter's 
(1982) model of career development includes the individua~ the organisation and the 
environment across both time and space. Appearing to build on their earlier 
empirically-derived model of managerial careers (Herriot et ~ 1994), Herriot and 
Pemberton (1996: 757) present what is claimed to be a contextualised model of 
organisational careers as "sequence of renegotiations of psychological contracts." In 
empirical work however, as Mallon and Cohen (2000: 13) note: 
the individual is too often studied in isolation from their social circumstances, 
with facets of their social world as a mere ghostly presence; career structures 
are studied as if individuals were shadowy beings that inhabit them. 
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As a result, in studies of both graduate careers and careers in general, the opportunity 
to understand the role 'career' itself plays in the structuring process (Barley, 1989) is 
missed. This is a great shame since, as Collin and Watts (1996: 393) note, the 
"conceptual power of 'career' derives from its capacity to link the private world of the 
individual to the social and economic structure" and Young and Collin (2000: 3) 
believe the study of career can focus attention on "the intersection of individual 
biography and social structures." Thus the study of careers is recognised in many 
quarters as potentially facilitating an exploration of career's ontological duality and 
the inter-relationship between action and structure (e.g. Barley, 1989; Collin, 1996). 
However, few studies have taken advantage of this potential. For those intent on doing 
so Giddens' (1984) 'structuration theory' offers a useful theoretical framework 
(Collin, 1996) and is therefore outlined in some detail in chapter 5. 
2.2.6 Stasis vs. Adaptation 
Bailyn (1989: 479) believes there is general consensus that career is a dynamic 
concept, but there is less agreement about whether emphasis should be placed on 
"continuity and stability ... or discontinuity and change." This leads is to a further 
dichotomy contained within the careers literature - identified by Peiperl and Arthur 
(2000) as stasis versus adaptation. Empirical approaches have favoured static 
conceptualisations. For example Arthur (1994: 298), surveying empirical studies 
published in the 1980s and early 90s, notes that "almost all articles over the 1980s 
assume a stable rather than changing environment, an assumption that largely persists 
into the 1990s." However, such apparent evidence of stasis should be treated with 
caution for a number of reasons. First, it may, in part at least, be a product (and 
weakness) of the ceteris parabus assumptions characteristic of positivist research 
approaches which attempt to build in certainty by seeking to control (or ignore) 
variables rather than embracing uncertainty and dynamism and acknowledging the 
complex interrelationships between career actions and structures. In other words, 
favoured methodological approaches struggle to facilitate a study of change and 
complexity. Second, such assumptions of stability run counter to the 'new' 
commentary on careers which proclaims "profound qualitative change" (Nicholson, 
1996: 161) giving rise to terms such as Brousseau et aI's (1996) 'career 
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pandemonium' and Watts' (1996) 'careerquake' representing what are argued to be 
dramatic shifts in careers and the contexts in which they unfold. The truth of the 
matter is that, whilst claim and counter-claim about the extent and nature of career 
change abound, empirical evidence for the impact of contextual changes on the shape 
and form of career is scant to say the least. This represents a further gap in the current 
literature. The question - just how much have careers changed? - remains a 
contentious one. How this change should be theorised is also disputed. Once again 
Giddens' (1984) structuration theory offers a helpful framework and this is outlined in 
detail in Chapter 5. 
2.2.7 Gender-neutral, uncritical and apolitical portrayals 
In addition to these problematic features there are a number of others. The career 
concept has been "based on male work life patterns but presented as a gender-neutral 
concept" (Halford et al., 1997: 109). The failure to account for women's career stages 
has been acknowledged elsewhere too (e.g. Dalton, 1989; Cytrynhaum and Crites, 
1989; Hopfl and Homby Atkinson, 2000). The study of careers has also been subject 
to what appears to be an uncritical 'performative' agenda. The primary purpose of 
studies seems to be on how careers can be better managed without first 
'problematizing' the idea of a career. The focus is on the use of people for 
organisational ends of efficiency and effectiveness (Van Maanen, 1977). The concept 
itself therefore escapes critical scrutiny. Career is simply assumed to be a 'good thing' 
for all those who have or aspire to have one. All efforts should thus be geared to 
making this good thing better. There are no questions asked about who the winners 
and losers in the career game are or whose ends may be served by career. This 
performative agenda characterises the work 01; for example, Connor et al (1990) 
whose case-study of 19 organisations which concentrated on the early years of 
graduates' careers was written as a consultancy report for graduate employers. 
Graham and McKenzie (1995) also intended their work to be used as advisory 
material to help employers "successfully and quickly develop new graduates into 
effective business people, adding value to the organisation and its customers" (p.33). 
Schein (1964) has advised employers "how to break in the college graduate." There is 
therefore a gap in the literature for studies which incorporate ideas from critical theory 
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which "challenges what many writers see as a universal and benevolent career 
system" (Peiperl and Arthur, 2000: 10). Running alongside the uncritical evaluations 
which characterise work to date is a largely apolitical and de-politicised portrayal of 
career. The issue of power in relation to career has been largely ignored (Collin and 
Young, 2000). 
2.2.8 A Note about Graduate Careers 
Much attention has been devoted to exploring various aspects of graduate careers (e.g. 
Arnold, 1985; Arnold, 1986; Arnold and Mackenzie Davey, 1992, 1994; Nicholson 
and Arnold, 1989, 1991, 1991a; Herriot, 1984; Mabey, 1986; Brennan and McGeevor, 
1988; Connor, Strebler and Hirsh, 1990; Brown and Scase, 1994; Graham and 
McKenzie, 1995; Aryee et ai, 1996; Fournier, 1996, 1997; Pitcher and Purcell, 1997; 
Garavan and Morley, 1997; Stewart and Knowles, 1999; Sturges et ai, 2000; Baruch 
and Peiperl, 2000). The problems which beset the careers literature in general are 
reflected within the graduate careers literature. In addition further 'gaps' can be 
identified. In particular, the bulk of studies to date focus on the very early years of 
graduates' careers. For example, Arnold (1985) studied the incidence, nature and 
effect of career surprises on graduates in their first few months of employment. 
Arnold and MacKenzie Davey (1992 and 1994) studied graduate experiences at work 
in the first few years of their careers as did Mabey (1986). Garavan and Morley 
(1997) surveyed graduates in the first two years of employment with their current 
organisations. Brennan and McGeevor (1988) surveyed graduates in the first three 
years. Fournier (1997) studied graduates in their first four years of career whilst 
Nicholson and Arnold (1991) examined career experiences amongst graduates within 
one large corporation with four to five years tenure. Pitcher and Purcell (1997) 
attempted to assess graduates' career expectations by surveying final year 
undergraduate students (without any formal work experience)! Aryee et al (1996) 
studied graduates (in Hong Kong) with up to 8 years experience as did Sturges et al 
(2000). It would seem from this brief review that there is a case for studying graduates 
further still into their careers such that there is an adequate timeframe on which they 
can reflect and offer accounts of 'career'. 
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2.3 NEW VERSUS OLD CAREERS 
It is argued that a number of far-reaching contextual changes are leading to the 
transformation of careers. Watts (1996) views two related factors - economic 
globalisation and new technology - to be the engines of this change, driving forward 
shifts in: patterns of employment (Jackson et a1, 1996); organisational forms and 
structures; work-life balance; psychological contracts contributing to increased job 
insecurity (Storey, 2000). These changes, described by Collin (1994) as potential 
'fracture lines for career', signiJY the possibility of career's death and transfiguration 
(Collin and Watts, 1996), or as Watts (1998: 2) puts it "a shaking of the foundations 
of traditional conceptions [ of career], but with the opportunity to build new and more 
robust structures in its wake." Old and outmoded careers, it is argued, are being 
replaced by new careers. In line with the research objective to evaluate the utility of 
current career concepts and theory, this section devotes attention to notions of 'new 
careers' central to much recent academic commentary and critically evaluates the 
associated claims made in this literature. 
2.3.1 The Death of the 'Old' Career? 
The 'old' career is embodied in Kanter's (1989) notion of the 'bureaucratic career', so 
called because it encapSUlates the features central to Weber's definition of 
bureaucracy. Premised on 'the logic of advancement', the bureaucratic career 
embodies notions of vertical mobility within a hierarchical structure. Progress 
depends on hierarchical advancement. In this type of career mobility is encouraged 
with individuals typically moving jobs and work groups relatively frequently, 
fostering strong bonds between the employee and the organisation (Kanter, 1989). 
Such loyalty to the organisation is traditionally rewarded with job security (Halford 
and Savage, 1995). 
The bureaucratic career spawned what Whyte (1956) referred to as 'Organization 
Man' and much career theorising to date has been based on him. Organization Man is 
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(or rather was, according to some reports) "the prosperous, white-collar worker who 
lives under the protection of a big organisation" and who treasures his wealth, high 
standard of living and security. Organization men not only work for the organization, 
they belong to the organization and "take the vows of the organization life ... they ... 
are the mind and soul of our great self-perpetuating institutions" (Whyte, 1956: 8). 
Dramatic changes, referred to by Brousseau et al (1996) as 'career pandemonium', 
have however, according to Littleton et al (2000), forced Organization Man to "walk 
permanently out of the front doors ofthe corporation" (p.l 0 1) rendering him "all but 
extinct" (p.113). Rosenbaum and Miller (1996: 350) also believe he is "a rapidly 
dying species" who has, it is argued, taken the bureaucratic or traditional career with 
him. As Hall (1996: 1) declares, "the career as we once knew it - as a series of 
upward moves, with steadily increasing income, power, status, and security - has 
died." He is by no means alone in his conviction. As Mallon (1999: 358) notes "the 
demise of the traditional career is widely heralded." And so it is. For example, 
Bridges (1995), Mirvis and Hall (1996), Collin and Watts (1996), Herriot and 
Pemberton (1996) and even Kanter (1989) predict at the very least the impending 
extinction of the traditional career. Gone with it are all the associated trappings of, for 
example, job security (Herriot and Pemberton, 1996; Adarnson et a1, 1998; Halford 
and Savage, 1995) and ongoing promotion (Herriot and Pemberton, 1996; Savickas, 
2000). As Savickas puts it (1995: 17): 
People can no longer expect to spend 40 years at IBM or General Motors, 
establishing and maintaining their careers through the predictable sequence 
of stages advocated by Super (1980) ... As large organisations that support 
careers disappear, the concept of an occupational career path with a single 
organisation pertains to fewer people. 
These are, we are told, new times. Adamson et al (1998: 254) claim the "post-
bureaucratic era" has arrived, and with it a new post-bureaucratic career. "The career 
is dead -long live the career" is the title of Hall and Associates (1996) book, its 
purpose to "hail the birth ofthe 'new' career" (Mirvis and Hall, 1996: 92). It is out 
with the 'old deal' of the bureaucratic era and in with the 'new deal' of the post-
bureaucratic era (Herriot and Pemberton, 1995). The 'old deal', akin to a 
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'relationship' between individual and organisation, saw the employee offering loyalty 
in return for security, conformity in return for promotion prospects, commitment in 
return for training and development and trust in return for care and protection when in 
trouble (Herriot and Pemberton, 1995). This old deal is, it is argued, being rapidly 
replaced by the 'new deal' . 
2.3.2 The Birth ofthe 'New' Career? 
The 'new' career comes under a variety of guises. Peiperi and Baruch (1997) 
announce the arrival of what they refer to as 'post-corporate career'. Handy's (1994) 
version, referred to as the 'portfolio career', is seductively represented as a "means of 
exchanging full-time employment for independence" (p.175). Kanter (1989), 
supported by Co1lin and Watts (1996), believes that the 'new' careers will take on 
'professional' or 'entrepreneurial' forms. In professional careers 'growth' is more 
likely to be associated with enhancing skills and growing expertise rather than moving 
up the ranks. According to Kanter, loyalty to particular employers is weak, unlike 
bureaucratic careers, and the ultimate goal is now psychological (rather than 
'vertical') success (Hall, 1996). 
The entrepreneurial career is, it seems, as attractive a proposition as Handy's 
'portfolio career', since, according to Kanter (1989: 516) it is associated with 
"freedom, independence, and control over not only one's tasks (as the professional 
supposedly has) but also one's organisational surroundings." And Mirvis and Hall 
(1996: 72) tempt us further by suggesting that "if we think of career more in terms of 
skill development, initiative and personal freedom, then today's turbulent work 
environment provides far greater opportunities than one ever would have imagined in 
the heyday of the big blue-chip firms." Hall and Moss (1998) declare the replacement 
ofthe organisational career as the 'protean career'. The term protean is borrowed 
from Proteus, the Greek god who was able to change shape at any time. Hall (1996: 
8) hails the protean career as the "career of the 21st century ... a career that is driven 
by the person, not the organisation, and that will be reinvented by the person from 
time to time, as the person and the environment change." Hall and Moss (1998: 25) 
argue that the 'old contract was with the organisation, the protean contract is with the 
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seJfand one's work'. The protean career is at least as seductive as Handy's portfolio 
career, and Kanter's entrepreneurial career, promising as it does autonomy to the 
individual and a career of which they, not their organisations, are the "driver" (Mirvis 
and Hall, 1996: 16). 
According to Arthur (1994) and Arthur and Rousseau (1996) careers should now be 
conceptualised as 'boundaryless'. Bouodaryless careers are described simply as the 
opposite of organisational or 'bouoded' careers (Hirsch and Shanley, 1996), and are 
based on the assumption that "nearly all careers cross multiple employer bouodaries" 
(Arthur, Inkson and Pringle, 1999: 11). Key competencies for managing this new 
career are "know-how, self-direction and learn-how" (Mirvis and Hall, 1994: 368), 
again emphasising the role of the individual as master of their own destiny. Work 
from the bouodaryless perspective emphasises an "action-based view" of careers 
placing "the ownership primarily in the hands of individual actors rather than 
institutions" (Peiperl and Arthur, 2000: 6). We have been pluoged, it seems, into a 
brave new world which promises autonomy and opportunity aplenty for all those who 
desire it. One could be forgiven for thinking that we have never had it so good. 
Before we become completely mesmerised and taken in by this brave new world's 
emancipatory spells, Cohen and Mallon (1999: 335) urge caution, reminding us that 
"whether the ideas of Handy and fellow management prophets constitutes prediction, 
description (or indeed prescription) is a moot point." They go on to highlight three 
areas of concern which are addressed here: the modest empirical base upon which 
claims of 'new careers' rest, the dichotomous stance of new versus old careers, and 
the failure to subject new career forms and their likely impact to critical scrutiny. 
The empirical base on which proclamations of the 'new' career are made is dubious to 
say the least. For example, Sturges et al (2000) point out that there is little supportive 
evidence for notions of the 'new' career forms and some contra-evidence which, at 
the very least, suggests change on the scale proposed by some authors has yet to 
materialise. Guest and MacKenzie Davey (1996: 23) conclude from their empirical 
survey that the traditional organisation and career is "alive and well." Any changes 
tend to be restricted to the margins and that "despite many interesting innovations 
and much diversity of practice, the traditional career survives and the rhetoric of the 
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new organisation and the end of the career is some way removed from reality" (ibid: 
25). Their findings are supported by other empirical studies. For example, Halford et 
al (1997) in their study of the banking and local government sectors showed that the 
'traditional' career still existed. Halford and Savage (1995) have found that the 
organisational career has remained intact and that "apocalyptic accounts of declining 
promotion prospects in internal labour markets seem to be unfounded" (p.124). 
Jackson et al (1996), whilst acknowledging changes in the world of work, also point 
out that traditional forms of career also remain. Of blue-chip firms they encountered, 
they found that most continue to recruit their future managers in early career 
grooming them for future senior posts, much like the employers of 'Organization 
Man' did. Nicholson (1996: 47-8) too finds it "striking that large and successful 
corporations ... remain unshaken in their commitment to growing their own talent 
through fairly traditional career development methods." Even those SUbjected to the 
most dramatic of changes seem to cling relentlessly to the old world. For example, 
Thomas and Dunkerley (1999) conducted a 2-year study of middle managers across 
50 organisations and found that many, despite having witnessed substantial 
downsizing and delayering initiatives, continue to pursue vertical career progression 
as a reward for their continuing loyalty and commitment to their organisations. 
This empirical evidence simply does not tally with the 'new careers' literature. 
Confusion, it seems, abounds. Prod at the new career concepts hard enough and they 
start to crumble. First the concepts are championed as 'new careers' for a 'new world' 
and then we are told that they may in actuality resemble the 'old careers' and the 'old 
paternalistic, relational world' we are supposed to have left behind. For example, 
Mirvis and Hall (1994: 377) inform us that "the irony is that boundaryless 
organisations could offer to those employees able to negotiate its waterways the 
opportunity to have a one-company career, gain positions of prominence and 
influence, and serve socialising and mentoring ro les." Peiperl and Baruch (1997: 8) 
hype the "post-corporate career" yet also acknowledge the maintenance of the 
traditional "organisational career" as "part of the predominant business culture in 
many organisations." To top it all, as Peiperl and Arthur (2000: 6) concede, many 
large organisations still operate from an "organisational-career perspective." They 
also acknowledge that it is unclear whether "careers really do transcend boundaries, 
particularly those of work organisations .... Nor is it clear whether the experiencing of 
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boundaryless careers makes their owners better off." To add even further to the 
confusion, in this supposed new boundaryless world, Goffee and Jones (2000: 256) 
argue that "individuals will continue to encounter boundaries - explicit and hidden, 
objective and subjective." Gunz, Evans and Jallard (2000: 48) have found the 
boundaryless concept to be merely a hypothesis which "on closer inspection, turns out 
to be not really boundaryless at all." The question is how was this hypothesis arrived 
at and why is it currying favour in the careers literature? Earlier it was noted that 
disciplinary segregation may allow problematic features in current literature to be 
recreated in subsequent works. The enthusiastic peddling ofthe boundaryless 
hypothesis may therefore reflect no more than a literature which is individualistic, 
astructural and decontextualised and which resonates with the notion of 
'boundarylessness' rendering it highly appealing. 
Turning attention to the potential downside of the new careers, it should be noted that 
portrayals to date have almost completely escaped critical scrutiny. As Hirsch and 
Shanley (1996: 218) note "even as we look forward to a boundaryless world that has 
not yet unfolded, its report card seems to have already arrived, with an impressive 
chorus of almost uniformly high evaluations." It is difficult not to ask why there is 
such a clamour to accept so uncritically unsupported claims of new improved career 
forms, and difficult not to wonder how much this, like the proclaimed progression 
from Personnel Management to Human Resource Management, is merely a case of 
'old wine in new bottles' (Legge, 1995). 
Can it really be this good? Amidst the hype it is possible to detect some notes of 
caution. For example, Hall (1996: 6) hirnselfwarns "although we believe that protean 
careers are self-invented, self-managed and re1ational- or at least they can be - we 
need to acknowledge that there is a dark side to this new career contract." However, 
he seems unsure whether the protean career really can deliver its promises and offers 
no details of what this 'dark side' entails or how it might manifest itself. Similarly, the 
claim that "life in the boundaryless organisation could prove nourishing" (Mirvis and 
Hall, 1994: 377) and that the boundaryless career offers "the promise of fresh 
solutions" (Arthur et al, 1999: 11) all suggest a 'new' concept based on shaky 
theoretical (let alone empirical) foundations. 
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Offering a rare critique ofthe new careers literature, Cohen and MaIlon (1999) point 
out that voices expressing reservations and concerns about the effects of 'new' career 
forms are "drowned by the chorus of approval" (p.336). Suggesting a possible 
rationale for the 'new career' rhetoric, Cohen and Mallon (1999), along with 
Richardson (2000), warn that the promotion of boundary less careers could legitimise 
the removal oftraditional career opportunities as organisations undergo far-reaching 
downsizing programmes. Along similar lines, Hirsch and Shanley (1996) argue that 
boundaryless careers, fur from empowering individuals, may actually reduce their 
power and pose threats to rather than bestow freedom. They set alarm bells ringing, 
pointing out that there are many who stand to lose out from the 'new' boundaryless 
career e.g. older employees and their younger 'peripheralized counterparts'. 
Encouragingly, even those who peddle notions of boundary less ne ss agree, at least, on 
this point. For example, Arthur, Inkson and Pringle (1999: 11) are careful to remind 
us: 
It is important ... not to become too carried away by the more spectacular, 
futuristic scenarios of a boundaryless career world We should not forget the 
economically disadvantaged, and those marginalized in insecure, low-skill 
jobs. Nor should we forget the casualties that the new employment era brings 
in its wake. We should not allow the rhetoric of 'portfolio careers', 'intelligent 
careers', 'post-corporate careers' and 'entrepreneurial careers' to cause us to 
lose sight of the less fortunate. 
Yet the tendency in much work is, in fact, to ignore or even dismiss the downsides to 
new careers. 
Hirsch and Shanley (1996) challenge the implicit assumption that boundaries are 
somehow 'bad'. Indeed it is possible to see how the absence of a boundary between 
home and work life may have detrimental effects. It could be argued that the 
boundaryless career concept legitimises organisational intrusion into and usurping of 
personal and family lives. Mirvis and HaIl (1994) give a nod to this prospect, warning 
that the management (or removal) of work and home boundaries may lead to a "sense 
of role overload and conflict which will pose countless practical problems and could 
fragment even further people's work identities and family systems" (p.369). They also 
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warn of "material and psychological costs", suggesting that the boundaryless career 
may be less financially lucrative than the traditional career. They recommend that in 
order to achieve the all-important 'psychological success' (in the absence of the 
possibility of vertical success), individuals should "cultivate adaptability ... personal 
adaptability is much sought after by boundaryless organisations: it is what they look 
for when they hire from the outside and what they try to develop in their 'high 
potential' employees" (Mirvis and Hall, 1994: 371). There is of course nothing new in 
this, and a critical spin on this recommendation is curiously omitted. For the sake of 
completeness let us hint at it here (and return to it later). 'Adaptable' employees can 
also be described in other terms and Brousseau et al (1996: 52) offer us such an 
alternative: ''people need to be more flexible and versatile in their skills and 
knowledge and must be willing to go anywhere, at any time, and at a moment's 
notice, to do anything." This is good for business, but it is a far cry from the 
autonomous, free, self-directing imagery of the new career. One is left wondering, as 
Cohen and Mallon (1999) do, just how different the new career in practice, if it exists 
at all, is from the old career. 
2.4 CAREER METAPHORS 
Continuing in the quest to make sense of the concept of career, attention is now turned 
to examining popular career metaphors prominent within the careers literature. 
(Chapter 10 explores the 'metaphors-in-use' of participants in this study). Some ofthe 
limitations in research to date, along with a critical appraisal of the 'new career', can 
also be uncovered in this way. 
There has been growing interest in the adoption of metaphor analysis as a method of 
studying organisational life (e.g. Morgan, 1986; Grant and Oswick, 1996; Oswick and 
Grant, 1996) and more recently careers in particular (e.g. Mignot, 2000). Metaphor is 
a figure of speech used to imply resemblance between an action or object on the one 
hand and a (usually commonly used) word or phrase on the other. The relationship 
between the two is not literal but metaphorical. Individuals draw on metaphor to 
convey feelings and thoughts and express experiences and emotions which might 
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otherwise remain unspoken. As Gowler and Legge (1989: 439) explain, metaphors 
"communicate the unknown by transposing it in terms ofthe known" and in this way, 
as Inkson (2001: 4) argues, metaphor may be used to help us "unveil" aspects of 
career that might otherwise be difficult to see, helping us access the key dimensions of 
individuals' (career) conceptual systems (Lakoffand Johnson, 1980). This 'generative 
capacity' (Alvesson, 1994) of metaphor or, in other words, its potential to offer new 
conceptual insights is also highlighted by Miles and Huberman (1994), Cazal and Inns 
(1998) and Tietze et al (2002). Gunz (1989) has observed how individuals in talking 
about their careers draw heavily on metaphor for descriptive purposes. In terms of the 
aim of this study to access careerists' conceptual schemes, this feature therefore seems 
particularly promising. There are however a number of issues to bear in mind. First, 
established and widely-used metaphors are, according to Tietze at al (2002), 
frequently taken-for-granted and therefore may escape critical scrutiny. Taking a fresh 
look at well-established metaphors can however generate new perspectives (A1vesson, 
1994). It is therefore important that these metaphors are unpacked, not least since 
metaphor can be employed to legitimise certain actions and discourage others (Tietze 
et al, 2002). Such taken-for-granted metaphors are, as Lakoff and Johnson (1980) 
describe them, 'metaphors we live by'. An analysis of these metaphors may allow 
access to the normalised assumptions which underpin conceptual schemes. Second, it 
should be noted that metaphor often highlights certain features whilst simultaneously 
obscuring others (Tietze et aI, 2002). Similarly both Morgan (1996) and Collin (1997) 
warn of the partial insights generated by a single metaphor and recommend that a 
number of metaphors are explored in order to offer a more rounded view. Adding 
weight to this recommendation, as Tietze et al (2002) also point out, is the risk that 
the meaning of a metaphor employed by one individual may be misinterpreted by 
another. To overcome some of these limitations, A1vesson (1994) argues that 
analytical depth can be extended by exploring not only first level but also second-
level metaphors. In other words, in order to capitalise on metaphor's generative 
capacity and to limit the potential for misinterpretation, sub-sets of metaphors (second 
level) contained within the dominant metaphors (frrst level) should be explored, 
compared and contrasted. This approach offers some critical leverage and increases 
the possibilities of reinterpreting first level metaphors thereby generating new insights 
which might otherwise remain dormant. 
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In terms of career, dominant 'first level' metaphors can be seen to fall into four broad 
groups: spatial, journey, horticultural, and competition metaphors. These are 
considered in turn in the following sections along with a less prominent but 
potentially insightful 'game' metaphor. 
2.4.1 Spatial Metaphors 
Spatial career metaphors draw particular attention to implicit notions of vertical 
mobility encapsulated in traditional and bureaucratic career conceptions. Gunz (1989) 
notes their widespread adoption in the career literature, with frequent reference to 
second level metaphors such as hierarchies, pyramids, vertical and lateral moves, 
moves to the centre, climbing career ladders, high-flyers and so on. 
As Barley (1989: 48) explains: 
The notion of vertical mobility is so well entrenched in career research that 
many of the terms we frequently use to discuss careers make no sense unless 
hierarchical structures are presumed Consider, for instance, whether one can 
comprehend 'up and out', 'career ladder', 'platteauing', 'promotion', 
'demotion' or even 'lateral transfer' without at least tacitly referring to the 
notion of verticality. 
As Tietze at al (2002) have suggested, such spatial metaphors could be argued to 
legitimise some career moves (e.g. climbing up the ladder) whilst stigmatising others 
(e. g. platteauing). They thereby convey and arguably reinforce a set of normalised 
assumptions about what career should and should not entail and therefore how career 
should and should not be conceptualised. Yet these metaphors also run counter to 
what many believe are fundamental changes in career contexts. As such they are seen 
by many as, to all intents and purposes, defunct. Parker and Inkson (1999) insist 
career ladders are disappearing as does Herriot (1992), Mirvis and Hall (1996) and 
Savickas (2000: 57) who claims "organisations are breaking the middle management 
rungs off the career ladder, thereby destroying the ladder itself." The question we 
must ask though is whether (and why) the metaphor remains a dominant one. Is it 
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merely that it has, over time, become sedimented within the linguistic repertories of 
individuals, or alternatively, contrary to reports, is it actually that verticality remains a 
key dimension in individuals' career conceptions? Uncovering evidence of the 
continued use of spatial metaphors by careerists would expose chinks in the 
arguments of those who herald the arrival of the new career. 
2.4.2 Career as Journey 
Nicholson and West (1989) identiJY the metaphor of journey as a powerful shaper of 
thinking on careers, which frames careers as travel along 'paths' (Herriot, 1992). 
Nicholson and West (1989) believe that such notions have broad appeal since they 
conjure up comforting images of careers with direction, purpose and clear starting and 
finishing points. Journey metaphors can take on a number of different 'spins'. A 
positive interpretation might frame the careerist as in control of journey, planning the 
route, deciding where to go, when to go, how fast and when to slow down. In fact the 
journey metaphor is frequently cast, as Nicholson and West (1989: 181) note, as "an 
attnbute of the travellerrather than the compulsive shape of the terrain" (ibid: 181). 
Such an interpretation of the journey metaphor may help explain why contextual 
factors are frequently neglected, and an individualistic bias in studies to date persists. 
The detection of journey metaphors in the careers literature is unsurprising given the 
origins of the word career which is derived from the Latin word carraria meaning a 
road or carriageway (Arthur and Lawrence, 1984: 1). Indeed, Sennett (1998: 9) traces 
the earliest English usage ofthe word 'career' as meaning "a road for carriages." 
Perhaps reflecting the state of 14th century English roads, Raymond Williams (1970 in 
Savage 1998: 66) observed that until the 1850s 'career' signified "unstable 
movement." Only after this point in time did career come to mean "regularized and 
steady movement through a series of occupational stages" (Savage, 1998: 66). 
However, as Arthur, Inkson and Pringle (1999: 165) point out, the verb 'to career', 
meaning "to swerve about wildly in an uncontrolled manner", is well established and 
still widely used. Here we see a more negative reading ofthe journey metaphor. It is 
this interpretation, this out of control and dangerous view of career, which is 
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apparently downplayed in the careers literature, 'unveiling' perhaps another gap in 
studies to date. Unpacking horticultural metaphors offers a similar revelation. 
2.4.3 Horticultural metaphors 
Gunz (1989) notes the widespread use of horticultural metaphors in the careers 
literature. Like other metaphors this one too can be read in a number of ways. It 
conjures images of, in career terms, growing (usually upwards towards the warm life-
giving sunshine), flowering and blossoming. There is however also a less enticing 
interpretation. 
The horticultural metaphor dramatizes careers as autonomously growing 
things which need taming. For instance, talent is home-grown or implanted 
deadwood is pruned, bad apples are discarded ... All of these have in common 
the idea that people in the organisation are somehow under the control of the 
gardener and that they can be changed in the way that the gardener wants to 
change them. The increasingly common use of the term 'human resources' for 
people is very revealing in this context. It implicitly labels people as things to 
be used or acted on, instead of treating them as collaborators in the process. 
(Gunz, 1989: 86) 
This loss of individual control is also reflected in the "wilderness metaphor" noted by 
Hall and Moss (1998: 26) which refers to notions of "getting lost in the woods and 
finding one's way out." Again, controlling and disciplining aspects of career are 
revealed within these metaphors yet the literature to date is restricted almost 
exclusively to apolitical presentations of career with issues of control and discipline 
downplayed. There is, for example, no mention of these dimensions detected on the 
cross-disciplinary conceptual map nor within the 'new' careers literature. 
Individualistic stances completely fail to convey any such notions, again suggesting a 
possible weakness in such portrayals. 
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2.4.4 Career as competition 
In Ancient Greece, the tenn career meant a "fast paced running of a course - some 
sort of race" (Van Maanen, 1977: 1) and the origins of notions of career as 
competition are likely to derive from this. Rosenbaum (1989) notes that career talk 
often embraces competitive 'social Darwinism' and that employees often draw 
parallels between career issues and athletic competitions. Indeed, Rosenbaum (1979, 
1989) has found empirical evidence of career operating as a series of , tournaments' -
"systems for selecting the most talented individuals by a series of progressively more 
selective competitions" (Rosenbaum, 1989: 336). Such 'tournament' metaphors 
involve the devising of 'game plans' (Herriot, 1992). In contrast, metaphors "more 
favoured by the cynical" include careers as "rat race, with the survival of the nastiest" 
and, with warfare in mind, careers are seen by some as a "minefield" (Herriot, 1992: 
2). Gowler and Legge (1989: 439) are, judging by Herriot's criteria, amongst the 
cynical, since they note in particular the metaphor of careers as "uphill struggles" and 
"rat races." 
Someone with a 'successful career' is a 'high flyer' who has survived the 'rat 
race' and beaten competitors on the Jast track'. Here the images are positive: 
of 'ascent', 'speed', and 'winning '. In contrast, the individual who has 'no 
career' or is a 'career failure' is often described negatively in terms of a 
'dead-end job', 'dead wood', 'passed over', 'washed up' or 'burnt out '. 
Notably the images are frequently of death, decay and destruction. 
(Gowler and Legge, 1989: 446). 
Gowler and Legge (1989) succeed here in teasing out a number of different readings 
of the competition metaphor - both positive and negative 'spins'. Implicit in these 
portrayals are the existence of winners but also losers, of the haves but also the have-
nots. These latter interpretations again 'unveil' career as a potentially politicised 
process which the fonner may serve to mask. 
2.4.5 Career as a game 
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A final metaphor hinted at in the careers literature is that of game-playing. This phrase 
crops up in a number of places. For example it is conveyed in the title of V an 
Maanen's (1980) chapter - 'Career games: organisational rules of play'. Adamson et 
al (1998: 257) state "what we mean when we talk ofthe death of career is simply that 
the rules of the career game have changed" (although this view will be contested later 
on in this study). Rosenbaum (1989) stresses the importance of competitors in career 
'tournaments' being aware of the 'rules of the game'. Schein (1971: 405) refers to the 
importance of 'playing a political game' in order to make it to the inner sanctum of 
the organisation. Nicholson (1996: 47) too draws on the metaphor of career as "a 
game with uncertain rules to be played vigorously if one is to succeed." Nicolson 
(1996: 39) notes White et ai's (1992) suggestion that "anyone can make it to the top, 
so long as they are prepared to play the game." Gunz (1989) too notes the complex 
and subtle games that get played within organisations. 
What purpose does the game metaphor serve? As Deetz (1992: 41) suggests, labelling 
activities within workplaces as "merely a game" that can be "quit at any time" 
detracts attention away from the potentially detrimental and unjust products of the 
game. In other words the metaphor obscures certain features which might otherwise 
be subjected to more careful observation. As Van Maanen (1980) reminds us, games 
produce both winners and losers. Referring to career practices as 'a game' allows their 
reinterpretation as harmless, playful fun and thereby discourages critical evaluation 
(Deetz, 1992). It encourages us to overlook the fact that the interests of some may be 
served at the,expense of others. Burawoy's (1979) study, whilst not a study of careers 
per se, can be used for illustrative purposes here. 
Burawoy (1979) has noted the process of "making-out", a game played by shop floor 
workers in their attempts to increase levels of production to beyond target in order to 
earn incentive pay. In this particular game, workers are pitted against their fellow 
workers as well as against themselves, drawing on great technical skill and creativity 
as they seek novel ways (and bend production rules) in their attempt to increase 
production rates beyond target levels and beyond that produced by colleagues. At one 
level, this game can be seen as beneficial to workers who, by their actions, inject 
interest and challenge into work which might otherwise be experienced as tedious, 
improving their prospects of receiving wage bonuses in the process. The game also 
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benefits managers and the factory by boosting production rates far beyond that which 
they might ordinarily be. It is not surprising therefore that Burawoy (1979: 80) 
observes that "where games do take place, they are usually neither independent of nor 
in opposition to management. .. Management, at least at the lower levels, actively 
participates not only in the organisation of the game but in the enforcement of its 
rules." Does it matter? Harmless fun? Jermier et al (1994) think it does indeed matter. 
They argue that feelings of self-worth become entwined with one's position in the 
game and explain that "to the extent playing the game becomes an arena for self-
esteem testing, fuctory workers can become locked, unwittingly, into practices that 
reproduce conditions of exploitation and subordination" (ibid: 7). The game, once set 
in motion, is self-perpetuating and, as with career games, "the very activity of playing 
a game generates consent with respect to its rules ... one cannot both play the game 
and at the same time question the rules" (Burawoy, 1979: 81-2). Thus whilst this 
game of 'making out' may be experienced as harmless recreation by its players at the 
factory, they are unknowingly locking themselves and re-creating a work-intensifYing 
game that, once set in motion, is difficult to halt. 
2.4.6 Inadequacy of popular metaphors? 
The review of dominant career metaphors reveals an apparent gap between the 
dimensions they highlight (notably in terms of discipline, control and politics) on the 
one hand, and the general careers literature (especially the 'new' careers work with its 
claims of autonomy and self-direction) on the other hand. In fuct the adequacy of 
popular metaphors in helping us to make sense of career has already been called into 
question by a number of authors (e.g. Herriot, 1992). However, if the interest in 
metaphor analysis derives from its capacity to generate insight into and help access 
the experiences and conceptual schemes of individuals having careers as it is here, 
Herriot's distinction between metaphors fuvoured by the cynical and less cynical 
perhaps misses the point somewhat. What matters is the accuracy ofthe metaphor in 
capturing an individual's subjective career experience. We as researchers cannot 
select our favoured metaphors, but must let those we research lead us to theirs. A 
distinction should be made here between what Oswick and Grant (1996: 217) refer to 
as "intermediate" metaphors which "have a pre-meditated conceptual base" and are 
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"imposed" on the one hand, and, on the other, "meaningful metaphors" which are 
"discovered rather than created" and are therefore "exposed" by uncovering particular 
"metaphors-in-use" within organisations. 
In essence, the argument runs full circle here to restate the case for emergent rather 
than imposed research agendas, with a methodology which facilitates the emergence 
ofcareerists' metaphors rather than the imposition of researchers'. Since new 
metaphors allow us to view old and farniliar concepts in new and unfamiliar ways 
(Morgan, 1997), this approach might therefore generate the fresh insights needed in 
the careers field. Certainly evidence from other fields of study seem to demonstrate 
this. Notably, Dunford and PaImer (1996) review journal articles reporting 
downsizing programmes and identifY a number of root metaphors: body/ medical 
metaphors e.g. slimming down, using the surgeon's scalpel, having radical surgery, 
paralysed, down to the bare bone etc.; military/ violent metaphors e.g. slaughtering, 
bloodletting, firing squad, biting the bullet, frontal assaults, casualties, carnage, 
deeply wounding; and horticultural metaphors e.g. pruning, chopping, slash and burn. 
If these findings are anything to go by, it seems the so-called 'cynical' view is, against 
Herriot's (1992) better judgement, perhaps also the most accurate for many. 
2.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter has launched attempts to make sense of the concept of career by 
reviewing existing literature. An assessment of the various definitions of career 
reveals a lack of consensus amongst academic commentators. Disciplinary 
contributions to this field of study have been traced and the broad disciplinary appeal 
of the concept of career is judged to be in part responsible for the competing views 
about the key dimensions of career. There are a number of further problematic 
features of the existing body of knowledge, not least the issue of disciplinary 
segregation and the extent of conceptual paraphernalia. In addition favoured research 
approaches have created methodological gaps. Studies to date are decontextuaIised 
and full to embrace dialectical perspectives. They have favoured positivist rather than 
interpretivist approaches, have adopted objective rather than subjective stances, 
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explored the external at the expense of the internal career, focusing on the individual 
rather than the organisation and general context, favouring agency over structure. It is 
argued here that such studies have limitations in terms of assisting us in understanding 
career. In addition it is noted here that empirical works, perhaps as a product of their 
methodological stance, have tended to adopt static perspectives, yet the narrative 
which accompanies such works hypes the extent and impact of change. Claims of 
academic commentators that the 'old' career is being rapidly replaced by the 'new' 
have been subjected to critical scrutiny and found to be based on little evidence. 
Evidence which does exist suggests, to the contrary, little change in career shape and 
form. Thus a gap between theoretical commentary and empirical work has been 
detected. The need for qualitative studies which reject core dichotomies and instead 
embrace career's ontological duality have been highlighted and the importance of 
researchers remaining quizzical about the ways in which career forms and their 
contexts are created and re-created is stressed. Finally, in a further attempt to make 
sense of the concept of career and to assess its key dimensions an analysis of 
dominant career metaphors - spatial, journey, horticultural and competition - has been 
conducted. Reading these in different ways, and additionally assessing the 'game' 
metaphor, 'unveils' a number of dimensions not adequately reflected in the literature, 
notably a political dimension. 
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CHAPTER 3 - ACCOMPLISHING CAREER: PRACTICES AND TACTICS 
3.0 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter continues with the quest to make sense of the concept of career adopting 
a different tack to the previous chapter by exploring what, according to available 
empirical evidence, both helps and hinders the development of career. Individual and 
organisational career practices are scrutinised and the ways in which these might 
inform our understanding of the nature and form of career assessed. In line with one 
of the key research objectives, the mechanisms by which career can be accomplished 
and/or obstructed are explored. Attention is therefore devoted to what it takes to 
'succeed' in career (in an objective sense) as well as to career boundaries and barriers 
which may threaten this success. This approach, it is felt, offers further insight into 
career's dimensions. As Mallon (1998) points out, despite the lack of empirical 
support for notions of the 'new' career there is no shortage of recipes for career 
success and the underpinning assumptions of such prescriptions are of a 'new' career 
context which is characterised by autonomy, free choice, meritocracy and self-
direction (Hopfl and Homby Atkinson, 2000). In this chapter, these prescriptions, 
along with the assumptions on which they are based, are subjected to critical scrutiny. 
In particular, issues relating to gender and work-life balance are raised and used to 
provide critical leverage. 
3.1 OPAQUENESS OF SUCCESS CRITERIA 
Any attempt to nail down the qualities of successful careerists is fraught with some 
difficulty. Brown and Scase (1994) warn that new organisational forms are leading to 
the breaking down of explicit criteria for reward and promotion found in 
bureaucracies leading in turn to more potentially divisive instances of sponsorship and 
patronage as keys to promotion. This is supported by Rosenbaum and Miller (1996) 
who note that organisations cannot be relied on to offer clear promotion criteria, that 
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signals are vague, and that managers possess conflicting and shifting views on what 
facets are important. This feature has perhaps provided fertile ground for the growth 
of prescriptive recipes for success noted above. The source ofthe problem may lie 
partly in managers' inability to articulate valued attributes which leads in turn to an 
absence of clear criteria. For example, Gunz (1989a: 232) notes that "people know 
whom they admire as good managers, but find it hard to be specific about Why. If 
asked to identifY their best subordinates they rarely have any trouble." The question is 
just how new is this opaqueness? Were there ever clear criteria? There does appear to 
be some confusion. According to Schein (l971), writing 30 years ago, it is not really 
new at all. Referring to difficulties in finding a way to the 'inner circle' of an 
organisation, and crossing what he refers to as the 'inclusion boundary', he notes 
"even the willing informant, including members of the inner circle, may be unclear 
about the actual mechanisms by which people move toward the centre" (p.408). The 
vagueness of official career rules has also been noted by Van Maanen (1980) and, it 
appears, little progress has been made in the intervening years. 
3.2 CAREER TACTICS AND RULES 
In the absence of clearly documented rules and criteria attention is turned to 
examining practices and tactics widely-used and! or widely-championed. This section 
examines: the case for and evidence of self-direction and self-development; the 
promotion of generalist rather than specialist technical skills; the importance of 
knowing the 'right' people; political manoeuvring and impression management 
tactics; and the tendency of individuals to attribute career success to luck. 
3.2.1 Self-direction and self-development? 
Autonomy and self-direction are central to notions of 'new careers' and, in line with 
this, the argument for 'self-development' as an imperative response to changing 
employment conditions is well-rehearsed and widely advocated (e.g. Hall, 1976; 
Jackson, 1991; Association of Graduate Recruiters, 1995; Pedler et al, 1988; 
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Germain, 1988; Clark, 1992; Bridges, 1995; Schein, 1996; Brousseau et ai, 1996; 
Stickland, 1996; Grzeda, 1999; Savickas, 2000). For example, Schein (1996: 81-2) 
believes that "self-reliance and self-management are becoming dominant 
requirements for future career management." Waterman et al (1994) call for 
workforces to become self-reliant, to switch from 'career dependence' and 
demonstrate instead 'career resilience'. And Brousseau et al (1996: 54), drawing on 
Hirsch's (1987) classic self-help text, recommend that individuals "'pack their own 
parachutes' and become 'free agents' on their own." Developing a military metaphor, 
Stickland (1996: 584) believes 'self-management' is a do or die issue - "a battle for 
survival." However, currently much of the literature on seJf..development - as well as 
on seemingly related concepts such as "self-management" (Stickland, 1996, Schein, 
1996), "self-reliance" (Association of Graduate Recruiters, 1995, Schein, 1996), and 
"career resilience" (Waterman et ai, 1994) -lacks empirical support and remains 
somewhat prescriptive in nature. Questions remain - is seJf..development a recipe for 
success and are individuals able to freely self-direct? 
The answer of course lies partly in one's perspective and disciplinary allegiances. If 
one embraces the new careers literature and fuvours an individualistic and agentic 
stance over a structural one as the bulk of career researchers appear to, the 
prescriptions make perfect sense. They fit, for example, with Arthur, Inkson and 
Pringle's (1999: 175) observation that the current environment is one "where 
companies have less control over the career journeys of their workers" and Adamson 
et aI's (1998: 257) idealised notion of career as something which "fundamentally 
belongs to the individual." They respond to frustrations expressed by, for example, 
Bell and Staw (1989), who are dismayed at portrayals of individuals as "lumps of 
clay, ready to be shaped by all those around them" (p.232) and lobby instead for 
careerists to be viewed "more as sculptor than sculpture" (p.233). 
Yet whilst the logic of such prescriptions may be sound, the 'new career' assumptions 
on which they are based, as we have seen, are more dubious. Much as we might wish 
to embrace these autonomous images, empirical evidence clouding such claims is 
hard to ignore. For example, Gunz (1989: 173) concludes that there are "limits to 
taking charge" of careers since they are "not under the sole control of the individual." 
Barney and Lawrence (1989) have also found that the ability of individuals to manage 
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their careers is limited. Mirvis and Hall (1994: 376) argue that, far from the 
progressive portrayals of a brave new world, old style relational contracts stemmed 
from collective bargaining whereas "today, by comparison, employers are seen as 
more orless unilaterally dictating the terms." In his study, Inkson (1995: 191) found 
that 'job changes were increasingly reactive, determined particularly by 
organisational pressure, and decreasingly pro active" and he concludes that there are 
"inexorable pressures towards organisations increasing control over their members' 
careers" (ibid, p.193). Sturges et al (2000) conclude from their study of graduate 
careers that there is little empirical evidence to back up claims of career self-
management. 
So what is obstructing moves to self-direction? There are a number of possible 
explanations. For example, individuals who have experienced career trauma (e.g. 
redundancy, unemployment etc.) may feel disempowered as a result. Experience of 
failure early in a career appears especially potent. Nicholson and Arnold (1989: 7) in 
their study of graduates' early experiences in a multinational noted that "early sparks 
of accomplishment ignite some of the brightest careers. But, by the same token, early 
sensations offailure can instigate corrosive self-doubt and underachievement." Hall 
and Schneider (1973: 229) noted in relation to their study of priests that the first year 
of a career was critical and the first assignment had long-lasting eftects on subsequent 
career experiences, notably satisfuction and commitment. 
Another possibility is that structural constraints in the work context may hamper 
efforts to manage one's own career (e.g. Bailyn, 1989). Hall and Schneider (1973), in 
their study of the work lives of priests, found little evidence of priests choosing their 
own career paths and, crucially, little evidence of the system allowing them the option 
to choose. Littleton et al (2000: 103) note that "traditional bounded organisations ... 
provide an armoury of articulated rules and social cues to guide behaviour. The 
situation provides little scope for improvisation." Nicholson (1996: 47) too notes that 
the "mechanistic ladder system" of bureaucratic organisations leads to role allocation 
on the basis of culturally defined rules and regulations which leads little room for 
individuals to "influence their fate." Individualistic and decontextualised studies 
would of course fail to pick up on this. According to Bailyn (1989: 479) the oft-
recommended advice of "learning to know oneself - one's abilities, interests and 
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values" is rarely enough to for effective career development. An individual must as 
well "be able to decipher the career rules at work in the organisation." The question is, 
what are the career rules and how are they leamt? 
3.2.2 Generalists vs. Specialists 
Peiperl and Baruch (1997: 9) note that, in the face of change and instability, there has 
been a tendency for many organisations to concentrate on the development of 
generalists rather than specialists. This has been accompanied by (reported) shifts 
away from vertical progression and towards horizontal development. Indeed in his 
now infamous self-help book, 'Pack your own parachute' Hirsch (1987), displaying 
apparent great foresight, recommends that individuals cuhivate generalist rather than 
specialist skills. In their empirical model of managerial careers within organisations, 
Herriot et al (1994) also observe that large organisations are likely to value genera1ists 
more than their technical and professional specialists. In addition, Gunz (1989a: 231) 
drawing on the work ofOffe (1967) suggests those rewarded within organisations are 
"people conforming with organisational norms, and anyone concentrating on the 
technical, central role elements of occupational tasks rather than on peripheral, extra-
functional ones is liable to become an immobile specialist." Ackers and Preston 
(1997: 685-6) also note that for aspiring managers "technical expertise in a given task 
or role appears to take second place to warmer, less rational talents." And pointing to 
Sofer's (1970) study of managers in two manufacturing firms, Gunz (1989a: 231) 
notes with interest its conclusion that "specia1ism was seen as the equivalent of a 
blocked career." In the context ofthe 'new career' discourse, these findings are 
somewhat unexpected. They run counter to the statements about, for example, 
Kanter's (1989),professional' career where 'growth' is supposed to be linked directly 
to skill and expertise enhancement. Thus, despite Brousseau et al's (1996: 55) 
observation that "the jack-of-all trades may be essential in some work situations, but 
not sufficiently skilled or knowledgeable in many others" it is nevertheless the jack-
of-aIl-trades who is more likely to get on in organisations. 
Zabusky and Barley (1996) studied the subjective careers oftechnicians and identified 
a number of common features. For example, technical staff (in particular computer 
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technicians) expressed a 'love of work' especially in relation to the technical content 
oftheir work. Other attractions for them were the quest for growth and learning. 
Success, it was reported, was not linked to climbing career ladders. They believed 
hierarchical progression would lead them away from the work they enjoyed and 
therefore did not seek it. Zabusky and Barley (1996) also found evidence that 
managers and non-technical personnel had little respect for technical specialists 
believing that they lacked social and organisational skills. In short, a gu1fbetween the 
two groups was detected. Technical specialists were found to pursue 'careers of 
achievement'. Generalists, in contrast, pursued 'careers of advancement'. 
Paradoxically, it is the latter group most likely to reap organisational rewards, but the 
former group which demonstrates "the sort of values championed by much of the 
recent discourse on the 'new economy'" (Zabusky and Barley, 1996: 207). They 
conclude that organisations do not know how to reward expertise, and organisational 
career management practices appear to be lagging well behind the new career 
literature. 
3.2.3 Who you know? 
Gunz (1989: 18) reflects "it is sometimes said rather sourly that people succeed not 
because of what they know but who they know." He is not alone in being forced to 
acknowledge that there is much truth in this (e.g. Pfeffer, 1989; Tharenou, 1997; 
Nicolson, 1996; Halford et ai, 1997; Simpson, 1997). Indeed, the weight of empirical 
evidence to support this notion makes it hard to argue otherwise. For example, 
Tharenou (1997: 26) reviews the literature on managerial advancement and concludes 
from it that "social networks, mentors, politics and group similarity/ homophily 
consistently explain managerial advancement. Who you know, who knows you, who 
you are like, and how political you are count." Martin and Strauss (1968: 208) note 
the importance of sponsorship in "determining who moves and how far." Sponsorship, 
they argue, is "ahnost a necessary condition for mobility." Barney and Lawrence 
(1989) observe the significant Career advantages gained by individuals who cultivate 
strong personal relationships with influential mentors. Nicholson (1996: 46) notes that 
in some career systems, "career opportunities are governed by criteria over which the 
individual has no control. Who and where you are, not what you are capable of, 
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determines your chances." Hirsch (1987) also champions networking as an important 
strategy aimed at 'getting on' and Kanter (1989: 508) explains that such social 
networks can offer a source of "education, unofficial credentialing (as occurs in 
reputation bestowal within corporations)" along with protection. 
There is of course nothing new in this. According to Savage (1998), patronage was 
conunonplace in the 19th century as the basis for recruitment and promotion decisions 
in public employment, the professions and railway companies. Patronage is also 
widely accepted as conunonplace in supposedly outmoded bureaucratic career 
systems, where, as Kanter (1989: 513) notes, "social acceptability may be treated as a 
legitimate selection criterion, and selection decisions often do not have to be 
justified." She goes on to hint at a serious problem which such patronage systems give 
rise to by pointing out that "women and ethnic minorities often succeed in those areas 
where viSible standards are clearest and where reputations need to be perfonnance 
based" (Kanter, 1989: 513). In other words, women and ethnic minorities remain at a 
distinct disadvantage. In a context which rhetorically champions meritocracy and 
equal opportunity, this is clearly unacceptable, for it disadvantages certain groups, and 
leads to the re-creation of what might be referred to as 'old boys' networks' 
(Nicolson, 1996). As Pfeffer (1989: 384) explains, "because contact networks are 
themselves structured by economic, gender, educational, and age distinctions, it is 
scarcely surprising that the recruiting process tends to facilitate homo social 
reproduction and the populating of organisations by people like those already there." 
His concerns are shared by both Tharenou (1997) and Nicolson (1996). Halford et al 
(1997: 151) too flag a particular concern that it is largely women who will suffer a 
detriment as a result ofthis practice, noting the ways in which their study "illustrates 
the continuing ways in which organisational processes, and dominant groups, within 
organisations, continue to generate gendered career paths." Similar conclusions have 
been drawn by Brown and Scase (1994) who see reproduction of class, gender and 
ethnic divisions as an inevitable product of patronage. As Nicolson (1996) points out 
senior men will tend to favour and aid individuals who are like them or whom they 
admire and this in itself will ensure that minorities remain underrepresented in the 
upper echelons of organisations. These promotion patterns, as Gunz (1989a: 233) has 
found, are "resistant to change ... the system is remaking itself in its own image." 
Referring to his in-depth study of managerial careers, Gunz (1989) tells how 
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managers he interviewed, when asked what they would look for in their successors, 
tended to list their own qualities. Though not all were conscious of doing this, one 
manager frankly admitted he would look for a 'clone'. This represents another feature 
which serves to reproduce career practices and renders them increasingly impervious 
to challenge and change. 
3.2.4 Political Manoeuvring and Impression Management 
The importance of patronage to career progress points to a politicised model of 
careers which, as the cross-disciplinary conceptual map shows, goes virtually 
unacknowledged in career theory. Yet it is hinted at throughout career accounts. 
Nicholson and Arnold (1989b: 12) argue that political career development is "a near 
universal of organisational life." Pfeffer (1989: 391) refers to the issue of who is 
selected for promotion as "the politics of succession." Halford and Savage (1995: 
132) suggest that it may be more appropriate to view career as an arena whereby 
"different groups contest for position, power and status and in which different sorts of 
assets are deployed." Adarnson et al (1998: 257) are led to the conclusion that "career 
success has been about the survival of the fittest or perhaps more accurately, the most 
politically astute." Van Maanen (1980) also notes the centrality of politics in the 
career process. Organisational politics is defined by Greenhaus and Callanan (1994: 
67) as "the attempt to use flattery, conformity, coalition, and trading of favours and 
influence as a means for attaining desired outcomes." In close relation to patronage, 
another widespread political career tactic involves impression management and self-
promotion. 
The political model of careers sees individuals devoting considerable time and effort 
to, as Gunz (1989: 20) puts it, "packaging and selling one's reputation" and polishing 
one's image. Such 'impression management' tactics are intended to maximise chances 
of career survival and success (Nicholson, 1996). As Pfeffer (1989) explains, they are 
used by individuals to demonstrate that they both 'fit in' and are similar to others in 
the organisation, yet are also sufficiently distinctive to be worthy of special 
promotional attention. Not all attention is good attention though. Studies in UK 
organisations (Gunz, 1989: 231 cites Stewart and Stewart, 1976) have found that the 
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"way to get ahead is not to 'rock the boat' too violently." This in turn helps preserve 
the status quo by reinforcing a tacit rule that challenges to the system or set of rules as 
it stands are unwelcome at best, and personally harmful at worst. 
Impression management and self-promotion tactics are apparently widespread. They 
may include ingratiation behaviour, defined as "influence behaviour attempts that are 
intended to increase liking by, or similarity to, a target individual" (Judge and Bretz, 
1994: 45). For example, in White et aI's study (1992: 151) 'successful women' 
described their strategy for promotion as one "which involved the use ofthe informal 
system and political behaviour. Rather than waiting to be chosen ... people should 
actively sell themselves ... make others aware of their contribution, particularly those 
with the power to promote." In her study offemaIe design engineers, Fletcher (1999) 
noted how getting ahead was often connected to solving 'high visibility' problems, 
referred to as 'hitting a home run'. Those who engaged in dramatic, 'saving the day' 
type activities, and then recounted the experience to all those around them reinforced 
(and thereby re-created) "cultural norms about self-promotion, autonomy and 
individualism ... Being quietly competent. .. translated into not being competent at all'' 
(Fletcher, 1999: 90). And it seems it is not just individuals engaging in impression 
management activities. Great resources are ploughed by organisations into polishing 
the social skills of employees, particularly those of individuals deemed to be high 
potential (Goffee and Scase, 2000). "Career development becomes focused on helping 
people to become 'the right stuff" (ibid: 268-9). 
Let us pause briefly here to ask just how new this tactic is, and to what extent these 
practices support notions of 'new' careers? Back in 1968, Roth observed ''the 
executive who knows he is being evaluated for a crucial decision about his future 
promotion potentialities may contrive to control the communication system in such a 
way that he makes his performance look better than it is to his bosses" (p.46). And in 
a fascinating account ofthe career activities ofthe professional soldier, Janowitz 
(1968) noted the pivotal part played in promotion processes by informal mechanisms, 
in particular the system of 'tapping'. Young soldiers were keen to develop their 
reputations and attract the attentions of senior officers. Senior officers drew up lists of 
men they believed to be likely candidates for the elite corps. ''The officer had to 
establish his individuality, but within the confines of narrow and acceptable limits. 
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The result was to reinforce conformity in social behaviour, for excessive individuality 
would injure one's reputation" (ibid: 211). Thus despite the heralding ofa new career 
era, on the basis of an assessment of career tactics, there seems little evidence of 
change, and much evidence of stasis. In other words, the case for continued existence 
of 'old' careers seems much stronger than the one for the emergence of 'new careers'. 
Further evidence in support ofthis is offered by Gowler and Legge (1989) who note, 
curiously, that this impression management strategy is a key feature of the traditional 
and 'old' bureaucratic career of the bureaucratic organisation. Here, 
An individual's progress depends crucially on the evaluation of his or her 
superiors. Hence managing a career ... involves the development of a 'high 
profile' and 'targeting' it at those with the authority to 'ease one's way up the 
ladder '. In other words, it involves the construction of a reputation that will 
further one's career. 
(Gow\er and Legge, 1989: 446) 
How much has changed given reports that we are now in a 'post-bureaucratic era'? If 
careers are so different now, would we not expect to see different career strategies 
being advocated? Why then do we see the same old strategies littering the pages of the 
latest self-help texts and articles? Stickland (1996: 590), a careers consultant, 
advocates, amongst other things, the development of what he calls "organisational 
survival skills" which he sees as: self-marketing (the ability and confidence to sell 
oneself); organisational politics which can be used to "access organisational 
intelligence and to secure patrons", networking, interpersonal skills, and, tellingly, 
stress management. This mirrors the instructions from Hirsch's (1987) classic self-
help text, 'Pack your own Parachute', which advocate that managers should cultivate 
networks, maintain visibility and remain mobile, keeping their bags packed ready for 
a swift departure. Are 'new' careers merely the impression managed versions of'old' 
careers? 
3.2.5 Luck (and politics) 
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Worthy of some note, and in addition to the career role that politics plays, is the 
tendency of individuals to attribute their career achievements to luck. Davidson and 
Cooper (1992) report a British Institute of Management Survey in which respondents 
cited luck (and internal politics) as being important in determining promotion 
chances. Nicholson et al (1985) similarly noted that managers attribute promotion 
prospects to 'luck' and 'politics' rather than their own abilities and performance. 
There are a number of threads to this feature which demand careful unravelling. 
First, luck may be viewed as an important determinant of career progress which can 
serve to create (as well as destroy) a career through no other reason than chance andl 
or (mis)fortune. This is the view adopted by Evetts (1992: 8) who argues that the role 
ofJuck as well as "coincidence and serendipity" are important yet underplayed 
elements in careers research. 
Second, is the agentic perspective which refuses to accept luck at face value, arguing 
against chance events in favour ofthe view that people create their own luck. Mitchell 
and Krumboltz (1999) for example, whilst accepting that chance may well play an 
important role in individuals' careers, also believe that what may be interpreted as 
chance is more likely in fact to be the result of effective actions. Their 'planned 
happenstance theory' posits that individuals should seek to recognize, generate, and 
utilise chance in their career development. 
Third, luck may be cited as paths to success by those who feel they are not doing as 
well as they might, thereby offering protection from feelings offailure. The logic 
underlying this view runs along the lines that if the sources of success are beyond 
your control, then you shoulder no responsibility for events which do not go to plan. 
This perspective is reflected in the study conducted by Amold and Mackenzie Davey 
(1992) into the work experiences of graduates in the first three years of their careers. 
They noted that with increasing tenure, graduates were more likely to feel that luck 
andlor politics (rather than performance) were key determinants of career progress, 
and theorised that such assessments may have much to do with issues of self-
protection. 
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Finally, and crucially, there is another much neglected interpretation of what 
attributions to luck may signifY. Where success is vaguely attributed to 'luck or 
politics' as is frequently the case, this could well be indicative of careerists who have 
no real idea of how or why their careers have progressed, tallying with the vagueness 
and frequent absence of clear explicit 'promotion' criteria. It could also be read as a 
contra-indication of career autonomy and self-management. Amidst the rhetoric of 
'new' and self-directed careers, individuals who continue to believe that luck is 
responsible for their successes (and firiJures) are surely individuals who, far from the 
autonomous and self-directed imagery, do not feel in control oftheir own destinies. 
To illustrate this point, drawing on the study of women's careers conducted by 
Henoig and Jardirn (1978), White et al (1992: 147) note that in reflecting on reasons 
for their success, women are inclined to say that '''they were lucky', that 'it jnst 
happened' or that 'somebody did it for them.'" Such comments smack strongly of 
passivity and subjugation and not of free choice and self-detennination. The secrets of 
their success remain secret, it seems, even to them. 
3.3 GENDER AND WORK-LIFE BALANCE ISSUES 
The andocentric nature of the concept of career has been highlighted and criticised by 
a number of authors (e.g. Gallos, 1989; Marshall, 1984, 1989; Evetts, 1992, 1994; 
Halford et ai, 1997, Hopfl and Homby Atkinson, 2000). Career theories, it is argued, 
are constructed on the basis of male (rather than female) experiences of work (Gallos, 
1989), are based largely on data gathered from white middle-class males, and are 
therefore rooted in the values ofthis group (Marshall, 1989). This leads to definitions 
of career success in male terms, taking little or no account of difference in male and 
female life-cycles and life-style constraints (Hopfl and Homby Atkinson, 2000, 
Lineham and Walsh, 2000). Marshall (1989) believes that career theory "neglects or 
devalues the feminine" (p.282) and has appealed for a "radical critique and re-
visionist rebuilding" (p.277) of career concepts. However, her call appears to have 
gone unheeded, and Halford et al (1997) bemoan the continued neglect of the gender 
dimension in career studies. The consequences of such omissions both to our 
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understanding of the concept of career and for the careers of women are evaluated in 
the following sections. 
3.3.1 Career barriers and family choices 
Despite Hakirn's (2000) view that we have witnessed an 'equal opportunities 
revolution', the evidence is less compelling. For example, Marsha11 (1984: 169), 
whilst acknowledging some progress in acceptance of women in the "surface 
structure" of organisations, argues that "the deep structure of valued characteristics 
and behaviour is still largely patterned by male values." A decade later this view has 
been backed up by Halford and Savage's (1995) study which reveals that "even in the 
1990s (most) men continue to eam promotion at women's expense" (p.124). Female 
graduates interviewed by Brown and Scase (1994) believed that being female had 
placed them at a distinct disadvantage career-wise compared with their male 
colleagues. Simpson (1997: S121) concludes that although "the so-called glass ceiling 
may have increased in height" it continues to exist, as do numerous barriers to 
women's career progression. 
Perhaps the most powerful of these barriers is that related to the impact on career of 
having a family. Davidson and Cooper (1992), for example, claim many employers 
impose hefty penalties on women who take a career break. As Marshall (1984: 170) 
explains, having children is not seen as a "wholly satisfactory activity and form of 
personal development." This view is endorsed by Fletcher and Bailyn (1996: 258) 
who argue that traditional approaches to managing work and family boundaries are 
such that they cast those with "outside interests and responsibilities as an aberrant 
subset for whom special accommodations must be made in order to free them to be 
productive organisational citizens." Individuals who devote time and energy to 
activities outside of work (in partiCUlar women with childcare responsibilities) are 
seen as lacking in both organisational and career conunitment (Marshall, 1989; 
Gallos, 1989). Thomas and Dunkerley (1999: 168) point to "the pressures on 
individuals to display unquestioning loyalty to the organisational goals over and 
above personal life." Little wonder then that Savickas (2000: 57) describes the fit 
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between family and work as one which has, for the last 20 years, "been grinding like 
gears that do not mesh." 
Mixed and arguably inaccurate messages are, it seems, being emitted. On the one 
hand employers, and indeed the government of the day are, rhetorically at least, 
encouraging their employees to strive to achieve a balanced lifestyle. On the other 
hand, those who pursue such balance are subsequently penalised for having other life 
commitments. As Mirvis and Hall (1994: 373) note, "even seemingly 'family 
friendly' firms give the most kudos to those who 'sacrifice' their personal and family 
time to make heroic contributions." This, inevitably, puts women at a distinct 
disadvantage. Goffee and Jones (2000: 266) explain the logic: "since women cannot 
give their all to careers, they cannot expect such rapid rates of mobility as are 
achieved by their male counterparts." This view functions ideologically (Goffee and 
Jones, 2000; Gallos, 1989) by legitimising the beliefthat those who wish to commit 
part of their lives to bringing up a family should not expect the same career 
progression as those who commit themselves entirely to their employers and their 
careers. 
Having children then profoundly and usually negatively impacts women's career 
opportunities. Halford et al (1997: 152) have observed that it is almost exclusively 
childless women without domestic responsibilities who secure 'jobs on career 
ladders" and this is supported by further empirical evidence. Of the 25 women in 
Hennig and Jardim's (1978) oft-quoted study of top women managers in the US, all 
were single and all were reported to have postponed establishing any significant 
personal life until well into their 30s. This is, of course, no coincidence. Halford et al 
(1997) found in their study of banking, health and local government, that women with 
children rarely secured senior positions and, furthermore, some did not even attempt 
to pursue promotion, "a few being content and most resigned to temporary or even 
permanent stasis in their careers" (p.265). 
Women, it is argued, find themselves operating in "organisational cultures which 
make it clear that they must choose between motherhood and careers, so that there is 
no option of trying to combine these elements" (Halford et aI, 1997: 265). This forced 
choice, between career on the one hand and family on the other, has been observed 
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elsewhere. For example, in their study of international female managers, Lineham and 
Walsh (2000) found that the majority are forced to make such a choice as a result of 
work-family conflict and the corresponding pressures and feelings of guilt. Fletcher 
and Bailyn (1996) also maintain that work and family are frequently seen as 
competing and adversarial, even in conceptions of the 'new career'. "The two sides 
are often cast unwittingly as oppositional; and the goal of balance is seen as an 
individual choice achieved through rejecting - either permanently or for a short time 
during child-rearing years - career opportunities in order to put personal or family 
needs first" (ibid: 257). Thomas and Dunkerley (1999: 168) note that current 
organisational norms are such that ''women can compete, but only if they are willing 
and able to subordinate family and home to company and career" or as Halford et al 
(1997: 267) put it, "only by ... abandoning many orthodox claims to femininity, 
notably motherhood" can women access the career opportunities available to their 
male colleagues. 
Others believe that women in pursuit of career progression must, in the current 
climate, go even further than abandoning motherhood, by "modelling themselves on 
their male counterparts" (Davidson and Cooper, 1992: 54) and indeed, as Marshall 
(1985: 170-1) observes, "many women mute their femaleness and follow as closely as 
possible male models of behaving to gain organisational acceptance." As Hopfl and 
Hornby Atkinson (2000: 137) argue, "there is an established way of working in most 
work organisations that is predominantly male, defined by men and established as the 
normative basis for working arrangements. Women must therefore transform 
themselves into men ... or they will be rejected as not fitting in." That women intent 
on career success should become more like men was certainly the (much criticised) 
recommendation of Hennig and Jardim's (1978) study. The effects of this are clear to 
see. As Marshall (1985: 173) explains, "if women adopt dominant stereotypes of 
management characteristics and behaviour, organisations' imbalance towards male 
values is reaffirmed." 
3.3.2 Maintenance of gender biases 
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Other aspects of organisational cultures can also be seen to be operate in ways which 
serve to maintain and re-create gender biases. This can be illustrated in part by 
examining the pressures placed on employees to work excessively long hours. 
Landers et aI's (1996) study of two law firms concluded that employees were required 
to work "inefficiently long hours." Referred to also as 'presenteeism' i.e. "the 
tendency to stay at work beyond the time needed for effective performance of the 
job", this competitive practice has exacted an especially high toll for women 
attempting to combine work and family commitments (Simpson, 1997: S37). Once 
such a culture is established, it is difficult for the cycle to be broken. For example, 
Landers et al (1996) point out that some employees "desiring short hours will have an 
incentive to camouflage themselves as long-hour workers" (p.329). Firms in turn will 
increase hours still further to in an attempt to discourage this practice. Simpson (1997: 
S44) notes that once management engage in such practices, pressure is placed on 
subordinates to follow suit, ensuring it becomes established as a central feature of the 
organisational culture. This 'long hours culture', noted also by Thomas and DunkerIey 
(1999) and Nicolson (1996), places individuals with dependants and domestic 
responsibilities at a distinct disadvantage to those without. Given that primary 
childcare and domestic responsibilities usually fall to women, and that women 
frequently play a 'servicing role' (e.g. Evetts, 1994; Halford and Savage, 1995), 
women disproportionately shoulder the burden in career terms of the 'live to work' 
culture (Thomas and DunkerIey, 1999). This is backed up by a number of empirical 
works. For example, male managers interviewed by Thomas and DunkerIey (1999: 
165) "frequently commented that their ability to work long hours was facilitated by 
their wife, who was effectively an unpaid member of the organisation." White et al 
(1992: 208) noted that just 12% of the 'successful women' in their study reported 
their male partners helping with domestic chores. 
3.3.3 Preference theory 
The enforced choice between work and family is described by Evetts (1994: 225) as 
"an impossible choice." Gallos (1989: 120) notes women who attempt to balance the 
demands of a career with bringing up a family invariably feel "a sense of 
unsettledness and personal inadequacy." Women who devote their lives exclusively to 
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career feel their "biological clocks ticking loudly" and come to "fuel anxious about 
their femininity or wonder what they have sacrificed." Women interviewed by 
Marshall (1985: 172) "held fragmented views of their identity and experienced a 
major disjunction between their work selves and their social identities." Aryee and 
Luk (1996: 465) in their survey of dual career couples in Hong Kong found that 
"women balance their work and family identity by trading-off one for the other. In 
contrast, men are able to simultaneously identify with work and family roles." In other 
words, the choices which women are forced to make do not apply equally to men, 
although Evetts (1994) acknowledges that both working fathers and mothers are tom 
between work and family commitments. And many find themselves having to switch 
off to cope. As Hopfl and Homby Atkinson (2000: 139) explain, "the necessary 
conciliation between the world of the organisation and the other mUltiple life-worlds 
that the individual inhabits is achieved by an act of self-deception. Material rewards 
appear to compensate for personal sacrifices. In order to minimise the ambivalence, 
contradictions are ignored or denied." It is difficult to see how anyone could be seen 
to be exercising genuinely free choices here. Yet there is one prominent dissenter to 
this perspective - Hakim (1996, 2000). The spotlight is turned on her work here since 
it is felt that an analysis of it may help explain why andocentric perspectives have 
persisted and shed light on the processes by which key structural and attitudinal 
features connected to the careers of women may be re-created. 
According to Hakim (1996,2000) the position of women in the labour market has 
much less to do with structural inequalities and discriminatory practices and much 
more to do with their free choice. Such choice, she argues, is a product of a number of 
factors including what she refers to as the 'contraceptive revolution' which has 
afforded women the chance to choose whether or not to have children and the 
previously referred to 'equal opportunities revolution'. She argues these two 
revolutions are giving women more choices and opportunities than ever before. In her 
'preference' theory, Hakim (2000) sees three broad lifestyle choices. Women can now 
"adopt a male work-centred lifestyle if they wish, and socially their gender becomes 
male rather than female. They can also choose to remain dependent, in whole or in 
part, on a male breadwinner. There is also nothing to stop them switching between 
these options over the lifecourse" (Hakim, 2000: 278). Hakim's (2000) preference 
theory categorises three corresponding work-lifestyle preferences expressed by 
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women: work-centred (about 20% of women), home-centred (about 20% of women) 
and adaptive (women who combine work and home centred lifestyles - about 60%). In 
other words, according to Hakim, women's three options are: first, being like a man; 
second, being dependent on a man; third, switching between these two previous 
options. All three categories are therefore, in whole or part, modelled on or in service 
of male lifestyles and so too therefore are all existing options and 'choices' (Marshall, 
1984,1989; Gallos, 1989; Hopfi and Homby Atkinson, 2000; Lineham and Walsh, 
2000). Hakim omits entirely the option of female-defined lifestyles, believing instead 
that her three groups succeed in cutting "across sex and gender, making these 
concepts redundant" (ibid, p. 280). She does not consider the possibility that it is only 
her own (and much preceding literature) neglect of the feminine which leads her to 
this conclusion. This, in addition to her belief that women are now exercising free 
work-lifestyle choices, can be challenged on a number of counts. 
Despite the fact that, by her own figures, around 80% of women engage in paid 
employment, Hakim (1996: 119) argues that "employment careers are centrally 
important for only a minority of women, even today, even among university 
graduates." And she continues "even graduate wives who have well-paid professional 
jobs still regard themselves as secondary earners who are dependent on a man, 
whereas a man in the same occupation regards himself as the main breadwinner for 
his family. In the new scenario, self-classification as a primary earner or as a 
secondary earner is determined by chosen identities rather than imposed by external 
circumstance or particular jobs" (Hakim, 2000: 275 - emphasis added). This notion of 
free choice is central to Hakim's ideas. She acknowledges that only a minority of 
women will reach "the very top echelons of any society because only a minority of 
women are work-centred in the way that most men are" (Hakim, 2000: 277). She 
neglects entirely an examination of the historical and social sources of such beliefs, 
and fails to explore the ways in which these beliefs in themselves may be re-creating 
adverse career conditions for women. 
According to Hakim (1996), many women don't want careers because of the 
unbeatable attractions of a home-centred lifestyle. She expresses her view that: 
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As an occupation, the job of housewife is hard to beat: short hours, 
reasonable security of tenure and average rewards in terms of status and 
income. It may be boring, but so are most jobs. The price is dependence on 
another person, but most housewives value their autonomy in comparison with 
the subservience of waged labour in the market economy. 
(Hakim, 1996: 204). 
There are several problems with this view. First, it assumes that all home-centred 
women freely choose this lifestyle. This notion of free choice, as has been shown, is 
fundamentally flawed and is viewed by many, instead as an enforced, unfair and 
unwelcome choice (Evetts, 1994; Ganos, 1989; Marshall, 1985; Hopfl and Homby 
Atkinson, 2000). Second, it curiously equates female 'dependence' with autonomy 
which appears nonsensical. The suggestion that such autonomy is unavailable in the 
workplace does however represent a further challenge to the new careers discourse. 
Third, it assumes all home-centred women are married and dependent on a man, 
ignoring a range of other social groups for example the unemployed, the 
incapacitated, single parent families and same-sex couples. Fourth, presenting three 
categories modelled on or in service of male lifestyles as chosen identities without 
subjecting each of these to critical scrutiny or suggesting female-based alternatives 
assumes, and arguably promotes, women's continued subordination. It completely 
disregards the historical, social and structural aspects of society which may limit the 
choices women see as available to them. Fiflb, and this critique applies to all of 
Hakim's work, it succeeds in re-creating the andocentric perspective all over again. 
Despite the best efforts of many to make headway in equal opportunities, if Hakim' s 
theory is stripped to its bare bones, it is clear that what she is actually saying is what 
traditional career theories have implied - that women must choose between career and 
fumily life, and that only those who behave like men, putting career first, will be 
successful. She proclaims as a novel finding that "the interests of careerist women 
coincide very largely with those of men" (Hakim, 2000: 250), yet she seems blind to 
the possibility that this is no coincidence or accident but rather a product of male 
models of career success created and re-created by successive generations of 
careerists and career researchers. 
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Hakim's notion of equal opportunities can be seen to be deeply flawed. In a quite 
bizarre statement, she states, as if it were a reason for celebration of progress made in 
terms of equality, "if [work-centred women] have children, it will be the same way as 
among men, as an expression of normality and a weekend hobby" (Hakim, 2000: 
280). One wonders what sort of adults children who were born to be 'weekend 
hobbies' will develop into. But before the full horrors of this can be thought through, 
Hakim then proclaims that "the equal opportunities revolution means that work-
centred childless women can have lives that are indistinguishable from those of work-
centred men" (Hakim, 2000: 280). She claims "in the new scenario work-centred 
women are able to compete with men as equals" (Hakim, 2000: 276), but fails to see 
that this may be because they are forced (rather than choose) to behave like men in 
order to do so, and neglects to mention adaptive and home-centred women's poor 
opportunities in relation to both men's and their work-centred 'man-like' peers. 
Instead, she informs us that "adaptive women are less likely to achieve significant 
success in the labour market simply because they do not aim for it, consistently, as 
they prefer a balanced life instead" (Hakim, 2000, 276). Again, she ignores altemative 
interpretations. For example, perhaps such women do aim for it but are prevented 
from achieving it because of farnily commitments (which even Hakim has conceded is 
merely 'an expression of normality'). Alternatively, and perhaps more likely, such 
women don't think of aiming for it because it is not what women 'like them' do. 
Hakim (2000) does however, if only indirectly, acknowledge that adaptive women, 
who she admits "constitute the majority ofthe female workforce in most countries" 
(p.276) "are not able to compete on an equal footing" but are "sometimes treated as 
second class workers purely because they do not behave like careerist primary 
earners." Offering a separate "loyal employee career track to people who prefer a 
balanced life should legitimise and validate this alternative work-lill:style instead of 
implicitly treating such workers as failed or inadequate careerists" (Hakim, 2000, 
p.251). This is a curious perspective. Firstly, since adaptive women represent the 
majority of women, it is odd to describe the balanced lifestyle they pursue in order to 
fulfil responsibilities and combine both work and family commitments (lest we forget) 
as an alternative lill:style. This is in actuality the dominant mainstream lifestyle. 
Secondly, there is no conception here that a balanced lifestyle as a right for all, both 
men and women, may be a positive feature both for individuals and organisations. 
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Again, this runs counter to the new literature promoting work-life balance. Thirdly, 
having a separate and presumably less successful career track for those who combine 
work and family may continue to put pressure on people to choose between one or the 
other by casting the two as oppositional. A 'loyal' but lesser career track will still 
facilitate feelings offaiIure amongst those who are forced to accept this as their lot 
because they dare to exercise the human right to procreate. 
Acknowledging, if unwittingly, that supposed free choices may not be as free as she 
claims, Hakim (2000: 275) notes "adaptive women ... are tom between the competing 
attractions of family life and market work." Hakim seems convinced that this conllict 
is of adaptive women's own making. She states "professionals and managers are 
expected to be committed to their work ... adaptive mothers still choose to give equal 
or greater priority to their children and families" (ibid: 276), hinting at the much 
criticised view that mothers are somehow less committed than their work-centred 
male and female colleagues (Gallos, 1989; Marshall, 1989), and laying the blame for 
any inequality at women's feet. And she continues "adaptive women are the only 
group who do not want to have to choose between .fiunily and employment, who insist 
on wanting both, albeit with different emphases at different points in their life. 
Adaptive women are distinctive in being unwilling to choose a single life focus" 
(Hakim, 2000: 280). In other words, to Hakim, the solution is easy. Ifwomen want a 
successful career, they must choose a single life (i.e. work) focus. She frames women 
as defective for daring to demand both fu\filling work and family lives, rather than 
appreciating that, maybe, just maybe, it is the models of career along with her 
preference theory that are not only defective, but potentially damaging to the pursuit 
of genuine equal opportunities. If their lives do not tally with popular male-based 
career models, it is women, not the models, who have been viewed as deficient 
(GaIlos, 1989; Evetts, 1992; Sirnpson, 1997) and therefore women who are 
encouraged to change to fit the systems, rather than vice versa. This brings us full 
circle. Hakirn succeeds in re-creating the andocentric perspective all over again, 
carrying career theory no further forward and, from a gendered perspective, in effect 
retarding theory's development. 
Finally, Hakim (1996: 202) notes that 
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The most effective mechanism for subordinating women is neither exclusion 
from the workforce nor segregation within it but the ideology of the sexual 
division of labour in the home and the ideology of sexual difference. Prisons of 
the mind are always more effective than prisons of the body. 
On this last point at least, it is difficult to disagree with her. It is interesting to wonder 
how many of the supposedly free-choosing women she claims to speak on behalf of 
are prisoners of both. 
3.4 SUMMARY 
This chapter has continued with the task of attempting to make sense of the concept of 
career by exploring the practices engaged in and tactics adopted in order to 
accomplish and maintain a career. There is a lack of explicit criteria in terms of what 
it takes to 'succeed' career-wise. Those prescriptions which do exist are found to be 
somewhat suspect, in particular calls for careerists to self-develop, self-manage and 
self-direct their careers. A number of barriers can be seen to hamper such efforts. A 
review of empirical work points to tried and tested career rules and tactics. Those 
aspiring to establish a career should cultivate generalist rather than specialist skills, 
should concentrate on developing sound relationships with powerful others (pointing 
firrnly once again to the importance of appreciating the political dimension to careers) 
and should invest heavily in self-promotion and image management. A little luck 
along the way is also helpful. The potentially divisive effects of such criteria in 
maintaining the status quo and thereby re-creating any inequities which exist are 
flagged. Nowhere is this more clear than in relation to women's career opportunities. 
Considerable attention is devoted to arguably one of the most powerful yet least 
acknowledged barriers to career progress - being a woman or, more accurately, being 
a mother. Claims of an 'equal opportunities revolution' (Hakim, 2000) are vehemently 
challenged and the gender biases inherent (and largely unchallenged) in current 
careers theory illuminated. Career-wise women are, it is argued, faced with an 
impossible choice (rather than the free choice claimed in some quarters) in which 
career and family are cast in opposition with each other. It is argued that the 
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andocentric perspectives which colour much theorising to date persist precisely 
because existing gender biases are not problematized. The extent to which the careers 
literature reflects a political, gendered and crucially critical dimension is attacked as 
wholly inadequate. 
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CHAPTER 4 - POLITICISING CAREER: CAREER AS A TECHNOLOGY 
OF CONTROL 
4.0 INTRODUCTION 
The analysis and discussion in chapters 2 and 3 has revealed the political dimension 
of career to be central to the concept and therefore central to attempts to make sense 
of the concept. Despite this it remains downplayed in the careers literature. In terms of 
this study's objective to evaluate the utility of current career theory in explaining 
individual and organisational practices, this downplaying appears at this stage to 
represent a weakness in existing work. How important it is and why it is relatively 
neglected are the questions this chapter seeks to answer. A deeper analysis of the 
political and controlling aspects of career is presented here. Adopting a critical 
perspective, the apolitical portrayals of the concept of career are challenged. In 
contrast to the promises of autonomy and freedom central to the new careers 
discourse, attention is devoted to exploring ways in which career can alternatively be 
seen to operate as a technology of control. The assessment of career in these terms 
also assists in the achievement of other research objectives - exploring the interplay 
between self, organisational context and career and examining the mechanisms by 
which career is accomplished. 
4.1 DOWNPLAYING THE POLITICAL DIMENSION 
The careers literature has all but avoided the issue of power and the ways in which it 
may be manifested (Collin and Young, 2000; Van Maanen and Barley, 1984). This is 
curious since, as we have seen so fur, tactics adopted to 'get on' in career, for example 
patronage, are inherently political in nature. In fact, this neglect and downplaying of 
the political dimension is not the exclusive preserve of the careers field. Townley's 
(1994) Foucauldian analysis of Human Resource Management systems in general 
illustrates the range of "seemingly apolitical" (p.124) essentially disciplinary practices 
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used to 'manage' employees. As an example, she argues that mentoring achieves a 
number of rarely acknowledged results in terms of "dominance, control, 
overprotection and the continuation ofthe 'old boy' network" (p.124). 
The question is why has the bulk of theory to date portrayed career in such an 
apolitical way? There are several possible answers to this question. First, as Collin 
and Young (2000) argue, the downplaying of politics in the careers field may simply 
be a product of the individualistic and astructural focus of much work to date. As they 
put it, "organisations have been left invisible in the career psychology literature. 
Once they are recognised ... then it becomes impossible to regard career solely as the 
manifestation of individual autonomy" (p.282). There are additional explanations 
though. The neglect of political perspectives may be argued to represent a political act 
in itself serving to obstruct critical evaluations of the ideology on which career is 
based, to play down the harmful features of career (and careers' losers), play up the 
virtues of career (and careers' winners), and to obscure a hidden agenda or two. 
As Richardson (2000) argues the 'new career' ideology helps serve a "new capitalistic 
order." The role played by this new 'ruthless' economy in controlling the nature and 
form of new careers is "either obscured or glorified" (ibid: 203). This is backed up by 
the view that calls for career self-management may be less to do with concerns for 
individuals and their ability to survive in new contexts (although they are frequently 
presented in these terms) and more about the promotion of economic ends. As Miller 
and Rose (1993: 100) explain "the 'autonomous' SUbjectivity ofthe productive 
individual has become a central economic resource ... The self-regulating capacities of 
individuals are to be aligned with economic objectives." Such a strategy is seductively 
presented as a win-win event, offering something for both organisations and 
individuals: 
The values of self-realization, the skills of self-presentation, self-direction and 
self-management are both personally seductive and economically desirable .... 
Economic success, career progress and personal development intersect in this 
new expertise of autonomous subjectivity. 
(Miller and Rose, 1993: 10 I). 
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Indeed empirical evidence supports these claims. In her study of graduates at the start 
of their careers within a large service sector organisation, Fournier (1998) explores the 
disciplinary effects on graduates of what she refers to as the 'new career' discourse 
and its techniques which, she argues, "acts as a filter through which organisational 
excellence and enterprise are translated into individuals' projects of self-realisation" 
(p.57). This is career's hidden agenda. Exploring the controlling mechanisms which 
unwittingly tie individuals' careers to this agenda is the subject of this chapter's 
proceeding discussion. 
4.2 CAREER AS SELF-MANAGED SELF-DISCIPLINE - A FOUCAULDIAN ANALYSIS. 
Tracing the oft-neglected historical roots of 'career', Savage (1998) identifies the 
Great Western Railway as a pioneer in developing its modem form from the 1870s 
onwards. The modem career was derived from a fusion of career and disciplinary 
mechanisms, and it offered a new form of discipline promising to prove far more 
powerful and effective than the earlier (and largely ineffective according to Savage) 
regulative mechanisms. Blau and Schoenherr (1971, in Van Maanen, 1977: 4) are 
said to have quipped, "slave drivers have gone out of fashion, not because they were 
so cruel but because they were so inefficient." As Van Maanen (1977: 4) has 
explained, "using the career as an unobtrusive form of control has the advantage of 
seeming more legitimate than a system based on fist or fiat." Career it seems had now 
become inextricably linked to the exercise of disciplinary power (Savage, 1998). 
In 'Discipline and Punish', Foucault (1977) draws on Bentharn's Panopticon to 
explain the operation of 'disciplinary power'. The Panopticon is a star-shaped prison 
in which the guard, situated in a centrally located elevated tower, is able to observe all 
prisoners, located at the points of the star, at any time. Although the prisoners are 
unaware exactly when they being watched, the effect is to make them feel as though 
they are under constant surveillance (Sakolsky, 1992). The Panopticon thus creates a 
'disciplinary gaze'. The mere fact that prisoners think they may be being watched and 
that they are never sure exactly when they actually are obviates the need for a guard at 
all, for their behaviour is disciplined as though they were under the guard's constant 
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surveillance. This gives rise to what is in effect self-managed self-discipline. As 
Foucault (1977: 202) explains: 
He who is subjected to a field of visibility, and who knows it, assumes 
responsibility for the constraints of power; he makes them play spontaneously 
upon himself; he inscribes in himself the power relation in which he 
simultaneously plays both roles; he becomes the principles of his own 
subjection. 
Parallels have been drawn between the Panopticon and modem organisations. In 
career terms, devices such as performance appraisal and mentoring can be likened to a 
'disciplinary gaze' which in turn enforces 'disciplinary power'. In other words, 
through 'career' and its pursuit, individuals come to discipline and manage 
themselves, monitoring their own actions, behaviours and attitudes (Grey, 1994; 
Savage, 1998; Fournier, 1998). As well as transferring supervision away from the 
organisation to the individual, the modern career succeeds in extending the range and 
target of disciplinary devices. By adopting new "software of control" (Fournier, 1998: 
60) organisations have succeeded in widening and deepening the organisation's 'gaze' 
"from work-related behaviour to individuals' desires, attitudes, dispositions and self-
conceptions" (ibid: 59). Savage (1998) shares this view, arguing: 
The elaboration of the 'career' can be seen as depending both on the 
construction of forms of inspection, examination and control to regulate job 
movements and to decide who should be promoted, but also the construction 
of particular forms of 'selfhood', as individual employees themselves come to 
recognise the 'career' as something which they should pursue. 
(Savage, 1998: 69). 
Grey (1994) draws similar conclusions. In his study of graduate accountancy trainees, 
he notes the importance of graduates being seen to display 'correct' attitudes and 
behaviours, demonstrating commitment and enthusiasm. Grey (1994: 486) notes how 
career operates as "an organising principle" which makes clear what behaviours are 
acceptable and unacceptable. As one interviewee in his study explains "you've got to 
be seen to be busy ... to please seniors and managers" (ibid: 486). Grey (1994) points 
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out that the process of continuously acting in a committed and enthusiastic way leads 
some graduates to eventually actually become committed and enthusiastic. 
Grey's (1994) study of accountancy graduate trainees must be credited as the first to 
highlight empirically the disciplinary functions of career. Curiously, Grey (1994: 481) 
insists that his work is not "in any sense" a contribution to careers literature, yet it is 
arguably an extremely important contribution. Drawing on the ideas ofFoucault, Grey 
analyses the ways in which career can be seen to operate as a regulative device, and 
highlights the self-discipline which career creates. Grey sees the exercise of 
'disciplinary power' through the use of Panoptic techniques e.g. performance 
appraisal- the objectifYing processes - as only part of the story. More powerful than 
this, he argues, is the subjectifYing self-disciplining which occurs through the pursuit 
of career. Such self-discipline begins long before graduates' arrival at their new 
employer's offices. University life, and indeed school life before it have all been 
central to and served as preparation for this process. Linked to the issue of image 
management (noted earlier as an important tactic in pursuit of career success), even 
before they leave university, individuals are engaging in activities which they feel will 
stand them in good stead for their careers, selecting the narratives with which they 
will construct their CV and presenting themselves in interviews in particular image-
enhancing ways. Grey (1994) argues that subjects come to see themselves as projects 
to be managed and that, crucially, "this self-disciplined project of self-management 
through career is a more productive and economical form of managerial control than 
disciplinary power, with its costs and unintended consequences, could ever be" (Grey, 
1994: 495). 
This interpretation of career and its effects puts an entirely new spin on notions of 
career self-management. As Grey (1996: 602-3) argues, "the managerial claim about 
self-management is that it is genuinely empowering (as well as yielding effective 
results), while from a critical perspective it is a sham; a distinctive modality of 
control." Its controlling and disciplining effects are achieved precisely because it is 
not perceived as such by its subjects. Fournier (1998) analyses the 'new career' 
discourse in Foucauldian terms and argues that "the disciplinary effects of career 
operate through the constitution of subjectivity" (p.59). In other words, career 
operates covertly as a controlling technology of the self rather than in a more overt 
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way as a technology of domination (Fournier, 1998). Although Whyte (1956) was 
perhaps one of the first to document the use of career as a means of 'working on the 
soul', the origins of this tactic can be traced back to at least the previous century. 
Indeed, as Rose (1989) has noted, what he rerers to as 'government of the soul' or the 
management of subjectivity is now a pivotal organisational activity and career is one 
of the primary devices used to achieve this. 
Newton (1996) foresees a less deterministic and more agentic interpretation than 
Grey's. Fournier's (1998) analysis goes some way in offering one. In her study, 
Fournier (1998) identified two broad groups of graduates: finance, marketing and 
research & development graduates placed agency and self-initiative centrally whereas 
computing and information science graduates "saw their careers as dictated by 
political and structural forces beyond their control and felt they had been 'moved like 
pawns in a game played by senior managers'" (p.67). Fournier thus distinguishes 
between 'careering' (in the case of the former) and 'militant' (in the case of the latter) 
discourses. Whilst the latter are sceptical, the careerists have bought wholeheartedly 
into the new careers discourse. 
Deetz (1998) warns that care must be taken in interpreting the notion of autonomy 
central to the new careers discourse. Referring to the "rnisrecognition of agency", 
Deetz (1998: 168) explains that "employee pronouncements of autonomy" (such as 
the 'careerists' in Fournier's (1998) study) should be interpreted with caution since 
"the certainty speaks insecurity" and he goes on, "despite the sense of autonomy in 
the employees, there is a constant sense that they are being evaluated and that, if they 
complain or object, something negative will happen. They work to sustain an image 
that will allow them power and security. But ultimately the image more controls them 
than they control the image" (Deetz, 1998: 168). This is part and parcel ofthe 
management of subjectivities and, at its most effective, the careers discourse, with all 
its principles of self-direction and agency, becomes central to the individual's very 
identity. As Foucault (1977: 201) himself notes, "the perfection of power should tend 
to render its actual exercise unnecessary." Career becomes a source ofhegemonic 
control (Rosen and Baroudi, 1992) which is exercised invisibly (and is therefore 
rarely perceived as control) through the desire for and pursuit of 'career'. The 
individual becomes not only controlled but also is transformed into the self-controller. 
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In fact, Grey (1994) argues that career operates by "transforming subjects' 
experiences and understanding of workplace surveillance" (PA 79) which might 
ordinarily be thought of as regulative but which as part of the career project come 
instead to be "constructed as benevolent aids to career development" (p. 494). Career 
"enables the re-interpretation of disciplinary techniques in the workplace. For 
individuals who conceptualise their lives (or their working lives) in terms of career, 
disciplinary techniques actually become understood as aids or adjuncts to career 
development" (p. 488). Taking the example of appraisal, Grey (1994: 491) asks "why 
challenge a process which is designed to help you to maximise your capabilities and 
thereby enhance your career?" 
Thus the irony is that it is the careerists in Fournier's study with their agentic 
conception of career who may well be more manipulated and controlled than their 
more sceptical and cynical 'militant' colleagues, though blissfully unaware and liable 
to insist their autonomous status is 'for real'. Those less conscious of controlling 
forces are more powerfully affected by them since they put up no resistance, nor 
crucially do they see any reason to do so. This is problematic inasmuch as it leads to 
career systems and career forms which are resilient to change. Referring to the 
common situation within organisations when key values are accepted and remain 
unchallenged, Witten (1993: 110) explains "failure to question or challenge dominant 
values can serve as unobtrusive controls by constraining the ability of people even to 
conceive of radically, substantively different ways of doing things. Under these 
conditions, serious challenges to the 'rules of the game' are unlikely." 
Herein we find a further explanation for the downplaying of the political dimension of 
careers. For if careers are conceptualised and widely recognised as an exercise in 
power and contro~ resistance is more likely. Denying or, at the very least shrouding 
this interpretation in silence, minimises the likelihood of challenges being mounted. 
The organisation'S (or structure's) role in shaping careers is, as Richardson (2000) 
suggests, masked. Instead, focus is placed solely on the individual. 
Fournier (1998) suspects that the discourse of the new career and its focus on 
enterprise is in actuality used to de-politicise the gap between the two groups-
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careerist and militant - by identifYing membership of either group as a matter of 
individual and free choice. She argues: 
The vocabulary of individual choice serves to de politicise and individualize, or 
'psychologize' (Rose, 1992), organisational life. For if career is a matter of 
personal choice and life style, we only have ourselves to blame for not getting 
on. 
(Fournier, 1998: 62) 
Thus, this perspective ensures that members of the militant group are held as solely 
responsible for their confinement to the margins. In this way, their "resistance is 
constituted by and reproductive of the power regime it seeks to confront" (Fournier, 
1998: 71-72). Applying the same analysis to women's careers, by ensuring that the 
end of a new mother's career is interpreted by her as being a product of her own free 
choice ensures that the blame stops with her. The opportunity for a critical re-
interpretation of this as the result of structural inequalities and/or discriminatory 
practices is thereby squashed. Any woman that does resist is told that she has merely 
exercised her own free choice - that nobody forced her to have a child and take on 
childcare responsibilities. Either way, just like the graduates in Fournier's (1998) 
study, neither 'careerist' nor 'militant' mother (to used her terms) is able to mount a 
credible challenge to the status quo. Gender biases are therefore re-created. 
4.3 DISCURSIVE PRACTICES 
Newton's (1996) critique of Grey's work is based on his view that his Foucauldian 
analysis "stops short of a social analysis" and does not explain the ways in which 
careers discourses are socially created and learnt. Likewise Ezzy (1997: 431) 
highlights what he sees as Grey's failure to attend to the "social sources of career 
discourses." Newton (1996) demands answers to the question - why do [accountants] 
want careers? Why is 'getting to the top' important? Why is the careers discourse so 
attractive? The following sections, drawing on available literature, attempt to offer 
some answers to these questions. 
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Having explored the ways in which the discourse of career operates as a discipIinary 
device, attention is turned briefly here to additional discursive practices which also 
have discipIinary effects, in particular the role of cliche. These practices, in response 
to Newton's (1996) concerns, also go some way in showing how career discourse may 
be taught to and learnt by newcomers 
One of the most powerful discursive practices is the withholding of information and 
careful selection of what is (and isn't) transmitted or as Habermas (1970) refers to it-
'systematically distorted communication'. It is entirely tied up with the management 
of sub jectivi ties and may be thought ofas a form of 'career propaganda'. Just as 
media moguls carefully edit programmes and articles to present a particular world-
view, so can organisational members. Individuals engage in image management, 
carefully managing the process of self-presentation. Organisational practices in many 
ways operate with similar effect. In essence, the careful engagement in 'spin-
doctoring' activities can prove a particularly potent way of preventing challenges to 
systems, for what is not known cannot be defied. As evidence ofthis, Kanter (1977) 
noted how employees were often unaware ofthe career track which existed, senior 
managers denied the talent-spotting exercises which went on, those on the fast-track 
(who knew about it) didn't talk about it to others in order to ward off competition, 
those not on it were embarrassed and kept quiet. Secrecy abounded. Pfeffer (1989: 
392) observes: 
It has been quite a while since someone argued publicly Jor an individual's 
candidacy Jor a position by asserting that the person was Javoured by 
powerful interests, at least outside oJ the explicitly political realm. Thus, 
candidacy and advocacy is always masked and legitimated, and other, more 
objective and rational-appearing criteria are asserted. 
Information is thus variously hidden, dressed up, embroidered, re-presented making it 
difficult to assess genuine from distorted claims. 
Workplace narratives are powerful devices too. Mumby (1987) sees narratives as tales 
or stories which outline some feature of organisational life which is widely accepted 
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as the 'natural order of things.' He sees narratives as embedded in everyday practices 
and believes that they evolve from organisational power structures. Narratives, he 
argues, serve to re-produce these power structures. For Mumby (1987) narratives 
function politically by presenting a particular world-view which "legitimates the 
meaning systems of dominant groups" (p.114) and which privileges certain interests 
and practices over others. Witten (1993: 112) too draws similar conclusions: 
Na"atives may aid in maintaining a culture of obedience at the workplace by 
conveying an invented tradition of the futility of protest. They do so by 
illustrating the rule of anticipated reactions, promoting an avoidance of tests 
of strength. 
Witten (1993) draws on the oft used phrase warning against 'reinventing the wheel' to 
illustrate her arguments. The metaphor serves to discourage "the radical examination 
of routine, habit and standard operating procedure ... [it] embodies in a particularly 
compelling way the myth of progress" (p.ll 0). It "forcefully and covertly argues 
against criticism" (p.lll). In this way, it can be seen how challenges to the system 
can be deflected. Cliche may operate in the same way. 
4.3.1 The use of cliche 
Anderson-Gough, Grey and Robson (1998: 566) define cliche as "the taken-for-
granted and unreflexive use oflanguage through the use of commonplace phrases." 
Cliche operates by "rendering an argument persuasive by connecting with some wider 
convention or commonsense assumption that is widely understood, familiar and 
presumably accepted" (p.569). Dictionary definitions of cliche run along the lines of 
'an over-used expression that is no longer effective'. In contrast to this Anderson-
Gough et aI's (1998) study shows that cliche can be a highly effective disciplinary 
device. In their study of two accountancy practices they explored the use of cliches 
and organisational slogans and found that they were "intimately linked to the 
enactment (or regimes) of power and control" (p.566). Operating in a similar way to 
how Mumby (1987) insists narratives do, Anderson-Gough et al (1998: 570) argue 
that cliche "serves to structure the thinking of the user and thus inform and normalize 
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conceptions of appropriate organisational actions". In this way, again, it minimises the 
potential for disagreement and challenge. Included in their analysis, Anderson-Gough 
et al (1998) evaluate the cliche 'work hard play hard' which they say promotes a 
certain accepted lifestyle amongst accountants ofiong hours in the office followed by 
social events in which work is invariably continued. The cliche is seen as conveying 
guidelines for appropriate conduct amongst employees of a particular firm. 
The assumptions exhibited and reproduced through cliche in turn serve to 
both construct and reproduce the tacit social 'realities' of organisational 
life ... organisational cliches ... 'colonize the mind' inframing organisational 
practices and management as 'natural', taken-for-granted and, therefore, 
un problematic. 
(Anderson-Gough et ai, 1998: 566) 
In such circumstances, as Alvesson and Willmott (1992, 1996) and Deetz (1992) have 
noted, the possibility of critical evaluations is severely curtailed and "discursive 
closure" (Alvesson and Willmott, 1992: 13) prevents not just challenges but basic 
questioning of prevalent systems. In fact, it is this same feature which may explain 
why cliche as a linguistic device has remained virtually ignored in the literature. 
Anderson-Gough et al (1998) suggest that the neglect of cliche is perhaps because its 
meanings are so obvious and the use of it in language so lazy that it is not deemed to 
be worthy of analysis. As a result, they argue, a highly valuable and powerful tool for 
assisting in the decoding of accounts, and analysing in particular organisational 
culture and controL has been overlooked. 
4.4 ON CAREER, CULTURE AND CONTROL 
4.4.1 Culture and Control 
The intention to conduct a contextualised study of career demands that attention is 
given to the influence of culture on career. The centrality of culture to career has been 
stressed by a number of authors, notably Schein (1984: 80) who views it as "an 
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environmental context for careers" and Gunz (1989) who argues that organisational 
and career cultures are closely interlinked. Pettigrew (1990: 414) claims it is 
beneficial to study organisations as "political and cultural systems." The intention of 
this section is not to offer an exhaustive review of the culture literature (e.g. Pettigrew 
1979; Hofstede, 1980; Hofstede et al, 1990; Schein, 1983; Srnircich, 1983, 1983a; 
Meek, 1988; Rousseau, 1990), not least since space prevents this, but to present a 
selective review of the literature which illustrates the manner in which the 
management of organisational culture may serve similar (self-) disciplinary ends as 
career. 
For Pettigrew (1990: 413-4) organisational culture "manifests itself in a wide range of 
features of organisational life such as structures, control and reward systems, symbols, 
myths and human resource practices." Regardless of which ofthese aspects is being 
considered, Willmott (1993: 517) sees "governance of the employee's soul" as being 
the central aim of culture management programmes. As with the self-discipline 
created by the career project (e.g. Grey, 1994) culture, it is argued, operates in a 
similar way as "employees come to discipline themselves with feelings of anxiety, 
shame and guilt that are aroused when they sense or judge themselves to impugn or 
fall short of the hallowed values ofthe corporation" (Willmott, 1993: 523). 
Like career, "corporate culturism endeavours to secure control by managing the 
impression of respecting the distinctiveness and individuality of each employee" 
(Willmott, 1993: 526 - emphasis added). This 'respect' for the individual is however 
conditional on their acceptance without question the values ofthe corporation. 
Challenges are simply not tolerated. Cultural strength comes to mean an absence of 
conflicting values and in this way the promotion of strong cultures can serve to 
obstruct challenges and therefore prevent change. Thus, also in line with the 
contradictory stance apparent in the 'new career' discourse, Willmott refers to the 
"seductive doublethink" of culture - "the simultaneous affirmation and negation of the 
conditions of autonomy" (1993: 526). Whilst buying into the culture means by 
definition relinquishing one's independence, impression management tactics ensure 
that it is embroidered and re-presented in alternative positive ways: 
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In this doublethink world, the benefits of participating in a strong corporate 
culture (and thereby strengthening its totalising effects) are sold by stressing 
the benefits for the individual employee who, it is claimed, not only enjoys 
greater practical autonomy but is transformed into a 'winner' 
(Willmott, 1993: 526). 
Wi11mott (1993) sees this 'new' order as a backward step, pointing out that in 
bureaucratic organisations employees are at least still allowed to think what they like 
as long as they are competent in their work. Casey (1999) is also sceptical. Drawing 
on case-study work in a large multinational she explains how 'team' and 'family' 
metaphors have become central to organisational cultural practices. She, like Wi11mott 
(1993), challenges the mainstream view that such discursive devices '''empower' 
employees and provide 'meaningful' relationships in the workplace" instead arguing 
that they "serve as processes of regulation, discipline, and control of employee subject 
selves" (ibid: 155). 
Others are unhappy at what they see as the deterministic stance ofWillmott (1993) 
and those who share his perspective. For example, Gabriel (1999), Newton (1998) and 
Ezzy (1997) share a concern with the way in which some perspectives promote, in 
their view, portrayals of organisational life which leave little room for agency. 
Gabriel in particular (1999: 179) argues that such perspectives "exaggerate the 
magnitude and totality of organisational controls, generating over-managed and 
overcontrolled images of individuals, organisations and societies." He is unhappy 
with the pictures painted of a "self-regulating, self-policing subject, one who is almost 
unable to achieve any political, critical or moral detachment from his/ her employer's 
power practices." He takes issue with the portrayals of such a subject as 
"hardworking, flexible and docile ... a subject that. .. has developed the utmost 
psychological, social and material dependence on the corporation; it has become a 
nonsubject" (Gabriel, 1999: 180). 
Ezzy (1997: 440-1) is in agreement with Gabriel (1999) and argues "workers do not 
become passive reflections of their workplace culture but manipulate and utilise 
cultural discourses to further their own ends." Whilst acknowledging that there are 
inevitably some constraints on their ability to do so, he takes exception to Grey's 
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(1994) Foucauldian analysis of careers, arguing that the analysis must extend "beyond 
a passive conception of the person as a mere reflection of the discourses" (ibid: 431). 
Ezzy's view is that "cultural discourses about careers and work are variously 
accepted, resisted and transformed in people's day to day lives" (p.431). He draws on 
Kunda's (1992) study of culture at Hi Tech. Here normative control through culture 
management is employed but does not go unquestioned. Instead employees 
demonstrate ambivalent responses, both accepting wholeheartedly and then distancing 
themselves from company values, attempting to maintain a company and non-
company identity. Doing the culture is conceptualised as 'playing a game' or acting in 
a drama. 
Such ambivalence is seen as a likely response to contemporary controls by others too 
(e.g. Casey, 1999; Hopfl and Homby Atkinson, 2000). Willmott (1993: 518) also 
notes that the 'success' of corporate culture management progranunes in terms of 
their ability to secure commitment is "at best partial and that employees can become 
trapped in a vicious circle of cynicism and dependence." However, by its very nature, 
ambivalence is a difficult position to maintain. Gabriel (1999: 191) points to Casey's 
findings that individuals deal with ambivalence by increasing their identification with 
the organisation and increasing "a whole host offantasies of retreat and escape ... the 
company is family and prison at the same time." Gabriel (1999: 191) also notes that 
the opposite likely defence is, as is the case with Fournier's (1998) 'militants', cynical 
detachment. 
4.4.2 Identity-bestowing features of career and 'ontological security' 
Why do individuals want careers? What is the attraction? What does career promise 
and to what extent does this explain the vigour with which many people pursue it? 
One answer to this question is that career (and indeed organisational culture) 
possesses important identity-bestowing features. 
That work is central for self-definition has been noted by a number of authors from a 
range of theoretical persuasions (Fournier, 1996). Van Maanen and Barley (1984) 
note that Durkheirn, and the Chicago school of sociologists considered work to play a 
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pivotal role in shaping identities. This is supported by, for example, Van Maanen and 
Barley (1989), Banks et al (1992), Mirvis and Hall (1994) and Halford et al (1997). 
Arthur and Lawrence (1984: 2) point to widely quoted phrases such as "I am what I 
do." Halford et al (1997: 155) found their respondents' identities and sense of 
belonging "closely intertwined with organisational membership itself." 
Deetz (1998) sees this identity- bestowing feature of career as a powerful tool of 
control. He argues that the more an employer is able to persuade an employee to 
invest their identity within the organisation "the fear ofloss of position is greatly 
enhanced and acts of obedience become more likely" (ibid: 167). It is exactly in this 
way that career comes to control so effectively. Townley (1998: 203) explains that it 
is the positive and productive features of technologies of control which contribute to 
this effectiveness, offering as they do "procedures which confirm and sustain 
identity." As Foumier (1998: 62) argues: 
Career plays on the fantasy of becoming 'more', 'better', 'other '; it offers us 
the possibility to reinvent our self. Career becomes the carrier of individual's 
dreams, the vehicle through which the self can chart its way and project itself 
into a desired other. 
However, identities constructed in this manner are precarious and fragile since 
individuals become dependent on their work organisations for the maintenance of 
their identities. "Individuals face uncertainty and insecurity in the requirement to meet 
successful performance, instigating a search for constant reaffirmation ofidentity, to 
secure the acknowledgement, recognition and confirmation of self in practices 
confirmed by others as desirable" (Townley, 1998: 203). 
For Giddens (1991a: 54) self-identity is to be found in an individual's "capacity to 
keep a particular narrative going." Whilst Giddens (1991a) agrees that feelings of self-
identity are fragile he also argues that they are simultaneously robust. Self-identity is 
fragile because the story the individual adopts as their own is just one of many which 
could be told. It is robust because a sense of self-identity is held strongly enough to 
"weather major tensions or transitions in the social environments within which the 
person moves" (ibid: 55). Giddens' notion of 'ontological security' considered 
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essential to the maintenance of psychological well-being (Layder, 1994) helps explain 
why and how individuals work to maintain a particular narrative and with it their self-
identity. Individuals who are ontologicaIIy secure are able to answer basic existential 
questions (Giddens, 1991a). A key existential question is that concerning self-identity. 
Self-identity, according to Giddens (1991a: 52) is something which "has to be 
routinely created and sustained in the reflexive activities of the individual." In order to 
achieve this individuals stick to well-rehearsed behavioural and emotional routines. 
"People handle dangers, and the fears associated with them, in terms ofthe emotional 
and behavioural 'formulae' which have come to be part of their everyday behaviour 
and thought" (Giddens, 1991a: 44). The individual who succeeds in maintaining a 
stable sense of self-identity possesses a "feeling of biographical continuity" achieved 
by the establishment of "a protective cocoon which 'filters out', in the practical 
conduct of day-to-day life, many of the dangers which in principle threaten the 
integrity of the self' (Giddens, 1991a: 54). This may in part also explain why 
political, controlling dimensions of career are in some quarters played down. In order 
to maintain a narrative or self-identity which is underpinned by notions of autonomy 
and independence in career, individuals must reject evidence which threatens these 
notions. Giddens (1991a) makes another key point arguing that the "normal 
appearances" one must keep up to be accepted in a particular social environment such 
as a work organisation must be in line with an individual's self-identity or 
biographical narrative if ontological security is to be maintained. Individuals must 
therefore accept career practices and behaviours which are considered normal routine 
within an organisation as normal for them and in line with who they are. Not to do so 
threatens ontological security and self-identity. IfGiddens' analysis iffoIIowed 
through here, it is far easier for the individual to integrate normalised practices into 
their sense of self-identity, than to reject them and face having to carve out an identity 
at odds with those around them. In this way normalised career practices, for example 
those which hamper the careers of women with children, which one might expect to 
be experienced as alien by some (e.g. women) instead become incorporated into 
notions of who one is and taken-for-granted. 
4.4.3 Loyalty - another technology of control? 
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According to Heckscher (1995: 6-7) "loyalty is the motivational base of obedience: it 
sets the conditions under which people will agree to carry out orders and submit 
themselves to the organisation." In his study of250 middle managers within 8 large 
companies which had undergone restructuring exercises, Heckscher (1995) found, 
perhaps unexpectedly, that loyalty to the organisation remained virtually intact, 
despite the fact that managers had witnessed (and administered in some cases) large 
and sometimes "brutal" (p.ll) downsizing programmes. In spite (or maybe because) 
of what they had witnessed they remained strongly emotionally attached to their 
organisations and believed it more than likely that they would remain with their 
employer until retirement. This paradoxical effect runs counter to the new careers 
discourse which suggests individuals should no longer commit to or show loyalty 
towards a particular organisation since the 'old deal' which promised a job for life in 
return is now defunct. Heckscher (1995) expresses grave concerns about these 
findings. Loyalty fosters dependence and entraps employees. It renders individuals 
vulnerable to the whims ofthe organisation and ill-equipped to cope if the next axe 
falls on them. As Barney and Lawrence (1989: 421) note "loyalty is not necessarily a 
positive expression of commitment to a firm ... Employees' loyalty simply results 
from the lack of other options, namely, the inability to engage in either exit or voice." 
Thus, in times of heightened insecurity, individuals may in fact become more 
dependent on their employer. As Gabriel (1999: 190) explains: 
The organisation seems to offer the individualfreedomfrom insecurity, shelter 
from a hostile world outside and also a certain symbolic anchorage in a world 
where all is doubt and change. Highlighting the dangers, the doubts and the 
changes, makes the deal offered by the organisation more attractive, 
entrappingfurther the individual. 
Heckscher's (I995) middle managers offered a number of explanations for their 
continued loyalty: the promise of career advancement, dependence and fear, pride in 
association with the company, gratitude and a sense of obligation, psychological 
investment, shared values, personal friendships and contacts. Heckscher (1995: 23-4) 
offers his own analysis ofloyalty-inducing devices and identifies a number of "key 
mechanisms" for fostering loyalty to the organisation, the origin of which he too (as 
Savage (1998) did with the birth of the modem career and the Great Western 
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Railway) traces back to the American raiIroads of the 1870s. These mechanisms are 
the use of internal career tracks, stock sharing and the promise of employment 
security. Other tactics adopted include financial benefits and training unique to the 
organisation, the promise or "carrot" of possible promotions and an insistence on 
employee mobility in order to "prevent competing attachments to local communities." 
These devices tend to breed employees who are dependent on their employers and, 
like a pet dog to its owner, anxious to secure and then maintain their superiors' 
attention and recognition. This in itself, according to TownIey (1994), triggers a self-
administered discipIining effect. Heckscher (1995: 24) explains: 
Over time ... mechanisms began to develop that created a subtler 
'psychological' dimension of loyalty: cultural patterns that linked the 
personality to the company, so that one became an 'IBM man' or a 'General 
Motors man '. These mechanisms ... include policies of frequent geographic 
transfers, which has the effect of weakening competing ties to other 
communities and friends; codes of presentation that defined the 'right' kind of 
behaviour; rituals of passage that reinforced the company image; an ideology 
of being a good 'member of the team' These are the sorts of things that 
William Whyte identified in The Organization Man, and lambastedfor their 
threats to individualism and independence. 
Once again, evidence that 'Organization Man' is alive and kicking is uncovered, 
rwming counter to the 'new' careers literature and suggesting that the extent of 
change in both careers and their contexts has been exaggerated. 
4.5 PAYING THE PRICE 
Career (along with its disciplinary bedfellows such as culture) exacts a high toll on 
those individuals intent on, even addicted to, its pursuit. In Grey's (1994) view 
career's reach extends well beyond the workplace, and is about much, much more 
than efficient work performance. For Grey (1994) career not only succeeds in 
regulating individuals' work lives, but individuals' entire lives becoming what he 
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calls an "organising principle of existence" (ibid: 492). "Increasingly it becomes 
necessary to sublimate one's whole life to the development of career. Friends become 
transformed into 'contacts' and social activity becomes 'networking'" (Grey, 1994: 
492). Employees however rarely see it in this way. The promise of career powerfully 
manipulates subjectivities such that, as Deetz (1998: 166) observes, "employees do 
not express a concern that the employer wants more work; their primary expressed 
concerns are that their body, their social needs, their incapacities, or fumilies do not 
let them do more work better." Individuals in pursuit of career engage in what Deetz 
(1998) refers to as "strategized subordination" as they "actively subordinate 
themselves to obtain money, security, meaning or identity" (p.166). Their quest, 
Deetz says, is endless. Meaning and identity are always precarious. Feelings of 
security are fleeting. Money never seems to be quite enough to compensate. The quest 
continues. The career journey is without end. Of the employees in his case-study, 
Deetz (1998: 169) observes "they seem to have struck an implicit Faustian bargain 
with the company to accept conditions of subordination for the sake of payoffs in 
terms of identity, financial standing and job security ..... In choosing loyalty they gain 
membership, clarity, status, and specific identities, but they also re-enact a dominant 
set of power relations with costs." Ironically, Deetz (1998: 160) found that those he 
studied "exercised what autonomy they had to acquire financial and identity securities 
that left them progressively more dependent on [the company] and less capable of 
voice." 
To the extent that the company owns their soul, employees respond to crises 
with fear and loyalty. In a vicious cycle, as the employee increasingly 
strategizes feelings, lifestyle, home situations, the having of children, work 
effort, and relation to management for what the company offers, the consent 
grows and the consequences of not consenting (identity loss, exit costs) are 
perceived as greater. 
(Deetz, 199&: 167). 
Little wonder then that Heckscher (1995: 23) feels it entirely apt to draw parallels 
between the employer-employee and the master-servant relationship. Indeed even this 
it seems is historically constructed since, as Heckscher (1995) notes, much 
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employment law emanates directly from master-servant codes. Foucault (1977: 228) 
is moved to ask the question: 
Is it surprising that prisons resemble factories, schools, barracks, hospitals, 
which all resemble prisons? 
One wonders why careers researchers have not been moved to ask whether careers 
and the organisations in which they are played out resemble prisons too. 
4.6 SUMMARY 
This chapter has explored the political dimension of careers which though currently 
downplayed in the general careers literature is argued here to be central to 
organisational and individual career practices. It is suggested that the individualistic 
and astructural nature of work to date may in part explain the downplaying of this 
dimension. It is also argued that the apolitical and uncritical character of much current 
careers literature masks the performative, economic and socially controlling functions 
which career serves. In line with the study's research objectives, the interplay between 
self, organisational context and career is explored and the ways in which career is 
accomplished assessed. Career is reanalysed here as a technology of control and the 
possibilities of it operating as a form of self-managed self-discipline is analysed. The 
disciplinary effects of a number of discursive devices, notably narratives and cliche, 
are examined and it is suggested that such devices may play a hand in maintaining the 
status quo and the system of power relations on which it is built thereby preventing 
challenges to it. Other disciplinary devices which are complementary to career are 
investigated. The role of organisational culture, the identity-bestowing features of 
career and culture and the cultivation of employee loyalty receive particular attention 
and these too are argued to create disciplinary and controlling effects, tying 
individuals in search of a sense of self as worthy to the pursuit of career. In these 
terms career is exposed as exacting a hefty personal price. 
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CHAPTER 5 - METHODOLOGY 
5.0 INTRODUCTION 
This purpose ofthis chapter is to offer a detailed account of the methodological 
approach adopted in this study in pursuit of an answer to the primary research 
question- how do we make sense of the concept of career? CoIIin (1998: 413) has 
argued that career "has a rich ambiguity which ... makes it - both as a concept and an 
experience - inherently challenging to study." Outlining the ontological and 
epistemological stance taken, this chapter describes in detail how this challenge has 
been responded to. The rationale behind the selection ofthis approach is explained, its 
limitations and drawbacks discussed and its appropriateness in relation to the research 
objectives defended. The specific research methods used to achieve these objectives 
are detailed and an outline of the analytical strategy is presented. Thus the chapter 
outlines: the ways in which the reflexive accounts of individuals are accessed; the 
tools used to help uncover participants' career conceptions; how a holistic, contextual 
and situated account of career is provided; how structure and agency are 
conceptualised and how the interplay between these is assessed. 
The methodological approach adopted in this study has been carved out of and 
informed by the methodological and empirical gaps in the careers literature. The 
stance taken here is broadly an interpretivist rather than positivist approach, using 
qualitative rather than quantitative methods, contextuaIised rather than 
decontextuaIised, with themes allowed to emerge from the data rather than being 
imposed. The intention throughout this study is to embrace the "dialectical nature" 
and "ontological duality" of career (Derr and Laurent, 1989: 454) and methodological 
frameworks which can respond to these demands have been sought which 
acknowledge both structure and agency, organisation and individual, objective/ 
external and subjective/ internal elements of career and which explore the inter-
relationship between these dualisms (Barley, 1989). Two such frameworks are drawn 
on. In the earlier stages of this study Life History Methodology (Jones, 1983; Musson, 
1998) proved informative and an outline of this is given. However, in the latter stages 
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ofthis study, particularly during the analysis stage and throughout the process of 
writing up, Giddens' writings (1976,1979,1984, 1991) and his 'structuration theory' 
has taken centre stage. Because ofthis, and because this theory becomes increasingly 
important in the final chapters of this work, much space is devoted to assessing 
Giddens' work and its relevance here. As chapter 1 noted, although not an original 
objective of this study, the findings presented here do also shed some light on the 
ways in which social systems and career forms are produced and reproduced and 
Giddens' work assists in the process of theorising this reproduction. His work is also 
therefore returned to later in the study when the thesis of 're-creational careers' is 
explained. 
Though both 'life history methodology' and 'structuration theory' have proved pivotal 
in attempts to make sense of career's ontological duality, it should be noted that the 
attempt to retain conceptual open-mindedness during the course of this study 
consciously extended to methodological open-mindedness. A number of 
methodological approaches have been explored which have, to varying degrees, 
informed and influenced the study. For the sake of completeness, and to illustrate the 
methodological journey of a PhD student, these are also briefly explained. 
5.1 OUTLINING THE METHODOLOGICAL ApPROACH 
5.1.1 Eclecticism 
A cross-disciplinary study with its sights set on exploring the dialectical nature of 
career hints at a level of eclecticism which necessarily extends to methodological 
choices. Watson (1997) calls for what he refers to as "a pragmatic pluralist approach" 
to interdisciplinary research which "instead of straightforwardly following the 
theoretical and methodological guidelines of a particular discipline or paradigm, 
elements of various of these are utilized" (p.6). The credibility of the resulting account 
lies in whether it makes sense and demonstrates its own "ontological, epistemological 
and methodological integrity" (p.6). 
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As with career concepts, there is a bewildering array of methodological stances and 
approaches. Rather than clinging to and being constrained by the insistences of any 
particular one (which would run counter to the spirit ofthis thesis) a more eclectic 
approach is favoured. Thus, methodologically, the study has borrowed from and has 
been informed by a range of perspectives which influenced the design and offered 
'steers' in the initial stages of the study. There are reflections of contextuaIism, 
biography and hermeneutical inquiry (Collin and Young, 1986; Collin and Young, 
1988; Young and Collin, 1988; Collin, 1997), grounded theory (GIaser and Strauss, 
1967; Strauss and Corbin, 1990) and critical perspectives (Alvesson and Willmott, 
1992; 1996; Alvesson and Deetz, 2000). This study represents a mosaic of these 
various approaches and an outline ofthe ways in which they have influenced the 
study is a useful starting point. 
Responding to the need for contextuaIised studies which embrace the dialectical 
nature of careers, the contextuaIist perspective advocated by Young and CoIIin (1988) 
offers direction. They point to contextual and ecological metaphors as facilitating 
exploration of the "reciprocal interaction between individuals and the systems in 
which they are a part, the manner in which individuals are producers of their own 
career development, and the specific cultural and historical environments in which 
careers develop" (Young and Collin, 1988: 154). 
Responding to the need for an emergent (rather than imposed) research agenda hints 
at a grounded theory style approach. Developed by GIaser and Strauss (1967) and 
Strauss and Corbin (1990: 23) such a theory is "inductively derived from the study of 
the phenomenon it represents ... One does not begin with a theory, then prove it. 
Rather one begins with an area of study and what is relevant to that area is allowed to 
emerge." The extent to which researchers are able to achieve complete theoretical 
open-mindedness given that they inevitably bring to a study their own experiences 
and body of knowledge has been questioned and with it the extent to which it is 
possible to conduct a 'pure' grounded theory study. The importance of acknowledging 
openly the researcher's position in relation to the study is therefore seen as crucial and 
this is done later in this chapter. Hermeneutical inquiry, which grounded theory 
approaches are central to, recognises this. Hermeneutical inquiry is, put simply, "the 
practice of interpretation" (Young and Collin, 1988: 154). With such inquiry, as 
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ColIin and Young (1988: 196) point out, "initial analysis does not involve the 
imposition of categories derived from outside the research material itself. Categories 
and models emerge constantly from the material and have to be ordered, until as 
Woods (1985) suggested, 'saturation' occurs." ColIin and Young (1988: 191) describe 
henneneutical inquiry as being "peculiarly appropriate" to the study of careers. In 
response to the required dialectical stance, Young and ColIin (1988: 153) note that it 
can be used to explore career's "active and dynamic nature, its social and cultural 
dimension and its intentionality and agency." Given the objectives of this study, and 
the need for an approach which can address the 'ontological duality' of career, 
henneneutical inquiry offers a useful framework. ColIin and Young (1988) identifY a 
number of key features of a henneneutical inquiry: the researcher's need to be explicit 
about their own position and framework; the need to access the frameworks of those 
being studied; the need to closely analyse in detail their "words, images, metaphors 
and themes" (p.192); and the need to compare parts to wholes and vice versa with a 
view to constructing a new interpretive framework. 
From a critical perspective, there is within the study a conscious attempt not to accept 
career systems at face value. Instead the concept of career is 'problematized' and 
previously neglected issues of power and control are uncovered and examined. Such 
critical perspectives are therefore useful in responding to the downplaying of issues of 
power and conflict in studies to date (Van Maanen and Barley, 1984). 
In the later stages of this study life history methodology and symbolic interactionism 
(Jones, 1983; Musson, 1998) and in particular Giddens' (1984) structuration theory 
have provided important theoretical frameworks to assist in the process of making 
sense ofthe data and in turn career's ontological duality. It is felt that these 
frameworks lend integrity to the methodology by connecting the analysis (in part at 
least) to an established body of theory. These frameworks are outlined in some detail 
later on in this chapter. 
5.1.2 Towards a Critical-Interpretive approach 
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The approach adopted here (along with the influences noted above) is broadly aligned 
with Alvesson and Billing's (1997) critical-interpretive approach as well as being in 
the spirit ofthe critically reflexive methodology advocated by Alvesson and 
Skoldberg (2000) and critical management research of Alvesson and Deetz (2000). At 
its heart is an interpretive approach in which individuals' qualitative accounts oftheir 
careers take centre stage. As Van Maanen (1977: 8) has implored of careers 
researchers: 
We must ... cast our methodological and conceptual nets such that they capture 
the meaning people attach to actual situations and not simply catch the 
meaning of those of us employed to carry out research in such situations. 
Considering career "through the eyes ofthe beholder" (Van Maanen, 1977: 174) is 
deemed crucial here and indeed this view is shared by a number of authors who also 
believe the meaning that career has for individuals as centrally important (e.g. Schein, 
1971; Van Maanen, 1977; Nicholson and West, 1989; Derr and Laurent, 1989). As 
Schein (1971: 402) explains: 
It is in the different perspectives which are held toward careers by those who 
act them out and those who make decisions about them that one may find some 
of the richest data for understanding the relationship between individuals and 
organisations. 
This focus on individuals' accounts does not in any sense however suggest a neglect 
of context. To the contrary, since individuals are seen to be "embedded within their 
context" (Collin, 1997: 441-2) it is exactly these individually-situated accounts which 
give access to context (Jones, 1983). The reflexive interpretive approach here assumes 
that individuals cannot be studied in isolation from their context, nor can context be 
studied separately from individuals who reside within it. In other words, context is 
seen to have no meaning except in the interpretations ofthe individuals who 
experience it. 
This in turn leads to another epistemological question. First, how does an apparently 
entirely subjective individualised account allow access to objective and external 
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elements of career? Again, it is argued here that access is granted through such 
accounts (Mallon and Cohen, 2000). As Derr and Laurent (1989: 456) explain, "the 
internal career is obviously one's own subjective map, but the external career is 
likewise a construction and interpretation of selected external events and stimuli." 
Second, how can the ontological and epistemological integrity of this essentially 
subjective interpretive stance be maintained given the simultaneous acknowledgement 
of; at some level at least, an objective external reality? In other words, how can this 
stance be reconciled with the simultaneous acceptance of career's dialectical nature 
and ontological duality? The response is this: maintaining an interpretive stance, 
structures are not considered to actually exist separately to those who experience 
them, i.e. they do not have an objective independent existence of their own but 
nevertheless, in order to make sense of their worlds, many people reify structure(s) 
and come to believe that they exist independently to them. Life history methodology 
(Jones, 1983) and the theory ofstructuration (Giddens, 1984), both of which are 
compatible with a critical interpretive approach, add further explanation and 
credibility to this position. 
5.1.3 Life History Methodology 
Life history methodology is based on an interpretive framework and adopts a 
symbolic interactionist perspective. Symbolic interactionism (and its close relation 
social constructionism) is seen as the process by which groups create and re-create 
their worlds (Musson, 1998). According to Musson (1998) this approach sees 
conceptions of what is real and true as always connected to people, whilst recognising 
that people are subjected to what they perceive and experience as structural and 
institutional obstructions. The approach thus acknowledges the dialectical relationship 
between objectivism and subjectivism as well as structure and agency. The method 
also openly acknowledges (and, as with hermeneutical inquiry, explicitly discusses) 
the inevitable influence of the researcher in the research process (Musson, 1998). Life 
history methodology also supports the view that context can be accessed through 
individuals' accounts. These accounts "document the relationship between an 
individual and his or her social reality; they describe the ways individuals interpret 
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and define the contexts in which their lives have been acted out and the meaning their 
participation had for them" (Jones, 1983: 152). 
According to Jones (1983: 154-5) "the language of any given organisation is 
constituted historically as a collective memory of associations, events, recipes for 
action expressed through the organisation's structure, technology, rules, procedures, 
myths and stories." In life history methodology the researcher's aim is to seek out the 
rules and interpretive schemes which shape both action and structure, uncovering 
what Jones (1983: 155) refers to as "the grammar ofan organisation's language." Of 
course, although individuals may behave according to a set of rules, they are not 
always able to articulate exactly what those rules are (Jones, 1983) and in this 
situation life history methodology proves additionally useful. Access to rules - or an 
organization's "grammar of action" (Musson, 1998: 14) - is secured by creating 
oppositions within and between accounts, enabling the 'rupturing' of an individual's 
"unreflective stance" (Jones, 1983: 156). For careers research in general, and for this 
study in particular, life history methodology represents a helpful methodological 
framework. As Jones (1983: 157) explains: 
The process of leading members through their organizational careers and 
asking them to chart out the significant events in that passage leads them to 
adopt the role of autobiographer when describing the way they have 
controlled and been controlled by the organisation's typifications. 
5.1.4 Giddens' structuration theory 
Giddens' structuration theory also concerns itself with how social life is produced and 
reproduced. The notion of the 'duality of structure' is central to Giddens' theory 
which sees structure and agency as mutually dependent. For Giddens "social 
structures are both constituted by human agency and are the very medium of this 
constitution" (Giddens, 1976: 121). Giddens re-casts the dualisms or oppositions 
which characterise other works as dualities. He is, as Layder (1994) points out, 
inclined to reject the oppositional character of much theorising to date and to enter 
into a dialogue. As Giddens himself explains: 
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If interpretative sociologies are founded, as it were, upon an imperialism of 
the subject, functionalism and structuralism propose an imperialism of the 
social object. One of my principle ambitions in the formulation of 
structuration theory is to put an end to each of these empire-building 
endeavours. 
(Giddens, 1984: 2) 
Thus Giddens has to some extent a "foot in both camps" (Layder, 1994: 126). His 
structuration theory displays an "honest eclecticism" (ibid: 127) borrowing from a 
range of perspectives. In this respect, and given the need for frameworks which 
embrace career's ontological duality, structuration theory is a helpful model. 
Since Giddens' theory becomes increasingly important in the latter stages of this 
study, it is worthwhile here outIining in detail his ideas. Barley and Tolbert (1997) 
whose concern specifically is with the study of careers draw on Giddens' work (1976, 
1979, 1984) to outline the ways in which action and structure interact to produce, 
reproduce and adapt institutions. They note how Giddens draws on both functionalist 
and phenomenological perspectives and tries to bridge the gap between deterministic, 
o~ective and static notions of structure, on the one hand, and voluntaristic, subjective 
and dynamic views, on the other making his theory eminently suitable for this study. 
Giddens does this by proposing two interIinked realms of social order: the realm of 
action and the institutional realm. The institutional realm, as Barley and Tolbert 
(1997: 97-8) explain, "represents an existing framework of rules and typifications 
derived from a cumulative history of action and interaction." 
Whilst it is important to define carefully both agency and structure, from Giddens' 
perspective, the two are interconnected and one cannot be understood without the 
other. To attempt to define them independently would therefore, given Giddens' 
insistence on the' duality of structure' , create an artificial separation. Agency and 
structure must then be defined in tandem with each other . For Giddens (1979: 55) 
action or agency refers to a "continuous flow of conduct" rather than a number of 
discrete acts. Regularised acts should be understood as "situated practices" (Giddens, 
1979: 56) and it is these which, for Giddens, connect strongly action and structure. 
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Action cannot be understood out of the context of "historically located modes of 
activity" (Giddens, 1979: 56). Thus Giddens sees context, or the contextualities of 
interaction, to be central to studies of social reproduction. 
Giddens (1991: 203) himself describes the notion of structure as a "complicated and 
difficult one." Giddens' and his supporters' notion of structure differs somewhat from 
orthodox notions (which dichotomise structure and action) and this has been claimed 
to be a weakness of his theory (e.g. Layder, 1994). Structure in its orthodox sense is 
generally understood to mean a patterning of social relations external to and 
independent ofhuman action (Giddens, 1984). Giddens (1984: 170) conceives of 
structure as a "property of social systems, 'carried' in reproduced practices embedded 
in time and space." He refers to 'structuring properties' (1979: 64) which he describes 
as the rules and resources which are "recursively implicated in the reproduction of 
social systems" (1979: 64). Rules, he argues, are "procedures of action" (Giddens, 
1984: 21) which generate social practices and which can only be understood when 
placed in their historical context (Giddens, 1979). They are "formulae that are 
constantly invoked in the course of day-to-day activities, that enter into the structuring 
of much of the texture of everyday life" (Giddens, 1984: 22). 
Barley and Tolbert (1997: 98) refer to such formulae or rules as 'scripts' which are 
defined as "behavioural regularities ... observable, recurrent activities and patterns of 
interaction characteristic ofa particular setting." Barley and Tolbert (1997) argue that 
'scripts' are more easily empirically explored. Pettigrew (1990: 413) once described 
social scientists as "inveterate wordsmiths" and his observation appears, in this case at 
least, to be wholly accurate, given that direct parallels can be drawn between Barley 
and Tolbert's' (1997) notion of 'scripts' and 'rules and typifications', Jones' (1983: 
155) notion of 'typifications' and 'grannnar of organisationa11anguage' and Musson's 
(1998) 'grannnar of action' in addition to Van Maanen's (1980) equating of 'rules' 
with structural relationships. Regardless of which word is favoured however, the 
important point is that the ontological 'take' on both structure and agency of each of 
these authors is very similar and in line with Giddens'. Van Maanen (1980: 155) 
refers specifically to career rules which he argues, at an abstract level, signifY the 
structural relationships amongst people, reflecting the order of social life. Formal, 
contextual rules are deeply embedded within organisations and frequently policed and 
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enforced by individuals themselves. As Van Maanen and Barley (1984: 324-5) 
observe, "all occupations provide for a period of training and testing during which 
neophytes are taught (and usually learn) the 'rules of the game' while their 
willingness to play by these rules is scrutinized by their more experienced 
workmates." In answer to the question - what, or perhaps who, are the sources of 
career rules - according to Van Maanen (1980) at least, they are 'manufactured' by 
organisational members themselves: "people are the makers of rules and not simply 
the followers of them" (ibid: 133). Thus actors are not seen as passive recipients of 
social structures but as actively involved in creating and re-creating those structures. 
Giddens argues that it is the seemingly trivial rules, rather than the obvious laws, 
which have the most profound effect in the structuration process. Most rules, Giddens 
argues, are "only tacitly grasped by actors" (1984: 22). 
In line with Giddens' theory, Halford et al (1997) see structure as "the storing up of 
'patterns' of social actions over time." In short, the sum of historical actions become 
sedimented in current ways of doing and being. Halford et al (1997) suggest that the 
extent to which career systems become resilient to change is underestimated, and that 
the possibility for effective action geared at change is overestimated. They argue: 
Existing organisational structures, practices and cultures are, in so far as they 
are stable, devices by which past forms of agency have been stored! 
sedimented so that they can be maintained! reactivated. This in turn shapes 
the activity of current organisational membership which is itself constantly 
engaged in (re)structuring the organisation. Thus organisational structures, 
practices and cultures are in a sense 'stored '. In as much as structures, 
practices and cultures remain constant, the effect of past agency is 
continuously reactivated, and even where change takes place it is on terrain 
defined by the previous 'organisation '. 
(Halford et ai, 1997: 18) 
Halford et al (1997), like Giddens, also point to the importance of exploring the 
historical cultural contexts in order to understand the structuration process. 
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Critics of Giddens, as Barley and Tolbert (1997) point out, argue that he conflates 
structure with action (i.e. reduces structure to action). This is troublesome for some, 
including to a point Barley and Tolbert (1997), who argue that "unless institutions and 
actions are analytically as well as phenomenologically distinct, it is difficult to 
understand how one can be said to affect the other" (p. 99). Conversely, there is also 
concern with what is seen as the tendency to reifY structure (e.g. Evetts, 1992) and to 
portray institutions as "somehow distinct from those who comply and, more 
importantly, from the act of compliance itself' (Barley and Tolbert, 1997: 95). The 
critique appears somewhat contradictory. In any case, from Giddens' perspective, if 
structure were accepted as existing independently of action (and independently of 
actors), the integrity ofhis theoretical position would be compromised. Instead, by 
carefully defining his notion of structure (if adapting it from orthodox definitions), 
Giddens succeeds in maintaining methodological integrity and consistency where 
other approaches may not. (This is somewhat complicated however because Giddens 
himself is unconcerned with issues of epistemology). In line with the approach 
adopted in this study, Giddens' notion of structure is argued to favour interpretive 
schools of thought inasmuch as he sees structure as having "no existence independent 
ofthe knowledge that agents have about what they do in their day-to-day activity" 
(1984: 26). Also in line with this study'S approach, Giddens' theory does not however 
deny that reification of organisations is a feature of social life, but to him the fact that 
organisations can be experienced as reified by actors is merely a product of their 
subjectivity. There is some empirical support for this. Cohen (1997) noted how 
respondents in her study of women in self-employment reified the organisations and 
departments of which they had worked for and adopted dualistic frameworks in 
constructing their social worlds. For Giddens, institutions don't actually take on an 
objective existence separate from people, but this doesn't stop some people feeling as 
though they do, and allowing these feelings to constrain (and! or enable) their actions. 
And in the end Barley and Tolbert (1997) and Evetts (1992) inadvertently reach the 
same conclusions in response to their concerns. 
Individuals perceive themselves as operating within a structure that has an 
objective existence, not as constituting that structure by their actions and! or 
inactivity. In that way, career structures are reproduced in the minds, actions 
and interpretations of career builders themselves. 
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(Evetts, 1992: 1) 
Questions about the extent to which scripts and rules are reproduced and the processes 
by which this occurs are central to Giddens' structuration theory. Individuals, Giddens 
(1984) argues, possess a fundamental need to maintain a sense of what he refers to as 
'ontological security', a feeling of safety and security. It is this which provides a 
major impetus for individuals to act to protect familiar scripts and therefore this which 
lies at the heart of social system reproduction. 
For Layder (1994) Giddens overplays the extent to which individuals are free to act. 
Whilst it is true that Giddens would probably not share the kind of deterministic views 
of some (e.g. in this study Grey, 1994 and Willmott, 1993), Giddens responds to such 
critique with the following argument: 
In seeking to come to grips with problems of action and structure, 
structuration theory offers a conceptual scheme that allows one to understand 
both how actors are at the same time creators of social systems yet created by 
them. Critics who argue that structuration theory provides too little space for 
free action or, alternatively, underestimates the influence of structural 
constraint (both types of criticism have been made) miss the point. The theory 
of structuration is not a series of generalisations about how far 'free action' is 
possible in respect of 'social constraint '. Rather it is an attempt to provide the 
conceptual means of analysing the often delicate and subtle interlacings of 
reflexively organized action and institutional constraint. 
(Giddens, 1991: 204). 
He also argues: 
We should not conceive of the structures of domination built into social 
institutions as in some way grinding out 'docile bodies' who behave like the 
automata suggested by objectivist social science ... all forms of dependence 
offer some resources whereby those who are subordinate can influence the 
activities of their superiors. This is what I call the dialectic of control. 
(Giddens, 1984: 16). 
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'Dialectic of control' centres around the belief that structure possesses constraining 
but crucially enabling features as well. The concept of pow er which is also central to 
Giddens' theory is important here. Power, he argues, "is expressed in the capabilities 
of actors to make certain 'accounts count' and to enact or resist sanctioning 
processes ... these capabilities draw upon modes of domination structured into social 
systems" (1979: 83). Giddens is concerned that the study of power to date adopts the 
same dualism of action and structure. Power, he argues, must be understood in the 
context of the duality of structure. Giddens draws on Willis's (1977) study of working 
class school children entitled 'Learning to Labour' as an empirical illustration of the 
main tenets ofstructuration theory. Through it, Giddens (1984: 289) argues, Willis 
shows how "constraint is shown to operate through the active involvement of the 
agents concerned, not of some force of which they are passive recipients." Willis 
argues persuasively that the rebelling lads he studies know more about the set-up and 
the way things work than those who conform. This coincides with Giddens belief that 
far from being 'docile bodies' actors should be conceived of as 'knowledgeable 
agents' who know what they are doing and why they are doing it, though they may 
not always be able to articulate these things. Actors' knowledgability is, for Giddens, 
bounded by the unconscious on one side, and by unacknowledged conditions of action 
and its unintended consequences on the other (Giddens, 1984). He stresses the 
importance oflooking for the unconscious conditions and unintended consequences of 
action. Giddens (1979) sees the latter as tied up with social reproduction and which 
thereby become conditions of action. 
Giddens (1984: 284) suggests researchers should find out "what actors already know, 
and have to know, to 'go on' in the daily activities of social life." He explains 
"accounts that actors are able to offer of their conduct draw upon the same stocks of 
knowledge as are drawn upon in the very production and reproduction of their action" 
(1979: 57). Accessing such accounts is therefore central to attempts to study the 
structuration process. However, in so doing it is imperative to bear in mind the 
distinction made between different types of consciousness. Giddens distinguishes 
between the unconscious, practical consciousness (what is done) and discursive 
consciousness (what can be said). 
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Practical consciousness, which Giddens (1991a) is keen to stress is non-conscious 
rather than unconscious, is defined as "tacit knowledge that is skilfully applied in the 
enactment of courses of conduct, but which the actor is not able to formulate 
discursively" (1979: 57). In other words, it is "knowledge embodied in what actors 
'know how to do'" (1979: 73) and is both tacit and taken-for-granted. For Giddens 
(1984: 21) "awareness of social rules, expressed first and foremost in practical 
consciousness" is at the ''very core" of actors' knowledgability. Practical 
consciousness, or knowing 'how to go on' also forms the foundations of what 
Giddens refers to as 'ontological security'. Thus at the level of practical consciousness 
it is the normalised, routinized and non-conscious activities which actors engage in 
which is of interest to the researcher. 
'Going on' in the contexts of daily social life involves constant and 
unremitting work on the part of all participants in social interaction. For 
ordinary individuals, much of this labour passes unnoticed, so deeply 
engrained is it in practical consciousness ... 
(Giddens, 1991a: 61). 
Giddens (1979: 67) warns therefore that "to 'know how to go on' is not necessarily, or 
normally, to be able to formulate clearly what the rules are." Thus consciousness at 
the discursive level (i.e. what can be articulated by actors) does not offer easy access 
to the practical level. Giddens (1984) therefore has suggested that researchers should 
explore modes of discourse which social scientists traditionally treat as not interesting 
or relevant, for example irony or humour, in order to generate routes of access to 
practical consciousness. (Metaphor, narratives and cliche in particular are used in this 
study). This is not to say that Giddens devalues what actors can say. Far from it. As he 
explains, "every competent social actor. " is a social theorist on the level of discursive 
consciousness" (Giddens, 1984: 18). 
5.2 ACCESSING CAREER SCRIPTS AND RULES 
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Having explored Giddens' structuration theory in some detail along with his notion of 
structure and agency there remains the need to state explicitly what is understood as 
structure in this study. In line with Giddens' position and his notion ofthe 'duality of 
structure', it is argued here that structure and agency are inextricably entwined. They 
are two sides ofthe same coin and thus attempting to isolate those features which are 
strictly structural and those which are strictly agentic is not possible. Instead structure 
here is taken to mean variously 'procedures of action', behavioural 'formulae', 
'scripts' and 'rules'. For example, the cultural context ofIBM along with the formal 
career systems and procedures are considered here to represent structural features but 
these features are created by the actions of actors and only persist for as long these 
actors maintain those actions. This is in line with Giddens' notion of the duality of 
structure and Halford et aI's (1997) view that culture is merely the sedimenting of 
actions over time to create a structural feature which in turn shapes future actions. 
Rules both direct and shape action and are also created by action. They are therefore 
accessible through the study of participants' accounts of their actions and the stocks of 
knowledge which influence actions. There is little difficulty in accessing such 
knowledge at the level of discursive consciousness. Accessing knowledge of 'how to 
go on' at the level of practical consciousness is however much harder. In an effort to 
establish this the interest here is in uncovering and exploring the routinized, 
normalised, tacit and taken-for-granted behaviours within the case-study organisation. 
To this end investigating the cultural context in which careers are played out at IBM is 
considered to be an important starting point, not least in responding to the objective of 
offering an holistic, contextual and situated account of career. Linked to this, and 
again in line with Giddens' theory, is the need to study historical actions and contexts 
and the ways in which they may contribute to current cultural contexts and practices. 
Chapter 6 is devoted to such a review. 
5.2.1 Cultural contexts 
In order to conduct a contextualised study of career it is important to analyse the 
particular work setting in which careers are played out. Culture, it is argued, offers an 
appropriate framework with which to address the dialectical nature and ontological 
duality of career (Derr and Laurent, 1989). Nicholson and West (1989) also argue for 
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career to be studied in relation to the particular cultures and subcultures in which they 
unfold. Meek (1988: 465) views culture and structure as "two sides of the same coin: 
they are parallel and complementary and constantly interacting with one another." 
This view is supported by Halford et al (I997) as well as Musson (1998: 14) who 
argues the "grammar of action, provides the basic rules for organisational activity. In 
this sense, this grammar of action is the organisational culture." Exploring cultural 
features is thus one way of accessing the structural features of an organisation - the 
career scripts and rules along with the deep structure, routinized behaviours and 
actions at the level of practical consciousness. 
Richter (1998), an IBM Director, points out that the culture ofan organisation, its 
values and rules and behaviours are often so deeply embedded that it is hardly ever 
discussed and, more than that, is frequently invisible to organisational members. This 
is an important analytical point for at least two main reasons. First, as Barley and 
Tolbert explain (1997), since cultural and structural change demands an awareness of 
current scripts and rules and a conscious choice to pursue new ones by engaging in 
different actions, individuals unaware and unconscious of the rules, scripts and 
cultural norms by which they operate are inadvertently more likely to re-produce 
them. Second, that individuals may not be able to clearly articulate rules presents 
some difficulty to the researcher although both structuration theory and life history 
methodology warn ofthis possibility, indeed expect it. Jones (1983) and Barley and 
Tolbert (1997) have observed that individuals may be unable to articulate rules or 
'scripts'. Giddens, as we have seen, has drawn a distinction between practical 
consciousness or knowing how to 'go on' and discursive consciousness. From an 
analytical perspective, when individuals are unable to account for actions or explain 
rules of conduct, these may have to be accessed via the sort of juxtapositional 
approaches advocated by Jones (1983). This is the tack adopted here. Participants 
accounts are compared and contrasted and the contradictions within and between them 
subjected to scrutiny. Other tools used include the study of narratives, metaphor and 
cliche. 
5.2.2 Narrative, metaphor and cliche 
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Hopfl and Homby Atkinson (2000: 13 8) point to the need to start "deconstructing the 
mythology of career" starting with "the language of everyday experiences" and this 
study attempts this. According to Collin and Young (1992: 2) individuals make sense 
of career by "'storying' experience through metaphor and narrative." Thus in order to 
study career, they argue, "we have to interpret the words and stories people use to 
construct their careers." This advice is heeded. The career accounts of individuals are 
drawn on and the use and function of the discursive devices of metaphor and cliche 
are examined. 
The use of stories in organisational studies has been championed by Reason and 
Hawkins (1988) and Gabriel (2000). Referred to variously as 'narratives' (Cochran, 
1990), 'accounts' (Baumeister and Newman, 1994) and! or 'biographies', stories are 
argued to offer a valuable tool in the study of careers (Collin and Young, 1992; 
Cochran, 1990; Baumeister and Newman, 1994; Mallon and Cohen, 2000). Indeed 
Daft (1983) argues that research itself should be viewed as an exercise in storytelling. 
Mallon and Cohen (2000: 3), noting the confusion caused by the range ofterrns used, 
define their conception of story as "the complex, baggy, sometimes contradictory, 
often circuitous accounts of their careers that people construct in the course of 
research conversations or qualitative interviews." They argue: 
A focus on individual stories offers a creative technique for studying the 
process of career creation, re-creation and improvisation ... Story based career 
research allows for a rounded, deep and multifaceted exploration of career 
that recognises its dynamic, evolving, often ambiguous, even contradictory 
nature. 
(Mallon and Cohen, 2000: 5) 
Mallon and Cohen (2000: 14) also argue that through narratives individuals 
"reproduce, resist and reconstruct dominant values and prescriptions for action" 
making their examination eminently appropriate in relation to the objectives of this 
study. Accounts should allow access to both the rules which structure action and the 
actions which shape rules. 
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Metaphor analysis is also a powerful tool in the study of careers (e.g. GWlZ, 1989; 
Mignot, 2000; Inkson, 2001; Coffey and Atkinson, 1996), particularly in terms of 
efforts to access the career conceptual schemes of individuals which is a key objective 
of this study. According to Tietze et al (2002) metaphor analysis assists in the process 
of exploring and understanding the contradictions and complexities of organisational 
life. They see the advantages of metaphor analysis to be its potential to access 
situational and context-specific meanings (again a key objective of the study) and to 
capture a flavour of actors' emotions and experiences. Metaphor may also offer a way 
of accessing participants' knowledge at the level of unconscious and practical 
consciousness. As Lakoff and Johnson (1980) have pointed out: 
Metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not just in language but in thought and 
action. Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and 
act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature ... Our conceptual system is not 
something we are normally aware of In most of the little things we do every 
day, we simply think and act more or less automatically along certain lines. 
Just what these lines are is by no means obvious. One way to find out is by 
looking at language. Since communication is based on the same conceptual 
system that we use in thinking and acting, language is an important source of 
evidence for what that system is like. 
(Lakoff and Johnson, 1980: 3). 
Cazal and Inns (1998: 179) too point to the utility of metaphor in offering "insights to 
hidden, barely conscious feelings" as do Miles and Huberman (1994) who believe that 
metaphors encourage researchers to look beyond the existing career concepts and 
models thereby helping to generate new insights or, as Inkson (2001) puts it, 'unveil' 
features currently obscured from view. Burke (1992: 255 cited in Oswick and Grant, 
1996: 220) describes metaphors as being "windows into the soul, ifnot the collective 
unconscious, of the social system." Mignot (2000) goes one step further arguing that 
the analysis of metaphor can be used to explore the structuration process, generating 
an understanding of the duality of structure and agency by allowing access to the 
ways in which individuals are both enabled and controlled by career. He argues that 
metaphor can be viewed as "a paradigm for constructive and critical research" (ibid: 
528). However, as yet there is little empirical work which explores metaphors used in 
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day-to-day organisational discourse (Oswick and Grant, 1996). Thus metaphor offers 
a promising source of data. Both Morgan (1996) and Collin (1997) warn however that 
metaphors offer only partial insights and that a number of metaphors should be 
explored in order to offer a holistic picture. Their advice is also heeded. In addition to 
metaphor attention is devoted to the role of cliche (Anderson-Gough et al, 1998) and 
the part such a discursive device can play in the structuration process. Cliche, as 
Anderson-Gough et al (1998) point out, involves an unreflexive use oflanguage 
which might allow access to taken-for-granted, normalised practices which otherwise 
escape scrutiny. 
5.3 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 
5.3.1 StUdying IBM 
This study draws on the accounts of twenty graduates employed within one 
organisation - IBM. There are a number of contributory factors which led to the 
decision to study graduates within a single organisation. First, this approach facilitates 
an in-depth consideration of 'common' historical, structural and cultural- in short 
contextual- features of the organisation. Thus graduates' accounts can be 'situated', 
explored and explained within this broadly shared context allowing comparisons and 
contrasts between accounts to be more justifiably drawn. Interestingly, Deetz (1998: 
152) notes both in Foucault's work, and subsequent works inspired by Foucault, that 
"despite the constant expressed concern with micro-empirical events" there remains a 
paucity of studies which consider "specific organisational contexts" although there are 
a handful of notable exceptions (e.g. Deetz, 1998; Fournier, 1998; Grey, 1994). 
Case-studies have been championed by Yin (1981, 1984) as well as Eisenhardt (1989) 
who notes this method as being particularly apt for inductive research approaches 
which seek to generate new theory (in line with the spirit and objectives of this 
thesis). Deetz (1998: 152) argues that a case study helps demonstrate ways in which 
organisational practices can become taken-for-granted, in turn minimising the 
opportunities for challenge and change. Thus, studying a single (rather than multiple) 
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organisation(s) makes the possibility of uncovering aspects of the structuration 
process much more likely. 
The remaining question is why study IBM? Schein (1986: 314) argues, "what we need 
in this area is not cases from 'typical' organisations but data from organisations that 
are themselves on the frontier. Our research is too biased by the survey logic of 
looking for what the average or typical company is doing." IBM as a case-study 
organisation is theoretically important in its own right, possessing as it does its own 
literature. A study of careers within this organisation thus adds further to this 
literature. Chapter six offers a detailed review ofthis literature and the company's 
cultural heritage. Suffice it to say here that IBM has long been considered an 
exemplar or 'model' employer operating sophisticated Human Resources (including 
career management) policies and practices. A large, blue-chip, world-renowned, 
multi-national, non-union organisation in the IT sector, IBM has historically invested 
heavily in graduate recruitment and development. It employs graduates across a 
diverse range of organisational business and technical functions, from marketing, 
sales, finance and personnel to hardware and software engineering. In the last decade 
in particular, IBM is reported to have undergone dramatic change. Once home of the 
traditional bureaucratic career and staffed heavily by employees who may be 
considered akin to 'Organization Man' (Whyte, 1956), the extent to which this change 
has translated into the shape and form of an IBM career is less clear. This leads onto a 
further reason for studying IBM. As has been discussed, the extent of change in career 
forms is hotly contested. One way to assess whether new career forms have replaced 
old is to visit the old heart and home of the bureaucratic career and see what changes 
are afoot there. Finally, the process of securing access to an organisation must be 
honestly acknowledged as a difficult and lengthy one, particularly it seems with 
exploratory work. Lengthy negotiations were entered into with three other 
organisations before access was finally granted to IBM where the author was 
previously employed. Contacts from this time were instrumental in securing access 
confirming at this early stage the adage that who you know is more important than 
what you know! 
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5.3.2 Participants 
This study draws on the accounts of20 (8 men and 12 women) graduate-level 
employees drawn from a range of job functions, levels and locations within IBM. All 
participants have (at least) a degree level qualification. The average age of 
participants is 30 years (the youngest is 28 and the oldest 34 years). The participants 
have been broadly grouped under 4 headings: managers (of whom there are 3 - two 
are women); technical specialists/ developers (6 in total); generalists (8); and 
functional specialists (3). Chapter 7 is devoted to providing a detailed profile of 
respondents. 
Numbers of participants have been restricted to 20 largely so that, in line with the 
study's objectives, in-depth accounts can be accessed. The participants are all unique 
individuals with unique stories to tell. Such limited numbers are not unusual in the 
field. Nicholson and West (1989: 189) point out participants in others' studies have 
numbered from just 3 (White, 1952) to 40 (Levinson et al, 1978). Collin (1984) 
studied 32 men in mid-career. Schein (1977) used data from just 44 interviewees to 
develop his 'career anchors'. Kolb and Plovnick (1977) tested their 'experiential 
learning theory of career development' first on 47 medical undergraduates and latterly 
on 20 managers. In any case, the attention here is not to speak authoritatively on 
behalf of all IBMers and their careers, but to give voice to a small group ofIBMers 
and allow them to tell their own stories. There are inevitably limits to the extent to 
which findings in this study can be generalized beyond the study's participants. 
In terms of selecting participants, IBM provided a print-out from their personnel 
database listing all UK graduate employees aged around 30 years. Names were 
omitted but details of gender, role function, work location, marital status and years 
service were provided. An equal number of men and women were selected from this 
list attempting to maximise the variation in other characteristics. This was done not to 
ensure findings were fully representative (since clearly with such small numbers this 
was not possible) but as a matter of theoretical interest in terms of whether differences 
might lead to variations in career conceptions and! or experiences. Letters were then 
distributed via IBM to these selected individuals explaining the study and inviting 
them to participate. The first round of this process produced just 10 volunteers and the 
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process was subsequently repeated 3 times incorporating a 'snowballing' element 
asking those who had already volunteered to find others until 20 participants had 
agreed to take part. Chapter 7 provides more in-depth detail about the participants of 
this study. Clearly there is a strong element of self-selection for the study and those 
who agreed to take part in the study had their own reasons for doing so. This may of 
course colour the accounts gathered in some way. Regardless of this however the 
study does offer twenty wholly valid and unique career stories of twenty unique 
individuals. 
The identities of participants have been protected with names changed and the amount 
of biographical detail reported kept to the bare minimum required for analytical 
purposes. In ordinary circumstances the identity of the case-study organisation would 
also have been protected. However, as noted in chapter 1 the organisation in this study 
has a literature all of its own and a review of this literature has proved to be 
theoretically crucial to this study, not least in terms of explaining the 're-creational 
careers' thesis which is outlined in detail in chapter 12. Because of this the decision 
has been taken in conjunction with research supervisors at Loughborough University 
to classifY this work as 'restricted access'. 
5.3.3 Position of researcher in relation to researched 
Mallon and Cohen (2000) note the importance ofthe researcher ensuring they are 
made visible and this is acknowledged also by Collin and Young (1988), Musson 
(1998) and Jones (1983). Here I introduce myself in relation to my study. I joined 
IBM's Personnel department following graduation and was employed by the company 
for 3 Yz years. My time at IBM was a relatively happy one. I worked first at Head 
Office and then at the Development Laboratory. In this latter role I was heavily 
involved in graduate and industrial trainee recruitment and (from an administrative 
perspective only) 'looked after' the executive resources or high-potential list. I had 
been employed on two concurrent fixed term contracts, the second awarded largely as 
a product of 'extra work' done on a special Total Quality Management project. My 
IBM career was unspectacuiar. For a brief period I thought I may do well in the 
company, and latterly I became convinced that there was little prospect of doing so. I 
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watched perplexed (and occasionally irked) as new graduates around me were 
promoted rapidly. I had two bosses in my time, one who rated me highly and one who 
didn't. The differences in their assessments also perplexed me. I left to take up a 
higher level post paying much more money at another company. 
Gunz (1989a) cites his inspiration for his text 'Careers and Corporate Cultures' as his 
brief career within a large company and his observation at the time that puzzled him: 
"the more I got to know about the detail of whatever it was that I was responsible for, 
the less likely it was that I would be selected to join the elite group headed for top 
jobs" (p.3). Whilst the source of my puzzlement differs, making sense of my own 
experience (and career) at IBM has nevertheless played a role (albeit a small one) in 
the analysis of data here. Collin (1992) observed how her students, who were engaged 
in hermeneutical inquiry, discovered they had studied themselves in the process of 
studying the participants in their work. TIris has certainly been the case for me. My 
experience inevitably affects my interpretation of the data, and this is potentially both 
positive and negative. There are inevitably assumptions about life at IBM which I 
bring to the study based on my own experiences. As Arthur and Rousseau (1996: 371) 
put it, such assumptions are usually invisible to their holder and "function like the lens 
of an eye" and may colour the accuracy of interpretation. This is not helped because it 
was not possible (from an access point of view) to check out my own analytical 
interpretations with participants. However, a number of steps have been taken to 
minimise any drawbacks to my position as an ex-IBMer. First, the evidence on which 
interpretations are arrived at is produced in great detail throughout the data chapters 
leaving the reader free to draw their own conclusions. Second, it should be pointed 
out that it is some 7 years since I left IBM and my memories of my experience there 
are relatively distant. Third, comparisons between and within accounts are used to 
constantly compare and check interpretations of those being studied. Fourth, the IBM 
literature is drawn on to offer a further source of interpretations. 
My closeness to those I am studying brings also a number of positive benefits. As 
Barley and Tolbert (1997: 107) point out, "prior knowledge of the setting and the 
institution under investigation may permit researchers to anticipate some scripts. 
However, unexpected scripts inevitably emerge during the course ofthe study" and 
indeed unexpected scripts have certainly been uncovered in the course of this study. 
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My closeness to study in terms of my own experience and knowledge of the culture 
may also be considered beneficial not least in enhancing 'theoretical sensitivity' 
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967). In order to maximise this closeness, I decided to select 
graduates of a similar age to me. The research interview thereby operated in part as a 
conversation between two individuals of shared contextual (educational and 
organisational and career) backgrounds and histories. Making the most of our shared 
histories rather than attempting to deny and minimise the impact has been the strategy 
adopted here. This assisted in building rapport with participants. 
In terms of the cross-discip1inary aims ofthe study, my disciplinary background is 
eclectic. I studied mathematics, economics and physics at school, did a degree in 
Business Studies, higher degrees in Personnel Management (these latter two subjects 
representing hybrids of 'pure' disciplines e.g. sociology, psychology, economics etc) 
and I have developed an interest in critical perspectives. I bring no strong discip1inary 
allegiances to this study other than a burning curiosity to explore career from the 
much-neglected interpretive perspective. 
5.3.4 Methods 
The two main methods used in this study are the qualitative research interview and the 
Twenty Statements Test. The latter has been used specifically to gather information 
about both self and organisational culture. A standard format pro-forma to gather 
basic biographical profiles and work history information along with the Twenty 
Statements Test document was distributed by post and completed by all participants 
prior to the interview. Whilst much of this information could of course have been 
collected in the interview, the primary purpose of gathering it prior to the interview 
was in order that I could get to know a little of each participant before meeting them. 
Each participant was also sent a pro-forma and TST (self) which I had completed so 
that they were familiar with and had a chance to get to know a little about me before 
the interview. There were beneficial consequences to this both in terms of rapport 
building and in being able to devote valuable interview time to focus on the more in-
depth less superficial career-related questions. 
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5.3.5 Qualitative Research Interview 
According to Musson (1998), semi-structured or unstructured interviewing is the 
usual way to collect life history data. The interview format was broadly semi-
structured and was launched with a general request for participants - 'tell me about 
your career'. Prompts, derived in part from a pre-analysis of the TST and career 
history, were drawn on to attempt to access information about career contexts and 
concepts. In terms of attempts to access features of the external career, the advice of 
Derr and Laurent (1989: 458) was heeded: 
One important element of the external career is what the organisation values 
and rewards in its employees. And this can be examined ... by asking 
knowledgeable informants how they perceive the determinants of career 
success in their companies. 
Participants were asked to talk about their careers in terms of past, present and future 
dimensions. They were also asked what they enjoyed about their careers and what! 
who had helped! hindered their career as well as to reflect and expand on their TST 
responses. (Specific interview questions asked of each participant are presented in 
Appendix 1). Much of the interview took on a conversational style. Interviews lasted 
on average around an hour and ranged from one which lasted just half an hour to one 
which ran on to two and a half hours in length. Interviews were taped and fully 
transcribed. 
5.3.6 Twenty Statements Test (TST) 
The Twenty Statements Test (TST), in line with life history methodology, was 
developed from a symbolic interactionist perspective (Rees and Nicholson, 1994). 
The TST has been used in this study to access conceptions of both self as well as 
organisational culture (Locatelli and West, 1991). 
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Pioneered in the 1950s (Kuhn and McPartland, 1954), the TST-selfhas been used 
more recently in the field of graduate careers (Rees and NichoIson, 1994). The TST 
asks individuals to respond to the question 'Who am IT to define themselves in their 
own, rather than the researcher's, terms. Respondents in this study were asked for 
written responses to the following instructions: 
In the spaces provided below, please give statements in answer to the 
question, 'WHO AM I?' (Twenty is the average number of statements people 
provide, but more or less than this number is entirely acceptable). Give these 
answers as if you were giving them to yourself, not to somebody else. Write 
fairly rapidly ... 
The interest here was to place career accounts in the context of an individual's self 
and organisational evaluations and, in line with the one of the research objectives, to 
explore in turn any interplay between them. 
A number of informal pilots ofTST-selfwere conducted with a number of university 
students which showed it to offer a rich source of freely-elicited textured data. TST-
self, it is claimed, offers a "a self-portrait" of the individual, "a 'desert island discs' of 
the personality" (Rees and Nicholson, 1994: 37). Since identity and self-concept have 
been described as "the most fundamental level of career analysis" (Herriot and 
Pemberton, 1996: 761) collecting such data is important. A number of different 
methods have been developed for classifYing TST-selfstatements (e.g. Rees and 
Nicholson, 1994; Spitzer et al, 1973) with data frequently analysed quantitatively. 
However, these classificatory schemes, whilst interesting, are not considered useful in 
terms of the study's objectives. Instead TST responses have been analysed 
qualitatively here and compared to findings on career and its context. 
The TST "Who am IT' approach has attracted strong criticism, notably from Erikson 
(1966, cited in Hall 1976: 95) who decries the "faddish equation of the term identity 
with the question 'Who am IT' However, use ofthe method can be defended on a 
number of counts. First, the method has a long history of usage to defend it, tried and 
tested by a great number of academics in the field of psychology and psychiatry (see 
for example Spitzer et al, 1973). Second, it offers the advantage of allowing the 
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researched to define self in their own rather than the researcher's tenns. Third, in 
tenns of resource implications, it is quick, easy and cheap to collect. Fourth, 
combining TST-selfwith other methods and thereby affording each participant the 
opportunity of expanding and explaining and further reflecting on their own 
statements would seem to address Erikson's fear of a superficial treatment of identity-
related issues. In addition, TST -self offers a potential method of tapping into social 
systems. As Spitzer et al (1973: 19) claim: 
Individuals take their identities at least in part from the groups to which they 
belong or desire to belong. Thus, in several respects, examination of a 
person's social identity is one wiry of evaluating how closely a person is 
anchored in social systems. 
A modified version of the TST, referred to here as TST-organisation, has been 
previously used by Locatelli and West (1991). The TST -organisation was also 
completed by each participant and has been used, in conjunction with interview data, 
to assess graduates' perceptions of organisational culture. Locatelli and West (1991) 
compared the utility of TST, repertory grid and group discussions and concluded that 
the TST offered a potent empirical method for tapping organisational culture. 
Respondents in this study were asked to provide written responses in line with the 
following instructions: 
Think of the organisation for which you currently work and your experiences 
within it. In the spaces provided below, think of twenty diffirent statements to 
capture the wiry in which you would describe it. (Twenty is the average 
number of statements people provide, but more or less than this is entirely 
acceptable). Write fairly rapidly ... 
The qualitative research interview also successfully accessed much of that which was 
contained in each participant's TST-self and TST -organisation. These research tools 
are therefore considered to be complementary to rather than separate from the 
interview accounts. 
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5.6 ANALYTICAL STRATEGY 
The analysis ofpro-fonna data, TSTs and interview accounts began at the start of its 
collection and has continued throughout the process of writing up. For the sake of 
completeness, a brief description of the practical decisions taken relating to data 
analysis is provided here. A fuller account is provided in Appendix 2. 
The software package QSR NUDIST (version 4) was used as an aid to analysis. 
NUDIST is noted as being an apt package for researchers looking to allow concepts 
and theory to emerge from the data (Stanley and Temple, 1995) and hence was 
considered a useful tool given the objectives of this study. Concerns have been 
expressed that the software design assumes hierarchical relationships between 
concepts (e.g. Stanley and Temple, 1995). This however proved not to be an issue 
since the package itself was not used to assess precise conceptual relationships but 
merely as a useful aid to reflection and analysis which helped with the process of 
managing and giving in-depth consideration to a large volume of data. NUDIST's 
function as a highly sophisticated filing system which, crucially, allows constant 
comparison between coded material and the contextual source from which it derives 
were the main reasons behind its usage. 
Interview and TST documents were imported into the programme and one-by-one 
were studied in detail. An analytical process recommended by Miles and Huberman 
(1994) was broadly adopted. In line with a strategy of open coding, initially broad 
patterns and themes were noted and loosely grouped as 'free nodes'. Having explored 
all transcripts once, this process was repeated a second time. The themes generated 
thus fur were constantly compared and contrasted with each other. This led to the 
merging of some, the collapse of others and the tentative grouping of apparently 
connected themes into clusters or categories. Throughout this process the interview 
accounts as a whole were revisited in order that themes remained contextualised and 
could be understood as immersed in (rather than suspended from) participants and 
their accounts. Particular attention was paid to the metaphors adopted by participants. 
As the analysis progressed interest in the ways in which cliche was being employed 
by participants was triggered. Attention was therefore paid to the role which this 
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aspect oflanguage might play. A period of testing and refining the analysis ensued, 
exploring the robustness of apparent conceptual schemes by weighing up available 
evidence and exploring alternative explanations. This exercise was latterly continued 
through the process of writing about ideas. Instead of starting and finishing one 
chapter before moving onto the next, sections were added to each chapter and 
chapters adapted, revised and re-assessed in light of the perceived coherence of the 
emerging account. This, it is felt, aided theoretical sensitivity and promoted 
conceptual open-mindedness. 
5.7 LIMITATIONS 
There are inevitably a number ofIimitations to this study which should be pointed out. 
Firstly, the study involves just 20 participants and just one case-study organisation. 
Whilst it is an in-depth and contextualised piece of work (in line with the research 
objectives) with such small numbers it is not possible to make claims with any 
certainty that findings here can be generalised elsewhere. However, as Silverman 
(2000) notes, generalizability can be obtained with in-depth qualitative data in several 
ways. In this case findings are, where appropriate, connected and compared with the 
cross-discipIinary (and IBM) literature. Where there is broad support in the literature, 
inferences about the wider applicability of findings are drawn with some confidence. 
Where findings challenge that which is already known or for which there is no 
consensus agreement much more caution is exercised. 
The findings presented here also reflect the interpretations of its author (as noted 
above) and inevitably are seen through the author's eyes. For this reason evidence 
from accounts is presented in some detail in order that the reader can assess for 
themselves the robustness ofthese interpretations. This is especially important since 
there was unfortunately no opportunity to discuss and check interpretations with 
participants. This is not unusual however. For example, Collin and Young (1988) 
rerer to Collin's (1984, 1985) earlier study of mid-career change in which she was 
also unable to return to her subjects to check interpretations with them. The steps 
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taken to limit the effects have been discussed above and include offering a full 
account of the author's position in relation to the study. 
5.8 SUMMARY 
In this chapter the methodological stance adopted in this study, described broadly as a 
'critical-interpretive' approach, is outlined in detail. In terms of approaches which can 
grapple with the ontological duality of career, life history methodology and in 
particular Giddens' structuration theory are explained as offering helpful theoretical 
and analytical frameworks. A review ofGiddens' work leads to an explanation of the 
ways in which structure and agency are conceptualised in this study and how the 
interplay between these is theorised. A number of research methods are used to assist 
in achieving the study's objectives. Specifically, the reflexive accounts of individuals 
are accessed via qualitative research interviews and Twenty Statements Tests and 
these accounts, in conjunction with an historical review ofIBM context and culture 
which chapter 6 presents, assist in the process of constructing an holistic, contextual 
and situated account of career. Participants' accounts are scrutinised in order to assess 
their career conceptions. Given though that much of this knowledge may be of a 
practical and therefore non-conscious rather than discursive and conscious form, tools 
such as metaphor analysis are used to help unlock conceptions. An outline of the 
analytical strategy adopted is provided. Chapters 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 present the 
findings and analysis. 
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CHAPTER 6 - THE IBM CONTEXT - BIG BLUE'S CULTURAL HERITAGE 
6.0 INTRODUCTION 
In line with the objective of this study to offer a contextualised and situated account of 
career, this chapter sets the organisational context for the study offering an historical 
review ofIBM and its culture. The importance of examining historical contexts as 
chapter 5 has noted has been stressed by both Giddens (1979) and Halford et al (1997) 
in their analysis of career systems. The powerful role played by the founder of an 
organisation in shaping in particular organisational culture has attracted widespread 
comment (e.g. Hofstede, 1990; Theodhosi, 2000). As Schein (1983: 13) has argued 
"an organisation's culture begins life in the head of its founder - springing from the 
founder's ideas about truth, reality and the way the world works." For this reason 
attention is turned to the founder ofIBM, Thomas J. Watson Sr., along with his 
successor (and son), Thomas Watson Jr., in order to explore what Pettigrew (1990: 
419) refers to as the "deep historical roots of organisational culture." In particular, 
attention is paid to the ways in which actions, especially those of founders and their 
agents, may become sedimented as organisational rules and structural features which 
may, in turn, re-create both structures and actions. In the process, this chapter picks up 
again the theme of stasis vs. adaptation, arguing that much ofIBM's heritage remains 
intact and, despite claims within much ofthe existing literature to the contrary, little 
has in actuality changed. As Pettigrew (1990: 429) explains "history is not just an 
event in the past but is alive in the present and may shape the future." 
Over the years, much has been written about IBM and indeed the company has 
inspired a literature all of its own. Deemed by many for decades as "the most 
successful company on the planet" (Slater, 1999: 13), many ofthe published works 
have been written either as a chronological commentary and catalogue of product 
developments (e.g. Pugh, 1995) or, with the business executive in mind, an analysis of 
IBM's business strategies and corresponding recipes for success for those who wish to 
attempt to emulate the company's practices (e.g. Killen, 1988; McKenna, 1989; 
Rogers and Shook, 1989; Thompson, 2000). DeLarnarter (1986) explores IBM's 
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(often anti-) competitive strategy and the ways in which the IBM giant has wielded 
power to dominate the IT industry. Other texts have sought to chart and explain 
IBM's dramatic fall from grace in the early 1990s (e.g. Ferguson and Morris, 1994; 
HelIer, 1994) and, more recently, texts which document the company's subsequent 
business recovery have appeared (e.g. Morris et ai, 1997; Shugrue et aI, 1997; Hame~ 
2000; Garr, 2000). Whilst these in themselves are useful contributions, this chapter 
turns attention elsewhere. The focus here is on texts which explore IBM culture and 
practices and their origins in order to piece together the context in which careers at 
IBM have been in the past, are at present, and may in the future be played out. 
6.1 THE LEGACY OFTHOMAsJ WATSON SR. 
6.1.1 The Rise and fall (and rise) oflBM 
Garr (2000) identifies what he refers to as "three distinct epochs of Big Blue" (p.16). 
The first was the reign ofIBM's founder, Thomas J. Watson Sr. (1914 until 1956) and 
his son, Thomas Watson Jr. (1956-1971). The second epoch was the reign ofIBM's 
four "home-grown" leaders (Vincent Learson 1971-2; Frank Cary, 1973-1980; John 
Opel, 1981-1984; John Akers, 1985-1992). The third epoch is the ongoing reign of the 
'outsider', Louis V. Gerstner Jr. (1993-date). As Mills and Friesen (1996) point out, 
Gerstner is the first 'non-IBMer' to secure the position of Chief Executive. 
Built on the core values of respect for the individual, service to the customer and 
pursuit of excellence (Bassett, 1986) IBM has, for the most part of its history, 
enjoyed unbridled success. A household name, it has dominated the IT industry for 
years and has been viewed by many as "a trendsetter" (Slater, 1999: 13) both 
technologically and managerially. It is frequently referred to as 'Big Blue' and this is 
in part reference to its mammoth size and successes. As Slater (1999) notes, IBM 
made greater post-tax profits between 1980 and 1989 than any other company in the 
world. In 1971, IBM employed worldwide around 200,000 people. This had doubled 
to more than 400,000 by 1985 when John Akers took over, peaking at 406,000 in 
1986, down to 301,000 in January 1993, and 215,000 by 1994 (Mills and Friesen, 
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1996; Slater, 1999). Mills and Friesen (1996: 110) claim that in the late 1980s, at the 
peak of its economic success, IBM had more than one million applications for 
employment on its personnel files. 
By the early 1990s, Big Blue's bubble had burst. According to Slater (1999), IBM lost 
money for three straight years between 1991 and 1993 and, in 1993, reported a loss of 
$4.97 billion, the largest in American corporate history. The then Chief Executive and 
last of a long line of home-grown leaders, John Akers, was forced to stand down. The 
world's most successful company was to become widely dubbed as "the dinosaur of 
the computer industry" (Slater, 1999: 7). The newly appointed Chief Executive, Louis 
Gerstner, has since been heralded as the miracle-performer and saviour of IBM. He is 
considered by many as "one of the greatest turnaround artists in American business" 
(Slater, 1999: 3). And indeed ifprofitability is used as a measure this is hard to 
dispute. In one of the most competitive industries, under Gerstner's leadership, IBM 
has gone from its $4.97bn loss in 1993 to a reported profit of$6.3 billion in 1998 
(Slater, 1999). 
There has been much speculation and analysis about the factors which led to IBM's 
downfall in the early 1990s. Mills and Friesen (1996) for example argue it was the 
result of two broken promises. - one to its customers (excellence of service) and one 
to its employees (lifetime employment). This latter issue is less convincing since 
IBM's turnaround success was achieved partly through massive restructuring and 
downsizing. Others (e.g. Slater, 1999) argue that IBM had become far too complacent, 
arrogant and most importantly far, far too slow to respond (or indeed even notice) the 
changes which had occurred in the IT market. Slater (1999: 24) for example reports 
the comments of one angry IBM customer who complained "trying to get action out 
ofIBM personnel... was like swimming through giant pools of peanut butter." What 
is less well-known however is the dramatic downfall ofIBM is not, as is widely 
assumed, its first. As Mills and Friesen (1996) note, IBM has in fact been through 
four such cycles of dominance followed by downfall. Four times IBM has succeeded 
in engineering an almost phoenix-like recovery. Four times history appears to have 
been re-created. Mills and Friesen (1996) believe the root cause of each of these 
downfalls can be traced to IBM's corporate culture which they criticise for producing 
chief executives who were "too inbred; too steeped in the arrogance of success; too 
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certain of their own judgements in periods of challenge" They ask "is IBM the victim 
of a corporate culture that pushed the wrong type of executive to the top?" (p. I 80). 
This is difficult to answer without exploring exactly what sort of individuals have 
made it to the top at IBM. Tracing the legacy ofThomas Watson Sr. heIps shed light. 
6.1.2 Thomas J. Watson Sr. 
Thomas J. Watson Sr. was the son of Scots-Irish parents who, fleeing famine in parts 
of Britain in the mid-1800s, settled in the USA (CarroII, 1994). Watson's early career 
was eventful to say the least. Whilst working as a salesman for his then employer the 
National Cash Register Company, NCR (also referred to as 'The Cash') Watson, 
along with another colleague and his then boss, John Henry Patterson, were sentenced 
to a year in jail after losing an anti-trust trial (Rodgers, 1970). In the event, they did 
not have to serve the sentence but Watson was subsequently fired by Patterson and 
things could not have seemed bleaker for him. "At forty, he seemed a failure: 
disgraced, under jail sentence, with no job, no home, little money" (Belden and 
BeIden, 1962: 88). 
Watson went on from this seemingly no-hope position to found IBM in 1914 
(although it was not called this until some years later). He was still at its hehn at the 
age of 80. The first IBM turnaround success story was thus that of its founder. 
Curiously, despite all that had happened, Watson fashioned his new company on NCR 
and the policies and practices of his old boss, Patterson. Indeed MaIik (1975: 45) 
points out that "all the precepts that Watson preached, and the techniques he was to 
apply at IBM originated elsewhere." Indeed, even Patterson's personality seemed to 
be mirrored in that ofWatson. Patterson was described variously as "a tyrant" 
(Rodgers, 1970: 15) who possessed a ''volcanic personality" (ibid: 39) who was also a 
"genius" and "brilliantly successful" and who needed "men around him who 
complemented him" (Belden and Belden, 1982: 4 I). Illustrating clear reflections, 
authors ofWatson's official biography, Belden and Belden (1962: 234), describe 
Watson variously as a "domineering" and "overpowering" man who "towered over 
his family." Rodgers (1970: 11) claims he possessed a "volatile and often irrational 
temper" and "an insatiable desire for praise and commendation." MaIik (1975) refers 
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to Watson Sr. as "the grand old megalomaniac himself." Patterson too had been an 
extremely powerful man and is reported to have, in many ways, succeeded in 
dominating Watson both directly as his employer, and indirectly throughout his life 
(Rodgers, 1970). As Rodgers (1970: 15) puts it "Patterson influenced the life of 
Watson as master artists of the Renaissance influenced their apprentices." 
Watson's legacy, like his former boss's, was long-lasting. "Thomas Watson left the 
imprint of his resolute will on corporate life at IBM and on a whole new breed of men 
fashioned in his image" (Rodgers, 1970: 11). Thus, just as Watson appeared to have 
fushioned himself in the image of his former boss, so it seemed he expected his 
'followers' to fushion themselves in his. This desire to re-create a self-like generation 
was also borrowed from Patterson who often, it is claimed, in an enraged state, ''tore 
down Watson's personality and reconstructed it in his own image" (Carroll, 1994: 5). 
It is said that the IBM sales school, described by some as a form of 'brainwashing' , 
was based on this practice. Even Watson's own son did not escape this treatment, and 
much later he complained that his father "exercised a profound influence ... something 
like the way religion affects some people" (Watson Jr. and Petre, 1990). 
6.1.3 Paternal capitalism 
It is widely recognized that the system of employee relations at IBM was founded on 
paternalism or welfare capitalism (e.g. Sobel, 1981; Sennett, 1998; Jacoby, 1997; 
Heckscher, 1995). Indeed Jacoby (1997) describes IBM as an exemplar welfare 
capitalist. Paternalism has been defined simply as "a relation in which an organisation 
offers protection and security in exchange for undivided loyalty" (Heckscher, 1995: 6) 
and Jacoby (1997) sees its key features as community, order and paternal 
responsibility, describing it as "controlling yet consensual, coldly efficient yet cosily 
humane" (ibid: 5-6). In fact Foy (1974: 144) refers to IBM as being both a "strict 
parent" and "good provider." Ackers (1998: 175) explains paternalism to be "a 
traditional and highly personalized 'gift relationship' between master and servant, 
founded on a gross power inequality. This produces a relationship between the 
employer, who was father-like and kind, and the subordinate child-like employee, the 
workers responding to paternal protection with thankful filial obedience." Such 
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patriarchal notions are reflected clearly in accounts ofIBM - with little doubt as to 
who the patriarch in this organisation was. As Belden and Belden (1962: 143) have 
observed, "the similarity ofIBMers, the family spirit of the company, drew together 
both executive and worker, leaving only Watson somewhat apart, standing alone, 
overlooking it all like the futher he wanted to be to his employees." 
In fact, Watson learnt of the power of paternalism from his former boss, Patterson, 
and according to Sennett (1998: 122), the company practiced it "with a vengeance" 
and was "run like an army." Yet despite being widely recognised as an "autocratic and 
patema1istic leader" (Mobley and McKeown, 1989: 18) Watson, along with his IBM 
employees, were reportedly deeply offended by such labels (Belden and Belden, 
1962). It is not clear exactly what they found so offensive, since the charge was 
certainly accurate and "all agreed that both care and control were part of the bargain 
when somebody joined the company" (Belden and Belden, 1962: 153). 
Watson had also learned the hard way, again from Patterson, that paternalism 
rendered employees vulnerable and fostered their dependency on the company. 
Patterson had once taken a tremendous interest in Watson's career, built him a house, 
bought him a car, and later, as a wedding present, gave him a sununer house which 
had been built near his own country home. 5 months later, he fired Watson leaving 
him all but destitute. As Ackers (1998: 182) points out "economic dependence is a 
necessary but not sufficient condition for paternalist control. .. employer influence has 
material and ideological faces" and so IBM sought ways to ensure that employees 
very identity became entwined with the company's - "employees had to be made to 
believe that they were the firm" (Mills and Friesen, 1996: 77). A number of devices 
were used to achieve this. The use of fumily-type metaphors, as has been recently 
noted by Casey (1999), was one such device as was the introduction of a lifetime 
employment policy. 
6.1.4 Lifetime employment 
Referred to by a former Human Resources executive as "the ultimate expression of 
respect for the individual at IBM" (Mills and Friesen, 1996: 72), the central plank of 
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IBM's culture was arguably its 'job-for-life' policy (Slater, 1999), the origins of 
which can be traced to the time of Depression of the 1930s when IBM committed to 
retain all its employees. The payback to IBM ofits full employment policy came in 
the form of high levels of employee loyalty, flexibility and adaptability. Indeed, John 
Akers reportedly described the policy to a business school audience in 1992 as "the 
cornerstone of employee loyalty at IBM" (Mills and Friesen, 1996: 78). It was 
certainly a powerful policy. For example, Dickson et al (1988) found Greenock 
employees believed IBM would never sack anybody (except for gross misconduct) 
and noted the importance of job security to employees there. Watson Jr. (1963) 
reported internal attitude surveys which concluded that the promise of job security 
was the main reason individuals were attracted to work for the company and this is 
more recently backed up by Mills and Friesen (1996) who note the continued 'draw' 
of the promise of employment security. Risk-takers, they argue, go elsewhere - to 
Silicon Valley companies and beyond. Of course, IBM's commitment to full 
employment (rhetorically at least) went along with the last Chief Executive who 
proclaimed it. Gerstner, on his arrival, is reported to have said "the message of the 90s 
is that no company in any region ofthe world can guarantee full employment. It's an 
empty promise" (Slater, 1999: 60). 
The original lifetime employment policy and the effects of its withdrawal should be 
subjected to critical scrutiny. First, IBM did not introduce the full employment policy 
out of a sense of moral duty but as a shrewd business strategy designed to secure 
employee loyalty and obedience to the rules of the culture (Foy, 1974: 10). Second, 
and contrary to popular belief, Watson Sr. did in fact fire or rather, to use his preferred 
term, "handle" employees who were disloyal and disobedient and this was a source of 
shock to his (arguably nal.ve) son because "providing job security had been a hallmark 
of Dad's management" (Watson and Petre, 1990: 140). Mills and Friesen (1996: 73) 
note that full employment was never as firm a guarantee it is often assumed to have 
been. There were a number of conditions attached to it, although these, like promotion 
criteria were frequently vague. Third, IBM actually committed to employment security 
(rather than job security) and its commitment was conditional on employees going 
anywhere, to do anything, at any time the company required them to. Thus in return 
for security, IBM gained not just loyalty and obedience but also the flexibility and 
mobility ofits employees (Mills and Friesen, 1996). Mercer (1987) reported it typical 
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for IBMers to change jobs in some form around every two years. Carroll (1994: 327) 
noted "to those inside, IBM became a game of musical chairs. Every time they 
thought they had secured a seat, the music started up again." Not surprisingly then, 
IBM to some employees stood not for International Business Machines, but "I've 
Been Moved" (Foy, 1974: 139). This later led WatsonJr. (1963: 54) to lead an inquiry 
and even he was forced to conclude that "many of these moves were really being 
made for the convenience of the company rather than the benefit of the employee." 
Some time later some ex-IBM employees began selling T-shirts printed with the IBM 
logo running down one side with the words 'I've Been Misled' (Carroll, 1994: 363). 
6.1.5 The IBM family and community 
IBM was in several ways a family business (Carroll, 1994). Nepotism was rife. It is 
no accident that Watson Jr. took over from his father and no accident that Watson 
Sr.'s other son, Dick, was given responsibility for IBM's overseas business. In the 
1920s, Watson Sr. founded the IBM Father-Son Club "on the firm belief that 
nepotism was good for business" (Watson and Petre, 1990: 75). Indeed, it was not 
unusual then to find extended families working together at IBM (Carroll, 1994). 
There is no doubt that Watson considered IBM to be his very own and personal 
extended family of which he was the patriarchal head (e.g. Slater, 1999). For example, 
Rodgers (1970: 91) documents Watson Sr. telling a group ofIBMers, ''we are one 
great big family ... If you look upon me as the head of the family, I want you to come 
to me as often as you feel that I can do anything for you. Feel free to come and open 
your hearts and make your requests, just the same as one would in going to the head 
of the family." IBM employees then, again reflecting paternalistic culture, were cast 
as the children who may be nurtured and praised for correct behaviours as well as 
disciplined and punished for incorrect. In order to maintain and strengthen the IBM 
family bond, rituals such as sales conventions (attended by families) were used 
(Belden and Belden, 1962) where 'good' employees could be publicly rewarded and 
'poor' ones shamed. 
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It was not just those who were employed directly by IBM who became part of this 
family - the reach oflBM's arms extended to their families too. Foy (1974: 35) quotes 
excerpts from one of Watson Sr.'s many speeches: "we always refer to our people as 
the IBM family, and we mean the wives and children as well as the men." However, 
according to Foy (1974), the IBMer's family often came a poor second to the IBM 
family. 
6.1.6 Loyalty and devotion 
As chapter 4 points out, the careful cultivation of employee loyalty can be identified 
as another method used to foster control and dependency through the interweaving of 
individual and organisational identities (Heckscher, 1995). In fact, Watson Sr. 
believed it to be his right to expect unconditional loyalty from his employees (Belden 
and Belden, 1962; Foy, 1974). It is reported that he valued loyalty in men more than 
ability, believing that ifhe could nurture the former, the latter would foll0'Y (BeIden 
and Belden, 1962). He also demanded devotion. He is reported to have said ''you 
cannot be a success in business without believing that it is the greatest business in the 
world. You have to put your heart in the business and the business in your heart" 
(Belden and Belden, 1962: 127). Those who were unable or unwilling to oblige, 
feeling that the IBM environment was not for them, found their resignations greeted 
not only with financial but also "cultural excommunication" (Foy, 1974: 148). 
A number of devices were introduced to foster loyalty. For example, as Slater (1999) 
points out, in the mid 1930s IBM was one of the first companies to introduce group 
life insurance and paid vacations to serve this end. In the I 990s, the introduction of 
the stock option has served the same function. As Richter (1998) (IBM's 
compensation and benefits manager) explains, the stock option is a substantial 
financial incentive for the retention of select individuals considered to be key 
contributors. Such incentives have dual effects. As Deetz (1998: 167) notes, 
''the more expensive a lifestyle is encouraged, given, or required for the job, the 
greater the control that can be exacted from pay systems." And Schein (1971: 424) 
concurs with this view, seeing such a reward strategy to be one that "subtly but firmly 
entraps the individual." The individual in turn "begins to conform to organisational 
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norms even in terms ofthe more stable parts of his self' and is thus less able to 
innovate and challenge (ibid: 424). Interestingly, as Schein (1971) points out, it is 
precisely this feature which led Whyte (1956) to devise the label 'Organizational 
Man'. 
There is a further dimension to the impact ofloyalty. Rodgers (1970: 100) reports 
Watson Sr.'s claims that: 
The man who is loyal to his work is not wrung nor perplexed by doubts, he 
sticks to the ship, and if the ship founders, he goes down like a hero with 
colours flying at the masthead and the band playing. 
In addition, the IBM company paper at one time is quoted as proclaiming: 
If you are loyal you are successful. All useful work is raised to the plane of art 
when love for the task -loyalty - is fused with effort. Loyalty is the great 
lubricant of life. It saves the wear and tear of making daily decisions as to 
what is best to do. 
(Be1den and Be1den, 1962: 128). 
In other words, the development of employee loyalty may, as Rodgers (1970) argues, 
reduce the need for, and indeed propensity of employees to think for themselves. This 
is certainly one view of outsiders. For example Mills (1988: 195) reports hearing 
managers from other companies saying 'loyalty is wearing the company's logo on 
your forehead' and commenting that it is outdated to expect loyalty. In fact, it is ironic 
that Watson felt loyalty important because it reduced the need to think, since 
'HUNK' was in fact his favourite company slogan. 
6.1.7 THINK 
To add further irony, the THINK slogan was not thought up by Watson himself, but 
instead 'borrowed' from his former boss Patterson. It was emblazoned on office walls 
and desk items throughout the company, as ifpeople needed constant reminders to 
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make them think. "The essence of education, Watson thought, was slogans, those 
salted-down imperishables of the mind" (Belden and Belden, 1962: 157). And none, it 
seemed, was more salted-down than the THINK slogan. 
Despite the posters and plaques, genuine opportunities for employees to think were 
hard to come by. Even Watson Jr. was forced to acknowledge the legitimacy ofthe 
views ofIBM's critics who asked "how can anybody really think in a company that 
was such a one-man show?" (Watson and Petre, 1990: 69). He recollected "most IBM 
executives were so used to dancing at the end of Dad's string that they didn't dare 
think for themselves - in spite of our much publicized company motto ... I'd inherited 
eight vice-presidents from Dad ... only two had minds of their own" (Watson and 
Petre, 1990: 69). Indeed, Watson Sr. made it hard for others to develop their own 
thoughts and ideas because he was so intent on impressing on them his own. As 
Rodgers (1970) reports, Watson spent a good deal of time, effort and a great deal of 
resources on publishing company journals containing his views not only on company 
matters, but on morals, public matters and world affairs. These journals were issued to 
employees and distributed to customers. In fact, despite the slogan THINK, evidence 
seems to suggest that thinkers is not really what Watson sought to breed at all. Malik 
(1975: 281) argues that the typical IBM salesman was "a doer, not a thinker; a sheep, 
not a goat." He also noted how the Communications department had been known 
amongst some IBM executives as 'The Thought Police'. Watson Sr. it seems had a 
carefully crafted agenda of what he wanted his employees to think about. 
6.1.8 Company songs 
In Chapter 4 it was noted how discursive practices (in particular cliche) might be used 
as a device to teach behavioural rules and norms and reinforce central organisational 
values. A number of mechanisms were put in place to reinforce IBM values and 
inform employees exactly what they should think. Both Watson Sr. and Watson Jr. 
refer to the process of "indoctrination" as a valued method of instilling appropriate 
values and beliefs in successive generations ofIBMers (Belden and Belden, 1962) and 
company songs were one ofthe methods employed to do this. 
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Company songs, sung in praise ofIBM, in adoration ofWatson and occasionally of 
executives who had become exemplars ofIBM men (Watson and Petre, 1990), were 
used by the company well into the 1970s (Carroll, 1994). They were sung by 
employees at, for example, the start of meetings and at sales conventions, and indeed 
on any occasion where it was considered appropriate. A songbook was printed entitled 
'The Songs ofIBM' which opened with 'The Star-Spangled Banner' on the first page 
and the IBM anthem 'Ever Onward' on the facing page. There was even an IBM 
symphony commissioned by Watson Sr. and composed by Vittorio Giannini (Belden 
and Belden, 1962). Watson Jr. was far less comfortable with these songs than his 
father had been and, under his reign, the thousands of printed songbooks, even library 
copies, were disposed 0 £ 
It is interesting to analyse the songs' contents in order to get a sense of the kind of 
values that were being promoted at the time. The lyrics of one of the earliest songs in 
praise ofWatson Sr. is reproduced by Rodgers (1970: 76): 
Mister Watson is the man we're workingfor, 
He's the leader of the [company] 
He's the fairest, squarest man we know 
Sincere and true. 
He has shown us how to play the game 
And how to make the dough 
This song, in praise ofWatson, operates as a declaration offollowship and 
subordination and acceptance ofWatson's superiority. For those far removed from the 
leader, several renditions of his description as 'fuir and square' as well as 'sincere and 
true' was no doubt enough to convince them, or at the very least to make it clear what 
they were expected to think. Acceptance of this as fact reinforced by repeated 
chanting of the same words is also likely to limit, if not do away with entirely, 
challenges to Watson's authority and judgement. In actuality, there are question marks 
surrounding Watson's character, and the accuracy of his description in these songs is 
dubious to say the least. The songs may therefore have served a useful purpose in 
convincing employees of an alternative, more rosy, reality as well as covertly 
asserting instructions for acceptable, and therefore unacceptable, thoughts. The 
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reference to Watson showing employees 'how to play the game' is an interesting one, 
hinting as it does at Watson's role in passing on and encouraging the re-creation of the 
game's (and most likely his own) rules. Ca1ling it a 'game' lessens the likelihood of 
anyone questioning its integrity or effects. Games are harmless playful fun. 
IBM's anthem, entitled 'Ever Onward' is also worth unpacking. It went as follows: 
There's a thrill in store for all, 
For we're about to toast 
The corporation in every land 
We're here to cheer each pioneer 
And also proudly boast 
Of that "man of men ", our friend and guiding hand. 
The name ofT.J. Watson means a courage none can stem: 
And we feel honoured to be here to toast the IB.M 
EVER ONWARD - EVER ONWARD! 
That's the spirit that has brought us fame! 
We're big, but bigger we will be, 
We can't fail for all can see 
That to serve humanity has been our aim! 
Our products now are known in every zone. 
Our reputation sparkles like a gem! 
We've fought our way through - and new 
Fields we're sure to conquer too 
For the EVER ONWARD IBM 
EVER ONWARD-EVER ONWARD! 
We're bound for the top never to fall! 
Right here and now we thanlifully 
Pledge our sincerest loyalty 
To the corporation that's the best for all! 
Our leaders we revere, and while we're here 
Let's show the world just what we think of them! 
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So let us sing, men! SING, MEN! 
Once or twice then sing again 
For the EVER ONWARD IBM 
(Rodgers, 1970: 114) 
The author Lou Mobley recalls his own experiences within IBM and remembers in 
particular the lines 'We can't fail for all can see/ That to serve humanity has been our 
aim'. Of course IBM was not in the business of serving humanity, but was a profit-
making manufacturing enterprise. Regardless of this, those words had a powerful and 
convincing effect on those who both sang them and heard them being sung. AB Lou 
recalls, "I'd come to work at nine in the morning to hear that song rolling through the 
hills ofEndicott. A new class of salesmen would be singing it, so loud that people 
over in the factory could hear it. I remember how inspiring I found it" (Mobley and 
McKeown, 1989: 8). 
The anthem again is a song in praise ofWatson, presenting him here as kind, 
benevolent, prime specimen of a man whom employees should attempt to emulate. In 
stark contrast to the claims of a desire to cultivate thinkers, the song operates as a set 
oflyrical behavioural and attitudinal rules. It informs employees how they should feel 
about being a part of the company: thrilled, proud, honoured, thankful, respectful and 
in awe of. It conveys to them how, as IBMers, they should identrty themselves: 
courageous, fiunous, spirited, successful, infallible, respected, victorious. It instructs 
them in how they should behave: with loyalty. It notifies them of what (or who) they 
should celebrate and worship: those who are 'pioneers', Watson and IBM. It advises 
them what goals they should pursue: company growth, to become like the pioneers. It 
reinforces the importance of reputation and managing others' impressions of both 
IBM and IBMers. Drawing heavily on military metaphors (e.g. fighting, conquering, 
marching forward) IBMers are cast as the army of which Watson is general. Watson 
gives orders, IBMers follow them. Interestingly, Malik (1975) too picks up on the 
aptness of such a military metaphor for IBM practice. Indeed, IBMers even had their 
own uniform which set them apart from employees from other companies. The dress 
code of white starched collars and dark suits were an implicit rule, and even this 
Watson had 'borrowed' from his former boss Patterson. Far from the free thinkers 
Watson claimed he was trying to produce, many argue the reality was diametrically 
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opposed to this end. As Slater (1999: 16) puts it "while corporate pride may have been 
[Watson's] goal, what he really created was the kind of rigidity and unifonnity that 
one might expect to find among obedient soldiers serving under some Patton-like 
general." 
There were rewards for those who swallowed the discourse wholesale, did as they 
were told and followed orders. They too were held up as exemplars and on at least one 
occasion became celebrated in song. For example, Fred W. Nichol, who joined 
Watson as an aid and secretary in 1909 at the age of 17, became seen as a model 
employee. In his address to a sales convention (which was also broadcast on radio) in 
1936, he said "it is a fact for which we should ever be grateful that our present is so 
bountiful and our future so brilliant because, since 1914, we have been led by a genius 
with a great heart" (Rodgers, 1970: 116). The secret ofNichol's success lay in 
"explicitly telling people what they should think" (Rodgers, 1970: 116) and his 
musical reward went as follows: 
IBM is his delight 
Thinks it morning noon and night 
He is always on the job and ever goes 
In the cause of IBM ... .. . 
Chorus 
VP Nichol is a leader 
Working for the IBM 
Years ago he started low 
Up the ladder he did go 
What an inspiration to our men 
(Rodgers, 1970: 116) 
Of course, once again, the song conveyed behavioural and attitudinal instructions - or 
'rules of the game'. IBMers should dedicate their every waking moment to their work 
and the company. The song also details the rewards IBMers could expect to receive if 
they obeyed these demands (promotion, recognition, exemplar status). Curiously, 
Watson Jr. did not share his father's admiration for Nichol, saying "I'd never taken 
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Nichol very seriously ... he was the kind of fellow to whom Dad could say 'Why don't 
we build a tower to the moon?' and Nichol would say 'Yes sir, I'll order the steel this 
afternoon'" (Watson and Petre, 1990: 130). On the basis ofWatson Jr's assessment, 
Nichol was not the free thinker Watson Sr. may have wanted others to believe he was. 
6.1.9 From Individuality to Conformity - On becoming an IBMer 
IBM had developed a reputation for valuing individualism and its employee relations 
ethos hinges on this stance. Indeed its central motto - 'respect for the individual' -
which remains (rhetorically at least) more or less intact today, forcefully conveys its 
commitment to individuality. In the US and the UK the company has never been 
unionised (Mills and Friesen, 1996; Bassett, 1986). Bassett (1986) points out the 
company's view that it does not recognise trade unions because its employees do not 
want it to and because "collectivism runs wholly counter to the company's 
fundamentally individualist philosophy" (ibid: 164). Indeed, this individuality is 
reflected even at the level of pay which is individually and confidentially (some say 
secretly) negotiated (Dickson et al, 1988). Dickson et al (1988: 517) noted in their 
survey of Greenock employees that the majority favoured the IBM way in preference 
to their previous experience of unionised organisations. 
Watson Sr. himself was quoted as saying "individuality is the biggest asset that any 
man has, from the office boy right up to the president of the company" (Belden and 
Belden, 1962: 167). However, much as he talked about it, he seemed in practice 
unwilling to tolerate it (Belden and Belden, 1962; Rodgers, 1970; Sobel, 1981). In 
line with Willmott's (1993) analysis of the 'seductive doublethink' of organisations 
(which promise autonomy in exchange for acceptance of a set of cultural values which 
in themselves deny autonomy) this reputation for valuing individuality was, it seems, 
but a cunning and clever mirage. What IBM actually valued and rewarded was 
conformity. What it (or perhaps rather Watson) in practice loathed was individuality. 
In fact, in yet another example of the ways in organisational values and rules may be 
reproduced, just as Patterson had treated Watson, so Watson now treated his 
employees. As Slater (1999: 16) observed: 
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The IBM culture regulated almost all aspects of an employee's life, from the 
way he dressed to the way he thought. 
Underlying this was Watson's belief that to build the great company he dreamed of 
"he had to impress one mould on everyone in it. .. IBM would be recreated in his own 
image and likeness, and the company spokesmen would be able to say with truth that 
'the personality of the man and the personality of the corporation are so closely 
identified as to be practically one and the same'" (Belden and Belden, 1962: 126). 
In his employees, Watson looked for "salesmen whose approaches to problems were 
ahnost identical to his own - or who, if they were not, were willing to bend to his will 
and accept supervision and instruction" (Sobel, 1981: 60). As Slater (1999: 15) noted, 
it was a culture that demanded ahnost "blind obedience" to Watson. 
As Rodgers (1970: 100-1) eloquently explains: 
To Watson, men yielded up their right to be different, to question the system 
that embraced them, engulfed them, rounded off the outlines of their diversity 
until they became nearly identical reflections in a corporate mirror . .... Watson 
had fashioned a separate domain in which enthusiastic and agreeable human 
beings cheerfully, energetically, and unquestioningly, yielded to the discipline, 
the rigors, and the alluring promise of white collar serfdom. 
Foy (1974: 118) quotes an IBMer saying "the nearer you get to the centre ofIBM, the 
more you have to conform. More of your attitudes are determined for you up there." 
And this view is supported by Watson Jr. who declared that he "hated the atmosphere 
of adulation Dad had surrounded hirnselfwith. He had people hanging on his every 
word as ifhe were the Messiah. I thought the executives at IBM were stunted because 
of it: the higher a man rose, the less opportunity he had to use his common sense" 
(Watson and Petre, 1990: 157). 
As Rodgers (1970: 10) explains: 
He [WatsonJ made IBM a kind of international state in which the questfor 
promotion and reward was institutionalised and in which the sovereign 
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patriarch's index of manners, conduct and accomplishment was both a 
standard and an ideal. It was a standard which, in the process of evoking from 
subordinates and employees afull measure of energy and total involvement in 
their work, simultaneously moulded them into the outlines of the organization 
man, town criers of dubious Watson dogma who could not distinguish their 
own nonsense, their critical faCUlty suppressed if not atrophied, their response 
to ambition, success, reward, and greed so sharply honed that it became the 
cutting edge of a dangerously conditioned human reflex. 
IBM - "where every employee was interchangeable with every other employee" 
(Slater, 1999: 89) - bred what became known as the 'IBMer' - simply an IBM 
employee. As Bassett (1986) notes, the concept of an IBMer is a familiar one at all of 
IBM's sites. Indeed, returning from trips to IBM plants abroad Watson Sr. is reported 
as saying "our people over there looked just the same to me. They said the same 
things, they had just the same qualities" (Rodgers, 1970: 97). This, of course, was no 
accident but the product of careful selection and grooming. They were all bred to be 
IBMers. 
6.1.10 'Wild Ducks' 
Running alongside the evidence of processes which fostered conformity and punished 
individuality was a frequently told story which served as another discursive device to 
ensure that those successfully transformed into IBM clones were simultaneously able 
to maintain a belief in the longevity of their individuality. The story is about IBM's 
repeated claim that the sorts ofIBMers it wanted to breed were not conforming, 
unthinking obedient followers, but what they referred to as 'wild ducks' (Foy, 1974; 
Mercer, 1987; CarroIl, 1994; Rodgers, 1970; Watson, 1963). As CarroIl (1994: 79) 
describes, wild ducks were "people who weren't inclined to fly in formation." Drawn 
from a fable written by the Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard, Watson Jr. himself 
explains (1963: 27) "you can make wild ducks tame, but you can never make tame 
ducks wild again. One might also add that the duck who is tamed will never go 
anywhere anymore. We are convinced that any business needs its wild ducks. And in 
IBM we try not to tame them." 
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To continue with the animal metaphor, and whilst not doubting Watson's sincerity, 
the wild duck story was, it seems, something of a red herring. Whilst this didn't stop 
the story being retold over successive generations, in practice IBM did everything it 
could to 'tame' its wild ducks. Again, the story served to maintain the' doublethink' 
position. For example, writing in the same text on IBM's priorities for training and 
development, Watson Jr. (1963: 49) declared "we felt it was vital that our managers 
be well grounded in our beliefS. Otherwise we might begin to get management views 
at odds with the company's outlook." In other words, training served to 'tame' the 
views ofthose 'wild ducks' who may attempt to challenge the status quo. In addition, 
despite declaring the preference for wild ducks, people were penalised for taking risks 
and making mistakes. Those caught 'flying out offormation' were met with 
punishment at best, and a fateful end at worst. As Rodgers (1970: 266) noted, "in 
general, IBM policy dictated that a man wasn't wanted in power circles ifhe made a 
mistake .... Blame for a mistake meant demotion, sometimes a reduced salary and 
oblivion from former associates." 
It is clear to see how all of these practices combined contributed to the maintenance 
and reproduction of systems and rules at IBM. As Belden and Belden (1962: 132) 
explain: 
Watson's demands for a certain kind of behaviour and appearance inevitably 
imposed a uniformity on his company that he recognised when he talked about 
the IBM type. IBM people were the same the world over he said ... the IBM 
w~ of life was self-perpetuating ... Dissenters were forced out by conformists; 
or feeling uncomfortable, they left unasked. 
6.1.11 How to earn promotion 
The importance of adhering to the strict dress code at IBM has already been 
mentioned and indeed it is claimed that when recruiting, Watson Sr. "gave first 
priority to appearance ... not ideas" (Belden and Belden, 1962: 131). At IBM, attitude 
and appearance was of prime importance. Even Watson Jr. was forced to 
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acknowledge instances in which low performers had climbed to the top on these 
criteria alone (Watson, 1963). 
Since creating a good appearance was the way to get ahead unsurprisingly 
presentations became central to the culture at IBM (Ferguson and Morris, 1994). Most 
executives had slide projectors built into their desks (Carroll, 1994). Stylish 
presentations were far more important and carried much greater weight than 
innovative ideas which may take time to bare fruit (Carroll, 1994; Slater, 1999). One 
way in which employees could enhance their appearance and stand out from the 
crowd was to attempt to secure a patron who had already made it into the inner circle. 
As MaIik sees it (1975: 191) "it begins early: what you have to do to succeed in IBM 
is to pick the right master - you hitch your career to someone else's." Foy (1974: 105) 
also noted that "you get things done at IBM through your friends." 
Watson Sr.' s selection criteria, in his own words, were "character first, personality 
second, and experience third ... because if you get young men with character and 
personality and natural ability you can then train them to do what you want them to 
do" (Belden and Belden, 1962: 246). Watson Jr. (Watson and Petre, 1990: 305) 
believed his father preferred above all else enthusiasm in his employees. These, of 
course, are telling statements which support the notion that what Watson Sr. actually 
wanted was to mould his employees into the IBM (or rather his) way. It also points to 
the possibility that Watson wasn't necessarily keen to select the brightest and most 
able, but had a different agenda. The appointment ofhis own son as his successor is 
testament to this. As Watson Jr. himselfwas forced to admit, "I knew I couldn't 
match all of [my senior executives] intellectually, but I thought that if I used fully 
every capability that I had, I could stay even with them" (Watson, 1990: 290). 
In fact Watson Sr. was convinced of his own ability to see talent simply by looking at 
someone (Watson and Petre, 1990: 264). He was (again, just like his former boss 
Patterson had been) firrnly committed to promotion from within the company (Sobel, 
1981) and took delight in reminding his employees that anyone could make it to the 
top Gust as he had). The promise of career progress was kept alive by Watson Sr.'s 
practice of what Belden and Belden (1962: 139) refer to as "lightning, on-the-spot 
promotions, choosing executives in a way that seemed entirely random - one man 
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because Watson admired his father, another because Watson found his wife charming, 
a third because the man could give a rousing speech." It is difficult not to wonder why 
Watson engaged in these activities. Speculative explanations include his son's 
observation that it was probably because his rise to success began with what was 
conceived of as a "lucky break" (Watson and Petre, 1990: 10). Watson Sr.'s official 
biographers concur with this, suggesting that perhaps he "never forgot that he got his 
big chance ... [in NCR] in a way that seemed offhand, almost accidental" (Belden and 
Belden, 1962: 140). Whilst these explanations of an altruistic Watson merely giving 
back to others that which had been given to him are feasible, there are other more 
persuasive explanations. Dickson et al (1988) for example suggest that a strong 
internal labour market and living examples of those who have successfully climbed 
high on the corporate ladder serve to enhance corporate loyalty. This is certainly 
something, as we have seen, which Watson would have relished. In fact such 
practices have continued beyond Watson Sr.'s lifetime. As Bassett (1986: 166) 
observed in his study at the Greenock manufacturing plant, "managers point with 
pride (and optimism) towards those for whom single status and equality of 
opportunity has combined, with spectacular success - Tony Cleaver, the Chief 
Executive, started as an education instructor." 
There is, in addition, another less palatable explanation for Watson's selection 
activities. The 'luck' that Watson Sr. was apparently bestowing on those he viewed as 
worthy recipients was of course far removed from the definitive 'chance event'. It was 
instead a carefully directed stage-managed Watsonian affair. This perhaps sheds light 
on the tendency of individuals to attribute career achievements simultaneously to luck 
and politics (e.g. Nicholson et ai, 1985; Davidson and Cooper, 1992) as though they 
instinctively sense that the two are connected. By basing promotions on his own 
rather vague and frequently shifting criteria, Watson retained complete control over 
who was allowed into his 'club' and who was left out. As was noted in chapter 3, the 
absence of clear achievable criteria for promotion is potentially divisive inasmuch as 
it can serve to reproduce practices along with their (unfair) effects. For example 
patronage re-creates old boys' networks (Kanter, 1989; Nicolson, 1996; Townley, 
1994). It was exactly these sorts of re-creational effects - surrounding himself with 
people 'in his own image' - which Watson wanted. His selection criteria (or rather his 
reluctance to establish any firm criteria) allowed him to do just that. Patterson, his 
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former boss, was "a man who made men" (Belden and Belden, 1962: 83). Watson Sr. 
adopted the same mantle. Patterson, it is reported, "fired some men because he was 
tired ofthem, others because they annoyed him, and a few probably just for 
recreation" (Belden and Belden, 1962: 83). Though they don't make the connection, 
Watson hired, promoted and dismissed people with equally arbitrary criteria. 
Inevitably, getting ahead at IBM became a politicised process. Slater (1999: 24) 
describes the company as being populated by "nasty little fiefdoms" and Mills and 
Friesen (1996: 98) noted a subculture of "status-seeking, politicking for position and 
resources, and empire-building." Watson Jr. reflecting on his experiences at IBM 
claimed it taught him "a great deal about power: being subject to it, striving for it, 
inheriting it, wielding it, and letting it go" (Watson and Petre, 1990: xi). Despite the 
'family' culture which was widely promoted, by his own admittance, Watson Jr. had, 
on several occasions, purposefully attempted to jeopardize his younger brother's 
career within IBM (Watson and Petre, 1990: 405). This demonstrates, as Casey (1999) 
notes, the ways in which the caring 'family' metaphor can mask less palatable cultural 
dimensions. 
6.2 MERITOCRACY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES? 
The proceeding brief discussion about meritocracy and equal opportunities is not 
conducted to cast judgement on the IBM career systems per se but to explore the 
context in which careers at IBM have been played out. In addition, as chapter 2 notes, 
Watts (1998) has argued that one of the virtues of career is its meritocratic features 
and therefore any critical analysis of the concept must evaluate such assertions. In the 
context of the previous discussion, it is of course difficult to take seriously any real 
claims to equal opportunities and meritocracy. Certainly, historically at IBM, there are 
basic activities which run contra to these ideals: the absence of clear selection criteria 
for one, the tendency to promote people who you like or who are like you, the 
nepotistic practices. All of these things bode ill for claims of meritocracy. Indeed, a 
successful European ex-IBMer interviewed by Foy (1974: 120) sums it up neatly by 
reflecting, ''when you look at IBM from a realistic point of view, all the theories about 
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the equality of men evaporate and you see that some people in IBM are more equal 
than others." It is worth sparing a moment to unpack this observation a little further. 
6.2.1 Women and IBM 
Even less attention is paid in the IBM literature to the experiences of women than is 
paid in the careers literature. This is most likely indicative ofthe fact that IBM has 
been, for a large part of its history, male-dominated. This is of course not unusual for 
large and rapidly growing companies especially in the first half of the 20th century. 
Some would argue however that IBM has remained male-dominated, particularly at 
senior levels and within technical divisions. Rodgers (1970) notes that before the war 
the overwhelming majority of employees were male (and protestant). Although some 
women were employed, they were dismissed if they married. (This rule was clearly 
not applied equally to men). Rodgers (1970: 267) notes that "as a matter of policy and 
practice women did not rise at IBM." 
It is only really possible to speCUlate on reasons why. Historically and culturally, both 
within and outside oflBM, women were cast in a servicing role -loyally supporting 
the careers oftheir husbands. In chapter 4 the role of narratives in conveying the 
natural order of things was noted by both Mumby (1987) and Witten (1993). In line 
with their analysis there are several telling stories or narratives which served to 
reinforce this particular view of a woman's place. It is reported, for example, that 
Watson was once engaged to a singer from Philadelphia but was unable to marry her 
because she refused to give up her career (Belden and Belden, 1962). It is also said 
that Watson's eventual wife played an instrumental role in his career and because of 
this, Watson always took into consideration the wives of the men he was considering 
for promotion. Wives, he believed, were an important (if unpaid) resource of the 
business (Be1den and Belden, 1962). Indeed, Grey (1994) has found similar attitudes 
to this in his study of an accounting firm. It is therefore unclear to what extent things 
have improved with time. Malik (1975: 195) for example found there to be just one 
female (and black) director within IBM in the mid-1970s which he referred to as "the 
near ultimate in token minority appointments." And Bassett (1986: 164) noted how 
"with near-boyish enthusiasm, IBM managers proclaim with pride a long-standing in-
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house description of the company's employees: 'The biggest boy scout troop in the 
world. ", Even amongst those who have written about IBM, there are only two female 
authors (Foy and Belden). Though the rhetoric proclaims equal opportunity, it is 
difficult in relation to women at IBM at least, to reconcile this with the evidence. 
6.2.2 Appraisal 
The current appraisal system, regarded as a state ofthe art process, raises some 
concerns in relation to continued and forceful claims to meritocracy. Garr (2000: 134) 
explains the new appraisal system introduced under Gerstner and known as Personal 
Business Commitments or PBCs. PBCs is a 360 degree, peer appraisal rating system. 
Employees are rated on a scale of I to 3: 3 indicates performance below that expected; 
2 that goals have been achieved and the individual is considered to be, reflecting a 
military metaphor again, a "good soldier" (Garr, 2000: 135); recipients of a rating of 1 
are considered to be "water walkers" (ibid, 135). However, since salary decisions are 
tied to appraisal ratings, a quota system has been brought into operation (Garr, 2000) 
and each year it is decreed from on high that a certain proportion of employees will 
have to be awarded threes, irrespective of performance and of peer appraisal results. 
Claims to a meritocratic system in relation to this practice are, therefore, virtually 
meaningless. 
6.2.3 Technical vs. managerial employees 
Historically it seems, despite the nature of the business IBM is in, managerial 
employees have been valued more highly than their specialist technical colleagues, 
supporting similar findings elsewhere of, for example, Zabusky and Barley (1996), 
Peiperl and Baruch (1997), Hirsch (1987) and Gunz (1989). Indeed all the chief 
executives ofIBM, including Gerstner, have come from a non-technical background. 
Ferguson and Morris (1994) have noted that internal management development 
programmes at IBM are dominated by employees without a technical background, and 
although it is not unusual for US companies in general to select future executives 
from the finance, marketing or sales function, for a company operating in the IT 
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industry, such a policy is difficult to futhom. Yet again, it is a practice which can be 
traced back to the Watsons. Watson Jr. (1963: 71) explains ''we have found that an 
ingrained understanding ofthe beliefs ofIBM, far more than technical skill, has made 
it possible for our people to make the company successful." And this 'lesson', right or 
wrong, has been re-created. Foy (1974: 118) noted ''the technical man is faced with a 
dilemma. Either he gives up his association with technical decisions or he stays low in 
the organisation." Technical specialists, it seems, do not enjoy equality of opportunity. 
6.3 PAYING THE PRICE 
The price of an IBM career can be a high one, not just for the IBMer but for their 
families too. This, yet again, can be traced back to Watson Sr. who dedicated his life 
to IBM and his career to the exclusion of outside interests, holidays and his family 
(Belden and Belden, 1962). This was clearly a long-standing source of distress to 
Watson Jr. who said years later "I thought my father had never taken enough time for 
his private life. He was always Mr. IBM" (Watson and Petre, 1990: 316). IBM was 
everything to Watson Sr. and to his son he referred to it as "Dad's world" (Watson 
and Petre, 1990: 66). He demanded the same dedication from his employees, yet 
although he may have thrived on such devotion, it was tragically not the case for 
many around him. For example, Watson Jr. has confessed: 
My great shortcoming, unfortunately, was that I did not understand how to 
change pace when I left the office ... By the time I got home there would be 
nothing left of me ... It took me years to grasp the fundamental difference 
between running a company and heading a family. IBM was like driving a car: 
when I came to a corner, I could steer around it very nicely, and off the car 
would go down a new road. I hit bumps here and there, but generally the car 
went where I wanted With my family, this wasn't the case. The family was 
more like a car with two steering wheels, or multiple steering wheels, and only 
one of them belonged to me. I kept trying to exercise more control than I had 
When I saw I could not bend my wife and children to my will, I'd feel totally 
thwarted and boxed in. Those were the blackest moments of my adult life. 
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(Watson and Petre, 1990: 314-5). 
It may be coincidenta~ but many senior IBMers apparently had their lives blighted by 
their experience at IBM. For example, Watson Jr. himself confessed "I don't think my 
father realised how far he was pushing me. There were times when 1 wondered ifl 
was going to have a nervous breakdown" (Watson and Petre, 1990: 223). In fact, it 
was Nichol, the exemplar executive who had had his name honoured in song, who 
was to suffer the nervous breakdown, forcing him to retire at the age of 58. According 
to Watson Jr. "the anxiety of working for Dad finally took its toll" (Watson and 
Petre, 1990: 130). Watson Jr.'s gloomy prediction of poor health was confirmed 
when he suffered a heart attack at the age of 56. As a result, he decided to leave IBM 
to reclaim a life while he still had one. He explained "I wanted to live more than 1 
wanted to run IBM" (Watson and Petre, 1990: x). Yet learning how to live after so 
many years at IBM wasn't easy, so central had it become to his existence and identity. 
He admitted, "the process of weaning myself from IBM took years ... 1 wasn't sure 1 
could live at peace with myself without IBM ... 1 wasn't sure life outside oflBM was 
going to be worthwhile" (Watson and Petre, 1990: 407, 409). Watson Jr.'s younger 
brother Dick, who had headed up IBM's world trade division, died prematurely, 
following a reported fall, aged just 55. Watson Jr. took the news hard, plagued by 
feelings of guilt for obstructing his brother's career on various occasions. 
Watson Jr. once expressed his view (1963: 25-26): 
Some say that when an organization tries to get too close to its people and 
makes a lot of the "team" idea, the individual gets swallowed up, loses his 
identity, and becomes a carbon copy of his fellow employees. So far as I can 
see, this is not true to any serious degree in our large organizations today. 
Corporate people may not necessarily be more independent than others, but 
neither do I believe they are any less. I suspect we have our fair quota of 
security-minded men who are careful never to rock the boat ... But I know of 
few who would not put on their hats and slam the door if they felt the 
organization had intruded so heavily on them that they no longer owned 
themselves. 
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But clearly IBM had intruded so heavily on his life that he no longer owned it, as it 
had done on many around him. As a product of this culture, he perhaps struggled to 
see through the contradictions in his own account ofhis life at IBM. His father had, it 
seemed, succeeded in creating a son in his own (IBM) image. 
6.4 THE LENGTHENING SHADOW? 
It is not without reason that Watson Sr.'s official biographers, Belden and Be1den 
(1962) entitled their book 'The Lengthening Shadow'. Watson Sr.'s ghost remains 
(Rodgers, 1970). As Denzin (1983: 134) argues, "all situations contain historical 
halos, having something in common with other situations that have occurred in the 
past." It is suggested here that at IBM, the Watsonian halo shines particularly brightly. 
Failure to change the culture ofIBM is one of the suspected reasons for its downfall 
in the early 1990s. IBM found itself trapped in "cultural gridlock" (Carroll, 1994: 3). 
This is partly attributed to the fact that the man leading this change, John Akers, was 
"one of the purest examples of that culture that was ever produced .... a smart, 
forceful, optimistic, politically astute graduate ofIBM's dominant sales force" (ibid: 
161). Since Gerstner's arrival, the balance sheet indicates that much has changed. It is 
said that he has little regard for IBM's traditions (Garr, 2000). The 'imperishables of 
the mind' live on though. He has introduced his own three key phrases: execute, team 
and win (Garr, 2000: 135). It is claimed that he despises the fiefdom-like society and 
has ordered its destruction along with the legendary foil projectors (Slater, 1999). He 
is an outsider, and under his reign, it is said, IBM will be different. Yet there is an 
interesting slant to this as yet unfinished story. Gerstner, it seems, has more in 
common with Watson Sr. (and Patterson) than he (and those around him) may care to 
admit. His style for example has been described by a number ofIBM executives as 
"harsh, excessive, autocratic and dictatorial" (Slater, 1999: 133) echoing strongly the 
characters of both Watson and Watson's former boss, Patterson. According to Garr 
(2000) he has a reputation for being arrogant and difficult, of being a "man who 
constantly works at his own image" (p.342) and who resents and avoids public 
questioning and journalistic scrutiny. Garr (2000: 343) argues that, unlike the 
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Watsons, he "doesn't dictate personal behaviour. He allows IBMers to imbibe at 
company functions and dress any way they feel is appropriate." But one wonders just 
how superficial this change may prove to be ... 
Watson Jr. (1963: 9) has said of his father's legacy "the starched collar is gone, along 
with our company songs, trade marks of the 1920s and '30s. But in its attitude, its 
outlook, its spirit, its drive, IBM is still very much the same company it has always 
been and that we intend it shall always be. For while everything else has altered, our 
beliefs remain unchanged." Not surprisingly therefore to hear the proclamation 
'Thomas J. Watson is dead. Long live Thomas J. Watson!' (Rodgers, 1970). 
6.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter has traced the history ofIBM focusing particularly on the profound 
impact its founder, Thomas J. Watson Sr., has had in shaping what is considered the 
'IBM way'. A number of key features of this 'way' are isolated notably paternal 
capitalism and lifetime employment. Attempts to create an IBM 'family' type culture 
and cultivate employee loyalty and devotion are assessed and the controlling effects 
of such policies evaluated. Elements of , double think' (to use Willmott's [1993] 
phrase) are detected, notably in Watson Sr.'s favoured and widely published slogan 
'THINK' on the one hand and, on the other, the range ofaccompanying measures 
which positively discourage independent thinking. Once again, the personal price of a 
career (at IBM) is found to be a high one. Claims that individuality and 'wild ducks' 
are valued are exposed as highly suspect. Instead, it is argued, Watson Sr. attempted 
to create a company of obedient followers and was armed with a sophisticated range 
of , weapons' to achieve this, not least discursive ones e.g. the company songs. Such 
devices, it is argued, have powerful effects in terms of maintaining the status quo and 
re-producing individual and hence organisational practices. Indeed many were re-
created from the devices employed by Watson's former boss. Rhetorical claims of 
equal opportunities and meritocracy struggle to stand up against the available 
evidence. Selection and promotion criteria (or rather the absence of) are also argued to 
have divisive effects, again reinforcing and reproducing systems with all their 
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inequities intact. Like his former employer, Watson Sr. was keen to re-create his 
company and his employees in his own image. He succeeded then and, it is argued, he 
continues to succeed now as he casts a lengthening shadow over his carefully 
constructed 'Big Blue' empire. The extent to which Watson Sr. still casts a shadow on 
IBM and IBMers is taken up in chapters 7 through to 11, the study's data chapters. 
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CHAPTER 7 - INTRODUCING THE PLAYERS 
7.0 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter along with chapters 8, 9, 10 and 11 represent the study's data chapters. 
The intention throughout these chapters is, in line with the study's main research 
question, to attempt to make sense of the concept of career. In line with the research 
objectives, the purpose ofthis chapter is to offer a more detailed profile of the 
participants whose accounts of self, organisation and career are explored in detail 
throughout the proceeding chapters in order to offer a holistic, contextual and situated 
account of career. Chapter 8 focuses on the organisational cultural context in which 
careers are played out and the career implications ofthis context. The extent to which 
features have changed or remained the same is explored. Chapter 9 explores the 
mechanisms by which career is accomplished and the various rules followed and 
tactics employed by participants. Drawing on these findings, chapter 10 extends 
attempts to make sense of career by examining, in addition, career metaphors-in-use. 
Chapter 11 explores why individuals pursue career and identifies a range offorces 
which may act to re-produce and re-create key features of career and its context. The 
notion of 're-creational careers' is outlined in detail in the concluding chapter 12. 
The purpose of this first data chapter is to introduce the participants or 'players' in the 
study. Extending the introductory description in Chapter 5, first a biographical outline 
of participants is offered. Next, drawing on the results from the Twenty Statements 
Test (self), participants introduce themselves in their own voices. A short analysis of 
each individual is presented which is extended throughout the proceeding data 
chapters. In particular and in line with the study's objectives, the interest lies in 
assessing how central work and career appear to be in relation to the participants' 
sense of selves. Whilst all participants are given fairly equal 'space' here, inevitably 
(given space limitations) in the subsequent discussion some will be more prominent 
than others. 
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7 .1 PARTICIPANTS - A BIOGRAPHICAL OUTLINE 
There are 20 participants in this study. Figure E offers brief outline infonnation for 
each of them. As Figure E shows, the average length of service of participants at IBM 
is 7 years and ranges from 3 to 11 years. 8 participants have had no work experience 
other than that at IBM. Of the remaining 12, the average non-IBM experience is just 
under 3 years ranging from 1 year to 4 years. 7 participants (generalists and functional 
specialists) have experienced unemployment and/or redundancy. Notably none of the 
technical specialists/ developers have ever experienced any difficulties in the job 
market. 
Three banding levels are identified. Level 1 is described as a 'basic professional' level 
and below, level 2 is first-line manager or equivalent, and level 3 is second-line 
manager or equivalent. 13 participants remain at level 1 (interestingly including all of 
the technical specialists! developers). 6 are at the level 2 (1st-line manager equivalent). 
1 woman has reached the level 3 (2nd_line manager level). 
In terms 0 f dependants, 8 participants have children, 12 do not. Of the eight men, 3 
have children, 5 do not. Of the 12 women, 5 have children, 7 do not. In terms of 
marital status, 14 of the participants are married, 2 are engaged, 3 are single and 1 is 
divorced. The five women with children have all fairly recently returned from 
maternity leave. They all worked full-time prior to their maternity leave and, notably, 
have all subsequently returned to work part-time. This is despite a financial incentive 
of a 25% uplift in salary for 2 years duration provided by IBM for those women who 
agree to return full-time. (There is no such payment for part-time returners or for men 
who may wish to take on childcare responsibilities). In line with the 'IBM family' 
observation (e.g. Carroll, 1994; Rodgers, 1970) 4 participants have family members 
who work or have worked for IBM: 3 whose spouses work for IBM, and 1 whose 
parents worked for IBM. 
For descriptive convenience participants have been loosely organised into four broad 
groups: managers; developers! technical specialists; non-technical specialists; and, 
generalists. 
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7.2 THE MANAGERS 
7.2.1 Alison 
Alison is 28 years old, has a degree in Computer Science and an MBA. She is married 
with no children and no plans for any. The very idea she says 'repulses' her. Identified 
early on as a 'high-flier', she has been at IBM since graduating from university, 
starting with a brief spell in software development which, by her own admission, she 
was not good at and did not want to do. She has since gained rapid promotion to her 
current position as a second-line manager. Alison is hard-pressed to explain her 
meteoric rise and, like Watson Sr. himself, attributes much of her career success to 
'luck' (Watson and Petre, 1990; Belden and Belden, 1962). She responds to the 
question 'Who am IT with the following statements: 
I am highly motivated and determined to do well 
I am someone who needs and desires challenge if not I get bored 
I am a manager who has surprised myself at my career progression 
I am quite competitive 
I am the kind of person that needs to be occupied and lfind 
inactivity difficult 
I like solving technical problems and logical problems 
I like to feel I have achieved something daily 
I am loyal 
I like to help people and am pleased to hear of their success 
I am someone who cares about people, my family, friends and 
department are important 
I like people to like me and also to be proud of me 
I love being with people 
Interested in others 
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I am a wife and a daughter 
A bit of a tom-boy 
I am a bit mad at times 
I am generally happy go lucky and a positive person 
I am a person who loves to party 
I am the kind of person who has a hot head when pushed 
Alison's social roles ofa wife and daughter receive a brief mention but clearly work 
and career are central to her self-definitioIl She is highly-motivated, driven by 
achievement and frustrated with inaction. There are a handful of other interesting 
features to note at this early stage. First, Alison sees herself as a 'people person' 
which may offer some clue as to her supreme success at IBM. Second, Alison's 
description of herself as a 'bit of a tom-boy' coupled with her repulsion at the idea of 
motherhood may also in part explain her success (Hakim, 2000). Third, that her self-
definition includes an expression ofloyalty (even if she does not say what to at this 
stage) is a key feature (Heckscher, 1995) picked up again in chapter 8. 
7.2.2 Graham 
Graham is 30 years old. He is married and has recently become a father. He has a 
degree in Information Technology and joined IBM on graduation working initially in 
technical roles and latterly in generalist first-line management roles. He has 8 years 
experience at IBM. Like Alison, he too was identified early as having high potential 
and he has enjoyed much success. However, Graham confesses to having hit 
something of a career plateau. Triggered in part by the birth ofhis first child, he feels 
at a crossroads career-wise, unsure where he is going next. He is also losing 
confidence in his abilities. His TST reflects these feelings strongly. He describes 
himself with the following statements: 
I am someone that packs a lot into my life 
I am recently a Dad so my priorities are changing 
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I have a wide circle of friends 
Other people get on with me easily 
I live on an island so I spend quite a lot of the day travelling 
I can sometimes do the work of two people 
I am not particularly well organised so I sometimes find it difficult 
to prioritise 
I am cleverer than some people at some things 
I have a broad kit bag of skills - many not used at work 
I am ambitious 
I am not politically motivated 
I prefer harmony to badfeeling 
There are several points worth highlighting here. First Graham, like Alison, sees 
himself as something of a 'people person'. He finds himself at a turning point in his 
life following birth of his son. Perhaps linked to this his concern about his abilities 
relative to others are growing (echoing Watson Jr.'s personal concerns). His pursuit of 
managerial roles have hampered the maintenance and updating of his technical skills 
and this is a growing source of worry. He confesses that his decision to live on an 
island is partly driven by the need to escape the demands of work. Graham is keen to 
downplay a political dimension to his career but, as we shall see, he perhaps protests 
too much here. The very fact that he refers to (even ifhe denies) a political motivation 
in his TST suggests that this is nevertheless a key dimension to who he is. 
7.2.3 Sue 
Sue is 31 years old. She is married and has one young daughter. Sue has frequently 
found herself throughout her life to be the exception to the rule. Much to her teachers' 
dismay, and despite great efforts to persuade her otherwise, she decided to leave 
school at 16 years old when just six weeks into her A' level progranune. She got ajob 
as an apprentice technician at a large engineering company and studied for a BTEC. 
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This company subsequently accepted her onto a graduate training programme whilst 
sponsoring her through a degree course (another exception). Sue was awarded a first 
class degree in Engineering. Shortly after graduating she was made redundant. She 
accepted a job at IBM where she has worked for the past 10 years as a Developer and 
latterly a first-line manager. As a technical manager Sue is a rare breed indeed at 
IBM, once again proving herself to be the exception to the rule. Her career at IBM has 
been (objectively at least) highly successful and Sue now finds herself in receipt of 
some fairly valuable IBM stock options. Sue however, like Graham, finds herself at 
something of a turning point. She describes herself with the following statements: 
Content mother 
Happy wife 
Someone who thinks people matter most 
A good socialiser 
A good communicator (public speaking etc.) 
A techie who seems to have got stuck in management type jobs 
Someone who was once very ambitious but not now 
Someone who used to think it was important to be seen as someone 
doing well 
Someone who used to think a good salary was a sign of being a success 
Someone who has decided there must be more to my working life than 
programming 
Someone who originally took a job with IBM because it's a prestigious 
organisation 
Someone who has a problem saying 'no' 
Sue's social roles as a mother and wife are the first things she refers to and clearly 
these are central to her. Her socialising and communicating skills may in part explain 
her success in breaking through barriers at IBM to become a technical (and female) 
manager. Recent life events have made Sue stand back and ask questions. Hence, 
interestingly, many of her work and career related descriptions are in the past tense, 
beginning with the phrase 'someone who used to'. Sue attributes part of this recent 
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reflection to the birth of a daughter she thought for years she would never be able to 
have. What once was important to Sue no longer seems to be. She is contemplating 
leaving IBM to train to be a teacher. 
7.3 THE DEVELOPERS AND TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS 
7.3.1 Amanda 
Amanda is 34 years old. She has a degree in a science subject and a PhD in 
biochemistry completed 10 years ago. She is married and has a young daughter. Her 
husband also works for IBM. She joined the company 10 years ago and works 
(currently part-time since returning from maternity leave) as a Development 
Progranuner. She considers joining IBM to be the start of her career and discounts all 
of her academic and research experience prior to this. However, she also admits that 
since having a child her career at IBM has come to a halt. She describes herself as: 
An intelligent person 
My daughter's mother 
My partner's partner 
Someone who enjoys work 
Someone who likes programming but doesn't use computers for 
recreation! 
Someone who wants intellectual fulfilment more than 'ambitious' 
achievement Gob levels etc.} 
A useful employee who will use initiative and get things done 
Someone who needs to work to retain self-esteem 
Someone who needs approval and praise from colleagues and managers 
Someone who wants to be liked by colleagues (so wouldn't want ajob 
that made me unpopular) 
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Someone who likes to be thought of as helpful and reliable 
Someone who needs to belong to a team 
Someone who doesn't elifoy risks - i. e. likes job security 
Someone who doesn't seek change unless there's a strong reason 
Someone who would change jobs if I felt unappreciated 
For Amanda work is clearly of central importance. She refers several times to the 
'needs' she has which only work can provide for. Her need to belong, her need to be 
liked, her need to be praised and her need for stability and security are all crucial to 
her and consequently render her highly dependent on IBM as her employer. Amanda's 
social roles define partly who she is but her sense of self-worth is tied closely to work. 
It is however seemingly a career of achievement rather than advancement which 
interests her (Zabusky and Barley, 1996). 
7.3.2 Cathy 
Cathy is 31 years old. She is married with one young daughter. Cathy has a degree in 
Computer Science. She joined IBM immediately after graduation working as a 
software developer. She has been with the company for 9 years now. She currently 
works part-time following the birth of her first child. Cathy's husband was also an 
IBM employee but now works for another IT company. Cathy, like Amanda, 
confesses that her 'career' at IBM has come to an end and won't start again until she 
returns full-time. She also confesses to having been very unhappy for her first five 
years at IBM. She describes herself as: 
Someone who finds answering this hard and needed to drink a beer 
before starting! 
I am married and have a 15 month old daughter. My daughter is my best 
achievement. 
I'm the second child of three (I'm told that position in families has 
the greatest effect on personality!). 
I'm fortunate to come from a very stable and happy family. 
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Get on well with most people 
Place great importance on friends and retaining friends from school/ 
University. 
Career-minded but far less so since having a baby 
Busy fitting in family, work and hobbies 
I place great importance on quality of life (over, for example, 
status and money). 
Like to keep work and home very separate. 
Don't like inefficiency at work (I have to tolerate lots of it at 
home with a toddler). 
Worked at IBM since graduating 
Hard-working and also very fortunate (in personal and work life) 
Far more confident than when lfirstjoined IBM 
A keen software engineer! I love software design and programming 
(very sad, I know!) 
Enjoyed team-leadingfor a while (but I'd never enjoy management). 
A 'planner' - in terms of life (i. e. constantly planning what I'll do 
next). 
Quite indecisive 
Tolerant (of most things) 
Humour is very important to me - especially 'silly' humour. 
Family is clearly important to Cathy and finding a balance between work life and 
personal life is seen as a priority. This may however also represent in part an attempt 
by Cathy to reconcile her disappointment at the impact on her career of becoming a 
mother. Like Amanda, Cathy also expresses a love of the technical aspects of her 
work (Zabusky and Barley,1996) and rejects out of hand the suggestion ofa career 
move into management. Like others Cathy too sees luck as having had a hand in 
determining her career fate. She also admits that her confidence was knocked by IBM 
when she first joined but has since been rebuilt. 
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7.3.3 Asif 
Asif is 30 years old and is getting married in a few months time. Asif was born and 
brought up in India and has a first class honours degree and Masters degree with 
distinction in Computer Science. As~ like Amanda, started his career in scientific 
research. He then moved into programming, working for two companies in India, the 
second of which involved an international assignment in London. He joined IBM 
nearly 5 years ago. Asif confesses that IBM is a company that he had always dreamed 
of working for. Asifs statements are: 
I am a 30 year old male, born and brought up in India 
I am a Scorpio male 
I am a swimmer 
I am a very small part of this universe with an unique individuality 
I am a Consultant working with IBM 
I am an ambitious, career-oriented professional 
I am a successful individual who wants to reach the top 
I am a home-loving and caring individual 
I am a proud son of my proud parents 
I am a person who likes good things in life 
I am a guy with lots of dreams 
I am a guy who loves to travel and live life to its fullest 
I am an individual who believes that life is too short not to be happy 
and be good 
It is interesting that Asif mentions that he is male twice (others this far have made no 
mention of their gender). He is clearly very ambitious and confesses to wanting to be 
a Chief Executive, but has come to accept that this will not happen at IBM where he 
feels he has been obstructed from progressing into managerial (rather than technical) 
roles. Asifs TST shows a young man looking forward with optimism to his future, 
both personally and professionally. 
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7.3.4 Jane 
Jane is 29 years old. She is married with no children yet but plans to start a family as 
soon as possible. Jane left school at 16 and had a number of different jobs including 
working as a bank clerk, an administrator and a programmer. She took to 
programming and secured a place on an IBM·sponsored Computer Science degree 
programme. She then completed a postgraduate teaching qualification but decided in 
the end that teaching was not for her. She re-joined IBM 4 years ago. Though she is 
relatively unhappy with her lot at IBM and complains quite bitterly about the 
company she also has little desire to leave. Jane describes herself as follows: 
Married to Graham and part of a partnership 
Close to my family 
Someone with a number of close friends 
Owner of a house in [nearby town} 
House proud and organised 
Enjoy security of working for a stable company 
Take life seriously but quick witted and cheeky 
Take health andjitness seriously 
Enjoy independence and doing things myself 
Home and family seem more important to Jane's sense of who she is than work which 
she mentions only briefly and only then in relation to the security it provides her to 
live her own life. 
7.3.5 Keith 
Keith is 30 years old. He is divorced and has no children. Keith has a degree in 
Computer Science. Following graduation he took a year out to travel and joined IBM 
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5 years ago as a software designer/ IT consultant. Keith's style is taciturn (his 
interview was the shortest one). He describes himself as: 
Private 
Fair 
Objective 
Pissed off with IBM 
Bored with 'IBM politics' 
Disinterested in 'career experiences' 
Easily bored 
Tired 
It is curious that Keith volunteered to take part in a study of careers given his claim of 
being 'disinterested in career experiences'. It is interesting that in response to the 
question 'who am IT he mentions himself in relation to IBM twice. Like Graham 
above, Keith also draws attention to a political dimension to IBM's operations. 
7.3.6 Linda 
Linda is 30 years old, is engaged to be married and has no children. She has a degree 
in Computing. She joined IBM on a one year sandwich placement and rejoined them a 
year after graduation following a one year spell at another company. She is a 
Developer. Linda believes she has drifted career-wise doing the same job for 7 years 
and is not now sure whether she would describe herself as having a career. She 
became a team leader briefly but a company re-organisation put an end to this role. 
Linda claims she was once ambitious but is no longer so. Her TST responses were 
gathered in the interview and she describes herself as follows: 
Outgoing 
Happy 
Careful 
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Cautious 
Good with money 
House-proud 
Chocoholic 
IT literate 
Show a high degree of attention to detail 
Not someone that rubs people up the wrong way. 
Work nor career nor indeed social roles seem to be central to Linda's sense of self. 
She is relaxed and maintains an air of amusement with all around her although at 
times during the interview her mask slips and she reveals deep disappointment about 
the career she might have had but which never quite materialised. 
7.4 NON-TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS 
7.4.1 William 
William is 28 years old. He is single with no children. Williarn has a degree in 
English and a postgraduate professional qualification in Personnel Management. He 
works in the Human Resources Division. He spent some 9 months unemployed after 
graduation which he confesses knocked his confidence a good deal. This confidence 
was restored when he joined IBM 5 years ago and has gone from strength to strength 
since. William has gained rapid promotion at IBM and is also (like Sue) in receipt of 
some valuable stock options. He describes himself in the following terms: 
White male 
28 years old 
Single 
Tall (6' 5"!) 
Confident 
Relaxed manner 
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Well-educated 
Upper Middle class 
House owner 
Professionally employed 
HR specialist 
Keen cricketer 
Experienced sailor 
William, like Asif, also refers to his gender and draws on a range of physical 
attributes, personal qualities, his social and employment status as well as his hobbies 
to describe himself. Of all the participants he is the only one who does not refer to a 
single social role to define himseJfbut reserves his statements to things he has and 
things he does. He refers to work largely in terms of the status it conveys (i.e. 
professionally rather than unprofessionally employed). As we shall see, in his 
interview account William devotes much attention to talking about and drawing 
parallels between his work life and environment and that of his old public school 
which will shed further light on his self-description. 
7.4.2 David 
David is 30 years old and married with two young children. David has first and higher 
degrees in Economics and joined IBM 5 years ago after several years with a number 
of temporary jobs and periods out of work. Like William, David admits these times 
did little for his confidence. David is currently an Accountant although by his own 
admission this is not what he really wanted to do. David's mother and father both 
worked for IBM and so he has grown up with the company and seen the rewards an 
IBM career can bring. Tellingly, although he had several jobs prior to joining IBM he 
does not consider any ofthese to be part of his career. He describes himself as 
follows: 
Male 
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Father 
Husband 
Committed to home and work 
Take pride in my work 
Ambitious 
Leader 
Team player 
Original thinker 
A person working to get away from Accounting 
Experienced 
Energetic 
Reliable 
Fun 
David, like Asif and William also feels it important to refer to his gender. Unlike 
William however his social roles as a father and husband are central to him, yet 
balanced with his commitment to work. He clearly feels somewhat entrapped in his 
role in accounting and is still plotting his escape. 
7.4.3 Gillian 
Gillian is 30 years old. She is married and has no children and is concerned that 
should she decide to start a family she may have to sacrifice her career. Gillian has a 
degree in Economics and a professional Accounting qualification. She did a one year 
placement at IBM and rejoined the company on graduation working in the Finance 
division. She has been at IBM for 10 years and has no other work experience. Gillian, 
like Cathy, confesses that her first four years at the company were very unhappy ones 
but now feels at ease in the company and is hoping to move into her first management 
role in the next few months. She describes herself with the following statements: 
lama woman 
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I am independent 
I am married - happily 
Family are precious to me 
I like spending time with friends 
I am ambitious 
I can get bored easily/ quickly 
I hate people being late 
I can be selfish 
Having enough money to be financially secure is important to me 
Weekends are not for working 
Havingfun is important 
I love to travel 
I enjoy skiing 
I love driving my car 
I like surprises 
I love life 
I enjoy several glasses of wine 
Good curry is great 
I care about the wtry I look 
I should exercise more 
Gillian is the only woman to point to gender as central to her identity. Her outlook is 
relaxed and there is clearly more to Gillian's life than work (not least her family) 
which, on the basis of her TST responses at least, though important does not appear to 
be central to her sense of sel£ However, caution should be exercised in the 
interpretation of these responses since, as we shall see, her interview account paints a 
rather more complex picture suggesting a commitment to career so profound that 
other life choices may be sacrificed as a result. What is clear however is that she, like 
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Jane and Amanda, is clearly attracted to a company which can offer financial security 
and stability. 
7.5 THE GENERALISTS 
7.5.1 Bethany 
Bethany is 30 years old. She is married with 2 children. Bethany has a degree in 
Infonnation Science. She completed a one year sandwich placement at IBM as part of 
her degree and returned on graduation. She worked first in technical-related positions 
and subsequently moved into first-line management. She has been at IBM for 9 years 
now. She ceased to be a line manager following her return from her first period of 
maternity leave. She considers that her career has, to all intents and purposes, come to 
an abrupt end as a direct result of her having children. She describes herself in the 
following terms: 
I am married with two children 
My "career" stopped with the birth of my first child 
I am disillusioned with the {impact of the} workplace on family life {and vice 
versa} 
I put personal well-being of myself and my family before work 
I balance "work" with motherhood 
I am outgoing and confident in "safe" areas! 
I am a motivator and a leader 
My career choices have been political 
I enjoy challenges at work 
I enjoy watching and helping teams perform and develop - its what 
makes me tick 
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I am writing a children's book on Hindu religion - difficult 
I sell books in my spare time 
I love walking and the countryside 
Work is clearly very important to Bethany and her dismay at the difficulties of being a 
working mother and the lack of company support are impossible to hide. She is 
increasingly turning her efforts to new projects outside ofIBM. Bethany too 
highlights a political dimension to her career at IBM. She also raises the issue of 
confidence qualliYing her experience of it as restricted only to 'safe' areas. 
7.5.2 Peter 
Peter is 34 years old and is married with one child. Peter left school at 16 and worked 
for a local supermarket as a trainee manager. He was made redundant from this post at 
the age of 18 and so decided to return to education. He completed a BTEC and then a 
degree in Computer Science. He spent a one year placement at IBM and rejoined them 
following graduation. He has been at IBM for 11 years. Peter also admits to being in 
receipt of some valuable stock options. He describes himself as follows: 
I am Big Peter 
I amafather 
I am a husband 
Sociable 
A networker 
A valuer of people 
Tolerant 
Tenacious 
Flippant 
A game player 
Out of place 
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Spinning in infinity 
Every morning I hit the ground yawning 
Dogmatic 
A slave to my mortgage 
I am my own hero 
I am humorous 
Peter's sense of humour masks a good deal here of his feelings about work. His 
interview account sheds more light. However there is little doubt that Peter's roles as 
a husband and father and 'people person' are centrally important to him. 
7.5.3 Adam 
Adarn is 31 years old. He is engaged to be married and has no children. Adarn was 
sponsored by a public sector organisation through his degree course in Physics and 
was awarded a third class degree. He joined IBM on graduation as a trainee analyst 
programmer and has had several moves, now working as a project manager. Adarn too 
is in receipt of some valuable stock options. 
31 year old man living in Portsmouth 
Who has workedfor IBM since graduation 
Who has only applied himself to work or study since about 1992 
Appears to be progressingfairly well in his work 
Is well thought of as a professional 
Has a fairly clear idea of why he works hard i. e. knows what he is 
trying to achieve in his personal life and how he needs to work to 
accomplish this 
Is focused on the task at hand 
Can identifY the important issues 
Is good at motivating his teams 
Mainly motivated by work challenges and career progression 
Is hard but fair 
Is not frightened of conflict 
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Tries to avoid work that is detailed and meticulous 
Often awkward at formal events 
Has an active social life 
Is reasonably fit but could do better 
Is happily preparingfor married andfamily life 
Adam (who also refers to his gender) defines who he is almost exclusively in relation 
to work which is clearly central to him. 
7.5.4 Nick 
Nick is 30 years old. He is married with no children. His wife used to work for IBM. 
Nick struggled at university, failing his course and dropping out the first time round. 
He spent some months working as a line technician at two different companies, finally 
being made redundant from the second. He eventually succeeded in completing his 
degree in Computer Science after 7 years. He joined IBM as a one year Industrial 
Trainee and rejoined them on graduation. He has 5 years experience with the 
company. Like Asifs dream of joining IBM, Nick confesses that he has wanted to 
work for IBM since he was at school. He is desperate to become a manager. He 
describes himself as follows: 
I don't actually know who I am really - depends on context 
I'm a different person at work than I am at home 
Organised at work, disorganised at home 
At work I'm very clear-thinking, very able to make career deciSions, 
based on gut feel as well as facts. 
At home I tend to be a lot more muddled in my thinking 
I actually enjoy work a lot. 
I work for the sake of working sometimes because I enjoy it. And 
there are weekends when I think I'd rather be working 
Ambitious 
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Committed 
Dedicated 
Loyal 
Trustworthy 
Positive most of the time 
Open 
Energetic 
Nick doesn't refer to any social roles (like William). Work is central to his whole 
sense of self-worth. He is unable to explain why there appears to be such a distance 
between his role at work and role at home. Like Alison, he too defines himself as 
loyal though is less clear here at least about what to. 
7.5.5 Ruth 
Ruth is 30 years old and single with no children. She has a degree in Information 
Technology and joined IBM shortly after graduation as a technicall systems specialist 
though now works in a generalist role. She has been with the company for 7 years. 
She has recently suffered some serious and ongoing health problems. Career remains 
centrally important and she describes herself as follows: 
Determined graduate level employee 
Self-motivated and able to work autonomously 
Perfectionist 
Hard task-master 
Truly mobile employee ("Intergalactic traveller"!) 
Serious worker 
Hassled 
Dry-humorist 
Frustrated athlete 
Ruth's TST reflects a go anywhere, do anything, at anytime attitude to work and 
career with no reference whatsoever to non-work or social roles apart from her 
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admittance of being a frustrated athlete. The frustration she feels is largely because 
her work commitments have prevented her from devoting adequate time to 
maintaining her 'athletics career'. 
7.5.6 Siobhan 
Siobhan in 31 years old, married with one young baby son. Siobhan has a degree in 
Economics and on graduation joined a large financial services company as a 
management trainee working as a business analyst. She joined IBM 3 years ago. Like 
her other female colleagues with children, Siobhan too feels her career has come to 
her grinding halt since the birth of her first child. She describes herself as: 
Dedicated 
Hard working 
Conscientious 
Bright! intelligent 
Quick 
Friendly 
Impatient 
A mother 
Balancing life and work and guilt 
Sometimes insecure though appears confident 
Unsure of abilities 
In line with others' TST responses, Siobhan refers to a lack of confidence especially 
in relation to her abilities. 
7.5.7 Joanne 
Joanne is 28 years old and is single. She has a first class degree in Management and 
an MBA. Joanne completed a one year industrial placement at IBM. On graduation 
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she joined another company as a management trainee. She spent three years there and 
re-joined IBM 2 years ago as a Buyer. 
Fairly ambitious 
Independent 
Creative 
Flexible 
Analytical 
Enthusiastic 
Part of a team 
Easy to get on with 
Friendly 
Joanne prides herself on being a 'people person' (reflecting Alison's and Graham's 
claims) although makes no reference to personal social roles. Her TST in some ways 
masks a young woman who, in her interview account at least, describes a very high 
level of work motivation and ambition. 
7.5.8 Leanne 
Leanne is 28 years old. She is married and has no children. Leanne has a degree in 
Geography and spent three years after graduation working in a number of jobs. For 
some two years she worked as a shop assistant until being made redundant. Leanne 
joined IBM first as an agency-employed contractor for 18 months and was then 
offered an IBM fixed term contract. Leanne too, like many of her colleagues in this 
study, confesses to low confidence levels although feels that since joining IBM she 
has become more confident. She works in the Marketing division and explains: 
I am gaining confidence 
I hate giving presentations and will never be a good public speaker 
I like to do a good and thorough job 
I like to be productive, useful and helpful 
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I don't like talk, I prefer action 
I would like to do a worthwhile job (to benefit community rather than 
individuals) 
I am not an innovator (although once in a while I have a good idea) 
I like to be organised 
I don't suffer fools gladly 
I am constantly astonished by the lack of common sense around me 
I am fairly intelligent 
I can't work efficiently if I'm tired 
I am fed up with work 
I am fairly lazy 
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Leanne's TST shows an individual constantly assessing herself against some work 
standard (and frequently judging herself to be lacking). Her confidence waivers and 
the fact that she likes to be thought of as 'good and helpful' suggests she is looking to 
work to provide her with reassurance and a sense of self-worth. She too mentions no 
other social roles. 
7.6 SUMMARY 
This chapter has allowed participants in the study to introduce themselves. Clearly 
each participant is a unique individual with a unique story about self and career to tell. 
However, from the collective TST responses and accompanying narratives several key 
features can be highlighted. First, many participants confess that work and career are 
central to their self-definitions. Those who do not stress this feature here are inclined 
to do so in their interview accounts, for example Gillian and Peter, and therefore the 
TST should not be relied on exclusively for evidence. This raises the suspicion, 
confirmed particularly powerfully by Amanda's TST, that participants are as a result 
rendered dependent on their employing organisation for their sense of self-worth. It 
should be noted again that participants have been asked to answer to question 'who 
am IT and have not been asked about their career here. Nevertheless, in response to 
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the question many do refer to their work and their career suggesting these are 
important to self-identity. Second, all the new mothers in the study feel as though 
their careers at IBM have come to a halt (this is taken up further in chapter 8). Third, a 
number of participants refer to their lack of confidence. Fourth, and perhaps 
connected, several participants including those for whom work appears at this stage 
not to be centrally important mention their attraction to the security and stability 
which they feel IBM provides. Fifth, two proclaim their loyalty in defining themselves 
though do not say what they are loyal to. Sixth, and quite curiously, men are more 
inclined to define themselves in gendered terms than women. One can only speculate 
why this may be - perhaps that being male is considered a more positive identifYing 
feature than being female. Seventh, achieving some sort of work-life balance is a 
priority for many though efforts to do so can exact a high price. Finally, at this early 
stage in the analysis there are hints of a political dimension to careers which is 
referred to by a number of participants. The proceeding chapters and discussion 
attempts to make sense of these early findings. 
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CHAPTER 8 - CAREER CONTEXT AND CULTURE AT IBM 
8.0 INTRODUCTION 
In order to make sense of the concept of career, offering a situated and contextuaIised 
account of career has been established as a key objective of this study. The purpose of 
this chapter is to piece together, on the basis of participants' interview accounts and 
organisational Twenty Statements Tests (organisation), the key features of the context 
and culture at IBM. In line with the notion of structure adopted here as 'procedures of 
action' and 'behavioural' formulae, in addition to general cultural features this chapter 
focuses on features and characteristics of career systems ofIBM. The operation of, for 
example, high potential lists and reward systems are reviewed not in order to evaluate 
the way IBM operates as good or bad, effective or ineffective, but in order to 
understand the ways in which individual, organisation and career interact and the 
mechanisms by which career may be accomplished. Likewise issues related to 
meritocracy and equal opportunities as well as women's careers are explored for 
similar reasons. Findings are also compared and contrasted with the literature 
reviewed this far. Current contextual and cultural features are compared and 
contrasted to the historical review ofIBM's cultural context presented in chapter 6 in 
order to assess the extent of stasis and! or adaptation. As noted in chapter 2, the new 
careers literature suggests much has changed. The accuracy of such claims in this 
context are assessed here. 
8.1 IBM CONTEXT AND CULTURE 
8.1.1 Ever Onward 
In describing IBM, participants inevitably make reference to its recent phoenix-like 
recovery from the dramatic events of the early 1990s. It is referred to variously as: "a 
failing company and ... now a huge success" and "a turnaround success story." 
Seemingly unshaken by recent near catastrophic events, many look ahead rather than 
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back in time, describing the company as ''forward looking" and "progress driven." 
There is a widespread declaration of faith in the company, with many participants 
expressing optimism for IBM's (and therefore their own) future. Illustrating a 
generally held view that IBM has taken on an almost indestructible and invincible 
reified independent existence of its own, Graham expresses the belief: 
My company will still be around in 50 years ... I've seen IBM get itself out of 
so many scrapes on a mega-level. Share-price turnaround and that sort of 
thing. We ... we ... the company ... it survives ... I just believe that it will ... it will 
live without me. 
Graham's view, shared with other participants, echoes the words of the IBM anthem, 
'Ever Onward': 
We've fought our way through - and new 
Fields we're sure to conquer too 
For the EVER ONWARD IBM 
EVER ONWARD-EVER ONWARD! 
We're bound for the top never to fall! 
... We can't fail for all can see ... 
(Rodgers, 1970: 114) 
This is a curious finding since, as we have seen, the songbooks were withdrawn from 
circulation in the early 1970s and the songs stopped some time before that. The 
similarity could be merely coincidental, but further evidence which shall be presented 
in this and subsequent chapters points to another explanation. 
8.1.2 Pride in IBM 
Respondents express considerable pride in their company, particularly in relation to 
what they see as its superiority both technically and organisationally. IBM is still 
viewed by its employees at least as being one of, ifnot the, best companies in the 
world. Pride derives from a number of sources. It stems partly from the company's 
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fume. For example, one respondent declares happily "everybody knows of my 
company" and another describes IBM as a "household name." IBM is still felt to be a 
powerful and superior force technically, and this assumed technical brilliance is 
appreciated by both technical and non-technical employees alike. For example, Adam, 
a generalist, explains how he felt on joining the company: 
I can remember when I joined, I was on top of the world ... you know? We are 
the biggest computer company in the world ... that in itself is important ...... 1 
am working on ... products which are more or less at the front of the industry, 
you know, although I'm not particularly interested in the technology it's 
always good to be involved in ... as close as you can to the forefront of stuff. 
These sentiments are echoed elsewhere. Keith (a technical specialist), for example, 
points to the "groundbreaking" research and development which goes on. Cathy (a 
Developer) feels that many parts of the company are "exceptionally forward thinking 
technically" and Graham (a non-technical manager) describes IBM as being "at the 
cutting edge." The respect which the company commands in the marketplace is also a 
source of pride, as is its perceived position as "an industry leader." Once again, there 
are echoes of the words of the IBM anthem here: 
Our products now are known in every zone. 
Our reputation sparkles like a gem! 
(Rodgers, 1970: 114) 
By association, being a member ofIBM is seen by participants to be an indicator of 
their own intellectual and professional superiority relative to some employed 
elsewhere. As William explains: 
I like working in a company where there is a lot of bright people. I'm a bit of 
an intellectual snob. I couldn't work on a ... I couldn't be a, you know,floor 
manager in afactory because l'djust getfrustrated. And generally the 
standard of intelligence and professionalism in IBM is high. So I like that 
environment. of you know, most people are fairly can-do. You don't have to 
talk it through, they're bright people, so I like that. 
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8.1.3 A large bureaucracy 
Regardless of claims ofthe arrival of the post-bureaucratic corporation (e.g. Adarnson 
et aI, 1998), on the basis of participants' accounts, IBM remains, to all intents and 
purposes, a large bureaucracy and many aspects of this create organisational 
inefficiencies. For example, Asifwho is beginning to realise that his ambition of 
becoming a CEO will not be realised at IBM explains: 
IBM is a bureaucratic company with lots of 'extra' people ... There are a lot of 
companies and IBM also says that they are flattening the organisation, but I 
can see a lot of hierarchy in IBM It's a big hierarchical ... a big bureaucratic 
organisation ...... There are ... a lot of negative things about IBM and one of 
the major things ... is it is still very huge. People can tend to be, you know, you 
can become lost in this company. I mean it's huge, with thousands of people 
working and it's very difficult to make your mark in such a big organisation ... 
to make a visible impact is very difficult. 
Despite the company being considerably smaller in terms of employee numbers today 
than in the early 1990s, several participants in addition to Asif point to the sheer size 
ofIBM as a key and problematic feature. Whilst some of the bureaucracy is perhaps 
inevitably a product of such a large corporation, it nevertheless causes considerable 
difficulties and hurdles. For example, Adam observes: 
There is a lot of downward ... um ... instruction. You know, you will follow this 
process ... and they don't really seem to add any value to your day-to-day 
job ... and it's hard to see what value they add to the organisation. 
GiIlian explains: 
It's a very big company, it has it's own little ways of doing things and some of 
them are pedantic and stupid you know ... you just think, oh my god, what the 
hell are they doing this for, you know? ... it's like a vicious circle ... the 
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bureaucracy leads to extra work and the extra work leads to more 
bureaucracy ... some of the work I personally think, is unwarranted and 
worthless. I think that I could be getting on with, you know, more useful stuff. 
Earlier it was noted that one of the explanations for IBM's difficulties in the early 
1990s (and in other difficult times) was attributed to how slow it was both in 
recognising and responding to change (e.g. Slater, 1999). Perhaps a product of its size 
and bureaucracy, this slowness is still detectable. For example, Asif complains: 
One thing I've seen in IBM ... nothing has a sense of urgency, you know? IBM 
is very slow. In IBM things move slowly ... They take their own time ... 
Whilst on one level participants feel that the company moves 'Ever Onward' in line 
with the words of the anthem, the speed with which it does so is the source of some 
frustration and these sentiments are widely echoed by others. Participants describe 
some features ofIBM as positive but are also critical of others for example the 
demands they experience. 
8.1.4 Demanding 
Many participants feel that IBM is a demanding company to work for which "expects 
a lot from its employees." In Sue's experience "nobody works a standard week", and 
David reflects: 
They [IBM} went through a bad time of not hiring people and wringing as 
much work out of the people they could 
To illustrate the point further, Jane complains: 
I was working 60 hour weeks usually ... on average and being on call all over 
the weekend ... and I don't feel IBM valued that ... that's what IBM calls a 
personal life ... ... All last year I didn't have a holiday. Any time over Christmas 
we were checking code and I was on call every day apart from Christmas Day. 
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Interestingly though Jane had received prior warning of such work pressures as a 
sponsored student some years previously when the work demands were also 
strenuous. In other words, though she might complain, she has nevertheless accepted 
the situation and puts up little resistance to it. 
It is interesting to see hints at ways in which this demanding ethos may be passed on 
to others. For example, Ruth explains how she now tells new recruits what she was 
told before she joined the company: 
When I joined it was very much, you know, you'd got to hit the ground 
running. .. It's a line that I'll use if I interview - we're not hiring you for the 
sheer hell of it. 
Alison, the second-line manager suspects she too is responsible for creating a 
demanding work environment. She reflects: 
I know I can be quite demanding at times ... I could be perceived as being a 
pain in the neck, you know ... Because I drive myself on and I need to be 
careful that I don't expect the same in other people ... I mean it's something 
that my husband says: 'Dear God, stop giving me orders!' Pace setting is 
good, but you can't pace set people always and I think sometimes my demands 
are unreasonable ... 
The ways in which this demanding ethos might be passed on is picked up again in 
both chapter 9 and 11. 
8.1.5 The IBM community and family 
Again, echoing Watson Sr.'s wishes to create an 'IBM family' (e.g. Slater, 1999; 
Rodgers, 1970; Foy, 1974, Carroll, 1994), the IBM community (as Gillian and others 
refer to it) and 'family' is still, for many, a central feature ofIBM life. This operates 
on several levels. 
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Casey (1999) has noted that the family metaphor serves to bind individuals to the 
organisation by creating a sense of belonging. There is certainly supportive evidence 
of this here. For some participants this 'family' dimension is a particularly attractive 
aspect of their life at IBM, bringing with it a sense of security and attachment. Peter, 
whose roots are in a small town community, draws parallels between his life in his 
hometown and life at IBM. 
I'm a net-worker, I'm a very personable person. So, I mean there's an awful lot 
of social interaction that you get here. I mean it's also ... I come from a small 
town background If I'm trying to walk from one end of the town to the other it 
takes about two and a half hours to do the mile ... you know, 'how's your dad? ~ 
'what are you doing these days?' as you go down the road. And it's very 
similar here. I mean you could spend an mifullot of time here drinking coffee 
and talking to people ... or 'networking' effectively ... I've never gone 
contracting ... maybe because it's ... I think there's a ... there's a sense of 
belonging [here}. .. 
William too expresses similar sentiments, although in his case the similarities between 
IBM life and the best aspects of boarding school existence are what he attributes his 
attraction to: 
I like the socialisation side of it ... I've got a lot of people I would count as 
friends [here]. I've been here quite a lot of time now. If I walk over to the 
cafeteria to get a sandwich, I probably scry 'Hello, how are you? ' to three or 
four people on each direction ... because that's a jUnction of being here for a 
long time. If you like, it's similar to being at boarding school ... and if you've 
been there a long time you get to know a lot of people so I like that side of it. 
At another leve~ Carroll's (1994) observation that there are whole families working at 
IBM is in part borne out by the profiles of participants in this study. For example, 
both Amanda and her husband are IBMers. Cathy's husband is an ex-IBMer as is 
Nick's wife, and both ofDavid's parents worked for the company (although there is 
no direct evidence of ne pot is tic practices). A different level still sees David who is 
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keen to get away from the accountancy field being told by his colleagues "you're not 
leaving the family!" The family and community feeling can thus be generated in at 
least four different ways. First, by replicating the best features of community life. 
Second, through the formal and informal relationships which individuals build over 
time and the accompanying incidental friendly conversation which generates a feeling 
of belonging. Third, through the employment of others from the same family or 
community. Fourth, from the ties which are created between individual and functional 
and/or departmental membership. 
8.1.6 Paternalism - IBM the great protector? 
Does IBM still practice paternalism? The answer is not entirely straightforward. At a 
rhetorical level old paternaJistic practices have been replaced by a 'new deal' which 
has at its heart autonomous self-development. The key IBM value - respect for the 
individual - remains intact but its meaning is said to have evolved. As Peter explains: 
IBM when I joined it was differentiated in the marketplace by benefits and its 
respect for the individual and I think that's moved ... to an extent it's moving 
away now. 
The new rhetorical stance is reflected in WiIliam's interpretation of his role as a 
senior Human Resources (HR) professional: 
If anyone ever says they're a people person and that's why they're in HR, well 
I'm the complete opposite. You know, I'm not the people person. I'm the, well 
what do we need to do in the business, you know? It doesn't give me any moral 
difficulty when we have to lay people off. It maybe a bit cold-hearted those 
sort of things but ... I would see HR more as a way of facilitating the business, 
to do what I have to do more then erring on the side of protecting our 
employees. If you like, I'm more the company man than the union man ... 
Yet despite these views, paternalism is, it seems, alive and well in the mindsets of 
some IBMers at least with little detectable practical evidence of its demise. IBM 
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continues to be referred to variously by participants as a "good" and "caring", 
"employee conscious" organisation which "looks after its employees" and which has 
employees' best interests at heart. It is a company which can always be relied upon to 
protect employees in times of hardship. Cathy, for example, describes IBM as: 
A 'kind' organisation ... would always help people on a personal level. 
Amanda describes IBM as a company which "treats employees as human beings 
first." It is for her a "safe place to work" which entails "low risk and high security." 
She illustrates her feelings by disclosing: 
If I was in trouble abroad I would approach IBM for help as well as the UK 
Embassy 
Ruth has been experiencing some serious health problems and describes IBM's 
reactions: 
IBM have been supportive during a very difficult year ... this is probably the 
best place to be because I've got a manager that actually wants me to recover 
and is willing to cut me an awful lot of slack and I think my appraisal 
feedback was more generous than I think I deserved. There is very much an 
emphasis on taking care of your people ... and certainly another colleague of 
mine, who is a real high flier is um ... suffering in a similar way and his 
manager and my manager both sort of come at it with the same thing, right, 
take your time to get better because it's better to take your time and get better 
and recover fully than kind of do half a job ... This is the great gift to being 
here ... if you've been here a while, you do get taken care of 
Jane too is grateful for IBM's assistance during a difficult personal time: 
The support and understanding of IBM during a personal crisis is invaluable. 
I've been going through the IVF programme and our first attempt failed ... 
IBM really were good 
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Peter also offers supportive observations: 
We've had people that have been on long term sick leave that have been kept 
in the company because the prognosis is very bad ... 
Even Bethany who is highly critical ofIBM in other ways is forced to admit IBM's 
strengths in offering caring concern: 
/fit'S a dire emergency, then [IBM} are brilliant ... like I had someone who 
was having bricks thrown through their window and you know, we needed 
help in all sorts of areas, um ... and I had another guy who, who was ... he was 
a manic depressive which gave us some problems ... but in areas like that 
they're great. 
When employees are in trouble or suffering they can turn to and rely on IBM to assist 
them, comfort them and protect them. In so doing, a bond between company and 
employee is created which ties employees to the organisation. There are echoes here 
of the kind Watsonian father-like IBM offering comfort and support to the grateful 
and increasingly dependent child-like employee (Ackers, 1998). 
S.1.7 Lifetime employment 
In order to get some further sense ofthe extent of change in IBM culture it is worth 
exploring the issue of lifetime employment. Seen as a key trapping of the' old career', 
in chapter 2 widespread claims of its extinction were reported (e.g. Herriot and 
Pemberton, 1996; Adarnson et aJ, 1998; Halford and Savage, 1995; Savickas, 1995). 
In line with these claims, officially at least, IBM's long-standing commitment to full 
employment was withdrawn in the early 1990s (Slater, 1999; Mills and Friesen, 1996) 
accompanied by the loss oftens ofthousands of jobs. Yet despite its reported demise, 
it seems that the majority of employees have, quite curiously, yet to take this on 
board. 
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Peter for example feels the departure from lifetime employment to be a slow and 
evolving one: 
They're moving away from being the sort of job for life provider which is one 
of the selling points IBM always had. 
Asifhowever detects little evidence of any change on a practical level, observing: 
IBM is still a company where Job for life' holds good. They do say it s no more 
a job for life, we can hire and we can fire as and when if we're not doing well. 
But I would be very surprised [if they did that]. I haven't seen such cases. I 
still feel there are people who are working in IBM who take it for granted. It is 
a job for life. 
Amanda's experiences back up Asifs assessment: 
You're not at risk of redundancy. You're not at risk of losing your job. Even 
when IBM was making massive cuts there were no compulsory redundancies 
in this country. At [this site] I think there were people who were offered 
packages to leave, early retirement packages and maybe they found it hard to 
say no ... But particularly younger people were not being kicked out ... and 
that's good because I'd hate to have the threat of redundancy hang over me, 
particularly because we [my husband and I] both work at the same place. If 
there were redundancies going on then we'd want to be workingfor different 
companies ... it's not something I ever worry about. 
Alison goes further to suggest that IBM takes positive action to, in effect, guarantee 
her job security: 
I've never been in fear of my job because I think I'm kept employable. I get lots 
of opportunities. 
And despite acknowledging at a general level that "that job-for-life thing has gone" 
William too expresses a similar view to his co lleagues: 
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Security-wise, IJeel very secure in my employment, because you know, I'm 
basically un-sackable ... in terms oJ appraisals and, you know, skills profiles 
etc. So IJeel very confident that I have a long term career at IBM and I'm sure 
I can stay here Jor the rest oJ my life. 
This is a strong statement from an individual who also has experience of 'laying 
people off'. In a career environment claimed to be fast-changing and unpredictable, it 
is quite surprising that William claims to feel secure not just for the next few years but 
for the rest of his life. Far from being an outmoded concept, for many IBMers, job 
security and lifetime employment (if they want it) remains an enduring fact of life. It 
is important however to explore the full range of su~ective interpretations. For a few, 
persona! insecurity remains an inescapable feature. For example, David informs us 
that despite the fact that he's "never heard of them getting rid of anybody", he 
nevertheless feels insecure. He attempts to explain why: 
Because I ... because ... the early 90s were horrible. 200 CVs, you know, 
couldn't get your Joot in the door anywhere. And I think that probably still 
does ... play a part ... somewhere. I reckan that's had an impact. I reckon that 
the confidence I naturally have and ... uh ... has taken a knock ... And that's 
probably why. 
Siobhan too experiences feelings of insecurity: 
There were a lot oJ voluntary redundancies going on about June time ... about 
60 people were offered voluntary redundancy out oJ our unit. I wasn't one oJ 
those, but at that sort oJ time it makes you Jeel - I could be offered. They do a 
ranking exercise and the ranking's really based on how valuable, how useJul 
you are to IBM and I think the redundancies were based on the bottom oJthat 
ranking and I was thinking, well, because I'm not mobile I'm probably not that 
sellable ... because I'm not mobile, that's why I sort oJ Jeelless secure than I 
might ... my husband says, oh stop worrying, they won't get rid oJ you. And I'm 
going, they might! There's no reason why they would keep me. So, yeah it does 
[worry me j. It does ... and I think there's more going on at the moment so it's ... 
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it's always kind of at the back of your mind that ... if the market drops off and 
we've too many people that we can't get workfor then the next thing is sort of 
offer redundancies. 
These findings and the distinction between those who feel secure and those who do 
not offer some interesting insights. Firstly, in practical terms, it is clear that what 
matters is not whether individuals are actually secure in their jobs (indeed if recent 
IBM history tells us anything it is that no employee ought to feel totally secure), but 
whether they believe themselves to be. Secondly, feelings of insecurity seem to stem 
from an individual's sense that they fall short ofthe ideal IBMer, for example 
Siobhan's acknowledgement that because of recently becoming a mother she is no 
longer mobile. Previous difficulties offinding ajob are common amongst both 
groups. For example, Alison, Wil1iam and David all found it hard to find a suitable 
position following graduation - although David perhaps more so than the others. 
Third, some individuals, for example Alison and Williarn, perceive themselves to be 
singled out (by IBM) as exceptions to the new 'end of lifetime employment' rule and 
are thereby shielded from concerns about security. Fourth, those who feel secure seem 
more likely to have little if any experience outside ofIBM (e.g. William and Alison). 
Fifth, and perhaps most interesting of all, is the effects offeelings of (in)security for 
those who experience them. For those who feel secure, there is evidence ofheightened 
loyalty, commitment to (and consequently dependency on) the organisation. However, 
for those who feel insecure, the effects may be exactly the same. Believing IBM has 
given them a chance at a time when other employers would not appears to trigger 
feelings of gratitude and loyalty. 
8.1.8 Loyalty 
Despite the view that loyalty is not part of the 'new deal', as Heckscher's (1995) 
study reviewed in chapter 4 suggests, it remains a fundamental feature of the 
employment relationship at IBM, just as it did in the days ofWatson Sr. (Belden and 
BeJden, 1962; Foy, 1974). David observes: 
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IBM tends to look after people who've been around a lot, for a long time. They 
like that - they like loyalty. 
To this end, rich rewards are bestowed on IBM's most loyal 'servants', providing a 
clear incentive for others to develop similar qualities. The shiniest example is perhaps 
provided by Alison who declares 'I am loyal' in her TST -self, and without any 
coherent idea why she feels the way she does, she declares: 
I am incredibly loyal to IBM I would defend it to the nines. I'm incredibly 
loyal to IBM and I've no reason to be really, I mean, I'm an employee of them 
and that's true but ... other than that, you know, I've no reason to be but ... I 
would defend it to the nines, you now, when people say ... oh, IBM this and 
IBM that.. .. I don't know [why] really (laughs) ... I can't ... I'm not very helpful 
am I? I'm sorry ....... I think if I look at [my peers] then I see myself ... I see 
myself as very fortunate, so I suppose that might be why I'm so loyal... I think, 
well, I might be in one of those ... I could, you know, 1, I mean, one of my ... one 
of the people I went to university with was made redundant the other day, you 
know. 
Alison's earlier claim of feelings of security are complicated somewhat here, with 
hints that it may be her insecurity, vulnerability and even fear of being made 
redundant like one of her university peers which are underpinning her feelings of 
loyalty to and dependency on IBM. Once again, there are loud echoes from the IBM 
anthem 'Ever Onward' here suggesting on this dimension at least little change since 
Watson Sr.'s days: 
Right here and now we thankfully 
Pledge our sincerest loyalty 
Technical specialists also experience feelings ofloyalty, and although the distinction 
is a fine one, these seem to be more directed at the team and the product rather than to 
IBM itsei£ As Cathy explains: 
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I don'tfeel that I have any great loyalty to IBM, you know, exceptfor the fact 
that I want them to make money because they're paying me. I don't think like, 
oh, IBM's my life ... Ifeelloyal to the group, Ifelt very loyal to the products 
that I've been working on, very loyal to the people ... you know, it's a team, if 
you'd been in a big team you'dfeel very loyal because ... you're working as a 
team ... But I wouldn't do anything to hurt IBM 
There are cases ofIBM successfully cultivating loyalty in employees only to lose it 
again. Bethany is a prime example. She explains that she used to feel very devoted 
and committed to IBM but that her experience since becoming a mother has "knocked 
the loyalty ... aspect of things." She still nevertheless remains with the company and so 
is perhaps more loyal than she realises. Bethany's assessments and that of other new 
mothers are returned to later on in this chapter. 
8.1.9 Taming the 'wild duck' - on becoming a Lifer 
For many IBMers, IBM has come to represent, as Cathy puts it, a "comfortable 
environment." To illustrate, Asif offers some observations of his older colleagues: 
It's like job for life, they have been there for 15 years, they live close to the 
office, it suits their lifestyle, they've got used to IBM like, you know? '" You 
can't think of anything beyond IBM You become so corrifortable with an 
organisation after you've worked there 15 or 20 years, that you just don't want 
to leave it . ... I know - I've seen people in IBM who haven't had a salary raise 
for the last six years or eight years. I've asked people why are you still here? 
They say -I'm happy, I'm contented, I'm satisfied. 
It is interesting to note that 'comfortable' employees are deemed unable to think 
beyond IBM, hinting as it does at a previous Watsonian era when loyalty initiatives 
seemed to have at their heart the aim of reducing the propensity of employees to think 
for themselves (Belden and Belden, 1962; Rodgers, 1970). The irony of the IBM 
motto "THINK" which, incidentally, still remains as the title for an internal 
publication, lives on. Here we see hints at the kind of conformity which defines a true 
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IBMer (e.g. Foy, 1974, Rodgers, 1970; Slater, 1999). There is, as the evidence 
presented in subsequent chapters will illustrate, no more evidence now of the 'wild 
ducks' which the Watsons were so insistent they wanted than there was when the 
Watsons were in power. On a more serious note, such comfortableness is of concern 
since it runs the risk ofiulling employees into a false sense of security, rendering 
them highly dependent on IBM and extremely vulnerable should their supposed 'job 
for life' come to a premature end as it has done for thousands of other IBMers. 
David suspects he may be close to this 'comfortable zone', still retaining some insight 
into the possible price of his contentedness. He feels that things for him are "going 
quite well." 
I've reached a point where I'm actually quite content right now. I'm ... sort of 
sadly happy I think 
'Sadly happy' is an intriguing choice of words, reflecting ambivalence and what 
David sees as the danger that he will, like many 'comfortable' IBMers around him, 
become what he calls a 'corporate mushroom'. Referring to IBMers in general he 
claims: 
You're just a mushroom in a damp corner of an office ...... you are ... a 
corporate mushroom. 
From what he has observed, David believes that there comes a point in an IBMer's 
career, when they shy away from other potentially lucrative opportunities because 
they believe it is more comfortable to stay at IBM. He cites as an example colleagues 
who would have doubled their salary had they accepted job offers from head-hunters 
to join one ofthe big consultancies. Likewise, GiIIian, articulating her own thoughts 
about moving on from IBM, says: 
It's like jumping out of the frying pan into the fire sort of syndrome but you 
know ... the frying pan at the moment is quite corrifortable for me. 
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Giddens' (1984, 1991a) notion of 'ontological security' may in part help to explain 
these feelings. As life inside IBM becomes increasingly familiar, and life outside in 
contrast is perceived as increasingly threatening, participants may attempt to maintain 
their sense of security by increasing their corrnnitment to an IBM career. Tellingly, 
when talking of others who threaten to but never get round to leaving, Jane wonders: 
Perhaps they stay with IBMforever because they're too scared to do anything 
else. 
One wonders how much too this reflects her own feelings. Cathy appears to feel the 
same way as she reveals: 
The ... thing that kind of niggles me is that I get a bit scared of workingfor 
IBM all my life ... because I think, I've not seen anything else. I think it would 
just be really sad ... I sometimes wonder whether it's good to actually see the 
outside for the good things and the bad things ... But it's very easy to say that 
you'll leave but then whether I'd get something. I mean the other thing is that 
[this site J is so close to home. You know it's a ten minute drive for me and as 
my home life is quite important. I don't want to be spending a long time 
commuting and I like the site, I like the people here. 
Jane, despite the rest of her account suggesting the contrary, and despite her bitter 
complaints about not being able to take holidays because of the hefty demands IBM 
makes of her, declares: 
I'm happy ... and this is where I want to be ... Also the other plus with me is 
that I'm near to home - it's only 20 minutes drive away. 
Once feelings of this kind descend, individuals become fearful of the world outside 
IBM, lose confidence in their ability to survive in that 'other' world and turn to the 
safe, protective world they know - the IBM world. It is at this point, from which 
there is little hope of return, that they become ensnared and transformed into what is 
known as a 'Lifer', trapped in the IBM system, unable to imagine a life beyond it. 
Ruth helps to explain what it means to become a 'Lifer': 
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I was interviewed by an American and he said 'What you gonna do? / because 
we were only offered afour year fixed term contract. [He said] 'What you 
gonna do? / and I said 'Well with the skills I get out of you, go to IBM in the 
U. S. / And he went 'Good answer!' .... Oh Christ, I never thought I'd stay here ... 
I thought I'd do my four years and then go. Go and do something bigger and 
better, I never thought I'd be here ... What I don /t want to do is get entrenched 
in internal stuff and ... become an IBMer in the truest sense of the word .. then 
I really would be worried .. because . ..... I think I've probably turned into an 
IBMer really deep down inside ... if you cut me I'd probably bleed blue pin 
stripe ... (nervous laughter) but. .. I don't know ... Ifight against it 
William is initially adamant he is a "career person": 
as opposed to a ... what I might deem a Lifer. You know, you see a lot of them 
in the business. They get to a certain level and maybe their job priorities 
change, maybe they have afamily or you know ... maybe they just have outside 
interests, their own business or something andjust do the 9 to 5 and, you 
know, aren/t really too concerned if they get a low appraisal because they've 
already got a salary which keeps them in, you know, in a ... keeps them 
comfortable and they can have a lifestyle that they want. I ... I don't think I've 
reached that. Well I know I haven't reached that stage yet. 
However, unpacking William's account further leaves one wondering whether in fact 
he is already a 'Lifer' yet, illustrating the process working at its most efficient, is 
blissfully unaware of it. Talking about how he felt following his recent promotion to 
first-line manager equivalent, he explains: 
It felt as though I'd arrived Yes. But I hate that. I hate the thought that I might 
have done that, because it wasn /t a conscious thing. I certainly didn /t think 
right, I've got to that level now, sod it. I can ... I can become a Lifer now ..... . 
I'm very comfortable. I can stay here for the rest of my life. And actually I'm 
not uncomfortable with that. I don'tfeel I have to go outside. 
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One is left puzzled at claims that Whyte's (1956) 'Organization Man' has walked out 
of the corporation's doors for good (Littleton et ai, 2000). It seems, at IBM at least, 
(s)he has not, nor indeed once a 'Lifer', is (s)he able to. Further attention will be 
devoted to analysing what it is that holds employees in in chapter 11. However, some 
clues are offered by the following sections which explore career systems within IBM 
and which highlight in particular the promise of career mobility, the executive 
resources list and reward systems. 
8.2 CAREER SYSTEMS 
8.2.1 Mobility within IBM - the world is your oyster? 
Mobility, particularly vertical, has been noted as a key feature of the bureaucratic 
career (Kanter, 1989) aimed at fostering strong organisational attachments 
(Heckscher, 1995). Courtesy of the maintenance ofa strong intemallabour market, 
and a policy which promotes, indeed demands, employee mobility, the promise of 
career at IBM remains strong and the IBM world remains a careerist's oyster. As 
David explains: 
Careers are about the potential and the potential within IBM is massive. You 
can ... have the same job in 600 different countries and that means that you 
sort of do the same old grind but in different places ... which is great. 
David's description of 'doing the same old grind' hints at his belief that all that 
glitters is not gold, although others seem more completely convinced that 
opportunities available at IBM are the best in the world. For example, Adam enthuses: 
There is really no limit within IBM as to ... you don't reach a point at which 
[they say J oh well, you know - you're a project manager, well you couldn't 
possibly be appointed to this position. That would be ridiculous. But it would 
be the case in a lot of other companies. 
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This is an interesting view and one wonders where it derives from since many ofthe 
participants (including Adam) have little or no personal work experience of other 
companies. Adam's view is nevertheless a widely-held one, and promoted as a unique 
selling point to new recruits. As Ruth explains: 
One of the things I always used to sort of, stress to graduates that I was 
interviewing was that one of the beauties of IBM is that you can move about ... 
I think that this is my ... one, two ... this is my fifth job in ... coming up for seven 
years ... because at the end of the day they can't stop you from moving. 
This promise of vertical mobility is intended to generate corporate loyalty (Dickson et 
ai, 1988; Bassett, 1986). However, Ruth's belief of freedom of movement is subject to 
a little more qualification from others. In line with Wil1mott's (1993) notion of 
'doublethink', mobility at IBM seems to operate at two different levels: positive 
beliefs on the one hand; negative experiences on the other. In other words, whilst 
participants believe in the promise of career they, on occasion, also doubt it. For 
example, Nick reflects: 
One of the nice things about IBM is you can move around quite freely ... Um ... 
within reason ... I mean when I wanted to move into [a different division} the 
only question my manager had was - are you sure you want to do this? And I 
said yeah. And he said fine ... And he helped me and he helped me as much as 
he could ... ... But at the same time, at that particular time [myoId division} 
was disbanding. They were breaking that up and remoulding it again for 
about the third time inside two years. Um ... so it was easy for my manager at 
the time to say, oh great, one less to worry about. 
In other words Nick comes to realise as he reflects back that he would have had to 
have moved anyway. His belief in the freedom of movement an IBM career offers and 
his confidence in receiving support from his manager is tempered with the knowledge 
that, in this case at least and because of the circumstances his division was subject to, 
had he not requested a move himself he would have been shifted elsewhere within the 
organisation. The support Nick received may have had more to do with the timing of 
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his request. Gillian's account adds weight to this interpretation. She explains some 
conditions under which she was allowed to move: 
I had suggested that I needed a change and I wanted to get out, I wanted to 
widen nry experience and my manager at the time decided to change as well, 
change his job. And because he was moving then he was quite happy for me to 
move. And so it was ... it was good timing really and I got in the interview and 
passed the interview and so they said yeah they'd uh let me go. 
In Nick and Gillian's case, both believe that had the circumstances not been at the 
convenience of their managers they would have found it much more difficult to move. 
Of course, this in itself is not unreasonable from a business perspective, but the 
rhetorical championing of and belief in employee freedom of movement does not 
wholly marry up with practice. Others have for example witnessed and! or 
experienced clear obstructions to movements. For example, Amanda observes: 
They were keen to point out that although you can go into IBM in any job, 
you've then got the opportunity to change to any other job in IBM ... I've never 
really tried to do that, I don't know how true it is. I did have a friend who 
joined at the same time as me, as a programmer, and she discovered very 
early on that she wanted to move into finance ... They wouldn't let her move 
and so she got ajob with an Accountancy firm and handed in her resignation 
and then they would let her move, but by then it was too late. I do know of 
many people who've tried to move jobs within the company and found it very 
difficult until they have actually threatened to resign. I haven't had that 
problem because I went in hoping that I liked programming, but mainly 
wanting to workfor IBM because I thought they'd be a good employer and I've 
really liked programming and so I haven't wanted to move. 
Amanda's observations are supported by Jane, who explains: 
A lot of people have tried to leave their projects to go to different technologies, 
newer technologies and they've been stopped from leaving because they need 
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the resources here ... A couple of people have even resigned because they 
haven't had that freedom of movement. 
Even Adam who on one level has bought into the 'autonomous subjectivity' recounts 
his own experiences of obstruction - and then excuses and dismisses it. 
Urn ... occasionally you come across a situation where, urn ... and [ guess this 
has happened more than once. You know, your aspirations ... and what you 
want don't necessarilyfit in with what people who might be ... for want of a 
better word, more powerful than you, might want. And [ would say there have 
been a couple of occasions where I've had to work, probably for as long as a 
year in one particular area where [just thought, you know, this is going 
nowhere for me. Urn ... [ guess a year seems quite a long time when ... but it/s 
not really. 
Leanne currently has a strained relationship with her manager and although she would 
like to move to another role within IBM, she is put off trying to because one of the 
first requirements is that she must inform her manager of her plans. This, she fears, 
will lead to a further deterioration in relations between her and her boss. In addition, 
along with Siobhan, she is unsure how the 'system' operates. In other words, it is to 
her unclear what the mechanisms are by which one finds and secures other 
opportunities within the company. Siobhan has her suspicions about such 
mechanisms: 
[ would like ... it to be easier to move between roles ... a lot of getting jobs 
seems to be who you know. A lot of it's not advertised and ... it/s all sort of who 
you know ... 
Linda believes, on the basis of personal experience, that competent employees 
become victims oftheir own competence for managers are often reluctant to support 
their career progression when it will result in them losing an effective member from 
their department. This perspective is partially supported by Graham who explains that 
it is part of his job as manager to ensure that people who move on from his 
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department "don't leave too huge a hole behind" and that any career move they make 
must be "for the good of the company" as much as for their own good. 
There are then what are deemed to be legitimate company reasons for restricting 
career opportunities. The danger here is that all managerial activities aimed at 
curtailing individuals' career progress may be legitimated, even if the actual reasons 
for such obstruction are not legitimate, by the use and possibly abuse of the catch-all 
'in the interests of the business' excuse. Alison's experience gives a nod to this 
danger: 
I was offered afirst line position at one point in time that... well I wasn't ... my 
manager was offered it [on my behalj) and I didn't ... it didn't ever get to me 
earlier than the one I actually took ... [I wasn 'f told about it} ... and I think that 
that can happen because you're doing a job and people don't want to lose you 
for that job so sometimes rotation can be difficult. 
Whilst the policy of mobility remains intact and there are clearly some examples of 
dramatic career progress, the promises of freedom of movement are not always kept. 
8.2.2 Higb potential! executive resources lists 
As part of a succession planning strategy, IBM maintains, under a veil of secrecy, an 
'executive resources' list which contains names of employees considered to be high-
potential fast-trackers. For employees there are clear career benefits to being on the 
list, as Alison reflects: 
I think once you're on a list, once you've been recognised, then I think you 
continue to be recognised. I think the senior management look after you quite 
heavily and worry about what you're doing, that kind of thing. Whereas, I 
think, on a lower level then I don~ know if that's actually the case or not. 
Graham feels that, for him, being on the list gave him other extra pieces of work to do 
on top of his day-to-day job. Graham refers to these as 'challenges'. 
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When [the Senior Leadership Team] have something that they think needs 
doing then ... it's one of these lists that they go and look at to decide, which is a 
bit of an anomaly because they're normally the most busy people anyway, you 
knOw, they've been given even more responsibility, but that's the way it works. 
Employees included on the list, as Graham explains, are not always informed about it. 
Of those who are informed, some can be sceptica~ mistrusting the credibility of such 
claims, suspecting that it may merely be a tactic to either 'fob them olf or motivate 
them and make them work harder. This is David's perspective. Demonstrating a level 
of critical insight not always shared by other participants, he says: 
Apparently I'm on the higher management potential profile ... I can't believe it 
though J.1y manager says, you knOw, I've put you on it. You're on it ... I don't 
know whether sometimes they uh ... flatter you. 
Other than the word of a manager, there is of course no way of establishing whether 
an individual is actually on the list or not since it remains secret. Individuals are left to 
wonder and dream of the future others envisage for them. William, for example, 
shares his thoughts: 
I'd be faSCinated to know whether I'm on an executive resources list or a high 
potential list. I know I was three years ago but nobody ever tells you when 
you come off them. I'd be fascinated to see what I had in ultimate potential 
column ... it really would be interesting to know, you know. I mean I would 
certainly see that ... I would expect to get to about [fourth line-management 
level] if I stay another 20 years or something like that. I'll be pretty 
disappointed if don't. 
Some intriguing functions ofthe list are illustrated here. William, it seems, is relying 
on the list and those who maintain it to inform him of his capabilities and potential 
rather than drawing on his own self-knowledge and personal aspirations. He doesn't 
contemplate asking significant others what his 'ultimate potential' is since he buys 
into the widely-accepted secrecy of the lists, and in so doing contributes, like others 
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who do the same, to the maintenance of this secrecy. One wonders at what point the 
list or those who maintain it, rather than the individual, becomes the determiner of 
people's fates. Is it possible to, for example, reach the level one aspires to if it is not 
written in the lists and therefore not supported by the senior management team? The 
list serves a number of other purposes too and can be interpreted at a number of 
different levels. For example, in some respects it serves as a work intensification 
device, since a product of being on the list is the 'gift' of extra work. Recipients rarely 
see this extra work on top oftheir full-time jobs as a hardship but as an opportunity 
granted to them by generous father figures - an opportunity to prove themselves and 
their worthiness of entrance to the IBM senior club. In line with Grey's (1994) study, 
the list itself can be seen to have Panopticon effects, strengthening the operation of a 
'disciplinary gaze' since those who suspect they are on a list, or aspire to be on it, 
know they may be at any time watched by senior managers, some of whom they may 
not even recognise. The secrecy of the lists helps maintain its disciplinary effects. In 
practical terms, it does not in actuality matter whether people really are on the list. If 
they aspire to be on the list, suspect they may be, or wish to remain on it, the effect 
remains the same. Since being on the list increases perceived chances of promotion, 
and results in special privileges, on the basis of participants' accounts most do aspire 
to be on the list and therefore most are subjected to its disciplinary effects. Believing 
you are one of the 'chosen' (Malik, 1975) has identity-bestowing, loyalty-inducing 
effects, ensuring individuals behave in and conform to the 'IBM way' in their attempt 
to remain a part ofthe IBM world. 
Though it may be mere coincidence, a surprisingly high number of participants (nine 
of the twenty) in this study believe they are on or have in the recent past been on the 
list. These are: Alison, David, Bethany, Sue, Adam, Peter, Nick, Graharn and 
William. Both Bethany and Sue believe they have been removed from the list since 
returning part-time from maternity leave (this issue is taken up again later in the 
chapter). Of this group, it is also interesting to note that, with the exception of Sue 
who has been removed from the list since becoming a mother, there are no technical 
specialists on or at least aware of being on the list. Again this theme is returned to 
later in the chapter. 
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8.2.3 Reward systems 
In their accounts of career nearly all participants refer to the reward systems at IBM. 
A closer inspection of these is helpful in revealing the kinds of behaviours which are 
encouraged as well as those which are widely frowned on. 
The use of financial incentives at IBM such as stock options is borne out by evidence 
here, with Adam, Peter, Williarn and Sue all volunteering the information that they 
are in receipt of these highly valuable packages. Stock options operate, it is claimed, 
as a device to: improve employee retention (Richter, 1998), increase organisational 
control (Deetz, 1998), foster loyalty (Heckscher, 1995) and to encourage conformity 
and entrap employees (Schein, 1971). Elements ofthese claims are reflected in 
participants' descriptions. For example, Adarn reflects: 
I know I could get more money if I went elsewhere, but I mean, I'm fairly well-
paid in comparison to my peers ... Very recently, I've been given a stock option 
which is exceptionally unusual ... and it's worth quite a lot of money ... and 
that's a sort of real vote of confidence ... I don't think it's a particularly ... it's 
not at all common ... To get the benefit from that I have to continue here for 
four years and I'd be an idiot not to, really. 
Adarn takes some pride in being singled out as 'special' and worthy of an 
extraordinary financial reward. However, just as being on an executive resources list 
is not as unusual as some employees have come to believe, so too being a recipient of 
a stock option is not as unusual as Adarn imagines. He is clearly not alone. Sue also 
volunteers the fact that she is in receipt of some very valuable stock options. Williarn 
too has seen his financial worth rocket in the few years he has been with the company: 
I'm paid very well ... Ijoined on £I5K. .. And after that I had reasonable steps. 
You know, went up to £20K and then to £25K and then to £3 OK and then I've 
just moved to £36K. So I've had pretty bigjumps thereafter ... This year I've 
got stock options for the first time. That's always a nice thing to get. The fact 
that the stock price has gone down $40 is a bit by-the-by. That's not their fault. 
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(laughs) ... sods law. you know. So, if I took up my stock option I'd actually 
lose sort of $20,000 or something. 
Feeling almost as though he has sold his sou~ Peter too has been persuaded to stay at 
IBM: 
I kind of lost my faith in [IBM] for a while. I still have but they gave me a load 
of share options so I've stayed. 
Asked what purpose he feels these options serve, Peter replies simply that they are: 
Golden handcuffs '" ties you into the company. 
Despite the fact that IBM has officially withdrawn its commitment to lifetime 
employment, some employees are nevertheless encouraged via generous financial 
packages to commit their futures to the company. There are however clear 
discrepancies in pay - ranging from some who are paid handsomely to some who feel 
positively aggrieved at the level of their own and others' pay. Perhaps this is most 
clear to those, like Sue, who herself has been well rewarded. She is unhappy at what 
she sees as an unfair system: 
The way they reward people is unfair - there are no cost of living rises. 
I know several people who've not had a pay-rise for years 
This dissatisfaction with pay is echoed by many others. For example, Asif declares: 
IBM is not a very good paymaster 
Jane explains: 
Job satisfaction and enjoyment is important as salary is not high 
We Ire working alongside people who are contractors .,. who are paid double 
what we/re paid ... I'd say IBM doesn't pay very well. 
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Nick complains: 
I mean salary I've had an issue with ever since Ijoined IBM and that is 
currently driving me towards looking outside ... They're bringing in graduates 
currently at around the £20 % mark ... which I don't mind telling you but 
that's £3K less than I'm on at the minute after 4 years and being in training for 
management, project manager at the moment. That's a huge imbalance and 
um ... something that I'm very unhappy about. 
Graham too expresses some disenchantment: 
My company does not pay people as much as it should ... ... I look at the 
salaries of the people that I employ and they've all done more years than me 
but they're also earning a lot more money and they have less responsibility. 
Leanne senses she is being paid poorly but is finding it hard to get hold of evidence to 
prove this to her boss since secrecy envelopes reward schemes. She complains: 
The pay scales are a complete mystery. 
The most obvious explanation for discrepancies in pay is that they are merely a 
product of a meritocratic reward system. There is however some evidence (presented 
below) which renders this conclusion somewhat suspect. Whatever the reason there 
are clearly dramatic differences in how much individuals at the same job level (e.g. 
William vs. Graham) are rewarded. 
8.3 MERITOCRACY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES? 
Attention is now turned to examining issues related to meritocracy and equal 
opportunities. This is not done in order to cast judgement on IBM practice but because 
they are referred to as key career features both by participants in this study and by 
academic commentators heralding the arrival of the 'new career' . 
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According to participants, meritocracy is considered to be fundamental to career 
systems at IBM. Many participants do in fact describe IBM as a 'fair' employer. 
Amanda believes that the company "tries to be an equal opportunity employer" and 
this is clearly important to her. As she explains: 
The reason I was keen to work/or IBM is that I saw them ... they were 
certainly sold to me very much as an equal opportunity employer ... and that 
has been pretty well borne out. You can get a few individuals who can be 
fairly obviously racist or sexist but the company policy is very clear, and if you 
do have any problems like that then it is very easy to complain about them and 
get them sorted. The company does explain very clearly to its employees that it 
doesn't expect that sort of thing to go on. 
It is of course important to disentangle rhetorical claims from evidence of practice and 
the former are certainly challenged by some overwhelming evidence from 
participants' accounts. Whereas Amanda is perhaps the most convinced that equal 
opportunities are a given at IBM, she is only able to maintain this belief at one level. 
As Jones (1983) recommends, it is interesting to juxtapose different stories running 
through her account which challenge this. One particular telling story she offers in 
response to a question about her own experience of equal opportunities: 
The only occasion that I believe affected me, although I can't know for certain, 
is when [ was pregnant with [my daughter J ... Before I went on maternity 
leave, when I was full-time, I'd been pursuing a certain promotion. For two 
years. I'd had various pieces of work and I was told if you do this you'll get 
promotion ... It was going on and on and I was getting fed up with this ... and I'd 
had these carrots dangled and I'd done what they wanted and I hadn't got the 
promotion. I'd been fairly quiet about it. In the end I got fed up and I went in 
to [my manager J and said look, you know, if I'm not going to get it this year 
then I'm going to move to a different department. He said, well you are, you 
are going to get it this year. You're in the plan, your name's down, you're 
going to get a promotion ... this year. And then a couple of months later I found 
out I was pregnant and I told them very early in the pregnancy ... um ... for 
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their benefit. Although [ didn't have to tell them ... and some people advised me 
against it. [felt that it wouldn't count against me and it would give them plenty 
of time to plan and [ told them and my promotion didn't happen. [wasn't told 
anything, it just evaporated and [ was quite upset about this because [ 
believed ... ... my second line manager that [ had at the time ... had quite a 
reputation for being a ... for being sexist ... [mean, [ did raise it ... [raised it 
with my new manager when I got back and she held the company line, if you 
like, that ... well ... you know, I'm sure that wouldn't happen. .. you know, you 
wouldn't have promotion withheld because you were going on maternity 
leave ... and, you know, it's not a promotion until you've got it. 
Amanda's ambivalence is interesting here. She succeeds in maintaining two opposing 
positions. On the one hand she has complete faith in the existence of equal 
opportunities and the ease with which one can complain about suspected policy 
breaches. On the other hand she is able to point to and recount a personal experience 
of what she suspects was direct discrimination and recounts how her attempts at 
protest were largely ignored. The fact that others advised her against admitting to her 
bosses that she was pregnant is telling. This recommendation of 'how to go on' 
(Giddens, 1979, 1984) suggests IBMers' recognition, at the level of practical 
consciousness at least, of a less meritocratic system in practice than is discursively 
acknowledged. 
Cathy tells the story of the time she discovered while at the pub with colleagues that 
her male peers were being paid considerably more than she was. She recounts her 
thoughts: 
[wondered whether it was a sexist thing. But [ don't think it is ... [ think it was 
just a personality thing. But [ was very upset at the time that I'd fallen behind, 
because I knew that [wasn't worse than them and that was incredibly 
demoralising. 
It is interesting that Cathy remains adamant that the reason for the discrepancy was 
not sex discrimination, seemingly clinging on to the oft-repeated claims that IBM is 
an equal opportunities employer. Unable to accept that this may be evidence against 
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such claims, Cathy has instead convinced herself that somehow the "personality 
thing" is a more likely and legitimate explanation thereby, like Amanda, retaining her 
belief in the overarching fairness and equality of the system. In this way Amanda and 
Cathy succeed in maintaining their personal narratives and with it their ontological 
security by, as Giddens (1991a) has suggested, 'filtering' out and! or re-interpreting 
evidence which challenges these. 
Asifs observations ofthe availability of promotion opportunities brings into question 
for him the authenticity of claims to meritocracy. Along with Graham, Asif suspects 
that, for some individuals at least, there is an element of having to serve a sentence 
before you can be considered for promotion, the length of the sentence being decided 
by senior managers. He says: 
They say in principle, I mean in terms ofwordings they say ... it's all 
performance-oriented, it's a meritocracy, it all depends on your performance, 
promotion is not time-bound if you have really done well, you can get 
promoted in one year, two years, three years. But I haven't seen that. 
Graham adds to this discussion: 
I mean despite what IBM says about this thing with meritocracy there's also a 
'have you done your year's component to your salary?' 
Earlier in the chapter it was noted that there are wide disparities in the reward 
packages individuals receive. Logically of course these variations could be put down 
to a meritocratic system which allocates rewards on the basis of performance, and this 
view is one held by some employees. As Amanda explains: 
IBM claims to run a merit based rewards system ... so your pay is based on 
how useful you are, how good you are, your pay rise is based on that. 
However, this assumption is also called into question. Referring to the manner in 
which decisions on pay-rises are resolved, Peter explains: 
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You get this sort of great complex thing and it all goes to a management 
meeting and everybody argues like [hell] about what should happen. So 
there's a pot of money which is spread out by some archaic series of rules. 
Based in theory on merit .... Based in actuality on merit, relationships ... and a 
whole bunch of other things. I mean, if you've got two people who are on 
paper are close, but Jack comes home and jump-starts your car in the winter 
and John's never spoken to you in his life, you give it to Jack. Or you give Jack 
a little more ... you give John a little bit and Jack some more. 
Peter here hints at flaws in the system - a theme which shall be returned to 
throughout. Even Amanda is unable to sustain her belief in the 'fairness' of the system 
for long and, contradicting somewhat her earlier claims, she vents her frustrations: 
A personnel practice that annoys a lot of people, annoys me and I know 
annoys managers who'll be open enough to say so, is having quotas for the ... 
[appraisal] system by which they assess us every year ... These days it's just a 
one, two or three, where a one is really good and a three is really bad. .. They 
have certain quotas of these. So a certain number of people have to be given a 
three ... And a certain number of people have to be given a one, but they have 
very little leeway. ... and, you know, in one group there might be someone 
where lots of them deserve ones and none deserve threes, but they have to be 
given them. Then in another group it could be just the other way round, and 
that's something that makes people quite cynical. I know one group who are 
guaranteed to get three, although managers used to deny it I think they now 
admit that it's true, is that if you've had a promotion in the last year, you will 
automatically get a three the following year ... I think that most managers will 
now admit that that happens and they say it's so that you've got somewhere to 
improve '" but I think in fact it's to help with the quotas ... and you just shrug 
your shoulders and accept it ... and I'm happy to accept that because that's the 
system ... um ... some people do get very disgruntled when it happens. 
Since the source of the unfairness Amanda reports is not a discriminatory practice, she 
is able to maintain her belief in equal opportunities. This is a practice which, although 
far from ideal in her eyes, is one which every IBMer is subjected to and since it is the 
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way 'the system' works there is little point of mounting a challenge. This practice of 
having a quota for the number of each rating which can be awarded is confirmed by 
Sue who, as a manager, has had on occasion to give people a rating of three: 
not because they did a badjob but because you would have to give out so 
many threes 
This adds support to Garr's (2000) claim of the existence of a quota system for 
appraisal ratings and again runs counter to claims that a genuine meritocratic system 
operates at IBM. Despite this, as this section shows, the narrative of meritocracy and 
equal opportunities is woven through participants' accounts alongside evidence to the 
contrary. 
8.3.1 Technical vs. manageriaV generalist employees 
In line with findings reported in the careers literature (e.g. Gunz, 1989; Zabusky and 
Barley, 1996; Herriot et a1, 1994) as well as the IBM literature (e.g. Ferguson and 
Morris, 1994), it is possible to detect a distinct divide between technical specialist 
staff on the one hand, and generalistl managerial staff on the other, with the former 
group seemingly less valued than the latter and with restricted access to career 
opportunities. For example, Amanda (a Developer) reflects: 
When I think of careers at IBM, I think more of management than anything 
else because that's very definite and very visible, and also it's the managers 
who are granting promotions ... and I think that it's part of human nature that, 
to some extent at least, people will always appreciate their own job more ... so 
they will value people doing the same sort of job higher than other people. 
That's what they'll tend to do, it's quite hard not to. It's like managers are just 
a waste of space and programmers are doing all the work, you know, that 
could be my point of view. But I do appreciate that they are doing an equally 
important job, it's just different . ..... They used to say that there were these two 
parallel career levels, management and technical. But the fact is that didn't 
work There were very few people high up on the technical ladder. There were 
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two or three technical gurus and that was it. Whereas there were hundreds of 
managers, middle level managers, and I think they're still trying to figure out 
how to have the genuine technical ladder, with lots of people on it ... ... they 
find it hard to value a purely technical person that has no management 
involvement '" ... I think they find it hard to consider promoting someone to a 
high level, doing a purely technical job, unless they can see that they're 
managing something, that they're managing a project or managing people. 
They can't pick someone who will just sit in their office and be a brilliant 
programmer but I think .. I think that from an IBM, from a company point of 
view, which is how they should look at it, that they should value those people 
as well. You need a good mixture. You need people who are brilliant 
managers, who do a little bit of everything and organise everything, and you 
need someone who can't speak to another human being but who can write shit-
hot code. 
Cathy (also a Developer) adds more weight to Amanda's view: 
I think more organisational work is thought of as higher in IBM sometimes ... 
if you put forward an organisational role or if you show ability to go into a 
management role then you'll be more likely to get on. So if I was doing the sort 
of things which were almost like a managerial thing, then that would help my 
career and yet I've no intention of going into management. 
Asif(a technical specialist) also feels that his work is devalued and his technical 
anchorage holds him back career-wise: 
I'm not perceived as a manager. I'm perceived more as a technical leader. 
OK, I mean if some technical problems comes up, OK Asif can help you. But if 
some personal problems comes up, I'm not the guy who is looked upon ... at the 
moment Ifeellike I don't have credibility. People still perceive me as a 
technical person. I don't know how to change that. 
Sue, a technical specialist who is also in a managerial role, is the exception to the rule, 
but recognises the problems her technical colleagues continue to face. She explains: 
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If you're say, a technical team leader of people ... for some reason it's just not 
seen as .. , so demanding, although I think that in some respects it IS probably 
more so because you end up doing a managerial type job and still trying to do 
a technical job, with a bit of project management thrown in. .. so it seems 
harder. 
It is possible to gauge to some extent where these denigrating attitudes may originate 
from, how they are reinforced and how they may be re-created. For example, Alison, 
now a second-line generalist manager, began life at IBM as a programmer although 
by her own admission, was not good at it and didn't see it as a 'proper job': 
I thought, when I first started and I was a computer programmer, that was a 
job, albeit that I hoped that I'd have a career later on ... and then ... where I'd 
always wanted to go was management so I wanted to gain technical skills and 
then move into management... so when I could see that was an option... I 
think that's when, in my mind. ... it changed from being just a graduate position 
into being, sort of, a career. 
Now responsible for recruiting and developing the next generation ofIBMers it is 
likely that Alison's attitudes are being passed on. There are clear examples of the 
work of programmers and developers being openly devalued. Nick for example 
confesses: 
Originally when I came here I wanted to go into programming. I asked to do a 
lot of programming and it took me a year to decide against that ... Industrial 
programming is not fun ... It's not very creative and there's an awful lot of 
boring stuff that real programmers don't like ... um ... which is why I started 
looking at some project management 
Nick has made sense of his departure from programming by defining himself as a 
'real programmer' whose talents extend beyond what he sees as boring and uncreative 
'industrial programming', devaluing the work of his technical colleagues in the 
process, and almost inevitably communicating these attitudes to those he works with. 
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There are of course likely to be elements of self-protection contained in Nick's 
assessment - attacking the role may serve to mask his own struggle to master 
programming skills for example. The more the sorts of attitudes which Alison and 
Nick are conveyed, the more acceptable they become. The more acceptable they 
become, the more they are reinforced. Indeed so potent have such attitudes proved 
that IBM executives, who have now decided that the situation must be changed, are 
struggling to have any impact on the problem. As Graham explains, the company has 
officially signalled its intention to develop and reward technical expertise: 
IBM repeatedly has said you know, look, we're a technology company, we're 
not a company of managers. It isn't something that we produce. We produce 
technology, Is and Os and that sort of stuff. So they want all the managers to 
be of a technical bent ...... Lou Gerstner says ... at our heart we're a technical 
company and we don't employ managers for the sake of managing people. We 
want technical people. And he's sent that message back via all of the directors 
and senior management group. Our director came back and told us managers 
that we ought to be keeping our technical skills up to date. He made the 
assumption that we actually have a kit bag of technical tools ...... I don ~ 
suppose [Lou Gerstner J does have a technical background ... but the message 
is pretty clear now I think. It's um ... there is no management profession. There 
just isn't one ...... 
IBM has its work cut out for it. The systems in place, developed over many years, 
appear to be geared towards producing and rewarding only generalists with 
management potential, not technical expertise. Nevertheless, Graham is beginning to 
feel insecure. Echoing Watson Jr.'s admission that he was not as clever as some of his 
peers, Graham frets: 
That's another thought that eats away at me is that if 1 take a step forward 
from where I am now I'm getting a step further away from ever being able to 
regain technical skills. Not that they were brilliant anyway" .... I'm pretty sure 
I'm not as clever as um ... some of the people that I joined with You know, IT-
wise. Probably better than the national average but not as clever as some of 
the people I joined with 
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- - - - - -------- --- - - --------------
Graham feels that the goalposts are moving, and he is not sure he will be able to 
compete for much longer. 
8.3.2 Women and career 
Continuing with the discussion relating to meritocracy and equal opportunities, 
attention is focused now on women and their careers at IBM. IBM has in the past been 
noted as being male-dominated (e.g. Rodgers, 1970; Malik, 1975; Bassett, 1986). 
According to some female participants in this study, little has changed. IBM is 
described by Leanne as "dominated by men" and both Leanne and Joanne report 
being the only females in their team. Some see this as potentially beneficial, for 
example Ruth recalls the day of her interview: 
There was fifteen of us and I was the only girl in that interview day and that 
was daunting ... I remember how bloke after bloke walked in ... In my early 
years, it was quite a novelty to be a female techie ... and the novelty factor 
actually stands quite well in your favour. 
This novelty factor can however lead later to doubts about the basis of promotion 
decisions and give rise to suspicions of tokenism. For example, both Bethany and Sue 
have questioned whether their promotion to managerial level was largely because they 
were women rather than on merit. Bethany confesses: 
I have to say I'm not entirely sure how much of my promotion was because I 
was female, how much it was because I was capable. I have no idea. And 
that's ... that's hard ... you know? It's hard to not know how much ofit is 
because you're capable of doing the job and how much of it is because you 
happen to be a woman and they might have a list somewhere that says they 
need to promote only women ... And there were a lot of comments you know, 
when I got promoted '" There were two others who got promoted at the same 
time, both happened to be female and got through fairly quickly ... So I don't 
know. I don't know. 
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Similarly, Sue worries about her promotion: 
I start wondering if they've done it because I'm female and there aren't that 
many senior female techies around ... 
This nagging doubt about the efficacy of promotions gained by women is reinforced 
by GiIlian's praise of her unofficial female mentor: 
[She] doesn't approve of putting women forward just for the hell of putting 
women forward. You know, [she believes] you have to prove yourself, that you 
are capable of the job. 
The underlying suggestion here is that there are, in contrast, people within the 
company who do put women forward for promotion 'for the hell of it'. This in turn 
contributes to recurrent doubts about women's capabilities. The impact of motherhood 
on women's careers, as we shall see, likely serves to reinforce such doubts. 
8.4 FAMILY FRIENDLY? PARENTHOOD AND CAREER AT IBM 
8.4.1 Motherhood and career 
Of all the participants, 5 women (Amanda, Bethany, Siobhan, Cathy, Sue) and 3 men 
(David, Peter, Graham) have children. The impact of parenthood on their careers 
should, in theory, be minimal since IBM are acknowledged by some of their 
employees as being, relatively speaking, a 'good' and family friendly employer. For 
example, Amanda compares herself to some of her non-IBM friends. 
I know a lot of women in this area who work. or did work for various different 
employers, who've got children, and I'm in a very, very good position. In terms 
of being able to ... having the option of going back part-time and having 
flexible hours ... flexible days ... They're very good if she's ill, which happens 
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rarely, and that sort of thing. Yeah, I mean, as a part-time job for a working 
mother, it's an extremely good one, it really is. 
Whilst this is encouraging, and there is no doubting that IBM are, again relatively 
speaking, most likely one of the most progressive employers when it comes to 
arrangements for women returning from maternity leave, we should caution against a 
celebratory and uncritical commentary, for the price of these family friendly 'options' 
is a hefty one. Despite Amanda's enthusing, on the basis of accounts of mothers in 
this study, having children signals for them, to all intents and purposes, the end of 
their careers. As Amanda explains: 
Before I had a child I had a career ... I'm not prepared to put in the sort of 
time and effort that it takes to have a career, well I've got a young child. Um ... 
if I was prepared to do that then I would still see it as a career and I think I 
would still be treated as having a career. 
It is not merely Amanda's personal interpretation of her own career that leads her to 
conclude that it has come to an end, but tellingly it seems all those around her have 
drawn the same conclusion and no longer treat her as a careerist - as though there is a 
tacit rule that career is something reserved only for men and childless women. Indeed, 
all the women who have had children feel that their careers as a direct result have 
stopped. 
Amanda's ability to maintain the same hours now she has childcare responsibilities 
are limited, and these responsibilities faH exclusively to her. She makes no suggestion 
that her husband, who is also employed by IBM, should share the burden equally with 
her. (This may in fact be for very practical reasons since it should be noted that IBM 
do not offer the option for men to return part-time following the birth of a child). 
Amanda's experiences are mirrored in Bethany's although Bethany seems more 
profoundly affected by the whole saga. In her TST (self) she states: 
My career stopped with the birth of my first child 
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Bethanyelaborates: 
Well ... whatever list I was on, I mean in terms of career, I know I was down 
for a second line management job and that has not ever been mentioned. 
Nobody in any discusses and things ... if I bring up anything to do with 
promotion or moving anythingforward, it's very quickly squashed ...... 
I believe until I've stopped having children, until I walk in and s«y I'm 
definitely not having any more children, they won't even consider me for 
anything else ...... And this thing about maternity. They need to ... from my own 
personal point of view, they need to sort it out so ...... that when you come 
back you're managed like aperson who has a career not like a person who's 
just come back until they have their next baby ... jilling a gap, you'll do ajob 
till then. 
Thus, like Amanda, Bethany not only feels that she has no career, importantly she 
feels she is not being treated as though she has a career. In other words, there appears 
to be widespread ifunspoken acceptance of the incompatibility of motherhood and 
career. All mothers in this study have a similar tale to tell. Cathy recalls: 
MY career seemed to be starting to take off a bit before I went on maternity 
leave and now I feel like it's almost been put on hold until I go back full-
time ... ... 1 ended up in team leadership jinally. That was before 1 went on 
maternity leave and I guess I've taken a step back in a way. I'mjust a 
Developer now. 
Sue admits: 
My career ... .. , is coming to a bit of an end .. because of, you know, how my 
priorities have changed ...... I suppose I'm slipping now from being on the 
high-flying list to being on the mediocre list ... so I can see the writing on the 
wall, I can see what's going to happen. 
Sue also tells the story of a female colleague who has had the same experience: 
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There /s a lass who /s been here ... who used to be my manager when [first 
joined who /s older ... and went into management. Terribly career-minded. 
Really moved on very quickly took on some really difficult roles, loads of 
stress ... suddenly fell pregnant at 42. Hadn't any children, wasn/t married ... 
one of those big accidents of life, kind of thing ... She's gone from like the real 
high-jlying sort to my sort of position where you sort of hit a plateau. You 
know ... so she's gone from high-jlying to just the mediocre bunch if you know 
what [mean. 
Siobhan recounts a similar experience: 
[ did [have a career} ... now at the moment with um ... having a baby and not 
being mobile, it/s much more difficult. And [ think at the moment I'm having to 
take a back seat for afew years until [can come back ... and can be mobile 
again. 
Why do new mothers find themselves waving goodbye to their careers? One 
suggestion is they are no longer able to commit the same time and effort to work 
because of childcare responsibilities. Indeed, as her account above shows, Amanda 
openly acknowledges this. Maintaining the same commitment in terms oftime and 
effort appears therefore to be a necessary condition of career maintenance for new 
mothers. In fact, perhaps in response to this, IBM have in operation a financial 
incentive to encourage women to return full-time. As Sue explains: 
They/re very pro women coming back full-time and you get very big pay 
incentives to come backfull-time ... 25% pay rise for two years ... 
One wonders what the rationale behind this incentive is and in what ways it might be 
considered to be fumi1y friendly? Some may say the extra money helps pay for 
childcare costs, but it also operates to try and dissuade employees from returning part-
time. Perhaps the overriding reason for this pay incentive is illustrated by Sue's point: 
[ think that because most people round here tend to do a lot more than their 
standard 37 hour week anyway. If you do come back part-time you make a 
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bigger impact than possibly it seems ... I cut [officially] from 37 to 28 hours ... 
what I've really done is I've cut from like 50 to 28 ... 
Yet despite the 25% pay incentive, all five mothers in this study have elected to return 
part-time, For Sue, the reason was straightforward: 
The reason I came back part-time was because I wanted to spend time with my 
daughter. 
Aside from Bethany, all the other new mothers have rationalised the end of their 
career as linked to their decision to work part-time. For example, referring to the 
reason she believes she has gone from a team leadership role back to a Developer's 
role, Cathy explains: 
That's because I'm part-time and of course I have to juggle with other 
things .... You might need to do, for example, to be promoted, things which 
require you working long hours and which tend to be very flexible. 
Similarly Sue argues: 
If you work part-time hours you can't compete with someone of a similar 
ability who's doing twice as many hours as you a week effectively. In theory, 
you would get wherever they're going twice as quick. .. you know ... and I don't 
think that's unreasonable ... I don't think that's necessarily a bad thing. 
The proofofthe pudding is in the eating. If the theory that women's careers are halted 
purely because of what is portrayed as their decision to return part-time, then those 
who decide to return full-time should be able to maintain their careers without 
problem. Tellingly however, following the birth of her first child, Bethany took 
advantage of the 25% pay incentive and returned full-time. She soon discovered that 
she was still prevented from continuing her career, even on a full-time contract. She 
is angry: 
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There's no point in coming backfull-time! One of the things about coming 
back full-time is that you keep your career going, but you don't, so there's 
really limited point. You do if you work 12 hours and work absolutely no 
differently to the way you worked before, then you're fine. But the fact that 
you're working sort of, an 8 to 9 hour day, no matter what you get done in 
that, the fact that you don't have lunch, the fact that you literally ... you don't 
chat to anyone, you're just head down working the entire time you're there ... 
doesn't count. So therefore what's the motivation for me to come back full-
time? 
Officially there are no reasons why new mothers should not continue with their 
careers, as Wi11iam the HR specialist claims: 
I don't know of any preclusions of having a successful career if you're married 
and have children. There are plenty of people like [person x and person y] 
who have fairly young children and hold down successful and progressing 
jobs. 
Yet WilJiam's subsequent observation backs up Bethany's belief that only women 
who continue to display total devotion and work 12 hour days will find their careers 
intact, though frequently at the expense oftheir personal and family lives. William 
whispers, conveying some dismay and concern: 
[One manager] takes her nanny on holiday with her ... 
Such demanding long hours presentee-style cultures (noted by Thomas and 
Dunkerley, 1999; Nicolson, 1996; Simpson, 1997; Landers et ai, 1997) put mothers at 
a distinct disadvantage. Those intent on clinging on to their careers must go to 
extraordinary lengths. As Mirvis and Hall (1994) have noted, even family friendly 
firms still value most highly those who sacrifice family life. 
What all women fail to ask is whether promotion is gained for serving a sentence (in 
which case full-time males will have 'done their time' long before part-time females) 
or gained for capability? Crucially, which does IBM proclaim? How can individuals 
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on the one hand describe an exemplary meritocratic system and on the other accept 
that as child-bearing women, it is unreasonable to demand to be treated on the basis of 
merit? Sue begins to question her assumptions and begins to reassess her position. In 
contrast to Amanda's views above, she concludes: 
I don't think IBM are that good with part-time people. 
Thinking out loud, Sue attempts to make sense of what has happened: 
My career has hit a bit of a stumbling block .. of my own making ... well [of my 
own making] only because I wanted a family which I think most women do at 
the end of the day, don'twe? Most of us would want afamily sooner or later ... 
so in that sense it/s of my own making ... and the fact that I went through IVF 
but ... But then all women do [want afamily] so in that sense it's not ... mmm ... 
most men would want afamily ... so um ... they don't go back to work part-
time ... 
Cathy's feelings are ambivalent: 
They stry well w/vl do women fall behind? And now it seems so clear to me 
why women fall behind. I find that really difficult to cope with because 
although it doesn't bother me now I know that it will bother me in the future. 
I'm not being treated as seriously as I was. But on saying that they have been 
very good to me in some respects. I think it's difficult. 
Despite the 'family friendly' backdrop, motherhood clearly has an enormous impact 
on women's careers (Davidson and Cooper, 1992; Marshall, 1984; Fletcher and 
Bailyn, 1996). As Goffee and Jones (2000) and Gallos (1989) have suggested, it 
seems widely accepted that women who wish to commit part of their lives to bringing 
up a family should not expect the kind of career progression achieved by their peers 
who devote 'their all' to career. These beliefs thereby become normalised, escape 
critical review and therefore go unchallenged. Women who are seen as electing 
voluntarily, or freely choosing, to move from a work-centred lifestyle to an adaptive 
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one which combines work and home commitments (Hakim, 2000) must face the 
career consequences. 
What does this evidence say about the notions of career held by new mothers and 
those around them at work? What does it tell us about the ways in which career is 
conceptualised? It does appear to highlight several key dimensions. First, the fact that 
new mothers describe their careers variously as having stopped, finished, halted 
suggests that they possess very traditional, bureaucratic notions of career. In line with 
definitions put forward by Arthur et aI (1989), Arnold (1997) and Arthur and 
Lawrence (1984), career for them centres on employment-related activities. New 
commitments outside of this arena are not seen to be part of career. The new mothers 
here do not, for example, talk of new directions their careers have moved in as a result 
of motherhood. They do not perceive motherhood as having added a new dimension 
to their careers but as an event which has taken away their career. Despite the fact that 
they continue to be employed by IBM and continue in employment-related activities, 
the fact that they believe there is little or no opportunity for promotion and vertical 
progression is equated with the end of their career. Though an onlooker might read 
their circumstances very differently, these are the notions of career embedded in their 
accounts. In addition to this there are strong echoes of the andocentric perspectives 
(e.g. MarshaIl, 1984; Evetts, 1992; Hopfl and Homby Atkinson, 2000) in the various 
beliefs and normalised assumptions underpinning accounts about what it takes to 
maintain and progress a career. Career success is it seems based on male experiences 
of work and male life-cycles. The conditions of career success ignore female life-
cycles and accompanying life-style constraints (Hopfl and Homby Atkinson, 2000). 
8.4.2 Notions of 'free' choice? 
Women are presented with a 'choice' which Evetts (1994) refers to as 'impossible' in 
contrast to Hakim (1996,2000) who views it as a free choice. On the basis of 
evidence from accounts, it is argued here that the so-called choices women face are 
far from free. What 0 bstructs and constrains these choices? The "deep structure of 
valued characteristics and behaviour" noted by Marshall (1984: 169) in this setting 
serve to cast career and family in opposition with each other (Fletcher and Bailyn, 
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1996; Halford et ai, 1997; Aryee and Luk, 1996). Thus mothers here feel they are 
presented with a choice between motherhood on the one hand and career on the other. 
There are no options, as they see it, which allow them to combine both. Not even 
returning to full-time work following maternity leave 'saves' career, as Bethany's 
experiences demonstrate. Thus options which these new mothers would have chosen, 
notably maintaining both career and family life, are closed off. Their preferred choice 
is therefore not available. It is not, as Hakim (1996) has claimed, that because of the 
unbeatable attractions of home-centred lives these women do not want careers. To the 
contrary, these women clearly do want careers but are prevented from maintaining 
them because of their necessary commitment to life beyond work. 
As they try to make sense of their experiences, all mothers ask themselves - what 
other choice did I realistically have? For example Amanda attempts to rationalise 
events: 
My prospects are going to be pulled. well I'm part-time but that's my choice, 
but I'm dissatisfied with it, I'm not completely happy working part-time. From 
a work point of view I want to work full-time but I find it frustrating because I 
erifoy the work and I want to spend more time on it ... but I don't want to do 
that at the expense of full-time child care. So I've chosen to be part-time ... so 
I'm dissatisfied but it's my own choice ... . .. Now that I'm part-time it's more of 
a job than a career but that's a choice that I've made and that I've been able to 
make. So I do feel that my career, as such, is pretty much on hold, through my 
own choice, because my priority is different at the moment. 
Cathy expresses some distress: 
It is frustrating to a certain extent and then I have to think, well, it is my 
choice. I could come back full-time if I wanted to which I don't want to. But 
you can't have everything. 
Sue also draws on the cliche used by Cathy to attempt to make sense of what has 
happened: 
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I think ... you can't have everything .... all of the time ... you can have 
everything but not necessarily all at once ... 
As was noted in chapter 4, the use of cliche here - 'you can't have everything' -
legitimises the situation as normal and natural and thereby encourages its acceptance 
(Anderson-Gough et aI, 1998). 
Sue continues: 
I've always known it was my decision. .. I may not like the consequences but it 
was still my decision. No-one made me work part-time so .,. I'm not too bitter 
and twisted about it. As I've said I always feel that it was my decision 
anyway ... and ... and I chose a family over a career. 
Herein lies the key point - that new mothers are forced to make a choice between 
family on the one hand and career on the other (e.g. Halford et aI, 1997; Lineham and 
Walsh, 2000; Thomas and Dunkerley, 1999). Despite rhetorical claims offamily 
friendliness, on the basis of new mothers' accounts, there is little chance of clinging to 
both. Career and family are cast in opposition rather than competition. This clearly 
represents a furced not free choice for Bethany: 
Ideally I would have liked to have stayed on moving the career forward but 
you know ... I've sort of resigned myself because I can't cope with the stress of 
it otherwise, to say OK, back shelf for maybe jive or ten years and then, you 
know, when the children are ready for it then I'll go back and go back in. 
The accounts of women here resonate with those in Halford et al's (1997: 265) study 
with some women "content and most resigned" to the halting of their careers. 
The unsettled, dissatisfied, unhappy experiences noted by Gallos (1989) are clearly in 
evidence here. These are not, as Hakim (2000) argues 'chosen identities'. All five 
women with children in this study want careers but are denied them because of their 
refusal or inability to adopt a 'single (work) life focus'. One must ask what possible 
way could these women maintain their careers? The answer is clear, by giving up all 
childcare responsibilities or better still, giving up their children. There is no middle 
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ground. That they do not perceive their choices as forced is a product of discursive 
practices which continue to present these choices as 'free', leading in turn to the 
widespread acceptance that it is reasonable to halt the careers of those women who 
have children (the majority) and those women who opt for part-time work (at IBM 
also the majority). Reflecting Fournier's (1998) arguments, women who have 
exercised their so-called 'free choice' and elected to have children only have 
themselves to blame for the career consequences of their decision. If women want 
careers, they must play by the established rules and furgo a family life. There is no 
suggestion and no thought that a genuinely family friendly firm should change the 
rules. These attitudes (and rules) are thereby passed on and re-created, feeding into the 
life decisions of other women. For example Gillian shares her worries and the price 
she believes she' 11 have to pay if she decides to have children: 
Me and my husband - our families are going, shouldn't you be having 
children? And there's that sort of urn, do I want to have children? Do I want to 
come back to work? Do I give up my career? But I can't imagine life without 
my career, my work career in the background ... 
Gillian, it seems, is right to worry. The career effects of motherhood include 
restricting access to training and education, further hampering opportunities for career 
progress. As Bethany recalls: 
Ha! No, 1 mean when 1 talked about training, when 1 was coming back 1 
wanted to train in project management and ... 1 will not give up on that but it 
was like ... ha, ha, you're coming back part-time and you want training? 
And Cathy reflects: 
Yeah. .. yeah. IBM is quite good for education. They'll always pay for you to go 
on education .... the only thing is is that you have to find time to. The problem 
is that I'm part-time. So on the days ... if I had like a week's education I'd have 
to find nursery or childcare for the other two days. So I've not been on 
education for a bit. But they have been very good, especially at the beginning. 
1 always thought that they were very good 
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It is very difficult to understand how these practices can possibly be presented as 
'family friendly' equal opportunities yet again the 'doublethink' (WiIlmott, 1993) 
position is maintained with women both aggrieved at the career effects of motherhood 
and simultaneously proclaiming the 'goodness' of their employer. 
8.4.3 Maintaining gender biases 
The servicing role traditionally played by women was noted earlier, both in general 
terms (Evetts, 1994; Halford and Savage, 1995) and specifically within IBM (e.g. 
Belden and Belden, 1962). These assumptions about the role of women are it seems 
difficult to shake off and whilst the rhetoric proclaims the contrary, even recent IBM 
practice has apparently continued to cast women in such a role. Amanda offers a 
comparison between the old system as was and the new system aspired to, along with 
the inherent difficulties in bridging the divide between the two: 
I think the company as a whole is very keen to be flexible around families 
although it also likes people to be quite devoted to the company. It's a bit two-
sided, I think But for a long time it's employed, particularly on the technical 
side, it's employed mostly men and has expected their wives to not work or ... 
it's been afact that most of them have had wives who don't work and so if they 
have children, it's the wives who look after them. So they've had men who will 
work long hours and who will travel um ... but they also ... I think there's even 
been an edict from the parent company in the States that we should be more 
family friendly and we should be more flexible and so they are looking for 
ways to do that They're also actively trying to encourage youngfemale 
graduates to join because they're short of programmers. And they realise that 
even among the small percentage offemale graduates in LT, I think there's 
something like 15% of graduates in 1. T are women, and IBM is recruiting only 
about 5% women. 
It is interesting to note here that the push to recruit more women appears to have more 
to do with the fact that IBM finds itself short of programmers rather than short of 
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women. In other words the rationale is a commercial performative one rather than 
equal opportunities one. 
Turning to women at IBM in positions of some power, Alison's account gives a nod 
to why change is so long coming to IBM, presenting as she does some ofthe 
normalised beliefs and assumptions about the necessary conditions of maintaining a 
career at IBM detected in earlier sections: 
You know, it's no pain no gain, think, I mean ... I might have a different view, I 
mean I don't, haven't got children. I haven't got family at home and I have no 
intention of having one at the moment ... I mean, that might change. I'm not a 
radical feminist that ... I'll never have children but, I mean, the whole idea 
repulses me at the moment. But I don't ... do you know what I mean ... I don't 
want to say that I'll never, never, never do it because I don't know ... and I 
might change thoroughly if, if ever that happens ... I might just say I only want 
to work nine to five. But I think if I did that I don'tthink that I'd expect ... well I 
wouldn't expect to be treated in the same way as somebody who was putting in 
much, much more effort, who could get involved in you know, sort of 
everything. I'd give, I'd, I'd expect to be treated well... if I was doing the job 
well and if I was doing as expected, and if I was increasing, I was improving 
over time, I wasn't sort of tailing off. .. which I think is a tendency with people 
at IBM .. I mean I think you can only have it ... you can't have it every way, can 
you? I mean you either put more time and energy into your career and have it 
move atthe speed you wantitto, or you say well .... I mean it,!... I don't see 
family as the be all and end all. I think if somebody decides that they don't 
want to move at that speed and they want to spend every Friday shopping, you 
know, I mean ... whether it's children, whether it's ... whatever it is, because not 
everybody has families ... you know? Some people have um ...... parents that 
they need to look after. Some people just don't want to work more than thirty ... 
Because if you can't be bothered ... 
Alison perhaps simultaneously offers some explanation here for why she has been 
promoted so rapidly to a second-line manager position. As Halford et al (1997) and 
Hennig and Jardim (1978) found, childless women without domestic responsibilities 
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enjoy greatest career success. Alison has no major interests outside of work and 
commits herself well beyond the '9 to 5' thus displaying loyalty (Thomas and 
Dunkerley, 1999) and commitment (Marshall, 1989; Gallos, 1989) to IBM and an 
IBM career. She also expresses strongly her aversion to having children, signalling to 
those around her that her commitment to career will remain uncompromised for the 
foreseeable future. This model is used by Alison to assess herself and others around 
her and to explain their success (or lack of it). Alison seems to be equating those with 
outside interests, childcare responsibilities or dependant relatives to care for as 'not 
being bothered' - in other words uncommitted to work and career and unwilling to 
pull their weight. Just as Hakim (2000) draws parallels between having children and 
engaging in a 'weekend hobby', so Alison makes connections between childcare 
responsibilities and ladies ofleisure who prefer shopping to working. Drawing on 
Hakim's (2000) categories, we can interpret Alison's perspective as seeing work-
centred women as eligible for career progression and adaptive women not. Both these 
categories are, as argued in chapter 3, considered to be based on male models of 
career. The ongoing re-activation of these to explain career progress thus reinforces 
the andocentric dimension to the concept of career. It is interesting to note the cliches 
(Anderson-Gough et ai, 1998) contained in Alison's account. First is the 'no pain no 
gain' one which suggests that to have a career there must be some suffering and 
sacrifice (Mirvis and Hall, 1994). Second is the 'you can't have it everyway' (which 
both Cathy and Sue have already drawn on) which lobbies against challenges to the 
current status quo. In fact Alison would dearly like to see a change to women's career 
lot though this is driven largely because she misses female company. She is 
apparently unaware that it is her own attitudes to and beliefs about the characteristics 
successful careerists must display which may be creating the very system she claims 
to want to change: 
I would like to change the culture in [this location] with regards to women. To 
make it easier for women to be party to this, kind of, or feel able to apply to 
this, kind of area ... because I think one thing that I miss isfemale company. I 
mean, I'm really lucky here because three of my managers, three of us are 
women, so that's really nice but it's very unique ... and a lot of people in this 
area are women but that's amazingfor [this site] ... my previous team had 
twenty jive people, I was the manager and I had one woman in it ... you know? 
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Similarly, despite feeling the most aggrieved of all new mothers, Bethany goes on to 
find ways to rationalise IBM's treatment, hinting at the possibility that were she in a 
managerial position, she may in fact do the same: 
I think it's probably that they've just never thought about it ... it's not that hard 
to solve ... but Ijust don't think anybody's thought about it. Yeah ... I mean if 
you think about it, if you're managing and you're thinking oh she's likely to go 
off and have another baby so that means I'm only thinking about a 6-month 
job, or you know, I2-month job so therefore what can I put her in? ... '" And 
from a personnel manager's point of view, they're just doing the best they can 
with the resources that they've got and I look at them more as people who are 
trying to run a small business. You know, I mean it's very difficult when 
someone goes on maternity leave in a small business. 
Of course, IBM is many things, but it is not, by any stretch of the imagination, a small 
business. 
8.4.4 Fatherhood and career 
Work-family conflict is of course not the exclusive preserve of mothers, but 
experienced also by futhers (e.g. Evetts, 1994). However, the nature of this conflict 
and its career implications differ somewhat. Three men in this study are fathers, all of 
whom feel they have retained their careers, albeit with some fallout. This is, as we 
have seen, in sharp contrast to the experiences of mothers who all believe their careers 
have ended. 
What then are the effects offatherhood on men's careers? Adam suspects he will find 
it harder to be as geographically mobile when he starts a family, echoing Siobhan's 
actual experiences since becoming a mother. In Peter's case, the experience has 
triggered an even greater commitment to work and career: 
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You change as you get older ... because you make a different series of choices. I 
became a father, that certainly brought me into a position where I needed to 
lookfor more stability to ensure that I have ... the income stream going. 
For others though fatherhood has led to a desire to decrease the time devoted to work 
in order to free up time for family life (as distinct from primary childcare 
responsibilities). For Graham, who has a three month--old son, first marriage and then 
fatherhood has meant he now devotes less time to work than before: 
Before I was married and certainly before I had [my son] the hours and the 
weekends that I was working ... , I mean I put in a lot of time ... it was not 
unknown to get up in the middle of the night and do something because we'd 
just had a new order or I couldn't sleep or something like that. I don't do that 
anymore. 
So it is not just women whose hours of work decline and who are unable to commit as 
much to work as they did before they had family commitments. Women nevertheless 
seem to suffer more profound effects on their careers. Perhaps this is partly to do with 
the fact that primary childcare responsibilities fall almost exclusively to women. 
Reflecting the servicing role played by women, the wives of all three fathers in this 
study certainly shoulder the bulk of childcare responsibilities, leaving their husbands 
freer to meet the demands of an (IBM) career. For example, as David expIains: 
I've got two young kids. Two little girls and ... I don't want to work at the 
weekends if I can possibly help it. I don't mind working late at night. I don't 
want to do it all week long because my wife needs a break 
Graham's wife has given up entirely her own full-time career to care for their son. 
The decisions facing Graham are different to those faced by his wife. There is no 
question that he will give up his career. He is merely concerned with minimising the 
time demands of this career in order that he can secure more time to spend with his 
family: 
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What I want to do is slowly fade away andjust end up with afirst-line, 
probably a good second-line management job. Maybe I ought to think about 
leaving IBM and finding another job that is more 9 to 5. I know an mifullot of 
people who earn more than I do ... I could do their job as well as they do and 
then have more ... controlled hours I suppose ... '" People have a perception of 
what I am and what I can cope with and my life outside of work has changed 
quite a lot over the past three months ... I'm now looking at my career and 
thinking ...... I don't spend as much time as I always in my own mind said I 
would with my family. That didn't used to be a problem until [my wife] gave 
up work, because we were both working the same sort of hours. Now it is a 
problem Or I can see it ... growing into one because I'm not doing what I 
always wanted to do. I wanted to ... I wanted to be able to spend more time at 
home, not work on Sunday evenings ...... I can't see a step forward. I can't see 
a career progression without home life suffering a bit ... I mean I don't want 
[my wife] to have to go back to work ... so ... I need to lookfor that next job 
now and lookfor a bigger salary but that may have an implication on how 
much time I get to spend with [my wife] and [son]. I haven't quite reconciled 
that one in my mind at the moment. So yes ...... maybe Ifeel as though I've 
plateaued because I feel there are things pulling me backwards now whereas 
they never were. 
Graham's account throws up some interesting issues. Whilst Graham is keen for his 
wife not to return to work, it is less clear what she herself wants. There is some 
evidence that she is not entirely happy since she has told Graham she is bored and that 
if she cannot return to work, she would like him to secure an assignment abroad. She 
sees the demands of getting to grips with a new culture as a new challenge in the 
absence of her own career. It is also clear that Graham is experiencing his new fumily 
responsibilities as obstructions to his career (Deetz, 1998). In stark contrast, for 
women these new responsibilities are the slayer of their careers. 
The key issue here is that although men's careers are affected by parenthood, they are 
affected in very different ways. Men are not forced to make the choice - career or 
family, one or the other. Men retain both. Whilst for some men, for example Graham, 
career and family life may be thrown in competition with each other, crucially they 
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are not cast in opposition as they are for women. The speed of men's career 
progression may be restricted if they wish to cut back on hours to spend more time 
with their families, but none of the men say that their careers are over. Nor do any 
express the wish to be able to work part-time in order to take on a share of childcare 
responsibilities. Indeed tellingly, this is viewed by William, the HR specialist, as an 
entirely unacceptable career move: 
Well obviously if one had chosen to be a house-husband or whatever clearly 
that's not a career ... I mean it's probably a damn sight more work I would 
think .. from what I've witnessed oJuh, oJyoung children Not that I have 
any ... 
8.4.5 Work-life balance: paying the price 
For both men and women (not just mothers and fathers) intent on achieving a work-
life balance there is a price to be paid in career terms although the price seems much 
higher for women with childcare responsibilities. David explains: 
It depends whether you are an ambitious work-loving person or whether 
you're conscious that you want your career to go OK and well but you've got 
outside interests and you want to do those and you've got aJamily or 
something that takes up your time and something that you love outside oJ 
work ...... I'd say that I was, at 25, really ambitious and quite willing to uh, sell 
my soul. And now my responsibilities have changed. I still ... have ... I'm a bit 
oJ a workaholic. I've got no problem doing 12 hour days and stuJJ but... I'm 
conscious oJ what I'm leaving behind by doing that and I try and make up Jor 
that and 1... 1 couldn't be away Jor a month at a time in a different country I 
don't think .... It's not Jair. So that's changed. I think my circumstances have 
changed. 
Peter is considering what his next career step will be and whether he is prepared to 
accept what he envisages as the inevitable sacrifices and lifestyle changes promotion 
to senior management level positions will entail: 
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I've got quite a bit of .. (sighs) '" churn going on at the moment ... it's 
difficult ... I singularly don't do any travel now. I did the best part of 18 months 
where I was on the road every day. I was managing a project that was 
happening in 5 different countries. It was actually happening in 11 different 
countries and I was responsible for 5 of them and auditing some of the 
others ... I'd leave Sunday at lunchtime. I'd be in 3 countries through the week. 
I'd get home Friday midnight. I'd get up Saturday, throw the washing in, have 
a curry on Saturday evening and then off again on Sunday ... and that's a crap 
way of living. And I put on 3 Yz stone ... even for me that was bad. Yeah, so 
they expect to have a much greater call on your time. 
Ruth is also painfully aware of some of the sacrifices she has had to make for the sake 
of her career. A keen and talented athlete, she has had to all but abandon this 'athletics 
career' as she puts it. Describing herself as having become an 'intergalactic traveller' 
since joining IBM, her career to date has entailed other sacrifices too: 
Because 1 was never at home ... I'd seen a couple of relationships flounder, 
simply because Ijust never was around. 
Williarn is beginning to sense that he has some tough decisions ahead of him: 
I'm perhaps beginning to realise that ... 1 need to think about where my ... a) 
natural ceiling is and b) what I want to sacrifice to get there. And I think ... I 
think there does come a time in a career, and I hope it isn't yet, where ... you 
have to decide, am I going to slightly sell my soul for my career or, you know, 
do I want to have more of a social life and, you know, and ... work to live not 
live to work. Because, clearly if you want to get to executive level you have to 
live to work. You have to expect that most weekends you might be travelling 
somewhere. You're always on call effectively. You know, if you're on holiday, 
you're probably always looking at your mail. That you'll be travelling all over 
the show away from your home and family andfriends. You know, if you have 
children then you probably wouldn't be able to go and see their sports day. 
That sort of thing. And I'm, you know, I'm not married, I don't have children 
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and none of that bothers me in the slightest at the moment. But I don ~ know 
whether one comes to a stage and sits down, with maybe one s wife or, you 
know, or whoever when you get to that stage, and make that conscious 
decision. Now I hope I don't have to make that conscious decision. I hope it 
just fits in nicely and I'm comfortable with my progression. 
Becoming a mother has triggered Sue to reflect on and reassess her priorities. She 
recalls: 
I used to work some daft hours ... and I'm just not willing to do that anymore ... 
and I'm not willing to .. to play second place ... I mean some people manage it 
round here but I think something suffers in the end ... if it's not your 
relationship with your children, it's your relationship with your husband 
They're more important to me now I think ... and my poor husband has at 
times played second best to ... to this company. You know, it's usually wives 
isn't it supposed to have a go at their husbands about ... why didn't you phone 
me and let me know you were going to be late? 
Clearly an IBM career comes at quite a considerable price. It is a price many are 
prepared to pay though. For example, despite Graham's concerns that he is unable to 
devote the time he would like to family life, asked whether he feels IBM owes him the 
opportunity to live his life having devoted so much ofit to the company, Graham 
replies without hesitation: 
No, I'll do that when I retire. 
8.5 SUMMARY 
In line with the research objective to offer a contextualised and situated account of 
career, this chapter has explored the career context and culture at IBM. Comparing 
and contrasting the key features described by the study'S participants with historical 
accounts ofIBM reveals some enduring cultural features. This in turn suggests change 
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on the scale proposed in the 'new careers' literature has yet to materialise. IBM 
remains a large, often slow bureaucracy which demands, in many senses, a great deal 
from its employees not least in terms of loyalty and devotion. Paternalism remains 
centraL with the company continuing to offer (and being seen to offer) protection of 
and demonstrating a caring concern for its employees. Employees on the whole take 
great pride in working for a company which they see as superior and in some respects 
invincible. A number of devices appear to operate to entwine their identity with IBM, 
transforming them into IBMers and eventually what is referred to as 'Lifers'. These 
include the continued (if curious) belief in lifetime employment and the promotion of 
the notion of the IBM family and community. In terms of career systems mobility for 
all and equal opportunity whilst rhetorically championed (and often by participants 
themselves) struggle to stand up to critical scrutiny. There is evidence that some 
individuals can find themselves held back and less able to compete for available 
opportunities. Technical specialists and new mothers are particularly vulnerable in 
this respect. Practices such as the maintenance of high potential executive resource 
lists can be seen to operate as Panoptic devices which effectively if invisibly 
discipline those both included on and excluded from the lists. Career and promotion 
decisions are frequently shrouded in secrecy making challenges to their efficacy 
difficult to mount. Cliche and other discursive practices, particularly the promotion of 
the notion of 'free choice', also hamper critical evaluations of career practices. 
Participants' assessments of such practices are frequently ambivalent, echoing 
Willmott's (1993) notion of 'doublethink'. A series oftacit career rules which often 
run counter to official career policy are detectable. Chapter 9 explores these rules in 
depth. 
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CHAPTER 9 - PLAYING THE GAME 
9.0 INTRODUCTION 
Thomas J. Watson Sr. is reported to have said: 
Business is a game, the greatest game in the world 
if you know how to play it 
(Belden and Belden, 1962: 177) 
This chapter reveals that careers at IBM can also be considered a game which must be 
played according to established if tacit rules. Various resources are also required in 
order to play the game. In line with one of the key research objectives, by exploring 
in-depth these resources and career rules (Van Maanen, 1980; Barley and Tolbert, 
1997), "procedures of action" or behavioural "formulae" (Giddens, 1984: 21), some 
of the mechanisms by which career at IBM is accomplished are assessed. These rules, 
outlined in detail here, are found to strongly reflect features ofIBM career practices 
gone by and attention is therefore turned to examining the ways in which career rules 
are produced and reproduced. In other words how do participants' actions contribute 
to the creation and re-creation of the structuring properties of the career game which 
are, in Giddens' (1984) eyes, the rules and resources themselves. In light of findings 
here, widely championed notions of employee autonomy and self..directed careers are 
subjected to critical scrutiny. Evidence suggests that in practice the rules of the career 
game severely curtail opportunities for the kind of autonomous self-direction central 
to notions of 'new' careers. Instead evidence of the kind of self-managed self-
discipline noted by Grey (1994), Foumier (1998) and Savage (1998) is revealed. 
9.1 OPAQUENESS OF PROMOTION CRITERIA AND CAREER RULES 
Derr and Laurent (1989) have suggested that what is valued and rewarded in 
employees can be uncovered by asking infonnants what they believe the secrets of 
their success to be. However straightforward answers are difficult to come by. The 
difficulty in pinning down reward and promotion criteria has been noted in both the 
careers related literature (e.g. Brown and Scase, 1994; Rosenbaum and Miller, 1996; 
Gunz, 1989) and the IBM literature (e.g. Belden and Belden, 1962; Watson and Petre, 
1990) and, on this score at least, little seems to have changed. Posing the question -
what does it take to 'get ahead' in career? - receives some rather vague responses. At 
the level of discursive consciousness (Giddens, 1984) at least, many IBMers in this 
study struggle to make sense of what is required ofthem to 'succeed'. For example, 
Gillian comments: 
To a certain extent it's you pushing, being in the right place at the right time 
and having the support of the management team. It's not as straightforward as 
I thought ... It's not something you can pin down ... ... There's no 'it would be 
good if you' .,. you know, 'we expect you to have experience in da-deda-deda 
before you go on to this level' or whatever. There's nothing like that at all. 
Bethany's assessment tallies with Gillian's: 
There is no consistent structure, or boundaries for getting promotions. You 
knOw, I mean it's right face at the right time. And that's so wrong. I can't stand 
up there and say, I did this, I passed these tests, I'm this capable therefore I've 
got this level. I know ... I know there are a lot of people in the organisation 
who are better than me ... and still haven't got their[promotionj. .. and that's 
wrong. 
David too has discovered how onerous the task is of pinning down any succinct 
criteria. He says: 
I don't know what goes on behind the scenes ... because knowledge is power to 
a lot of people. So it's very rarely that you'll find out what goes on in these 
career committees, or what pieces of paper need to be filled in or what roles 
you need to have done. 
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Each participant tells the same story. Siobhan observes: 
It is a complete mystery how people get appointed. 
Nick describes his experiences: 
It's a black hole ...... They never give you good reasons. I mean when I was in 
foundation skills I was asking information about, you know, how you get into 
management, what you have to do and the answers I was getting. .. I mean this 
one guy actually said, oh, he had to work years and years and very, very hard 
to get to the position he was at. 
It might be expected that those who are charged with the task of selecting individuals 
for promotion would be able to offer a more informed perspective. Yet surprisingly 
Graham (a first-line manager) and Alison (a second-line manager), both also 
responsible fur nominating candidates for the executive resources list, are unable to 
offer any further insight. AIison, for example, is not only unable to explain what 
selection criteria she uses in promotion decisions, but is also unsure as to why she 
herself has been promoted so rapidly. She says: 
I wish, I wish I did know because I've got two mentees and they always say to 
me, 'So how did you do this, how did you get on?' .... I don't know! 
Graham's attempt to articulate the criteria he adopts when recommending new 
'names' for the high-potential lists retains what David refers to as "fuzziness": 
It's often the first-line managers who nominate people ... There's no criteria, 
there's no written criteria but it's ... um ... it's a case of if you can see potential 
in somebody, that you know that you're not going to '" you know that your own 
department isn't going to be able to satisfy... I mean once a year we have a 
discussion with all the managers around here. Well I say all the managers, 
there are only three of us, We decide whether there's anyone new we would 
want to include on the list and generally you can tell after a couple of years 
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with a new joiner that they're ... they just set themselves apart, they're a bit 
special. Sometimes they are more mature. Just mature. Ahead of their years. 
And sometimes they are more ... their brains are just bigger. 
Asked whether he believes it is possible that individuals with high potential will get 
overlooked, Graham replies, emphatically, 'Yes!' and confesses: 
I guess one of the ... when you're not lookingfor a strict form of criteria one of 
the sub-conscious ones will be - do I get on with them? Do I um ... I like the 
sort of people that don't rub me up the wrong way ... and that subset is quite a 
lot of the people we employ here because some of them are very clever but you 
feel uneasy about them. There is a social deficiency I suppose. Yes, there's a 
social deficiency. Um ... I suppose the natural direction is not to put those 
people on the lists rather than tackle the social ... their personality, and say 
look if only you could do this rather than this then you'll have the potential 
to ... But I don't think we do, I don't think we put in that groundwork here ..... . 
One of the other bodies I sit on is the promotion boardfrom [level 1J to[level 
2J which is the ... 60% of the Lab will peak at [level2J in an IBM career. For 
some of them it's quite a good step. You see people in that and you look at 
what they've actually delivered over the years and it's a huge amount of stuff 
but they have ... when it gets to talking about their promotion from one [level J 
to the other they've suffered because of the social deficiency ... His people 
would say, look at what he's done, this isfantastic, you know he's done the 
work of I 0 men in half the time. Obviously huge brain but he's pissed off a lot 
of people along the way. So in answer to your question there probably are 
people [with huge potential who do not get recognised). If you've taken some 
of those examples and tackled them on all facets of their being earlier on then 
maybe they wouldn't be annoying so many people where they've worked It's 
the sort of thing you think, well maybe those rough edges will smooth off over 
time and they could be added to a list later on ... But that does not happen -
people with rough edges always seem to have them. 
Graham's account raises some important issues. In relation to women's careers, there 
is a shared view that only those able to put in long hours and produce most work 
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should retain their careers and therefore an acceptance that it is appropriate that new 
mothers unable to devote this time should forgo their careers. Yet this logic is shown 
up here as flawed since, in another context, this apparent rule is ignored. On the basis 
of Graham's account, individuals who are not only able to devote long hours to the 
company but who have 'done the work of 10 men in half the time' can also be denied 
career opportunities, particularly if they are judged as 'socially deficient'. 
Selecting only those individuals who you like and are like you are likely to prove 
divisive inasmuch as they may lead to what Pfeffer (1989) refers to as 'homo social 
reproduction'. There is clearly a certain social type deemed acceptable and those who 
fall short of this ideal are not promoted, regardless of ability and work contnbution. 
Of course such 'social acceptability' as a selection criteria is typical of bureaucratic 
career structures (Kanter, 1989). As discussed in chapter 3 and referred to again in 
chapter 6, such criteria re-create old boys' networks (Nicolson, 1996; Townley, 1994) 
leaving the whole system resistant to change and prone to re-create itself in its own 
image (Gunz, 1989). Graham notices only the re-creation of the 'rough edges' of 
socially unacceptable individuals, and doesn't recognise that it may be the set of rules 
he has played by and now enforces which ensures that certain types of people are 
always deemed to have 'rough edges' and are always excluded. To him, the people 
should change, not the rules. 
9.2 PLAYING THE GAME 
In the absence of clear promotion criteria, career contests at IBM devolve into a 
'game'. As Siobhan explains: 
It's just a question of playing a game really ... and knowing who's influencing 
who and what to do ... It's definitely playing a game ...... I'm sort of learning 
how to play the game now and I'm doingfairly OK 
This description of career as a game with rules to be learned from experienced game-
players once again sounds loud echoes from an IBM song sung decades earlier: 
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Mister Watson is the man we're working for, 
He's the leader of the [company] 
He's the fairest, squarest man we know 
Sincere and true. 
He has shown us how to play the game 
And how to make the dough 
(Rodgers, 1970: 76) 
The suggestion is that the game has been in existence for some time, created and re-
created by IBMers engaging in playing the game. 
Cathy too feels that career progression depends on 'playing the game': 
I think it is exactly playing the game and it was ... when I realised, the first 
time round, when I got promotedfor what seemed to me like I was playing the 
game. Maybe I'd have got promoted anyway, I don't know. But I'm sure it's 
helped to be playing the game and I'm convinced now. Absolutely convinced ... 
Oh yeah. I mean my husband, he's actually left IBM, he refused to do that. He 
was kind of annoyed at the fact that people could get on like that and I find it a 
bit annoying too, but I think it's the same with every company. 
Cathy justifies 'playing the game' by drawing on the cliche-esque statement 'it's the 
same everywhere'. Interestingly though Cathy herself has no other personal work 
experience with which to draw this conclusion but relies exclusively on what others 
have told her the world outside is like. 
Wil1iam's assessment is in a similar vein and he starts to hint at what he believes are 
some of the rules of the game, reinforcing in turn the notion of 'social acceptability': 
I 'm happy to play the political game, you knOw. having learnt what it was and 
learnt that you're ... you're not going to get career progression by pissing 
people offunless you're an absolute genius and prepared to run over people .. , 
It's absolutely right about the game ... I suppose most people who've been in a 
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corporation for long enough would realise that ... you know, if your face fits, 
that's going to help as well. 
Both William and Cathy believe that the 'game' is not unique to IBM. Cathy 
expresses some regrets: 
Had someone said to me at the beginning, you know, there's a game to play, 
you go with it, you should play this game. I guess my Dad did to a certain 
extent when I joined IBM He ~ actually a Lecturer and he said it's the same in 
academia so ... (laughs). But um ... I remember people had said to me a little bit 
you know, it's what you say a lot rather than what you do but it didn't really 
dawn on me until later in my career. 
Keith too observes a career game in action but warns that others may not interpret it in 
this way: 
For me a lot of it is not your job - it's just being a nice boy to management 
and that sort of stuff Playing the game ... If you speak to the people who are 
into this kind of stuff they'll say it's absolutely not [a game J but as far as I'm 
concerned it is. But that's just, you knOw, the way the world works. That's fine. 
It doesn't bother me. I don't want to be some big manager in a big office. I've 
got no interest in it. If you've got interest in that then you'll play the game ... .. . 
Keith and others draw on a series of cliches to rationalise the 'game' and to deter 
challenges to it and its rules, which in turn appears to secure the game's maintenance. 
Keith's acceptance of the game as ':iust the way the world works" reflects the 
sentiment of inevitability contained in Cathy's account above and Siobhan's account 
as she explains why she plays the game: 
I do it because I know it has to be done. Yeah. It irritates me and it doesn't suit 
me but it's something I know I have to do so ... It's not naturally something that 
I'm very good at. '" but I'm getting better at it. 
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The general acceptance that this is 'the same in most companies' (as Cathy and 
William hint at) also discourages challenges to the game. 
True to Keith's word there are indeed people who deny both the existence of and! or 
their involvement in playing a game. David for example acknowledges the game's 
existence but denies engaging in it: 
I never played their game. I got on very well with them but I never played their 
game. 
Alison protests the loudest: 
Well I haven't played any games to do it that's the thing, I really haven't you 
know. 
Cathy however suspects that not everyone will recognise the game because: 
Some people are quite natural at it. 
In essence, the suggestion here is that when playing the game becomes second nature, 
it is no longer acknowledged as a game. Individuals engage in the game but become 
unconscious of doing so. Drawing on Giddens' (1984) structuration theory, for some 
the game operates at the level of practical rather than discursive consciousness. At this 
level, the game is arguably at its most potent. 
The rules of the career game are largely unspoken and are learnt gradually over time. 
A number of resources can be accessed to increase one's chances of winning. The 
following sections attempt to trace both career rules and resources. Figure F 
graphically illustrates these. 
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FIGURE F - PLAYING THE GAME: RULES AND RESOURCES 
9.3 KNOW THE RIGHT PEOPLE 
In chapter 3 the importance of patron-like supporters was noted as key to career 
progression generally (e.g. Gunz, 1989; Pfeffer, 1989; Tharenou, 1997; Nicolson, 
1996; Halford et aL 1997; Simpson, 1997) and specifically within IBM (Malik, 1975; 
Foy, 1974). Little, it seems, has changed. The most valuable career resource to 
individuals at IBM is other influential people. Knowing and cultivating relationships 
with significant others is a key tactic in playing the game. As Ruth observes: 
Jf you're going to be a high-flyer ... it really is not what you know but who you 
know. 
Graham believes that who he knew was instrumental in getting him recognised as a 
high-potential executive resources candidate. He explains: 
There is a very definite network here. Maybe in most companies, I don't know. 
But ... you need good supporters to get yourself onto the list ... ... I am a contact 
person ... I enjoy ... I relish and build contacts. And a lot of the contacts that 
I've built were with ... well some of them who became fairly senior people or 
were already fairly senior people around the Lab. So um ... because I'm pretty 
sure I'm not as clever as um ... some of the people that I joined with. You know, 
IT-wise. Probably better than the national average but not as clever as some 
of the people I joined with ... But ... yes, there's something to be said for just 
being a contact sort of person. 
Graham's views about not being as clever as some of his colleagues resonates 
strongly with Watson Jr.'s confession that he was no intellectual match for many of 
his executives (Watson and Petre, 1990). This once again hints at another enduring 
feature oflBM culture inasmuch as it is the more socially and politically skilled 
individuals who get ahead. The technically brilliant but, in Graham's words, 'socially 
deficient' are left behind, their potential left largely untapped. 
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Influential others come in a number of guises and are variously labelled sponsors, 
mentors and even managers. The term mentor and sponsor seem to be used 
interchangeably at IBM, perhaps to legitimise what might be seen as a politicised 
process of patronage. Mentors tend to be used to 'crack codes' and convey rules of the 
game to others, letting them in on the tactics which may give them an edge on their 
competitors. Sponsors are the powerful figures with clout in promotion decisions. As 
Amanda observes: 
It does help in IBM to have a sponsor, somebody fairly high up, well 
reasonably high up ... who can then pull you up ... and you can see that 
happening, it's reasonably open. 
David, who is currently without a sponsor, agrees with Amanda's assessment: 
What you need in IBM is a sponsor ... and you want a good sponsor. You want 
someone who's going up and you can fly on their coat tails. Or you want 
someone who's, um ... not afraid of promoting you to a point where he knows 
you're going to be on a par, or maybe ahead of them within ten years. And you 
don'tfind them too often, because most people are sort of like all in a rat-race 
and scrabbling up together so getting a sponsor is quite important ... You've 
got to have a sponsor, you've got to have someone who says that guy is good 
A number of people can fulfil a sponsorship role including an individual's current 
manager. Therefore the relationship between manager and employee is paramount to 
career opportunities. William offers evidence in support ofthis: 
[My manager] has been very helpful in my career. I mean he's been a very 
good sponsor of me .,. I mean I've worked for [my current manager] for the 
last three years. So more than half of my career I've actually been working for 
[him]. And uh ... he's done me very well in that sense, putting me in the right 
place at the right time with the right people and, you know, it's him that's 
given me my salary increases and the last two promotions for example. So, 
you know I certainly would say [he Jwas a key element in my most recent 
promotion. 
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Linking to Watson Jr.'s (1963) observation that appearance and attitude was enough 
to get promoted, and suggesting another enduring feature at IBM, David observes 
some of the effects of a sponsorship system: 
You find some people who have got no talent ... that get a long way because 
they've got a manager who is a very good sponsor and they've sort of like 
cuddled up to him quite well. 
Offering further evidence of the social reproduction which accompanies such 
processes, Peter claims: 
Sponsorship is important if you want to move either with pace or into 
seniority ... because it's a club, you know, despite what anybody will ever tell 
you it's always a club .... You get the best sponsorship by accident. You can 
request mentors and coaching and whatever else but to an extent that's a false 
relationship and ... I got on well with [my sponsor] ... because I was a little bit 
the sort of character he was. 
Peter's comment, viewed in conjunction with Graham's earlier admission, is a telling 
one, illustrating once more the ways in which such career systems may be re-created 
as powerful others seek out and promote like-minded individuals. 
9.4 MAXIMISE VISIBILITY AND BUILD REPUTATION 
Having outlined available resources in the career game, we now move on to rules. 
Since who you know is so important, finding ways to maximise visibility and build a 
reputation as a 'good' employee is a key activity in making oneself stand out to the 
movers and shakers at IBM. There are a number of tactics which can be used to 
achieve this. AIison reflects on her approach: 
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I think it's visibility that's important and I think that um '" the only thing I can 
think that has ... that made me stand out or that ... that could be a reason why I 
was noticed more than anyone else um .. , is that ... I was always ... sort of fairly 
happy go lucky and I was a girl ... and so that was something that, sort of, I 
guess has made me a little bit unique but ... I'm always ... I mean, I bounce 
around, you know ... so people, I guess, see ... see me coming from that 
perspective ... um ... and I think I ... I got known by people and I got visible ... 
and then as I got visible ... sort of, it's a knock on effect, you know, once you're 
visible by someone you get bought up, you know, you get bought up and then, 
and then, sort of, it's uh ... your visibility just increases ... Yeah. .. so I don't 
think, I don't think it's political ... I think it helps to know the right people ... 
don't ... I mean, don't get me wrong. I wouldn't ... I'm not naive enough to say 
that ... I know that the fact that I'm knoWn in [this location} is a good thing ... 
and I made a conscious decision when I got married not to change my name 
partly because of that reason. .. because I thought that I'd built up a 
reputation. .. people know who I am ... I'm known ... part of [this location}. .. 
known as a good person, sort of thing ... and I kind of came to the conclusion 
that ... I'd be shooting myself in the foot if, you know, I just, sort of, wiped away 
that and just started again. 
It is worth pausing to highlight a rather curious analysis of reasons for success and 
choice of words. Alison describes herself as a girl rather than a woman suggesting 
that, despite the fact she is a second-line manager, she sees herself as younger and 
subordinate to the perhaps father-like figures who have 'chosen' her. Furthennore, 
since females are apparently in short supply in some divisions ofIBM, being female 
immediately increases one's visibility and may indeed explain in part suspicions of 
tokenism expressed by some participants earlier. Clearly the ability to 'bounce 
around' has little worth in terms of work role capability, yet Alison sees it as a key 
factor in her selection, perhaps because the energy and enthusiasm 'bouncing round' 
conveys enhances her visibility. Alison's description that her sponsors have 'bought' 
her up rather than 'brought' her up could of course be a simple grammatical error, but 
may be indicative of the process used to tie individuals to the organisation, possessing 
as it does connotations of Alison having something to sell (her soul perhaps?). 
Finally, the importance of building and maintaining a reputation (Kanter, 1989; Gunz, 
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1989; Gowler and Legge, 1989) is confirmed by Alison who decides to reject her 
husband's name and keep her own because of the adverse career consequences of she 
envisages of changing her identity. 
WiIIiam's tactics include making an effort to walk about and talk to influential people. 
He suspects he does this subconsciously, suggesting he has absorbed the rules ofthe 
game and performs them automatically. This is in line with Giddens' (1984) notion of 
practical consciousness as WiIIiam knows 'how to go on' (Giddens, 1979) in the day-
to-day business of maintaining his career. WilIiam also acknowledges the assistance 
he receives from his manager, confirming again the important role played by 
sponsors: 
[My manager] has been excellent in uh, giving me visibility. He does it quite 
deliberately and tells me so. I think he's very good at that. So when we have 
visitors coming in to the Centre, he'll often stry, you know, William, can you 
host them or can you arrange the day? Can you show them round? 
Suggesting that she too may follow in William's manager's footsteps and outlining 
how: she may pass on the non-negotiable rules ofthe game to others, Alison declares: 
Mtrybe we need to be ... helping people to get known in the first place ... and 
then if they take the choice after that to continue [maintaining their visibility] 
then great ... and if they don't ... then that's their ... look out. 
In other words, if individuals refuse to play by the rules set and policed by powerful 
others they cannot expect to get on at IBM. 
9.4.1 'High profile' work 
There are a range oftactics adopted in order to increase visibility. For example, Cathy 
refers to her ploy of undertaking what she refers to as 'high profile' work. She 
explains how she came to learn this approach: 
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I remember that the first stage was that I realised that I wasn't being 
promoted. I hadn't been promoted like people around me had been. I thought I 
want to get promoted, you know? And I thought, what are they doing? And 
they seemed be doing kind of higher profile things and I remember ... it's awful, 
it's almost like an experiment. I thought I'll try and do a few more higher 
profile things and I'Ulet my other work go by the wayside ...... volunteeringfor 
things for example, this I didn't like doing at all, but um the manager who said 
he'd give me high profile stuff suggested that I arrange some meetings for 
more senior managers to meet the plebs, you know? It was put like that. But I 
used to hate it because it was like I'd have to arrange these meetings and get 
the plebs together and then I'd have to go and buy coffee and I thought I'm 
being paid an awful lot more than I should be paid just to arrange meetings 
and buy coffee and I found it very annoying that to do this - and other people 
were working hard on their development - that doing this would probably be 
better for me because, it's more visible I suppose. 
Once again, Cathy illustrates that this 'high profile' work tactic, whilst it may assist 
individuals' careers, may not be in the best interests of the organisation wasting as it 
tends to valuable organisational resources. 
9.4.2 Take on 'extra' roles 
In contrast to high profile work, a career tactic which does bestow work-intensifYing 
business benefits is the practice of taking on extra roles. As Alison informs us: 
To be promoted in IBM ... you need to do your job plus you take on extra 
responsibilities round it. 
This 'fact' is widely accepted, reported also by Jane who explains: 
To get on, you have to do things, IBM type things, which aren't part of your 
everyday work 
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Cathy too admits she has taken on work over and above (and unrelated to) her day-to-
day job. She suspects promotions she has received have been a reward for: 
Doing things which were extra pieces of work in the department which aren't 
necessarily ... which didn't tie in well necessarily with Development work. It's 
stupid really. 
Bethany too suspects her promotions prior to maternity leave were a result of taking 
on extra work which also took her away from that which she enjoyed most: 
I was really erifoying the technical stuff. Um ... and alongside I was doing all 
sorts of programme stuff like health and safety, and you know, all the boring 
stuff that nobody else wanted to do. So I picked up a lot of those bits. 
Graham offers a similar analysis of the reasons for his own progression within the 
company and shares his concerns about the possible impact offutherhood on his 
ability to meet such demands: 
I don't know whether you can generalise in IBM but my career has always 
been that I've got to where I've wanted to go by doing projects that weren't 
actually part of my day-to-day job .. .It's like, heck, I've got this job that I've 
got to get done so that I can get on with my projects. What I would do is 
maybe spend the week doing my other work, my interesting things. I mean 
even just recently like organising conferences. I mean they still come, they're 
still coming those bits of work. They're getting bigger and bigger but I'll do my 
job, I'll do that project and then fit in what I need to do for my job in the rest 
of the time ... Like the graduate recruitment stuff was not my day-ta-day job 
but the number of people you get to know and then you suddenly think, oh 
hang on, this person can help me get to be a manager ...... How much it's going 
to work out with a little boy I don't really know but um ... he's been aroundfor 
12 weeks so far and there's nothing broken yet. 
Taking on extra roles serves to enhance visibility. It also operates as a work-
intensification device such that fewer and fewer people are required to do more and 
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more work. Promotion for accepting and playing by this rule can be interpreted as a 
reward for committing increasing amounts of personal time to IBM. (Indeed this may 
explain why the author herself had her own work contract extended at IBM for taking 
on an extra project role over and above her 'day job'). 
9.4.3 Image management and blowing your own trumpet 
The importance of impression or image management related activities for career 
progression has already been noted (e.g. Nicholson, 1996; Pfeffer, 1989; White et al, 
1992; Fletcher, 1999; Roth, 1968) and this certainly appears to be the case at IBM 
where, as Keith puts it: 
You've got to blow your own trumpet real hard I've got better things to do. 
David has observed people who have: 
done two, three projects that have been successful and they've shouted and 
crowed about it ... and their careers are very good 
Reflecting Fletcher's (1999) analysis of the promotional power of , saving-the-day' 
type activities, David comments: 
You do get good guys who go onto bad things to patch it up and uh, they're 
brilliant guys then. They either fix it or it 'wasn't doable'. But if you're the guy 
in there first and it wasn't you know ... it was just rubbish, you're sort of like, 
well, you were in there first mate. 
Attitude, image and appearance has been previously noted as crucial for those who 
wish to get ahead at IBM (Watson, 1963; Ferguson and Morris, 1994) and little, it 
seems, has changed. Noting the drawbacks of such criteria, Siobhan explains: 
You have to sort of be able to promote yourself and sort of speak well and I've 
seen people who are good at doing that getting on and getting selected and ... 
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just for different things whereas other people who are equally as good if not 
better just get on with their job and say nothing about it and .. .! doubt very 
much even if the management know what their names are .... ,. There's a story I 
know. There's one girl ... she was having meetings with managers like once 
every two weeks to tell them what she was doing and how she was getting on, 
and none of us ... none of us would have had the front, sort of to do that kind of 
thing! But she would walk in, say well this is what I'm doing, I've sorted this 
out and whatever and really sort of selling herself. And yeah, she was 
promoted way above them and yet everybody hated her and thought she was 
sort of dreadful but she was the only one that got promoted! 
Cathy explains how she has gradually learnt how to present both her work and herself 
to those around her in career-enhancing ways and reflects on her concerns about the 
honesty of such actions: 
I'd never be dishonest but I think some people put themselves down more. 
That's another thing that L. I would have put myself down more, and now I 
wouldn't put myself down to a manager so much. I mean I might do a little bit 
but not anywhere near as much as I would It seems like ... um ... I used to 
apologise all the time for things which I hadn't actually done wrong, things 
which had gone wrong but weren't actually my fault ... but I'd say oh I'm sorry 
and then I realised oh I mustn't apologise for things which L. and it was a 
conscious effort because it's almost like changing your personality .. .! do think 
it's a personality thing that people who have more corifidence will word things 
better and be more optimistic about what they do ... I don't think it's 
dishonest ... um ... because I don't think I could do it. I don't think I would ever 
be ... I think some people are almost dishonest with it .... I mean I have heard of 
people or I know of people who've said that they've done work when they 
haven't and it's been someone else. Well it wasn't actually me that they did it 
to. I would have been very angry but I heard of someone that that happened to 
and I know that it happened I found that disgusting. And I've heard of people 
who've worded things which imply that they've done work which other people 
have done which is really dreadful. But not when I was a Team Leader ... I've 
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not always been sure that Team Leaders have done that for me. Sometimes 
they have ... but sometimes they haven't. 
Cathy's struggle with the ethics of image management tactics which operate at others' 
expense is clear to see. She attempts to reconcile the matter in her own mind by 
attributing what might be interpreted as dishonesty, and therefore something negative, 
to simply a product of a confident and outgoing personality and therefore associated 
with something positive. She is then forced to acknowledge that, as she sees it, in her 
pursuit of career progression her career strategy and, in her own words, 'personality' 
has changed. Both Cathy's actions and latterly her outlook have evolved such that 
what might have been interpreted as clear cut dishonesty is now in effect condoned as 
merely the product of 'a personality thing'. Notably, as we have seen, Cathy uses the 
same 'personality' argument to dismiss her suspicions of sex discrimination when she 
discovers that those she works with (who are mostly men) earn more than she does. 
Thus in order to maintain her particular personal narrative and remain ontologically 
secure (Giddens, 1991a) Cathy shifts her subjectivity, the way she sees the world 
around her, by reinterpreting evidence of practices she is uncomfortable with to ones 
she finds more acceptable. 
9.4.4 Don't 'drop the ball' (or CYA) 
In the process of maximising visibility and managing one's image there is a clear need 
to ensure that the attention one receives is the right kind of attention. Stewart and 
Stewart (1976 in Gunz, 1989) have noted the importance of not rocking the boat and 
that is certainly the case at IBM. As Wil1iarn explains: 
You've also got to be seen not to drop the ball. I think there's two sides of that. 
Urn ... I mean most people would know if you'd done something well or 
handled it competently. But I would say I've ... been more conscious ... not to 
drop the ball or anything .... Because I think uh, in the same way that you 
know, if you get lousy service you'll tell ten people and if you get great service 
you'll maybe tell one friend. It's the same. If you do one thing really badly, 
what are people going to remember you for? They're going to remember you 
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for losing that Industrial Tribunal case ... for really horsing something 
up ... That's what you're rememberedfor. So I have been careful not to drop the 
ball and you might call that just being conscientious or just doing your job 
well. But also it's CYAS. IBM expression. Cover your ass. You know, if you 
think there's a danger of something going wrong, flag it early and take 
reasonable steps to show you've done all you can to avert it. And then mud 
won't stick. 
William's analysis is widely shared. For example Amanda observes: 
I do think that in IBM, if someone is ambitious, then that will get them a lot 
further than anything else really, as long as they don't make any big mistakes. 
David also reports a similar lesson he has learned: 
One of the things about the [divisional J Director. Apparently he's ... they say 
the first time you go to him, bring him good news because he makes a first 
impression and that counts for him. If the first time when you meet him, he's 
hauled you up because something's gone wrong, he'llforever think you 're an 
idiot. 
Once again, the rhetoric of the need for risk-taking, creative-thinking 'wild ducks' is 
found to be at odds with a well-known and widely obeyed rule of avoiding mistakes 
and the possibility of them at all costs. Once again as well, as chapter 6 notes, this rule 
can be traced back in time to established IBM practice (Rodgers, 1970). 
9.5 DISPLAY DEVOTION! DEMONSTRATE SUBSERVIENCE 
In chapter 6 it was noted how VP Nichol, who had been a loyal servant to Watson Sr., 
was rewarded by the commissioning of a song written in 1936 in his honour. This 
song conveyed behavioural and attitudinal guidelines to other IBMers who wished to 
emulate his success. To recap, it included the words: 
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IBM is his delight 
Thinks it morning noon and night 
He is always on the job and ever goes 
In the cause of IBM 
(Rodgers, 1970: 116) 
This rule, demanding devotion and subservience remains intact today. As Sue notes: 
Certainly from a technical viewpoint ... a good employee is someone who is 
highly productive and tends to ... probably put IBM above most other things. 
Associated with this rule are at least seven different tactics which this section outlines 
in some detail. 
9.5.1 (Be seen to) work long hours 
In order to demonstrate dedication and devotion to IBM, IBMers must work and, 
perhaps more importantly, be seen to work long hours. Referring to her initial return 
to full-time work following maternity leave, Bethany explains: 
Hours in IBM are very important ... to be seen to be working long hours ... to 
be in at 8 and to be leaving at 6 or 7 ... is great. Whereas I arrived at 9 and I 
left probably between 5 and 6 everyday. Now that, from an IBM career point 
of view, as far as I can see [is unacceptable j. 
As discussed in chapter 8, mothers are largely unable to comply with this rule hence 
creating a justification for the termination of their careers. 
There is of course no need for IBM to police this requirement, since it is underpinned 
by employee devotion and commitment to the IBM cause, thereby ensuring that 
individuals intent on becoming a 'success' engage in the kind of self-managed self-
discipline noted by Grey (1994). As David explains: 
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If the work's there and it requires 14 or 15 hour days then there's an implied 
rule you do it. But if the work's notthere ... they're not going to sort of go ... 
well wait a minute, you turned up at lO:OOam and you went at 3:00pm. They 
don't do that. It's sort of .. if you dedicate yourself to them, they sort of say 
fine, he can manage his own workload ... This company is very good like 
that ... 
David's account illustrates how the image ofIBM in employees' minds as a 'good' 
and caring company is maintained whilst simultaneously employees' total 
commitment and devotion is silently yet powerfully secured. This example of the 
successful management of subjectivities is however a fragile process and, supporting 
Kunda's (1992) assessment, it is frequently underpinned by ambivalent feelings. For 
example, Ruth offers a contradictory account - on the one hand distraught because her 
commitment to IBM has taken away her athletics career and hampered personal 
relationships, but on the other bemoaning the "9 to 5 mind-set" she witnesses around 
her. Employees also find ways of bending the rules to fit their own lifestyles 
supporting the claims ofKunda (1992), Ezzy (1997) and Gabriel (1999), as Siobhan's 
tactics demonstrate: 
People s0' OK, you've got to sort of put in long hours and do all this work 
And I say right fine, but I have to leave at 5pm but I can start again, do a 
couple of hours later ... because [my son} goes to bed at 6:30-7:00 ... I'll log 
on and I make sure that if I'm sending any memos to any of the managers, I do 
it at 9:00pm at night when I'm logged on ... just to be visible and to make sure 
that they sort of go, oh, you know, it's 9:00 at night. What's she sending memos 
for? So that they know I'm doing the same hours as they are, I'm just doing 
them at a different time. So ... it's just a question of playing a game really. 
Siobhan's example offers an illustration ofGiddens' (1984) notion of the dialectic of 
control. Whilst IBMers may be constrained by the rule which demands long working 
hours, some at least find creative ways which enables them to abide by the rule on 
their terms. 
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9.5.2 Show Enthusiasm 
Watson Sr. was reported to have placed great store in developing enthusiasm in his 
employees (Watson and Petre, 1990). Demonstrated by for example working long 
hours, maintaining high visibility and taking on extra work, enthusiasm remains a 
highly valued characteristic. As Alison, a second-line manager, remarks: 
The thing that I notice with people ... and what I appreciate in people and 
would encourage is enthusiasm ... because I think if somebody's enthusiastic 
then you can teach them anything and you can get them to do anything, you 
know. 
Alison's reasoning is telling. Enthusiastic employees are, she believes, more trainable, 
mouldable and ultimately more controllable, reflecting a similar rationale to that of 
Watson Sr. (Belden and Belden, 1962). 
9.5.3 Be easy to manage and flexible 
The importance of individuals cultivating flexibility and adaptability has been noted 
as important in the new career context by Mirvis and Hall (1994) and Brousseau et al 
(1996). However, far from this offering proof of the existence of the Protean career, at 
IBM to get ahead individuals must be able and willing to change shape at the will of 
powerful others rather than their own. The difference is crucial for the latter suggests 
a level of autonomy and free choice which simply does not exist for these IBMers. 
Examining participants' assessments of why they think they have got on is insightful 
here. For example, A1ison reflects: 
In some respects I suppose I was easy for them to direct because I knew where 
I wanted to go already, even though I didn't have a clue what that meant in 
IBM terms. 
William believes it has helped him to: 
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Be seen to be flexible ... and co-operative by management ... ... I've always been 
sort offairly flexible. You know, I'm not one of these that ... will [my manager] 
give you the same impression? I hope so! I'm not one of these that storms into 
the office and goes right, I want ajob move. 
Yet surely self-directing autonomous 'free agents' managing their own careers at IBM 
and changing the shape of those careers at their will in response to their assessment of 
market demands and their changes in work-life priorities would be quite within their 
rights to do this. 
9.5.4 Geographical mobility 
The requirement for employee flexibility extends to geographical mobility i.e. being 
prepared to move locations, sometimes at short notice. As Gi1lian observes: 
Within IBM everybody seems to travel and either go up to London or they 
work down here or what have you and it's whether you are prepared to do 
that. 
William in his 5 years at IBM has found he has had to be fairly mobile 
I have moved around quite a bit. I mean my first job was at [another site], 
then I moved down to here and got good visibility down here and then um ... 
then moved over to a [different site], which was a bit out of the way visibility 
wise but I was careful, because I was still living [close to Head Office], I was 
careful to come and work here occasionally and try and get in on projects ... 
This has been very high visibility in this project. I've never ... I've never been 
sort of held back by personal reasons for not taking ajob ... you know by 
geographic mobility or by whatever ... I'm trying to redeploy a guy at the 
moment. He won't move because he's got cats. Which isjust crap. You know, if 
you'd rather be made redundant because you won't move your bloody cats 
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then you've got no place in my business my friend. So, I've not been hindered 
by those sort of things. 
There are at least a couple of issues which should be dwelt on here. First, despite the 
fact that William claims he has not yet fult held hack by personal circumstances, he 
nevertheless acknowledges indirectly here that some lifestyle choices are 
incompatible with such demands. He is indeed currently personally concerned at what 
the medium term impact of work and career will be on his relationship with his 
European girlfriend who also works for IBM as well as the long-term impact on his 
plans for fumily life. He is thus at one operational level able to acknowledge that 
demands for geographical mobility may place unreasonable pressures on some 
individuals, yet at another policy level he sees no difficulties with enforcing this 
requirement. Second, it is curious how WiIliam switches seemingly effortlessly 
between seeing himself on the one hand as belonging to IBM and being a recipient of 
policy decisions and playing by the rules and, on the other hand, seeing himself as the 
company itself, the enforcer of the very rules and norms he is concerned about. 
Is there a clear business need for geographical mobility? Is it critical for work 
effectiveness? Whilst there may of course be occasions when such mobility is 
required, it is hard to imagine why every employee has to be ready to go anywhere at 
any time (Brousseau et a!, 1996). It is telling that Alison has stayed in one location 
throughout her career at IBM. Why then is it cited as an important criteria for those in 
pursuit of promotion? One explanation is that it can be evoked to defend promotion 
decisions in the absence of any other clear criteria. Another reason may be, as has 
been suggested, that it enables weakening attachments to particular groups and 
increasing attachment to the organisation (e.g. Heckscher, 1995). 
9.5.5 Do unpleasant things 
Another way of demonstrating devotion to the company is to commit to undertaking 
unpleasant activities. This illustrates the power of the promise of career in getting 
people to do, in pursuit of promotion, that which they would not ordinarily choose to. 
As Adam explains: 
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You can't escape the fact that you have to actually ... you know, do some work 
which at an individual task level you won't find very appealing ... in terms of 
not enjoying it ... 
Alison has little sympathy for those unwilling to engage in activities they find 
troublesome, believing it to be something one must accept as part of the career deal: 
In my first line group that I had the people ... who used to whinge at me 
because they weren't progressing were the people who couldn't be bothered to 
get involved in e.g. graduate recruitment, couldn't be bothered to ... you know, 
oh well it's not my scene and that kind of thing. I think well, how can you ... I 
hate standing up in front of people and presenting but I know that if I want to 
progress then I have to do it ... you know? And I think, well, you know, I don't 
sleep the night before because I get so worried about it, you know ... and I'd 
be ... I'm very honest with people here and say, you know, I hate doing it but ... 
but ... a lot of people say well I hate doing it so I won't do it. 
Doing unpleasant things then is another rule of the career game. Those not prepared to 
accept this cannot expect to maintain an IBM career. 
9.5.6 Serve your sentence and 'do time' 
A prison metaphor has been evoked already in terms of the concept ofa 'Lifer' and it 
is raised again here through the accounts ofIBMers. Those who play by the rules of 
the game are rewarded in various ways, for example by promotion, access to new 
opportunities, financial compensation. Those who do not are punished - denied 
promotion and access to opportunities. Ultimately, an IBMer can follow the rules of 
the game to the letter but it is managers who decide how long an individual must 
spend at one level before they are granted promotion. Managers and powerful others 
act as both jury to an individual's performance in relation to career rules as well as 
judge as to how long a sentence they must serve at a particular level. Referring to 
rules relating to executive promotions, William notes: 
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You have to do your time in the corporation ... be brain-washed, either in 
Paris or in New York ... Yes. No question. You know, people go ... have you 
done your time ... in Paris or New York? If you want to get to executive level 
you must do that ...... Takefor example [person x). He's on his 2 year 
brainwash. At least that's what he'd tell you if he was sitting here now. You 
know, and that's what the corporation is like and probably to get to that 
executive level, you've probably got to do some time over in Paris. Everyone 
has. But ... that's not the end of the world. 
Again, William shows the way in which cliche is drawn on to rationalise rules and 
lobby for a rule's acceptance. If the rule does not constitute 'the end of the world' 
then why mount a challenge to it? Seeing those who accept, obey and pass on the 
rules being rewarded with short sentences covertly asserts that the wise careerist is 
best served by playing by the rules. Alison offers the prime example of the exemplar 
employee who has reaped rich rewards in this way: 
I was told that when I took this job that there were some people that I 
probably would upset by doing it because ... second line positions are really 
hard to get ... and that's not said to blow my own trumpet, it's more to say ... I 
guess there's been people that have been waiting to do it for a long time. 
9.5.7 Conformity 
Playing by the rules is the way in which employees demonstrate that they conform to 
the IBM ideal. The importance of employees conforming to IBM values has been 
noted by Watson Jr. (1963), Rodgers (1970), Foy (1974) and Slater (1999). Evidence 
suggests that this remains the case and individuals direct much effort at managing the 
impression that they 'fit in' . Adam's belief that: 
IBM won't help employees that don't meet its model 
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seems to be borne out by others' experiences, and those who have made least progress 
promotionally are frequently those who feel they fall short ofIBM's model. Keith for 
example reflects: 
I think I do my job pretty well but I don't particularly fit in. 
Leanne explains her relative lack of progression by claiming: 
If your face doesn'tfit then. .. 
Gillian uses a similar argument to account for her slow start at IBM: 
The management team were very cliquey where Ifirst started and I think that 
you either got on because you fitted their clique, or you didn't. I was one of the 
ones who didn't so some of it could have been down to me. But it just wasn't 
working anyway. 
Sue could be argued to be an exception to this rule. She says: 
I am quite a strong type of individual. .. I'm not one who follows the pack 
Perhaps this explains why Sue has made it to management as a very rare technical 
specialist where others have not. Only a strong individual could overcome the 
numerous obstacles which technical specialists face. It might be expected though that 
the reason for her progression must in part explained by her being a pack follower. 
That she claims otherwise mystifies further her promotion to management. 
9.6 DEVELOP GENERALIST (NOT TECHNICAL! SPECIALIST) SKILLS 
Reflecting Zabusky and Barley's (1996) findings, at IBM careers of advancement are 
apparently valued over and above careers of achievement. They are secured by 
cultivating generalist skills at the expense of specialist technical ones. The latter are 
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consequently devalued, supporting the conclusions of, for example, Peiperl and 
Baruch (1997), Hirsch (1987) and Gunz (1989). These findings, reflecting earlier 
observations oflBM life (e.g. Foy, 1974; Watson, 1963; Ferguson and Morris, 1994) 
offer further evidence of the endurance of key features oflBM. For example, Nick 
who is devoting much time and energy in his attempts to secure a management 
position admits: 
I don't actually do a lot of computing anymore as such. I'm more into business 
management and business processes and project management ... but with a 
technical slant to it. 
Ruth too who started as a technical specialist confesses: 
I don't really care about the technical thing. I want ... the broader thing. So 
really ... I've grown myself to be a more broader business oriented person 
rather than a speCialist. 
William who has specialist HR expertise and has studied for a postgraduate 
qualification in this field since joining IBM claims: 
I suspect sooner or later I would take a move out of HR. I don't think it will be 
my next job, but it might be the one after that, you know. Because I'm slightly 
conscious, and again it's perhaps a sort of third party view which I've taken up 
to be the norm, of .. if you spend your whole life in HR you're a bit blinkered, 
you're a bit .... Well you don't know what the real world's like. 
This rejection of expertise in favour of generalism may reflect the demands of the 
current business environment. There are alternative explanations though. First, as we 
have seen, technical specialists are far less likely to be able to compete for promotions 
within IBM. Second, these supposed 'general' skills are frequently IBM specific 
which serves the dual purpose of tying those who develop them even closer to the 
organisation, rendering them even more dependent on IBM and more likely to 
experience problems should they want or need to sell their skills outside oflBM. 
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Graham is, it seems, growing increasingly aware of this, and drawing on some 
powerful imagery to express himselfhe shares his concerns: 
Unless you can call the resource! people-person sort of skill, unless you can 
call that a skill, I've never had a technical skill that I can latch on to and say 
I'm going to go somewhere with this knowledge. I mean all the people that 
work for me could leave tomorrow if they wanted to. I've never had a skill. You 
know, I don't know what I would write on my flag if I ... or on my parachute I 
think. What would be on my parachute if I jumped out of the IBM plane and 
said here I come, this is what I've got? I don't exactly know what it would be 
so that sort of career break or that sort of change of career thought is such a 
difficult one to work with. 
Again here notions of a prison type metaphor are evoked as Graham conceptualises 
his career at IBM as a journey in a plane from which he may need to escape and 
parachute to safety from. He is growing more conscious that his lack of technical skill 
is in fact entrapping him further and sealing his career fate. 
9.7 LEARNING THE RULES 
How have participants learnt the rules of the game? William draws on his experience 
at public school to explain where and how he learnt the importance of fitting in: 
Having aface that fits [has helped my career} ... There's very clearly a model 
at public school, whether you'll fit in or not, you know. If you ever had 
children and were considering whether to send them to public school or not, 
urn ... if they're fairly sporty and ... sort of reasonably normal, then they'llfit in. 
If they're sort of a war games geek ... '" then a public school is a horrible 
place to be because you'll be an outsider, you'll be picked on and not fit in 
with the norm. So ... yeah, Ifitted in with the norm there and uh ... you know, 
again, that if I didn't drop the ball significantly, you know, if I didn't get 
suspendedfor stealing the Master's car or the amazing things that did happen, 
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then the chances are ... you know. I would sort of be in the house, or gain some 
position of responsibility etc ... Have I had to fit in to make things a success? 
Yeah I suppose I did do that at public school. I didfit in and, you know ... if 
you like, had a reasonably good relationship with my Housemaster and 
Headmaster ... not doing outrageous things and generally being seen as fairly 
level-headed, competent and confident ... so yeah, that was probably a lesson 
I learnt then. 
The rules ofthe IBM career game are reflected in those of William' s school, for 
example the importance of not 'dropping the ball'. 
Referring to his arrival at IBM, William continues: 
I was quite quiet and ... you know, anxious not to rock the boat ... I was keen to 
impress when I first joined, partly because I'd already been unemployed for a 
little while, partly because I thought this is my best ... this is my chance now ... 
I'm in with a great company, you know, I've got to make this work. If you 
speak to the [person who interviewed me J for example, she'd probably 
remember this sort of fairly quiet polite individual who sort ... wouldn't upset 
the apple-cart. Whereas now I'm much more confident and noisy ... making 
witticisms or being sort of disruptive, you know. Sort of fairly lively in 
meetings, I'm quite different in that sense. 
In his account, William demonstrates how lessons learnt outside ofIBM (at public 
school) about how to gain acceptance in one type of social system are both reflected 
in and reinforced by lessons taught inside IBM about how to become one of the 'in 
crowd'. Here we see evidence not just of how IBM culture and values can be 
reinforced and re-created, but how the wider social system can contribute to this 
process, preparing individuals for life inside the large corporation long before they 
reach its front doors. William has been taught the importance of playing by the rules 
in all the social systems he has operated in previous to IBM. Once a member ofIBM, 
all that is required is for him to learn the IBM-specific rules or codes of conduct. Once 
achieved, he can move from cautious, 'quiet' and 'polite' outsider to 'noisy' accepted 
insider who 'fits in' by conforming to the rules. 
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Selection processes within IBM then become a case of picking out those who conform 
from those who do not, ensuring the model of a 'good' employee is maintained and 
that this model is re-created over and over again. Such 're-creational' mechanisms are 
observed by David: 
What happens is there are cycles of peers, people of the same age-group, and 
right now the important second line managers are all about 40 to 45 years 
old They all go to football together and they all get on very well and they are 
looking at people who they like to join their gang ... It is {like being back at 
school]. They're sort of saying, OK, when we're in a meeting ... do we want 
this guy who will sit there and agree with us and throw in a few silver bullets 
or do we want this guy who sort of will provide a laugh or do we want this guy 
who's really going to irritate the hell out of us and throw up problems. And 
they probably look at all different shapes and sizes of people and say, oh yeah, 
let's have this guy - he's like us ... and everyone thinks that's brilliant. 
Just as Watson Sr. and his boss before him did, these IBM managers are recruiting 
their successors 'in their own image' and thereby re-creating the rules of the game. 
Referring to his director whom he describes and "Napoleonic", David reflects: 
He knows best. He's a smart guy, and he does know an awful lot but I mean 
some of these other guys were coming up with other ideas and they were 
moved And ... I think, I think the problem is, is that he has now created a 
culture and that will repeat. I think the next guy who gets that is going to be 
exactly the same ... I don't knOw, I don't know why ... Prime Ministers do it, so I 
don't know whether it's just a question of that's what you do when you get to 
that level 
Chapter 11 picks up this theme and assesses in greater detail the ways in which rules 
are learned. 
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9.8 SHIFTING SELVES AND SUBJECI1VITlES 
Despite being deeply unhappy for the first four years of her career at IBM, and having 
admitted that she did not fit in, Gillian has since undergone something of a 
transformation. She explains: 
/ like the company, / like the culture, it sort oj. .. itfits me ... / don't know ... 
it's ... / like the fact that urn ... Um, uh ... / don't know ... you can't really pin it 
down, it's just that ... /t feels right. 
Asked why she thinks that it took fuur years for it to 'feel right' Gillian replies:· 
/ think the people surrounding me changed ... yes. The company ... / think that's 
one of the reasons why / didn't leave because / knew in the background that 
the company felt right, that / was ... although there were certain issues going 
on it was not endemic in the whole company, it was just a problem at the time 
and to a certain extent I'm possibly blowing it out of all proportion in the past. 
That is of course a wholly valid possible explanation. But there are alternative and 
arguably more convincing ones. It is more likely, for example, that it is Gillian who 
has changed rather than everyone around her or alternatively that she and her peers 
have gradually learnt the rules of the game from their more senior colleagues, abided 
by them, changed their behaviour and outlook in the process which in turn has 
reinforced and re-created the rules. Little wonder that eventually IBM to them 'feels 
right'. The very process of playing the IBM game transforms its unsuspecting and 
unsuspicious players into IBMers - who embrace IBM values because the game has 
not only made them their own values, but convinced them that they were always their 
own too, they just simply weren't aware of this. For this reason, Gil1ian remains 
convinced that everyone around her has changed, conjures up post-hoc 
rationalisations for why she was so unhappy for so long, and is either unable, 
unwilling, or both, to contemplate the possibility that it is maybe she who has 
changed. The process of managing subjectivities is thus perfected. In line with 
Giddens' (199Ia) analysis, in order to remain accepted by those around her and feel a 
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sense of belonging to the organisation she works for Gillian evolves her self so that 
normalised career practices and the rules of the game become her own. The only 
alternative to this is to maintain a stance at odds with her environment but this proves 
too threatening to sustain. Far easier to change one's own outlook than to change that 
of everyone around you. 
Asked whether she feels she too has been moulded to fit IBM, Cathy replies 
thoughtfully: 
That's horrible. The corporate animal! Oh. .. oh gosh. No I don't think so 
because I'm quite cynical about some of the things that IBM do and I don't feel 
any .... it's had a .... I suppose I've been moulded into the way that employees 
have to be but not necessarily for IBM I think it would be the same for 
another company ... ... I've sort of changed ... to be honest. I don't think. .. I 
don't think I've become more ... I suppose I've become a bit more political so I 
don't really find any conflict with it now. At the beginning Ifound it hard but ... 
I think the problem was just being more confident ... and pretending to be more 
confident than I was. But now I think I am more confident so it's not so 
difficult. 
Reflecting Grey's (1994) observation of graduate trainees in his study actually 
becoming enthusiastic and committed rather than merely appearing so, Cathy, like 
Gillian, describes an actual transformation in her own behaviour, values and outlook 
yet simultaneously is largely oblivious to just how profound this change is. This can 
be further illustrated by examining the evidence related to the political nature of the 
organisation. Amanda offers her assessment: 
There isn't massive pressure or massive competition. People aren't treading on 
each other to get up the career ladder and bad mouthing each other to 
management, it's not that sort of place ... it's not a sort of rat race, which 
makes it a nice atmosphere. 
However, despite her analysis, many others (e.g. Bethany, Siobhan and Cathy) have 
witnessed the frequent engagement of many in 'bad-mouthing' practices and, at the 
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very least, in selective presentation of their own and others' work to cast themselves 
in a positive light. Amanda herself earlier described her own direct experience of 
being passed up for promotion several times by powerful others. In addition, there is 
elsewhere further clear evidence of an IBM 'rat race'. For example, asked whether he 
would tread on or trample others to get where he wanted to go career-wise, Graham 
replies: 
!es, some people I would Yes ... some people I would but I know um ... it'd still 
be ... well it is quite important to me to know who I might be working with 
when I get there so I'd rather see other people promoted ahead of me knowing 
that um ... I will getthere. I mean there are quite ... I mean I know all the 
people that sort of are round about my stage in career development at the 
moment and some of them I would love to be running this Lab with or running 
a part of IBM and some of them um ... and some of them not. So it's a question 
of trying to build a nest with those people around you somehow. 
Graham simultaneously insists however that he is "not politically motivated", but 
thinks through this statement carefully as he talks and in effect begins to offer a 
different spin on his initial thoughts: 
I am not politically motivated .... I'm the sort of person that likes to keep 
everybody happy um ... so ... Ijust kind of stay away from political battles 
somehow ...... 
That individuals can be party to and deeply involved in a highly political career 
process and yet be seemingly incapable of recognising it (at the level of discursive 
consciousness at least) is further powerful evidence of the ways in which subjectivity 
evolves and filters out threatening evidence in order to maintain a particular personal 
narrative or sense of self. Doing so is hard work however since this 'filtering out' 
activity is an ongoing process which demands considerable effort. Because of this 
participants often hold contradictory stances or 'doublethink' positions on a number 
of key career issues. The ambivalent stances of employees in other organisations 
detected in studies conducted by Kunda (I992), Casey (1999) and Hopfl and Homby 
Atkinson (2000) are shared by participants in this study. 
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9.8.1 Downplaying the political dimension 
There is clear evidence of a strong political dimension to careers at IBM. For 
example, Peter observes: 
It will all come down to interpersonal relationships .... um ... if anybody ever 
tells you there's no nepotism here, it's all process ... you know that they're 
talking rubbish ... I mean everybody has their cliques .... um ... our current 
second-line is an empire builder who's becoming a third line. He's calculating 
everything he can with his old friends. That's the Wtry it works even at that 
smallleve!' 
Peter's perception of "a dynasty of empire builders" reflects a widely held 
interpretation. For example, Keith believes there to be "quite considerable little 
empires" and Adam refers to it as a continuing "empire culture." Ruth believes that 
you "have to be a political animal" to get on and William agrees, arguing that you 
have to "play the political game." GilIian too feels that there are distinct factions or 
cliques akin to the fiefdom-like structure so allegedly loathed by Gerstner and which 
apparently he has been unable to destroy despite orders to do so (Slater, 1999). Gillian 
attempts to explain and excuse why they have developed: 
It's natural I think for people to want to get into groups and be with friends or 
be with people they trust and because it is such a big bureaucratic 
organisation then you get all these little groups of people all over the place 
trying to do things to their best advantage. 
However, despite these observations, the political dimension ifmentioned at all is 
then frequently downplayed and occasionally entirely dismissed. Graham, for 
example, explains: 
I don't think that it's a particularly political place though ... Maybe it is ... 
But ... I don't see anybody really thrOWing their weight around to get what they 
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want. Urn ... then maybe people do it so subtly that urn ... that it doesn't make 
news. 
This kind of disguised and dressed up 'cloak and dagger' style political activity serves 
a particular purpose. By downplaying the political dimension in this way, the image of 
IBM as an apolitical, fair and 'good' employer is maintained in the minds ofIBM 
employees. Sustaining this image seems crucially important to them For example 
Alison, as a second-line manager, is enraged by any suggestion of a political climate: 
From the political point of view, I don't think it's political ...... This bit really 
frustrates me actually because '" the people who call it political are the people 
who just do their job and who are only willing to do their job. They're only 
willing to do the nine to five, who don't want to do anythingftlrther than that 
and that's their choice ... and they can't expect to ... you know, get the same 
benefits as people that go over and above that, who are willing to put in 
more ...... It's everybody's choice how much time and effort they put in ... I feel 
quite strongly about that actually because I think ... ... those are the kind of 
people that will tell you that it's political and that you have to know the right 
people ... Ijust can't see their point on it ...... I mean there are factions, but I 
think there are factions in every company. 
Refusing to acknowledge the political dimension to careers, and referring to the 
mechanisms for getting ahead as 'a game' rather than a 'rat-race' serves a particular 
end. The very phrase 'playing the game' offers a way of depoliticising what is, in 
effect, a highly politicised process. It also takes attention away from those whose 
success is gained at others' expense, to inequalities created and to the fact that there 
are, in real terms, both winners and losers. The use of ' the game' metaphor helps 
disguise as harmless fun the reality of political jostling and in-fighting. The fact that 
the game produces losers is downplayed, even denied. Where it is admitted, it is 
explained away by pointing to the set of rules which all must obey if they are to be 
allowed to compete. Once again the notion of choice here is invoked again which 
simultaneously offers an explanation accepted widely as legitimate as to why some do 
not succeed and maintains images of employees as autonomous and self-directed. 
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Since they had a 'choice', rule-breakers have only themselves to blame. Winners have 
merely abided by the rules and played a 'good' game. 
9.9 SELF-DIRECTED CAREERS? 
Reflecting the celebratory 'new career' discourse with notions of autonomy, 
independence and self-direction at its heart, career self-management and self-
development is widely championed both in the literature (e.g. Hall, 1976; Schein, 
1996, Waterman et ai, 1994) as well as, it seems, within IBM. However, IBMers' 
claims to self-management should be interpreted with caution. On the surfuce at least, 
at the level of discursive consciousness, the 'new career' talk is being walked at IBM. 
For example, Peter remarks: 
We're moving more into having people self-manage their career development. 
Adam too confirms: 
You see statements like 'the only person who owns your career is you' and all 
that kind of stuff. 
This is supported by Asif s observations: 
All over IBM they say you are the master of your own career, you decide what 
training you want to go for, you decide what career path you want to take and 
we'll support you in that. You decide what's the bestfor you, you realise your 
own potential and we'll support you in whatever decision you make ... We're 
not going to tell individuals what we think is good for them. You have to 
decide what is goodfor you and we'll support you in that. ' So that's a very 
good thing. When individuals get an opportunity to decide. 
Linda too agrees that: 
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You have to manage your own career. 
Sue is convinced that she has indeed applied this in practice. Referring to her career 
development to date she claims: 
It's all come ojJmy own back. 
Nick expresses similar sentiments: 
I've always had to drive my career in IBM Nobody does it for you but then I 
don't believe that ... with the vastness of it, that you're going to get anywhere 
without driving it. 
On the surface then there is indeed evidence of career self-management. However, 
unravelling the claims complicates the picture somewhat. For example, there is 
evidence that self-management is not encouraged in the early years of an IBM career. 
As Ruth explains: 
In the early days they need to get you marketable and useful as quicldy as 
possible, so they have to drive that ... and then after that you tend to be a lot 
more in control. 
Adam too acknowledges that others controlled the reins of his career for some time: 
Certainly earlier I would say that I was restricted in my choice because I was 
recruited to do a specific role ... if you just accept that and get on with it then 
you'll be OK ... A lot of people don't and they kick and scream and shout and 
stuff and ... and the management are just well, you know, I'm sorry, this is the 
way it is. 
Surely just quietly accepting what others decide for you and 'getting on with it' is 
contra-evidence of a self-directed career. The individual is, it seems, only sometimes 
master oftheir own career. Managers and powerful others (or 'the organisation' as 
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some participants make sense of it) retain the right to take over direction as and when 
it is deemed necessary. 
If individuals are genuinely managing their own careers it might be expected that they 
would be able to offer some details of the kinds of activities they have engaged in in 
the process. Yet IBMers struggle to offer any. For example, asked how she succeeded 
in becoming a second-line manager, Alison is at an almost complete loss: 
/ don't really know ... uh ... it still perplexes me ... sort of, you know, ... what I've 
done to get where / have done, sort of thing ... / have no idea of how / got here, 
and if/try and change, then / might not carry on being successful, you know? 
Asked to what extent his role changes were self-instigated, Peter too is perplexed, 
replying: 
It's difficult to say really ... / should have brought my CV in if I'd have known, 
you know ... help prompt it. Um ... / think latterly ... / think as you get more 
senior, then you tend to focus yourself into the areas you want more. / think in 
a junior role you tended to be more guided 
Peter again adds weight to the belief that with time and increasing seniority more 
control is granted to the individual. However, this should again be interpreted with 
some caution. Unpacking accounts further points to further gaps between what is said 
at one level and what is acted out at another. William for example, having recently 
been promoted to first-line management equivalent level admits: 
For the first time I've felt, you know, what am / doing? Maybe / should push it 
along a bit more about what / want to do, uh .... hitherto I've really taken a que 
sera sera approach in some ways. A roll with it sort of attitude, approach to 
my career. / haven't been in and banged on the door and said that's what / 
want to do. Opportunities have come my way. 
GiIlian's account too offers little support for claims of career self-management. In 
terms of job moves she explains: 
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It was a case of you moved when they wanted you to move so you didn't have 
much say in it .... you weren't really asked your opinion about what you 
wanted to do long-term. Although they paid lip-service to it in like the annual 
appraisals, they didn't really take it seriously. 
Asked to explain what she means when she says (in her TST) that her "career choices 
have been political", Bethany explains: 
I guess things like ... people have moved me, rather than me making a career 
choice. 
Both Gillian's and Bethany's remarks offer more insight into the ways in which 
notions of 'choice' are constructed and employed. As we have seen in both the 
discussion about the impact of motherhood on careers in chapter 8 and, earlier in this 
chapter, in the view held by some participants that rule-breakers have exercised their 
choice and have only themselves to blame for the career consequences, notions of 
'choice' are frequently employed in ways which sustain the beliefin employee 
autonomy and self-direction. However, the fact that Bethany continues to use the 
word 'choice' to explain instances when she has had none reveals situation-specific 
features which the concept of choice obscures. The word choice can be seen to be 
employed in situations where there is no choice. What Bethany describes as 'political 
career choices' she also equates to situations in which others decide for her and she 
exercises no choice. Gillian's experiences echo this. This evidence supports 
Fournier's (1998) observation that the vocabulary of choice serves to individualise 
and de-politicise events. This in turn raises strong question marks surrounding claims 
to career self-management which are backed up by further evidence. 
9.9.1 The 'Accidental' Career: 'falling jnto things' and the role of 'luck' 
That careerists attribute career progress to luck has been noted in the literature (e.g. 
Nicholson et ai, 1985; Hennig and Jardim, 1978; Arnold and McKenzie Davey, 1992). 
These findings are supported with evidence here which, in the context of claims of 
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career self-management, is somewhat surprising. A number of participants in this 
study nevertheless do attribute their career progress not to themselves, or to 
significant others, or to ability or hard work, but instead to 'luck'. For example, Asif 
recalls events in his career: 
IBM had placed an advert and I just made an application. Luckily I was called 
for an interview and then things started progressingfrom there ....... I was 
lucky to have a very good manager ...... I like doing technical things, that's 
what I enjoy most and I have to say that I've been very lucky in having that 
opportunity in IBM 
Alison too feels luck has played an important part in her career: 
I think I'm very fortunate because I happen to have, I think, got on a very nice 
path and was recognised early and have been given lots of opportunities ... so I 
don't see it as 'Oh I'm amazing'. I see it as I've been very fortunate ... I mean, 
as I say, I think a lot of it must be luck because I can't believe that I got here 
just doing it, for any particular reason ... I see myself as very fortunate. I do. I 
really do recognise that I've been lucky ... I think there is this degree of fate 
and it depends where you are, whether there's the right opportunity at the 
time. 
David too feels luck has played an important part: 
[The latest job move] is probably going to turn out to be one of the luckiest 
breaks I've got actually ... This guy said that [too] in the [career review] 
meeting yesterday ... he goes 'your career is all about luck ... you've been very 
lucky getting on the [latest] contract. ' 
Likewise, GiIlian feels luck has been crucial in her career to date: 
There isn't much interaction between other bits of the business so it can be 
quite difficult to escape but I think I was just lucky. A lot of it depends on ... 
being in the right place at the right time, you know ... You're a small 
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community ... It's by luck rather than anything else that you find out what the 
opportunities are, what the areas are that you might like to work in in the 
future. 
Even Sue sees luck as central to her success: 
All my life I'd been lucky ... you know. I got reasonable 0 'levels. I came out 
with a first class degree. I got a job here which is where I wanted to come ... 
and everything sort of progressed quite well. I went up the promotion grades 
fairly quickly ... I was very lucky ...... I've been quite lucky ... I mean, they 
promoted me to ... the management band - company car and all that sort of 
stuff. 
William too is pleased at how 'lucky' he has been: 
I wish I had a clearer view of what steps I wanted to take '" as it happens, it's 
probably worked out quite well anyway, but I quite often wish I was someone 
who was more clear-sighted in what I wanted ... and, you know, a bit more sort 
of proactive about my own career. So I look back and think well, you know, 
I've been pretty lucky actually. Things have fallen into place ... I trusted 
management quite a lot ... I was therefore quite lucky ... I think I've been on a 
very easy run so far. 
Cathy, Joanne and Ruth too also refer to luck as central to their success. 
It is difficult to reconcile how individuals who attribute their career success to luck -
some force beyond their control- can also claim to feel in the driving seats of their 
careers and self-directing their career progress. 
In addition, the extent to which individuals believe that they 'fell into things' rather 
than planned or engineered opportunities points away from notions of self-managed 
careers. Again, the emphasis seems to be on what might be referred to as the 
'accidental' career. William for example confesses: 
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I didn't know what I wanted to do ... and, you know, how did I get here? Well I 
fell into it. I fell into HR. I fell into IBM As it turned out it suited me very well. 
Alison echoes Wil!iam's sentiments: 
I seem to have, like, just fallen into things, you know ... I didn't plan to become 
a first line manager but it, sort of, just, you know, happened and I certainly 
didn't plan to get this [second-line manager'sjob}. .. I was just offered it, you 
know, about four months ago ... and I was like ... oooh! 
Leanne too feels her career has been accidental: 
[My career J is not exactly what I thought I'd be doing and it's more something 
I've fallen into rather than I went straight out to become a Marketer ... it's 
something Ifell into. 
David too feels he has 'fallen into' the position he finds himself in. This notion ofan 
unplanned, lucky, accidental dimension to career sits ill at ease with notions of self-
direction representing in many ways another case of , double think' (Willmott, 1993). 
This raises the question why do individuals account for their careers in this way? It is 
only really possible to hazard a guess. The role that pure chance plays in one's career 
fortunes cannot be dismissed entirely (Evetts, 1992). The view that attributions to luck 
may be tied up with motives of self-protection (Arnold and Mackenzie Davey, 1992) 
is unlikely here since two of the most 'successful' careerists in this study cite luck as 
key determinants of their success. Beyond this, as Mitchell and Krumboltz (1999) 
have argued, what is interpreted as chance by individuals may in fact, unbeknown to 
those individuals, be the product of effective actions. In other words although 
participants in this study may, in career terms, know 'how to go on' at the level of 
practical consciousness (Giddens, 1979, 199Ia), they are not discursively conscious. 
They can neither articulate clearly the mechanisms by which their careers have 
developed nor what exactly has led to their success - hence their attributions to luck. 
The absence of explicit 'promotion' criteria makes this explanation more plausible. 
This analysis brings into play again Giddens' (1984) notion of the dialectic of control. 
Whilst participants' actions are indeed constrained by the rules ofthe career game 
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and, given the very nature ofthese rules as outlined in this chapter so far, participants 
cannot be considered to be fully self-directing and autonomous, the rules nevertheless 
enable them to manage their careers in some sense by offering a set oftacit guidelines 
and "procedures of action" (Giddens, 1984: 21). Because of their tacit nature, 
participants instead explain their successes in serendipitous, 'accidental' and 'lucky' 
terms. The nature of the rules of the career game at IBM however, particularly those 
related to demonstrating subservience and displaying devotion, are such that 
participants in this study place the reins of their careers in the hands of powerful 
others. This too might in part explain why those who have still succeeded despite this 
consider themselves to be lucky. William's account above illustrates this point when 
he says "I trusted management quite a lot... I was therefore quite lucky." 
9.9.2 Centrality of managers to career management 
Reflecting the role Watson Sr. (and his former boss) carved for himself as the 'man 
who made men' (Belden and Belden, 1962), managers play a central and powerful 
role in both the selection of managerial successors as well as in the more general 
career development process. They are able to severely curtail the extent of autonomy 
oflBMers and the possibility of individual self-direction. As David puts it: 
Your manager is the one who's going to make or break you. 
Asifs observations back this up: 
In IBM I would say your relationship with your manager is very important. If 
you have a good relationship with your manager, he or she will support you. If 
you don't, then it's an obstacle in your career because you need their support 
whatever you do in IBM Whatever training you want to go for, whatever 
career path you take, you need the support of your manager 
This power bestowed on and wielded by managers comes at a price. In the absence of 
any clear selection criteria, managers are free to pick and choose people whom they 
like and who are like them serving to re-create their successors in their own image 
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much like Watson Sr. did (Belden and Belden, 1962; Carron, 1994). Managers are, in 
effect, the gatekeepers to career opportunities who can indeed, as David puts it, 'make 
or break' a person. As Alison explains: 
How it happens here is that the first line work out who it is they think are 
stars ... and the second line sort of collate that and also look at the whole 
organisation and, at the moment ... because I've spoken to everybody, I've got 
my own view on who I think are the stars and who I think aren't the 
stars ...... 1'11 tell half the managers to pick out who they think will be 
leadership candidates later on and give them something to lead ...... you know 
giving them something extra, I suppose, on top of their other jobs ... so that 
you're, you know, giving them room to grow. 
The expression of AJison's that she, along with her managers above and below her in 
the hierarchy, give employees 'room to grow' suggests that they also have the ability 
should they so desire to stunt their growth. This breathes life into and offers evidence 
of the sort of horticultural career metaphor identified by Gunz (1989). (This theme is 
developed further in chapter 10). 
Interestingly though individuals come to interpret, just as Whyte's (1956) 
'Organization Man' did, such management intervention as benevolent rather than 
interfering. Resonating with the accounts of graduates in Grey's (1994) study, 
participants here appear to possess a fundamental belief in the integrity of managerial 
actions, assuming that managers ultimately have their best interest at heart, even when 
this is fairly obviously not the case. Parallels can be drawn here with the patriarchal 
figure making the 'children' do things which may be unpleasant in the short-term but 
are in the best interests of the child in the long term. For example, Ruth seems excited 
as she declares: 
I've got a manager that's like 'Right, you know ... this is how I want to grow 
you'. 
David explains the part that managers have played in 'looking after' his career: 
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All of my moves have been management decisions ... None of them were mine. 
No. I haven't made one ... The only decision I've made is that I don't want to do 
Finance any more and they say 'Oh no, you're not leaving the family!' 
(Laughs) ... My [last job] was a management decision. Well it was ... 
management put it to me and said you'd be afool to turn it down. And I would 
have been afool to turn it down, very much so. So I believe they were looking 
after me there ... All of the roles I've had have either been my boss sort of 
looking after me in terms of every 9 months - 'Give him a change otherwise 
he's just going to get bored and leave', or ... a knee jerk reaction to 'we need 
someone to do this ... right, who've we got? '. 
William predicts likely events in the future: 
If they did offer me an assignment in Paris it would be a goodjob and they'd 
see it as the right thing and it would be a progression thing and there would 
be no question that is the right thing to do career-wise. If I turned it down 
would I damage my security in the company - absolutely no. No. Because I 
can have a stable career in the UK Would it damage my career? Yes. Damage 
my progression - yes it would ... because this is what they want, you know. OK 
fairdos, he's made his decision but he's not going to go places now. 
For those who refuse the advice of their wise elders there are punishments afoot. 
Whilst this may pose difficulties for those genuinely seeking to manage their own 
careers and steer them in particular directions, David, William and others seem happy 
with this state of affairs, sometimes rather more through blind faith than positive 
experience. Amanda, for example, despite her experiences of being passed over for 
promotion several times on grounds, she suspects, which were directly related to the 
fact she was pregnant (and therefore also to the fact she is a woman), expresses the 
view: 
I think that what you should be able to do is trust the management team to 
promote the people who deserve to be promoted and I think that, by and large 
that works fairly well. 
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And William, having had positive experiences feels similarly: 
Opportunities have come my way and ... whilst] haven't sort of cherry-picked, 
generally speaking I've been comfortable with what the management team 
suggested and] can see where they're going and it's progressed me quite well. 
The very fact that William sees 'where managers are going' with his career rather 
than where he himself is going or wants to go is a strong contra-indication of career 
self-direction. Nevertheless, WiIIiam is certainly not alone. Siobhan too believes her 
manager has 'taken care' of her: 
Thankfully I've always had managers that] get on really well with and my last 
manager in particular ... um, we got on very well and sort of he recognised 
that ... he was the one that was giving me all the [top} ratings [in appraisal} 
and ... fought my case for me because] was brought in on quite a low salary 
relative to the sort of job that] was doing. So over 3 years he got me quite 
good salary increases ... um, 20 -25% every year which is quite a lot, to be 
bring me up to sort of market pay ... but he has sort of done that without me 
really pushingfor it. 
Managers are in a position whereby they can choose to give or withhold career 
opportunities. Indeed Alison, now a second-line manager herself, makes frequent 
reference to the opportunities she has been given as if they were generous gifts and for 
which she expresses tremendous gratitude. This gratitude is perhaps the source of her 
unswerving loyalty. She reflects: 
If] compare myself to other graduates, people who] graduated with .. I'm by 
far and away the best off .. in terms of the opportunities I've been given ... 
things I've been able to do like, sort of, travelling, conferences. You know, all 
those kinds of things. I've been given plenty of things to do that way. 
Having played by the rules of the career game, Alison now finds herself entrusted 
with the role of gatekeeper and, just as Watson Sr. himself was, in a position to pick 
and choose who she bestows career gifts in the form of pr omot ion opportunities to. 
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9.9.3 Cloak and dagger tactics 
Alison's experience, reported earlier, of having information ofa managerial level job 
offer withheld from her by her own manager is, it seems, by no means an isolated 
event. Many decisions related to individuals' career progression are veiled in secrecy 
echoing the findings ofKanter (1977) and Pfeffer (1989). Reflecting the frequent 
imagery of managers as parental figures and employees as children, Amanda 
complains: 
Something which does irritate me about the company, that managers have a 
lot of secrets and they won't treat employees like grown ups ... 
This resonates with David's suspicions that he has been told he has been placed on the 
executive resources list just to flatter him. Bethany tells how her promotion to her first 
managerial post was done without her own manager's knowledge, in effect "behind 
his back, while he was on holiday." 
Gillian too acknowledges this cloak and dagger feature, claiming: 
I think there are certain managers ... who to a certain extent, tell you what they 
think you want to hear and will hide the truth or disguise it in some Wt!Y shape 
or form ... '" It's getting better but certainly in IBM, we're not to talk .... I don't 
know whether we're not supposed to but there's this big thing that nobody ever 
really talks about their salary and ... certainly promotions and what have you 
aren't necessarily announced to the wider team ... One of my big gripes is 
that ... I think if they're prepared to give somebody an award ... give somebody 
a promotion then they should be able to stand up and justifY that to the rest of 
the community if they're prepared to do it ... so it should be announced so that 
everybody knows. 
It is of course only possible to speculate on the purpose which such cloak and dagger 
tactics serve. It is likely that they offer managers a mechanism for avoiding the 
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prospect of having to defend their decisions, removing io the process the possibility of 
protests about the equity of their selection and promotion decisions and challenges to 
them. The contiouiog lack of transparency also allows selection and promotion 
criteria to remaio vague and changeable. This ioevitably makes it more difficult for 
iodividuals iotent on self-directiog their careers to do so. 
9.9.4 Self-managed self-discipline? 
How is it possible to promote notions of career self-management seemiogly at odds to 
the tacit rules of the IBM career game which demand subservience and devotion? The 
Foucauldian notion of self-managed self-disciplioe io relation to careers outlioed by 
Grey (1994), Savage (1998) and Fournier (1998) offers a likely explanation. Gillian 
offers perhaps one of the strongest clues which leads to this conclusion. She believes 
that trust at IBM is very important, but significantly managers beiog able to trust 
employees. She explaios: 
If they know that you will deliver either what they want or something better or 
more useful then to a certain extent they'll leave you alone and they won't 
interfere in what you're doing. 
Whilst participants may ioterpret such 'space' as the iocreasiog passiog of control of 
their careers ioto their own hands, on the basis of the evidence presented so far, there 
is a much more compelling ioterpretation - that the belief io growing autonomy is but 
an illusion. The fabrication and promotion of notions of autonomy and self-direction 
acts as a smoke-screen. The deeper people are sucked ioto the hue and wowed by the 
razzle-dazzle an IBM career promises, the more they are controlled by it and, 
crucially, the less conscious of this control they become. As Fournier (1998) and Rose 
(1989) have argued, career's disciplioary effects work via the constitution and 
management of subjectivity. Career thus operates covertly as a controlling technology 
of the self. The disciplioiog and controlling effects are achieved precisely because 
they are not perceived as such. 
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The question who or what are IBMers controlled by is a fascinating one which must 
be answered at three interconnected levels. First, IBMers are controlled by the actions 
of powerful organisational actors, notably managers and sponsors. Second, and 
related, the power wielded by these all-powerful actors stems exclusively from the 
rules of the career game created in the past, re-activated over time and still played by 
in the present. Third, since the discipline and control (rather than the 'career') is self-
managed by the very act of playing the game and following the rules without 
challenge, careerists can be considered to be, in effect, controlling themselves by their 
own actions. This is the very essence of self-managed self-discipline. The manner in 
which such self-managed self-discipline is secured and developed, the subjective 
interpretations of it and the extent of its impact alters gradually with time. In the 
beginning more regulative devices are employed by managerial staff in the form of 
direct managerial surveillance of the personal qualities of new recruits. As Van 
Maanen and Barley (1984) have observed, instruction is provided in the rules of the 
career game. Current employees pass on their understanding ofthe rules to new 
employees. The importance of self-presentation and of self-surveillance is 
communicated by example. The importance of engaging in surveillance of others is 
also conveyed in a similar manner stressing the need to reject those who don't 'fit' 
e.g. those not 'like us' who possess a 'social deficiency'. Managers are recognised as 
having to manage the careers of junior IBMers in their early days with the company 
and are therefore given free rein to do so. During this time new recruits look to 
significant others to learn the rules of the career game. Any so-called self-
management occurs within the strictly if tacitly defined rules restricted to, for 
example, processes connected to image management - behaving and appearing to 
behave in company ways, being punished and admonished for not doing so. This is a 
far cry from the 'free agents' which Hirsch's (1987) career self-help texts describe. 
The term self-management hoodwinks employees into believing, at one level at least, 
that they have sole control over their destinies career-wise. Yet this deception is only 
partially effective. Curiously, many employees are able to maintain an ambivalent 
'doublethink' stance: proclaiming that they manage their own careers at one level 
whilst recognising that they do not at another. Even more curiously, employees seem 
unable to make a connection and therefore few perceive any contradiction between 
these two stances. However there are occasions when the contradictions are difficult 
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to sustain and in these instances individuals shift their sense of self-their 
'subjectivity' to reconcile the contradictions. 
Whilst this analysis might at first appear somewhat conspiratorial, it is not intended as 
such. The discipline and control being described here is not secured by a select group 
of power-hungry managers secretly plotting how to impress their will onto 
unsuspecting employees but is instead a product of the historical, social and cultural 
context which has led to the development of career rules or "procedures of action" 
(Giddens, 1984: 21) which shape individual agency. Within these rules are the need to 
display devotion and demonstrate subservience. This detracts from the possibility of 
career self-management. Adding to this, making it at best difficult and at worst 
impossible to self-direct one's career is the absence of clear promotion criteria. 
Reminiscent ofWatson Sr.'s lax attitude to providing clear selection criteria, this 
feature in itself places much power in the hands of managers who make promotion 
decisions. Managers, by virtue of the rules of the game, in effect retain almost 
exclusive control of who does and who does not enter the IBM senior club, recruiting 
individuals in their own image and re-creating a system, warts and all, over and over 
again. Those employees who become the 'chosen' are rendered loyal and grateful 
winners in one sense yet simultaneously anxious and dependent losers in another 
personal sense since they are never entirely sure why they have been chosen over and 
above others. This feeds a personal insecurity from which, in their eyes, only 'IBM' 
which believes in them enough to select them ahead of their peers can offer comfort. 
However, care should be taken in assuming, as chapter 3 reveals a number of authors 
have done, that it is 'organisations' which control their members' careers (e.g. Inkson, 
1995; Mirvis and Hall, 1994) since this perspective remes organisations assuming 
they possess some independent existence separate from their members. It is not 
organisations, but individual members accepting and playing by the rules of the game, 
engaging in self-managed self-discipline who in effect obstruct their own careers. 
9.10 SUMMARY 
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This chapter has attempted to assess the mechanisms by which career at IBM is 
accomplished and to this end has explored the IBM career game and the rules by 
which it is played. An absence of any explicit selection and promotion criteria 
(reminiscent ofWatson J. Sr.'s days) has been noted. Instead there are tacit rules of 
the career game which include knowing the right people, maximising visibility and 
displaying devotion. In essence to get on at IBM demands confonnity with the notion 
of the model IBMer and active as well as ongoing demonstration of that confonnity 
by 'playing the game'. The manner in which the rules of the game are re-created is 
explored. Strong evidence, in particular the notion of the 'accidental career', the role 
ofluck in career development and the powerful position occupied by IBM managers 
in the career management process largely shoots down claims of autonomy and career 
self-direction and with it the similar claims of the 'new' career literature. This reveals 
again in turn a strong political dimension to careers. Evidence of the kind of self-
managed self-discipline noted by Grey (1994), Fournier (1998) and Savage (1998) is 
revealed. However, at a rhetorical level at least the autonomous self-directing claims 
are still bought into by many participants and these beliefs are reinforced by a number 
of discursive practices, notably secrecy and 'economy of truth' tactics. 
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CHAPTER 10 - THE CONCEPT OF CAREER 
10.0 INTRODUCTION 
Continuing with the quest to make sense of the concept of career, this chapter 
examines the ways in which participants conceptualise their careers by drawing in 
particular on the metaphors embedded within interview accounts. In line with the 
study's objectives, the career conceptions of participants uncovered here are 
compared and contrasted with those outlined in the cross-disciplinary literature. 
Making sense of career is, it seems, no easier for those having careers than it is for 
those studying them Peter for example illustrates the difficulties associated with such 
a task by describing metaphorically his efforts to make sense of own career: 
In career terms ... Ithink it's a bit like one of those old radios ... you know the 
old twisty radios and you're lying in bed at 7:30 at night trying to find Radio 
Luxembourg ... so you go (makes sound of radio being tuned in) and then you 
get a bit of French .... uh, and it's a bit like that. You sort of go ... It comes into 
focus and the winding handle is time going along ... and there'l/ be times when 
you're thinking about it. 
Metaphor is, as Peter above and the proceeding analysis of this chapter will show, 
frequently adopted in order to ease the task. As noted in chapter 2, an individual's 
conceptual system, which shapes both thoughts and actions (Lakoff and Johnson, 
1980), can be accessed through an exploration of , metaphors-in-use' (Oswick and 
Grant, 1996). Metaphor analysis can therefore assist in the process of 'unveiling' 
aspects of career which might otherwise be difficult to see (Inkson, 2001). The aim 
here is to take advantage of the generative capacity of metaphor (Alvesson, 1994) in 
an attempt to reveal fresh insights and new perspectives on the concept of career as 
well as the social context and system in which career is played out. Both Morgan's 
(1996) and Collin's (1997) call for a number of metaphors to be explored conjointly 
in order to give a more rounded picture are heeded. In line with the study's objectives, 
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this analysis of , metaphors-in-use' infonns us not merely about career but the context 
in which it is played out and the characteristics of the players. 
10.1 THE MEANING OF A CAREER 
A number of authors have proclaimed the extinction of 'old' bureaucratic career 
fonns (e.g. Littleton et al, 2000; Rosenbaum and Miller, 1996; Hal~ 1996; Mirvis and 
Hal1, 1996; Col1in and Watts, 1996; Herriot and Pemberton, 1996) whilst heralding 
the arrival of the new portfolio, post-bureaucratic, entrepreneurial, protean and 
boundaryless careers. In stark contrast to these claims, evidence here suggests that, at 
IBM at least, the bureaucratic career is alive and well as are its inherent notions of 
vertical mobility and the 'logic of advancement' (Kanter, 1989). WilIiam, for 
example, explains what being a 'career person' means to him: 
I think it's a number of moves I've had in my career. in my progression in 
terms of level and salary and responsibility ... I see myself as continuing to 
move on an up ... I suspect professional... career. in the sense we're talking 
about for graduates. is continuing to progress and building and you know. you 
like to think you're going on up and up and up until you reach your ceiling 
whether that be imposed by your employer or by yourself. .. or by your ability 
more than likely. So I guess for me that's probably how I'd define career ... you 
know continuing to move on and progress until you reach your natural ceiling. 
In contrast to the claims of authors who see the idea of career ladders as defunct (e.g. 
Parker and Inkson, 1999; Herriot, 1992; Mirvis and Hall, 1996; Savickas, 2000), 
notions of vertical mobility contained in the dominant spatial metaphors which litter 
the careers literature (Gunz, 1989; Barley, 1989) and which reflect a bureaucratic 
form of career are to the fore in IBMers' accounts. We have seen these perspectives to 
be at the heart of new mothers' conceptualisation of career since the removal, as they 
see it, of opportunity to progress vertica1ly equates to the end of career. This very 
traditional view of career is echoed also for example in Alison's definition of career 
as: 
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The possibility of moving onward .. of um ... seeing sort of stepping stones to 
get more responsibility ... to have more of an impact in the business and that 
kind of thing. 
There is also, as Chapter 9 has shown, much evidence against the autonomous 
dimension claimed to underpin 'new' career forms. For example, although David 
agrees he has a career, he qualifies this statement, describing it as: 
Haphazard ... not under my control 
Thus David reflects the 'careering about' notion of career (Arthur et al, 1999). David 
draws a distinction between a career on the one hand and a job on the other. For him, 
the distinguishing feature relates to the 'future' dimension which he sees as implicit in 
career. Referring to the various temporary roles he had before joining IBM, he 
explains: 
Well those jobs I went in there thinking I'm not going to be around for very 
long ... with a career, you've got to think of afuture. With those jobs I went in 
with the mind-set of, you knOw, this is a stop-gap ... there was no career ... It's 
the idea of future, I think ... If you think that there's a future ... then you can say 
yes, I've got a career. But if you're just thinking oh, I just want the money 
because I want to do this next, I don't think that's a career at all. 
David hints at the importance of a 'lifelong' dimension in his notion of career (e.g. 
Van Maanen, 1977; Sennett, 1998; Adamson et al, 1998), and this, along with a nod 
to the importance of continuous learning (e.g. Bird, 1994; Hall, 1996; Watts, 1996; 
Hall and Mirvis, 1995) is reflected in Gillian's view of career as: 
Developing ... and helping the organisation, giving something back as your 
experience, your skills, improve over the years. That's what I think is career 
development ... not actually sitting still but being able to move around into 
different jobs, into different roles and use your past experience and knowledge 
that you've gained to greater advantage. 
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There are thus echoes of the dimensions contained within a number of career concept 
definitions offered by academic commentators and outlined in chapter 2. The notions 
of mobility and of 'repaying' the organisation central to Gillian's account are of 
course also reminiscent of the bureaucratic career form (Kanter, 1989). Though this 
runs contra to much recent theorising about career, further evidence of its 
maintenance is provided by exploring when participants feel their careers began and 
(for some) have ended. 
10.1.1 Career beginnings, endings and rebirths 
On the basis of participants' accounts, perceptions of career beginnings and endings 
are, it seems, inextricably linked with notions of vertical progression. This is in line 
with the spatial metaphors noted earlier as being widely adopted in the careers 
literature (Gunz, 1989; Barley, \989) A career is apparently only a career when there 
is opportunity for activity directed at 'climbing the ladder'. According to participants 
here, where there is no such opportunity, there can be no 'career'. To illustrate, 
consider Gillian's and Cathy's view that their careers began several years after joining 
IBM. Their early years with the company were unhappy ones and, in their eyes, 
unsuccessful because of the lack of vertical mobility. As Gillian explains: 
It was a bit slow-starting really ... when I moved out of the first group, which 
was after about 4 years of being in IBM, 4 or 5 years, uh ... then my career 
started to take off. 
Cathy reflects: 
I think it [my career} probably began afew years after Ijoined IBM I think 
when Ijoined IBM .. it wasn't that I was doing particularly badly ... but I never 
really was ... as a student I was quite ambitious and then I turned up here and I 
didn't do very well and I was kind of disappointed. And then it must have been 
afew years ... Ijoined in 1990 and I'd say in 1995 thatit was the job that I 
really wanted but leading up to that I was building up a lot of confidence. 
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In contrast, and acknowledging differing subjective interpretations of career, Sue feels 
that her career began as early as school days. Her career conception does however 
remain connected with the opportunity of 'moving forwards' and 'upwards': 
I always ... wanted to go forwards ... so I always felt that a career started at 
school if you like ... because I had no intention of working in a factory ... and 
not going anywhere ... and I was very ambitious when I came here ... I always 
thought I'd set my sights on becoming a Director. 
Career endings and deaths occur when the possibility of vertical progression is 
thwarted. The tennination of career following motherhood has already been noted 
(Amanda, Bethany, Siobhan, Cathy and Sue feel their careers as such have stopped 
since their return to work following maternity leave). In contrast, the bulk of 
participants without any dependants feel they do have developing and continuing 
careers. This group includes Asif, Alison, Gillian, Joanne, Adam, Nick and William. 
The experience of career 'deaths' is not however the sole reserve of new mothers. 
Linda, contemplating her predicament, concludes: 
I've ... in a way I've gone backwards ... ... I suppose I think I could have [a 
career] but 1 suppose the thing that might make me decide 1 haven't got one is 
that I've allowed myself to drift too much. I've done basically the same job for 
seven years? Which wouldn't matter with some jobs ... but the one I was doing 
it did matter really. 1 shouldn't have stayed in it so long. It was a bit of a 
career death really. 
There are echoes of a horticultural career metaphor (Gunz, 1989) in notions of 'a 
career death' with career conceptualised as a living thing requiring sustenance to 
thrive. 
Jane feels that she does not have a career at IBM "because ofthe way IBM's 
operating." This is not the way she envisaged things though: 
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I said when I first joined that I wanted to make a career, I was going to go 
places ... 
Moving backwards, drifting and being prevented from 'going places' all signifY for 
participants the beginning of the end if not the very end of career. This is reflected in 
Graham's assessment. Whilst he feels he has had a career, the arrival of his baby boy 
along with concerns about the future direction his career might take has led to a 
feeling of having 'plateaued' and to some corresponding doubts as to how much 
longer his career might last: 
I have had a career up until now but I think the next step is not nearly so 
charted I always thought that getting to be a manager would be, you know, 
that was a career and now it's taken me 8 years to get here and now I don't 
know. So, this is where I wanted to get to and now I'm not quite sure where I 
want to get to because I'm not entirely sure I've got what it takes ...... Before 
this point it felt like a career because I knew where I was going. I had an idea 
of where I was going ... 
Life-changing events and turning points can, it seems, trigger new reflection and in 
turn (for some at least) new career beginnings. Ruth, for example, who describes 
herself as having had to become an 'intergalactic traveller' in order to meet IBM's 
demands for mobility witnessed an horrific car accident in which another driver died. 
This event made her reassess her career and life as a whole. She had been a keen 
athlete but her career at IBM had put paid to this and she decided to attempt to re-start 
what she refers to as her 'athletics career'. Bethany whose career in her mind stopped 
when her first child was born now sells books in her spare time and has begun writing 
a children's book on Hindu religion. She explains: 
I [started the book] on maternity leave, because I wanted to do something with 
my brain. I'm starting to fill up with different things ... I mean I need to find 
something else to do and IBM aren't going to fill it. I mean with the jobs that 
I'm going to get while I'm part-time, I'm not going to ... I hadn't really thought 
about it that w~, but I'm not going to be that interested in them, so I need to 
do something else. 
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Since becoming a mother Sue has been rethinking her IBM career and seriously 
contemplating a new career in teaching. 
One further intriguing finding worth noting is the manner in which some IBMers 
write off and totally discount as worthless all pre-IBM career experience, equating 
their joining IBM with a form of career rebirth, reflecting in part the living breathing 
symbolism implicit in horticultural metaphors. For example, Amanda, Bethany, Nick 
and David now consider their careers to have started when they joined IBM. Any 
prior work experience (which for Nick, David and Amanda in particular was quite 
substantial) is now ruled out. The IBM experience has breathed life into a career 
which is re-interpreted as previously dead. Amanda explains: 
My career began as soon as I went to workfor IBM ... I didn't have a 
permanent paid job before that. I was doing research for a PhD '" if I'd stayed 
in scientific research, my career would have begun when I'd started my 
degree, I suppose, my first degree. But because I changed disciplines 
completely, then I do see my career as having begun when I started at IBM 
Bethany claims: 
It think it started with the sponsorship for coming back after being an 
Industrial Trainee ... I think that's when they decided that they wanted me to ... 
come back on whatever list they do ... I don't consider [my previous jobs] as 
part of my career. I mean at the time, I needed the money. 
Nick dismisses several years of work elsewhere and insists: 
[My career began] when I was an Industrial Trainee with IBM That's how I 
see it anyway. 
Whilst the literature dismisses old bureaucratic notions of career such conceptions are 
the dominant ones for IBMers. The centrality ofIBM to many participants' career 
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concept smacks of the notion of an organisational career remaining intact. The key 
distinguishing feature is the possibility of vertical progression. 
10.2 CAREER METAPHORS 
Attention is turned here to an analysis of participants 'metaphors-in-use'. In chapter 2 
it was noted that, within the careers literature, the four broad groups into which 
dominant career metaphors fall are spatial, journey, competition and horticultural 
metaphors. These groups of metaphors are certainly well represented in participants' 
accounts and echoes of spatial and horticultural metaphors have already been noted. . 
The notion of career as a game which in itself could be classified as a competition 
metaphor has already received considerable attention in chapter 9 and this chapter 
therefore purposefully looks beyond this. In the following sections the established 
and widely-used career metaphors are, in line with Tietze et al's (2002) and 
Alvesson's (I 994) advice, subjected to closer inspection. In addition, other groups of 
new career metaphors not acknowledged within the literature are exposed and 
evaluated. 
10.2.1 Spatial and journey metaphors 
In line with dominant metaphors within the careers literature participants make 
frequent reference to both spatial (Gunz, 1989) andjoumey (Nicholson and West, 
1989) metaphors. Notions of vertical mobility are central to many accounts, with the 
terms 'career ladders' and 'steps' (presumably on ladders) especially prevalent. For 
example, AIison explains: 
I've been here six years and in the six years I've done ... five jobs. Each of them 
have been a step up the career ladder, so I think I have got a career and ... I 
know where I'm going next so in my view that's what I believe [a career is j. .. I 
can see the natural steps. 
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Gillian remembers her earlier career thoughts: 
When you graduate you think you're going to go up this ladder, there are steps 
along the way ...... You're looked tofor guidance from peers andpeople 
who 're coming up the ladder behind you. 
Siobhan explains how individuals can climb the ladder: 
It's who you know to sort of getting steps higher up the ladder. 
Amanda reflects on the continued absence of career opportunities for technical 
specialists: 
There were very few people high up on the technical ladder ... ... I think 
they're still trying to figure out how to have the genuine technical ladder, with 
lots of people on it. 
Cathy laments the descent on the ladder motherhood triggered: 
I went on maternity leave and I guess I've taken a step back. 
What does the use of such terms tell us about the ways in which participants 
conceptualise their careers and the extent to which careers have changed over the 
years? The notion of career ladders is of course a strong reflection ofbureaucratic 
career forms which are reported as being extinct. It is intriguing that the terms used by 
participants to descn"be their careers today echo the words of a 1930s company song: 
VP Nichol is a leader 
Working for the IBM 
Years ago he started low 
Up the ladder he did go 
What an inspiration to our men 
(Rodgers, 1970: 116) 
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This is in some respects a surprising finding since given not least the dramatic 
changes which IBM has undergone in the last decade one might be expect to detect 
corresponding changes in career forms and career concepts. There is however little 
evidence of change. To the contrary in fact. 
In addition to ladders and steps there is frequent reference to paths (Herriot, 1992), 
roads and avenues, reflecting journey type metaphors (Nicholson and West, 1989) and 
signifYing the retention of the earliest meanings of the word career as a road or 
carriageway (Arthur and Lawrence, 1984). Asif fur example explains that: 
All over [BM they say- 'you are the master of your own career ... you decide 
what career path you want to take' 
Wi1liarn says: 
[ see very clearly two career paths. One is a manager and one is a 
professional. 
Bethany (and others) talks in terms of: 
being identifiedfor fast path ... 
Alison reflects: 
[ think I'm very fortunate because [ happen to have ... got on a very nice path. 
Others who are not 'the chosen' ones have difficulty identi:tying any clear paths. For 
example, Siobhan says: 
No, there's no real, there's no career path ...... [just sort of looked for 
different avenues, different things. 
Gi1lian points out that: 
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So many people take so many different paths to get to the same point. 
Arnanda looks back and confesses: 
I didn't know what I wanted to do. Like some people I knew wanted to be 
teachers or doctors and set out along those paths, I never had a career in 
mind that I wanted 
Reflecting the accidental features noted in chapter 9, at IBM career paths are 
uncertain and largely unplanned. As GiIlian explains: 
It's not that mapped out for you, you know? 
Graharn has come to accept that career progress is: 
Not necessarily going there in a straight line route 
Ruth attempts to see a positive side to this: 
I don't think l'd be the character that I am if I hadn't taken that ... that round 
about route. 
There are also different views of who is directing the journey along the path. Leanne 
for example feels that she is not and complains: 
I don't like going down a path where there's nothing that's going to happen ... 
It's like I'm being channelled down this road 
Both paths and roads have, it seems, dead ends. Similarly, ladders have plateaus and 
ceilings. Reflecting feelings of being obstructed and restricted, Linda for example 
complains: 
[I've] reached a dead end 
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Both Sue and Graham feel they have reached a plateau. Graham says: 
I've plateaued because I feel there are things pulling me backwards now 
William finds himself wondering: 
How high is my natural ceiling? 
Sue feels she is at a "crossroads" as she contemplates leaving IBM to take up a career 
in teaching, much to the distress of her husband who has expressed concerns that she 
may get too emotionally involved with her pupils (although Sue suspects it has more 
to do with the fact that he is not happy at the prospect of the drop in their standard of 
living which will ensue). Peter too feels in a similar position: 
I mean I'm on the cusp at the moment as to which way to go. 
In chapter 2 it was noted that the same metaphor can be read in different ways. 
Participants' use of metaphors certainly reflects this. On the one hand there are those 
who talk of ladders and paths in positive ways. For example A1ison talks of all the 
steps up the ladder she has made and the 'nice path' she is on, Bethany recalls fondly 
her early career when she was on a 'fast path'. In contrast there are those whose 
experiences signifY a less positive interpretation. Cathy talks of having to take a 'step 
back' since becoming a mother, Graham is being 'pulled backwards', Amanda has 
always felt unsure about which path she should be travelling on, Gil1ian feels she 
lacks direction, Leanne is unhappy about being directed down a road she doesn't want 
to travel. Thus whilst participants may draw on similar metaphors to express their 
experiences, the meanings individuals attach to them are not uniform. Journeys can be 
easy and quick or complicated, arduous and long. Whilst most pursue career by 
attempting to climb the ladder, many meet 0 bstructions in their attempts to do so. 
Though these metaphors highlight key dimensions of participants' career conceptions, 
it is important to offer a full reading of the metaphor in order that, as Tietze et aI 
(2002) have warned, one revelation doesn't obscure another. 
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Continuing with the journey-type metaphors, reference is made to notions of flying 
with many referring to the notion of being a 'high-flier'. David recommends flying on 
a sponsor's coat tails. In addition driving metaphors are widely-used by participants. 
There are again reflections of positive and more negative career experiences with 
different 'spins' detectable on the same type of metaphor. For example, many 
describe the process of 'driving' or being driven by others. Adam believes it possible 
(if not easy) to "steer your own [career] path" and Nick feels that he has had to 
"drive" his career "really hard." Peter sees a couple of options being open to 
individuals: 
You can either have a plan and be driving hard towards getting the next level 
or you can just wait. 
Ruth believes that in the first few years of a career IBM 'have to drive' it. Joanne 
explains at first that she is 'driving herself and latterly that IBM are driving her 
through a process, clearly unsure whether she is driver or driven, at the wheel of her 
own career or a passenger of somebody else's. Echoing Cathy's report of having to 
take a step back on the ladder, Siobhan's assessment of the impact of motherhood on 
her career is similar but along 'driving' lines: 
I think at the moment I'm having to take a back seat for a few years. 
Sue refers to 'steering well clear' now of things she doesn't like doing (specifically 
giving people poor appraisals as part of the quota system). There are also references to 
travel related obstructions. For example, William describes promotion from levels 1 to 
2 as a 'bottleneck' and notes his own reaction to being awarded his level 2: 
Perhaps sub-consciously I slightly took my foot off the pedal. You know, oh, 
right. Got me [2J now. 
William reflects on his career at IBM to date and remarks: 
I think I've been on a very easy run so far. 
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The speed at which one travels career-wise is seen as important. Ruth describes 
herself as "plodding" relative to her colleagues and friends because of the inevitable 
impact of her current ill-health. She explains: 
I'm gonna have to, kind of, like, change gear ... but I've had that time to, sort 
of, settle in a bit ... so changing gear isn't a problem .... 
Hinting at the notion of career as unstable movement in line with the 'careering about' 
definition of career (Arthur et aI, 1999), Peter refers to his career as: 
A roller coaster 
This simple phrase allows access to a rich description of Peter's career experiences, 
symbolising the highs and lows and twists of turns of his career to date. Drawing on 
an additional metaphor in conjunction with this one sheds further light on what 
features of a roller coaster Peter feels are apt to his experiences. Reflecting a feeling 
that his career is all pre-determined, Peter refers to what he sees as a: 
Career conveyerbelt. 
Taken together these two metaphors, along with the other negative spins on journey 
and spatial metaphors, offer further evidence of controlling dimensions of career. 
10.2.2 Career as horticulture - being grown by others 
The presence of horticultural metaphors widely adopted in the careers literature 
(Gunz, 1989), has already been suggested in relation to use of the term 'career death'. 
These types of metaphors are reflected further in participants' metaphors-in-use. AB 
Gunz (1989) argued, there is a particular spin on this type of metaphor with the 
controlling and disciplining capacities ofthe 'gardener' being highlighted. IBM is, for 
example, described by ABif as "not a company for people who want to grow fast" and 
he explains: 
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I ... want to grow in an organisation and grow in terms of progressing 
promotions ... I want to grow and grow faster. I'm not happy with IBM offering 
me this pace of growth I'm not happy with this pace. It's just very slow for me. 
To Asif, it is IBM offering (and controlling) his rate of growth rather than allowing 
him to do so himself. To make sense of what he sees as his stunted growth, Asif 
reifies IBM, interpreting it as an independent thing-like entity (Cohen, 1997; Evetts, 
1992; Barley and Tolbert, 1997). In this way no individual (including Asifs manager) 
is held responsible for retarding Asifs development. To Asif, it is neither he nor other 
IBMers who have contributed to his fate. It is 'IBM'. 
Nevertheless there are IBMers who perform the role of gardener which Gunz (1989) 
described. Alison for example feels it is very much part of her role to "grow our 
people" by giving a select group of them opportunities. Ruth's manager has told her 
how he wants to grow her (rather than allowing her to decide for herself). All this 
leads David to conclude that, at IBM: 
You're just a mushroom in a damp corner of an office ...... you are ... a 
corporate mushroom 
Though participants express their desire to 'grow', as David's description illustrates, 
many are faced with hazards which stunt this growth. In line with the 'negative' spins 
on journey and spatial metaphors in which participants explain the ways in which 
their movement upwards is blocked, their journeys are closely directed and made 
more arduous, horticultural metaphors are adopted in a similar manner. This again 
highlights the controlling elements of career. 
10.2.3 Career as competition - races and games 
The competition career metaphor (Van Maanen, 1977; Rosenbaum, 1989; Gowler and 
Legge, 1989) is a widely used one amongst participants. The game-playing metaphor 
has been elaborated on in some detail in Chapter 9 but there are of course others 
connected to this. These metaphors embrace notions of career which include reference 
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to winners and losers, cheats, as well as 'sporting' injuries suffered as a result of 
competition. 
The competitive element of careers is a source of some distress to several participants. 
Connected to Rosenbaum's (1979) tournaments, Joanne finds it especially "daunting" 
that others will be able to analyse performance relative to her university peers and 
experiences pressure to be seen to out-perform them Sue explains: 
It's very competitive ... to get promotions and just various jobs. There /s a lot of 
competition, which wouldn't suit everybody. 
Joanne expresses concern that others may perceive her manager's decision to promote 
her recently as unfair: 
[Some managers would say] I've already made opportunities for you - you/re 
jumping the gun. 
Joanne is thus aware that some colleagues may perceive that she has in some way 
cheated by being given the gift of rather than earning a head-start in the race. 
Some see careers as more of a hunt than a race. Keith refers to the need to 'blow your 
own trumpet', whilst Sue, the (rare) technical manager, describes how she sees 
herself: 
I'm not one who follows the pack 
The fuct that Sue draws on this imagery suggests that, in her eyes at least, there are 
many others at IBM, in contrast to her, who do. In line with the 'hunt' spin on the 
competition metaphor, there are also several references to career 'traps'. Once again 
this levers open the competition metaphor to expose the less tasteful elements of 
career experiences. 
Related to notions of competitions and races are further sporting type metaphors. 
Joanne for example talks of the importance to her of being seen to be: 
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on an equal playing field with everybody else 
She is preoccupied with concerns that she will not be seen in this way and devotes 
much effort to keeping up with peers around her. 
Referring to the absence of promotion criteria, Bethany complains: 
There's no goal posts to go towards. 
In the absence of clear criteria participants attempt to assess the game and devise their 
own tactics accordingly. William stresses how imperative it is not to be seen to "drop 
the ball" and Nick cautions against being seen to spend too long "on the bench" i.e. 
between projects without any real role. Several participants warn against "making a 
rod for your own back" which is what those who filii or refuse to play by the 
suggested rules are perceived as doing. Peter describes the various 'clubs' that exist at 
the company and how getting ahead is about finding a club to join. Similar career 
tactics or, as Herriot (1992) refers to them, 'game plans' are echoed widely in others' 
accounts. For example, Ruth's 'game plan' includes cultivating useful contacts within 
the company, to boost her career resources in terms of who she knows. Ruth refers to 
having a colleague who has rated her and offered her several jobs intemally as: 
Always a useful card to have in my back pocket. 
Ruth also refers to the offers which this colleague has tried to tempt her with as "the 
card [my colleague] played." In other words, the options which Ruth has attempted to 
maintain are seen as possible 'turns' or 'moves' in a card game. Continuing with the 
sporting metaphor, Ruth's advice to others and explanations about her own career 
tactics include the need to "hit the ground running" and she explains: 
You've got to be really kind of, on the ball, and watch everything. 
Keith too talks about what you need to do before you get [career] things started i.e. 
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kick off the ball. 
Amanda refers to the term "rat-race", noted by Gowler and Legge (1989), although 
perhaps because as a technical specialist she is not eligible to join in the race, she does 
not perceive there to be one at IBM. Others however do draw on this and similar 
phrases to portray their career experiences. For example David explains: 
Most people are sort of like all in a rat-race and scrabbling up together. 
Continuing with race-related language, and again levering open a negative 'take' on 
the competition metaphor, Cathy refers to fulling behind her peers salary-wise and 
falling behind still further because of motherhood. This resonates with concerns 
expressed by others through the adoption of spatial, journey and horticultural 
metaphors. For example, as we have seen, some talk oftheir dismay at having to take 
a step back on the ladder, of hitting dead ends on their career journeys and of having 
their growth stunted. 
10.2.4 Career as construction 
In addition to spatial, journey, horticultural and competition metaphors there is 
frequent reference to construction type metaphors which convey the sense of career as 
something to be built. Such metaphors are downplayed in the careers literature. 
Graham refers to the need to build "pillars of support" and "building other contacts." 
To Graham career progression is: 
A question of trying to build a nest with those people. 
William too explains how his notion of career involves being able to continue to 
progress and build. Gillian, echoing Bethany's complaints about there being 'no goal 
posts to go towards', also expresses concern with the absence of explicit promotion 
criteria but adopts a distinctly 'construction' metaphor: 
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If you could have, you know, at least a platform to build that on top of, you 
know it would be useful and that's the bit I don't think we have at the moment, 
we haven't got the basic building blocks before you start putting the Taj Mahal 
on top or whatever ... (laughs) ... If nobody knows, you know, what the blocks 
are apart from them then nobody can tell them that they're wrong. 
Contained within the construction metaphors are not only references to building and 
creating activities, but also some to destroying and reforming. For example, referring 
to changes he has witnessed, Nick notes how divisions he has worked in have 
regularly been demolished and reconstructed, "broken up'~ and "remoulded" at regular 
intervals. Graham refers to the "rough edges" that some (unsuccessful) people at IBM 
have and how it is difficult to "smooth off" those "rough edges." 
Reflecting the widespread practice of image management at all levels within the 
company, and comparing IBM to his brief experience at another company, Adam 
concludes that: 
[IBM) probably had a bit more professional gloss 
Gloss is of course a shiny coat of paint used both to protect and hide what is 
underneath it. The use of the construction metaphor however allows us to access some 
of the features that might otherwise remain hidden. Leanne, illustrating her frustration 
in her current role and with her current manager also adopts a construction metaphor 
but in a more restrictive sense: 
In this role I'm banging my head against a brick wall ...... I'm just hitting brick 
walls in every department and it's slowing me up. 
This interpretation again links closely with the obstructions and dead ends of career 
ladders and journeys. Just as others feel they need to find a way around obstructions 
and select paths without dead ends, so Leanne believes she needs to try and find the 
"key", presumably to unlock doors of opportunities she feels she is currently being 
denied access to. In the past, her previous manager had been this 'key' illustrating the 
powerful influence managers are seen to have over individuals' careers. If careers are 
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about designing and building, the question is who has access to the building materials 
and who is directing the design and construction? 
10.2.5 Career as theatre 
In a similar vein to construction metaphors are theatrical type metaphors which 
convey the sense of career as something to be created and directed. 
Linked to Adam's notion of professional 'gloss', Asjfs feelings indicate the 
experiences of a young man who thinks he is heading for the bright lights by walking 
into his 'dream job' and latterly uncovers some unsavoury truths as he realises the 
dream isn't quite as he imagined. The glamour oflife as a performer or actor at IBM 
is short-lived. As Asifnotes: 
It's onlyfor thejirst 2 weeks or month that you are starry-eyed and/eel really 
great. 
Latterly he revises his description ofthe way IBM is run as: 
a management farce 
Alison is aware of this view: 
The perception on the street is that managers do not spend enough time [on 
appraisal and salary planning] and it's a big ... /arce. 
However, whilst she recognises this as others' perception she herself disputes this 
perspective. 
William is keen to stress: 
I haven't thrust myself into the limelight. 
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In fact he hasn't needed to since it is senior managers, through lists and arguably 
dubious selection practices, who decide who will have the spotlight shined on them 
and receive all the adoration of a star performer in career terms. Alison's account 
offers supportive evidence of this and she reminds us: 
How it happens here is that the first line work out who it is they think are 
stars ... and the second line sort of collate that ... ... I've got my own view on 
who I think are the stars and who I think aren't the stars. 
Seeing career as a kind of GofIinanesque theatrical production it is still pertinent to 
ask who or what is directing the actors. The central role played by managers in 
directing the careers of others is highlighted by this metaphor as is the importance of 
acting out a part and, to use Barley and Tolbert's (1997) phrase, reading from a 
'script' written by others. Keith for example half jokes about people at IBM being 
Jekyll and Hyde characters - different in work to outside of work, having to act out a 
different persona in the workpiace. 
10.3 DISCIPLINE AND CONTROL - CAREERS AS POLITICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
The review of participants' metaphors-in-use in the previous section has revealed the 
continued widespread adoption of established metaphors, notably spatial, journey, 
horticultural and competition metaphors. There are however negative 'spins' or 
interpretations of these running alongside limited positive takes. The 'new careers' 
literature, as chapter 2 explains, all but ignores such critical insights. On the basis of 
the metaphor analysis conducted this far there is therefore a gap between 'new 
careers' commentaries and the career experiences of participants in this study. The 
adequacy of both established metaphors prevalent in the careers literature and the 
latest contributions to career theory in terms of the extent to which they reflect the full 
experience and conceptual schemes of those having careers are further called into 
question by the 'unveiling' of what is by far the largest group of metaphors-in-use: 
those which are directly suggestive of controlling and disciplinary dimensions to 
career. Under this broad umbrella falls metaphors relating to: career as imprisonment; 
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military metaphors; school-like surveillance; 'Wild West'; and nautical metaphors. 
This section outlines these new metaphors in detail. 
10.3.1 On becoming a Lifer - career as imprisonment 
In the previous discussion we have seen reference made to the practice of "empire-
building", the importance ofinterna1 politics and the need to become what David 
refers to as "a political anirna1." These terms and phrases in themselves represent 
metaphors but they are also alluded to and reinforced by a number of others. The 
description ofIBMers becoming 'Lifers' is a particularly powerful one. 
In chapter 8, reference was made by a number of participants (e.g. William and Ruth) 
to the concept of 'becoming a Lifer'. The literal definition of a 'Lifer' is of course 
someone with a life sentence to imprisonment. In its metaphorical form, the meaning 
is little different, reflecting notions of a lifetime of entrapment with little possibility of 
escape. Some are frightened of becoming a Lifer (e.g. Cathy) whereas others suspect 
they may already be one (e.g. Ruth). This imagery of serving a sentence and being 
imprisoned is woven throughout others' accounts. For example, Gillian talks about 
having been lucky to "escape" from her first role. Peter refers to his life at IBM and 
his thoughts about retirement: 
It's a bit like doing a prison sentence, planning my release date because, you 
know, that's when you're going to get parole. 
Though there is little direct reference to it, it is possible to read against this dominant 
imprisonment spin. Unlike those who are involuntary prisoners, 'Lifers' may be seen 
to have voluntarily and willingly devoted their lives to the IBM career cause. 
Although they may feel trapped at times, the IBM prison could also be seen as 
offering to 'Lifers' protection from the world outside. 
10.3.2 Career as military 
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The adoption ofa military metaphor can be traced to IBM's anthem 'Ever Onward' in 
which notions of fighting and conquering predominate. Others who have studied IBM 
have also compared the company's operations and management style to the military 
(e.g. Rodgers, 1970; Malik, 1975; Slater, 1999). This military metaphor re-appears 
here in participants' accounts. Linked closely to the imprisonment type metaphors, 
this complex military metaphor operates at a number oflevels. Participants make 
reference to for example battles, fighting, wearing body armour, being drilled, 
regimented, tending wounds, digging in, waving flags (of surrender), and parachuting 
to safety from the company plane. 
Exploring first some of the language used in this military sense, Graham refers to his 
tendency to try and avoid "political battles." He feels increasingly unprepared for 
what is about to happen to him and expresses grave concerns with what he sees as his 
lack of "a kit bag oftechnical skills." Illustrating increasing feelings of insecurity, 
and drawing on powerful imagery, Graham confesses: 
I don't know what I would write on my flag if I ... or on my parachute I think 
What would be on my parachute if I jumped out of the IBM plane and said 
here I come, this is what I've got. 
Whilst WilIiam at one level appears confident, self-assured and successful in career 
terms, it is intriguing that he also adopts a military metaphor to explain his lack of 
breadth of skills and his uncertainty about career plans - both where he wants to go 
and even who he wants to be. His use of the military metaphor 'unveils' further 
insights into William's feelings about himself and his career. He explains: 
If I were doing a dramatic career change ... Joining the military or something, 
I wouldn't know what particular role I'd want to do in the military. You know, 
I wouldn't know whether I'd want to be a field officer or whether I'd want to be 
a sort of back office planner or logistics person or uh ... you name it ... or 
operations person. I wouldn't know because I haven't had that experience but 
at least now I know that whilst there are some fUlfilling things about being on 
a project - you knOw, that project I was working on was quite nice - in fact I 
prefer the buzz of the more operational role where um ... I can't necessarily 
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know what's going to happen the next day. And I've got probably a nice mix of 
those in my new job 0/. .. there'll always be people ringing me up saying the 
whole bloody department's just been killed, what do I do? You know. Which is 
great ... not from an HR point of view. Sick explanation. Sick example, wasn't 
it? I meant to say resign. The whole department's just resigned 
Demonstrating insight into processes which may work to hamper individuals' abilities 
to think for themselves, and in turn obstruct change which might have been triggered 
when a new generation of managers is appointed, Gillian conjures up imagery of 
some awful torturous process inflicted on newly-appointed managers. She suspects 
that they must undergo a process akin to a "frontal lobotomy" in order to remove all 
knowledge of (and therefore empathy with) the experience of being a rank and file 
employee. TIlls observation reflects the claims ofFoy (1974) and Watson and Petre 
(1990) who noted that the higher up you go in IBM, the more you are required to 
conform to the 'IBM way'. 
The military metaphors do not stop there. For example, there are frequent references 
to (not) sending people 'through the ranks' which may help shed further light on the 
experiences of women in this study, particularly those with children. For example, 
Alison informs us: 
I don't think there's a culture of pushing [women} through the ranks. 
Ruth also adopts this phrase, exp1aining: 
You, you know, rise up through the ranks a lot more if you're willing to play 
that game. 
According to Siobhan, this is not an exclusively IBM trait. Referring to her previous 
organisation, she explains: 
They were only looking for one sort of really tough person to sort of send 
through the ranks. I also thought it was quite a male thing. 
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Military operations are by and large male-dominated and it seems therefore to be no 
coincidence that the military metaphor is such a widely-used one. Of course, in the 
military it is senior and almost exclusively male officers who select who to send 
through the ranks and, as Janowitz (1968) noted, all is left for the 'soldier' is to 
attempt to draw attention to himself by demonstrating his suitability and similarity by 
displaying obedience and conformity. Indeed, 'senior officers' and Generals exist at 
IBM too. David notes the tactics of the General of his Division: 
The guy at the top ... He is very, very power-oriented. He's ... I guess he's like 
Napoleon in a way. He's got all of his lieutenants around him and he's had 
some real highjliers, you know, sort of about 40 years old They were coming 
through the ranks, first degrees from Cambridge and Oxford - high-fliers. 
They all mysteriously disappeared on assignments to the four corners of the 
world because once they're out, they can't question his authority. 
Those jostling for position then are thrown into battle with each other. The need to 
fight at various stages is highlighted by several people including Bethany who decides 
it is easier to accept rather than challenge the situation as it is with regard to the 
adverse impact of motherhood on her career: 
It will just be a source of stress for me ... to try and fight it. 
Gillian also refers to the impact that witnessing what may be judged as unwarranted 
promotions can have on an individual's behaviour: 
To a certain extent it can make you fight even harder because you feel 
aggrieved 
Ruth too has had to fight before and is prepared to do the same again: 
I will ... fight my corner and I will ... dig in if I believe what I'm doing is 
right ... lfI believe that I'm right and I believe ... in what l'mfightingfor ... then 
I will fight it tooth and nail. 
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Bethany describes "lots of sniping" between her and one of her managers. Referring 
to her time in a managerial position and her attempts to protect her staff from 
demands from managers above, she explains: 
[As a first line manager J you just say my people aren't doing that until you tell 
me why. And so you take that sort offlack so ... you're almost like a body 
armour for your people ... or you can be. 
Here Bethany reveals that managers can also act to protect those they are responsible 
for and it is not a simple matter of direction and control from above. 
The military metaphor is not restricted to careers at IBM it seems, but incorporates 
experiences of careers outside too. Sue refers to her previous employer and explains 
that: 
The career progression there was quite regimented. .. you did like 2 years at 
every grade. 
Describing early demonstrations of her refusal to 'take orders', Sue remembers the 
reactions she got when deciding to transfer to BTEC course rather than do A' levels: 
I got some real ear-bashings about it. 
Almost as though even a drill sergeant would have been unable to get through to her 
to prevent her doing her own thing. The same cannot be said for others within IBM. 
Demonstrating tactics to ensure IBMers think the 'IBM way', Joanne observes: 
I'm mixing with people within the software group and they are drilled to the 
nth degree - 'this is where we're going!!' - because obviously they've got to be 
speaking it every minute of the day. 
Of course all of these battles and fighting take their toll leading to a range of injuries. 
Peter, for example, refers to his early experience of redundancy at the age of 18: 
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I took redundancy at 18, 18 Y:, which is quite a big blow ... going back to 
college was quite an easy alternative to uh sort of lick my wounds and recover 
a little. 
Frequent reorganisations and restructuring also, as Peter notes, take their toll: 
We're still seeing an awful lot offallout [from a recent reorganisation). 
These various spins on the military metaphor again highlight features of career and its 
context which are in sharp contrast to the rather rosy pictures portrayed within the 
new career literature. The political, controlling and disciplining dimensions to career 
are to the fore here. Other metaphors-in-use uncover similar dimensions. 
10.3.3 Career as school-like surveillance 
Reflecting a further panoptic dimension to careers are metaphors which fall broadly 
under a heading of 'school-like surveillance'. These parent-child (akin to master-
servant and general- soldier) type metaphors appear to reflect the continuance of an 
essentially paternalistic culture in which the adults (cast here as managers) have 
authority over the children (cast as employees) and retain the right to issue orders to 
them. This is in line with the parent-child analogy which Ackers (1998) uses to 
explain the key features of paternalism. 
Individuals are constantly being evaluated as either 'good' or 'bad'. In stark contrast 
to the autonomous proclamations of the 'new career' discourse, such metaphors make 
it brutally clear who is in charge. The message contained within such metaphors is 
that part and parcel of getting on at IBM is accepting your position as a child relative 
to your manager's parental role, demonstrating subservience to powerful others. 
Whilst IBMers may not always like the situation, many nevertheless find themselves 
going along with it. As noted earlier, Amanda for example complains that managers: 
Have a lot of secrets and they won't treat employees like grown ups. 
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Keith is irritated by ways in which career progress is secured: 
To me a lot of it is not your job, it's just being a nice boy to management. 
Gillian complains about the rather more overt managerial 'discipIinary gaze' 
(Foucault, 1977; Fournier, 1998; Savage, 1998) which she has found herself under: 
You don '( want someone looking over your shoulder all the time and saying 
why are you doing it that way, why are you doing it like that? Treating you 
like a schoolgirl or whatever. 
Cathy, in contrast admits that she was initially dependent on positive feedback from 
significant others that she was being 'good' and describes her struggle to retain her 
confidence when such feedback was withheld. She explains: 
It's like with a child. If you say 'you're really good' they tend to do better. But 
if you're just being ignored you tend to kind of go off on your own ... I mean 
now it probably wouldn't bother me so much if I wasn't told that I was good, in 
fact it wouldn't. I've more confidence in myself and I'd know whether what I've 
done is bad or good But when I first joined the company I think I needed more 
kind of positive help. 
The filet that Cathy is now able to evaluate herself as being 'bad' or 'good' may signal 
in part evidence of self-managed self-discipline. Cathy, who has since been taught the 
rules of the career game, has learnt how a good child behaves and how a bad child 
behaves and no longer requires other 'parental' managerial figures to tell her. 
Demonstrating consistently 'good' behaviour (in line with the rules of the game) is a 
pre-condition of becoming an IBM 'grown up' or manager. A1ison, now a second-line 
'parental' figure refers to her staff who have "grown up in the organisation". Her 
perspective is echoed in Ruth's experiences. She confesses: 
I know I'm very much a baby in terms of IBM .. time. 
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Ruth notes how her manager has rewarded her contribution to date, telling her: 
Let's capitalise on that by making you do the ... the more grown up stuff. 
Relishing the prospect of a new challenge, Ruth nevertheless reports anxiety at having 
to 'grow up': 
The graduate unit is just an extension of student life really, whereas when you 
go up to ... I always nicknamed it the grown-up unit ... things just aren't the 
same. 
Like the 'Lifers' who come to interpret their 'prison' as some kind of protective 
cocoon, so too might others come to see the advantages to remaining 'a baby' as 
securing continued care and protection of parental figures. 
WiIliam's perspective is along similar lines but instead of the child-parent analogy he 
draws parallels between life at IBM and life at public school, seeing himself as the 
pupil and his managers as the school-masters: 
If you like it's similar to being at boarding school because that's sort of one 
big organisation and if you've been there a long time you get to know a lot of 
people. 
Sometimes the roles are reversed and former managers can be treated as (and behave 
like) children. Referring to her former boss who was against her own promotion to 
managerial level, Bethany recalls: 
He's [former manager] never spoken to me about it ... and it's like dealing with 
a small child in some ways. 
Leanne refers to her experience of people refusing to deal with each other, sometimes 
to work with each other because they have fallen out and draws parallels with her 
recollections of playground antics: 
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It's just so immature. It's a bit like school really. I mean that's strange. I didn't 
think IBM would be like that. I thought it would be more professional. You do 
get some really professional people but at the same time you get some really 
strange goings-on. 
Sue feels as though she has truly 'grown up' and suspects this may be at the heart of 
her new perspective on career: 
You find things you thought were important aren't actually that important ..... . 
it's just ... growing with age or ... getting to be adult. 
Once again such metaphors highlight the political, controlling and disciplining 
dimensions of career. 
10.3.4 Career as life in the Wild West 
Continuing on a similar theme, references to 'Wild West' type metaphors are 
frequent. As with other metaphors, there are a number of dimensions to the Wild West 
one. The imagery conjured up here is again of good and bad guys (rather than 
children) in addition to outsiders, along with the activities of shooting yourself in the 
foot, watching your back, being 'sheep-dipped' and breaking people in. 
'Good guys' are not necessarily just men but the absence of the feminine equivalent is 
perhaps a telling omission in the context of restricted opportunities for some women. 
Good guys are those individuals seen as the kind of successful, day-saving, top 
performers which Fletcher (1999) described. As David explains: 
You do get good guys who go onto bad things to patch it up. 
The Wild West metaphor also highlights the detrimental effects of going against the 
rules of the game, Alison expresses the view: 
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I'd be shooting myselfin the foot if, you know, Ijust sort of wiped awtry [my 
reputation}. 
Similarly, Bethany refers to her honesty about the possibility that she may have more 
children as: 
Shooting myself in the foot but I ... I can't lie to them. 
The suggestion conveyed here is that individuals can self-direct careers on condition 
that their efforts to do so are within the parameters of the rules ofthe career game. By 
admitting she may well have more children Bethany is signalling to those around her 
the possibility that she may break a tacit condition of promotion i.e. to devote efforts 
exclusively to career. This in effect rules her out of the career race whereas lying 
about her intentions would have kept her in. Her honesty thus has considerable 
detrimental consequences in career terms. 
The Wild West metaphor also reveals the notion of 'outsiders' and the risks that come 
with being, or being considered to be, one. Alison recounts a warning she received on 
her promotion to second-line management: 
I was ... slotted in as a sort of outsider, sort of thing, just bunged into the 
position, and somebody said to me, I can remember very briefly, be careful, 
watch your back, sort of thing, because you might have unknowingly pushed a 
few noses out of joint. 
Reflecting the political nature of appointments, Alison is warned that others may seek 
revenge for what they see as an unfair and unwarranted promotion. The fighting 
activity central to the military metaphor is echoed here too. William for example 
explains why he would rather remain a professional rather than become line manager: 
I've had people tell me that being afirst-line manager is a pretty rotten oldjob 
because you get beaten up from above and you get beaten up from below. 
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Referring to the conformity which is demanded at IBM and the extent of 'cloning' 
related activity which goes on as a result, as well as hinting at the extent to which 
newcomers are 'disinfected' of all that they may have picked up from elsewhere, 
David admits that: 
To a certain extent you do get sheep-dipped. 
Sheep-dipping involves washing away dirt and infectious material from animals. All 
sheep are put through the sheep wash since if one remained infected there would be a 
strong risk of it infecting all the others. The 'sheep-dipping' process is thus 
understood as serving the purpose of removing threats to the 'IBM way' from those 
who may carry beliefs and habits picked up from outside experiences. Cathy worries 
that she may already have been sheep-dipped, alarmed at the thought she may have 
already been herded up and become what she refers to as: 
The corporate animal 
The corporate animal in this context is one who is trainable, malleable, eager to please 
and accepting of rules of engagement. Such sheep-dipping, cloning activity is not 
however exclusively a top-down process but can operate in reverse. As Linda notes: 
I've broken in a lot of managers which I don't like doing. 
By this Linda is referring to training managers in what she sees as the correct way of 
managing, illustrating how individuals' actions can shape the very rules and resources 
which can both enable and constrain them (Giddens, 1984). 
Finally, reflecting Hall and Moss's (1998) wilderness metaphor, Leanne describes her 
years after graduation when she struggled hard to find a stable job as "the wilderness 
years." As Leanne sees it, IBM (rather than a particular individual or group within 
IBM) rescued her from these times and she is consequently grateful to and dependent 
on IBM as a corporation. 
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10.3.5 Nautical career metaphors 
Like the metaphors reviewed so far there are again several dimensions to the nautical 
metaphor. First are the fairly straightforward journey-type inclusions relating to the 
charting and mapping of career progress. There are also references to who is in charge 
of or at the helm of the organisational 'vessel'. Indeed Alison sees her role as 
extending even beyond this: 
I'm not .. .! don't aim just to be this ... thisfigurehead. 
However, the controlling, disciplining and 'drowning' spin to this metaphor offers the 
most powerful imagery, indicating feelings of fear and insecurity as being central to 
career conceptions for participants in this study. This is in contrast to the security 
which, as noted in chapter 2, Watts (1998) has argued career provides. For example, 
there are frequent references to the importance of not rocking the boat for fear ofthe 
consequences, the experience of floundering, being channelled by others, coasting 
helplessly, being caught or trapped on hooks, the need to bail out, treading water and 
even drowning. 
It all starts, according to David, with the promise of career: 
They [a previous employer] said the world's your oyster if you become an 
accountant. 
And in order that the promise is kept alive, there are things which must be done, rules 
which must be followed and directions which must be pursued. To steady the ship and 
stay on course David has assured those around him: 
I'm not going to rock the boat because things sound like they're going to 
happen. 
William too has felt it important not to challenge the status quo for fear he may lose 
everything. Remembering his arrival at IBM, he recalls: 
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I was ... anxious not to rock the boat and to impress. 
Gillian likewise believes it is important to select a course and then commit to it, 
whatever the consequences. She says: 
I think you have to work out what's important to you and stick with it and you 
know ... come hell or high water 
This unswerving commitment to a particular course of action can be understood as 
contributing to the maintenance of a set of rules and career behaviours, regardless of 
whether these are in one's own interests. Curiously this feature is strongly reminiscent 
of the appeals ofWatson Sr. himself who is reported to have said that the loyal man: 
sticks to the ship, and if the ship founders, he goes down like a hero with 
colours flying at the masthead and the band playing. 
(Rodgers, 1970: 100). 
In line with this, and despite their fears and insecurities, no protest is made when 
individuals find themselves sinking. Ruth talks of situations she's been "thrown into." 
Bethany, referring to a role she was placed in by her manager against her wishes, 
explains: 
It was the first time I've really been flung in the deep end. 
William has even come to re-interpret such career experiences as in his best interests: 
If I'm sort of thrown in at the deep end but that's probably the best thingfor 
me. 
Leanne however has been left feeling anxious in the role she is in: 
I've sort of been left in this position without much training at all really. I've 
just been floundering. 
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There is on one level a feeling of floundering or drowning which is not uncommon. 
On another level are the elements of one's life which have to be left to 'flounder' in 
order that career can be maintained. These frequently extend beyond the work 
environment to personal lives. As Ruth confesses: 
I'd seen a couple of relationships flounder, simply because I just never was 
around. 
Some, through their networks of contacts, have early warning systems in place to 
lessen the risk of drowning. For example, Graham recalls a colleague phoning him to 
advise: 
It's looking a little bit dodgy. I would bail out now if I were you. 
Ruth also talks of how she is frequently called on to bail drowning colleagues out 
from difficult situations. On other occasions there is little one can do but bide one's 
time and hope for the best. Linda explains what her career is currently like in these 
terms: 
I'm just treading water at the moment. 
Linda echoes Ruth's earlier experience: 
A few years ago I would have felt that I was treading water. 
Reflecting the notion of entrapment conveyed in the 'Lifer' metaphor, Nick refers to 
his experience of becoming trapped on career 'hooks': 
Various .... um hooks led me to decide [to move jobs within IBM). ..... some 
hooks dragged me into the organisation 
The imagery here is of an individual being carefully 'reeled in' to IBM and his career 
within it. This, along with the other nautical images presented here, illustrate once 
again the controlling dimensions of career. 
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10.4 SUMMARY 
In this chapter the concept of career has been scrutinised. Elements of the definitions 
proffered by a number of authors are echoed in some participants' accounts. For 
example career is seen by some to be a lifelong affair (Sennett, 1998; Van Maanen, 
1977) with learning a key feature (Hall, 1996; Watts, 1996; Bird, 1994). Gunz's 
(1989) observation that individuals draw heavily on metaphors to describe their 
careers is certainly the case here. The dominant career metaphors - spatial, journey, 
competition and horticultural - are all reflected in participants' metaphors-in-use 
along with construction and theatrical metaphors. Central to these established 
metaphors and therefore to participants' career conceptions is the desire to 'get ahead' 
with speed. Thus a career involves climbing up, driving ahead, growing bigger, 
building up - and all with as much pace as is possible. It is important to note however 
that these metaphors can be read in a number of different ways. As Gowler and Legge 
(1989) have noted there are both positive and negative takes on career metaphors and 
this is found to be the case here. One can move up but also be forced to move down a 
career ladder. On a career journey one can travel along clearly signposted paths or 
meet obstructions, feel pushed down an unwanted route and lost. While one or two 
individuals stress the positive aspects (most notably Alison), in terms of metaphor 
usage most participants dwell on the more negative interpretations since it is these 
which most accurately convey their own feelings about and experiences of career. 
Focusing almost exclusively on the positive then, as the new careers literature tends 
to, serves to mask and obscure the negative. The images peddled by this literature are 
therefore, according to findings here, warped and distorted. Instead in support of the 
arguments of, for example, Sturges et al (2000), Guest and MacKenzie Davey (1996), 
Halford et al (1997), Halford and Savage (1995), Jackson et al (1996), Nicholson 
(1996) and Goffee and Jones (2000) there is much evidence that the traditional 
bureaucratic form of career is alive and well and far from extinct. Other metaphors 
prominent in partiCipants' accounts are entirely missing from both the 'new' and 'old' 
career literature. These additional metaphors - career as imprisonment, military 
metaphors, school-like surveillance, 'Wild West' and nautical metaphors add to the 
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body of evidence (e.g. Grey, 1994; Foumier, 1998) suggesting career may be better 
understood in terms of a politicised process in which discipline and control are key 
dimensions. 
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CHAPTER 11- CREATING AND RE-CREATING CAREER AND 
CONTEXT 
11.0 INTRODUCTION 
In this final data chapter a number of questions are posed Why do individuals commit 
so intently to playing the career game at IBM? Why do individuals engage in and 
pursue career in the frrst place and why is having a career considered important? 
Responding to gaps identified in chapter 4 by some authors (e.g. Newton, 1996 and 
Ezzy, 1997) the ways in which career discourses are socially created, learnt and re-
created are examined. Seeking answers to these questions assists in the process of 
examining the interplay between individual, organisation and career, or structure and 
agency, as well as offering further insight into the mechanisms by which career is 
accomplished. The ways in which career rules outlined in detail in chapter 9 may be 
reproduced - the 're-creational forces' - are explored in some detail, paying attention 
to the 'historical halos' (Denzin, 1983) and lengthening shadows (Belden and Belden, 
1962) which IBM and IBMers are subjected to. Attention is focused particularly on 
the identity-bestowing features of career, the efforts of participants to maintain 
ontological security, the lessons passed on from generation to generation and the 
contribution which narratives and cliches make in reinforcing and thereby re-creating 
existing career rules. 
11.1 CAREER REWARDS - THE IMPLICIT PROMISE OF CAREER 
In order to understand why individuals engage in playing the career game an 
examination of the rewards which this pursuit promises is a useful starting point. Such 
rewards at IBM include the obvious monetary ones in addition to growth and 
development opportunities, intrinsic work satisfaction, variety, intellectual stimulation 
and challenge. 
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11.1.1 Financial gain 
Clearly, financial return is an obvious career reward and is certainly one referred to by 
many participants. For select individuals, monetary devices serve as dependency-
creation mechanisms. As Heckscher (1995) and Slater (1999) have noted benefits 
packages can be designed to operate as financial 'hooks' or 'traps'. IBM stock options 
are a key example here which, as Peter explains, function as "golden handcuffs." As 
was noted in chapter 8, Adam, William, Peter and Sue all volunteer the information 
that they are in receipt of stock options worth considerable sums of money. For Peter 
though this has proved a double-edged sword. Having recently returned from a 
sabbatical abroad, he remarks soulfully: 
I can think of other things I'd prefer to do, [just can't think of other things that 
would pay me as much to do them. 
William, like Peter, is beginning to sense that the financial hooks are making the 
likelihood of achieving, and perhaps more crucially even wanting an 'escape' less and 
less likely. He reflects: 
You know, this year I've got stock options for the jirst time. That's always a 
nice thing to get ...... I'm paid very well and as [say I don't have big loans to 
pay off and so money-wise I'm very comfortable ...... over the lastfewyears my 
salary has progressed very well so that's ... not a particular reason for wanting 
to move and I have continued to change jobs, I haven't gone stale in it, IBM's 
treated me very well. I'm in a ... final salary pension scheme. You know, I'm 
starting to fall into the benejits trap in that sense. Whilst [ don't have the same 
responsibilities that hold me to that benejits trap, I recognise the value of them 
and again, probably because, you know, being in HR I recognise the value of 
certain benefits ... you know, now I've gone above the jive year mark there's 
sort of some comfort in terms of long-term disability covers and all that sort of 
thing. Which is nice to know. So security-wise, I feel very secure ... 
These valuable benefits packages, which in part at least explain William's 
commitment to career, are however reserved only for the minority. For the majority, 
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monetary reward, on its own, is not sufficient to explain engagement in and 
commitment to IBM and its career game since, as revealed in chapter 8, several 
participants are considerably dissatisfied with their pay package. Nick for example is 
currently very unhappy about his but nevertheless remains committed to IBM. He 
explains: 
I'm currently getting the job satisfaction that I require which is good. If I 
wasn't getting that I'd have gone by now because the salary certainly doesn't 
give me any drivers to stay. 
Where monetary reward becomes the primary source of motivation this seems to in 
fact signal dwindling commitment to an IBM career. Bethany for example confesses: 
[What do I enjoy] at the moment, right at the moment? Gettingpaid! (sighs). 
I'm serious and I've never been like that at work before but at the moment I'm 
at work to get paid and that's bad .... For me that's about the worst thing I can 
say about the job. 
As William points out, in the majority of cases those intent on maximising their 
income would be fur better off if they left IBM. He explains: 
You could probably progress your salary quicker by hoppingfrom company to 
company. You know, as I say, having worked in compensation and benefits, I 
can see that very clearly ...... if you do that every couple of years you almost 
certainly progress quicker. 
If monetary reward is an inadequate explanation for career commitment what other 
features offer a more robust one? Sue hints at a possibility as she talks of her 
decreasing interest in financial gain: 
[When I was younger] I was just concerned that ... you know... that I'd end up 
doingfairly well and wanted a reasonable salary and all that kind of thing ... 
and then I sort of realised that the older I got that... urn ... salary didn't 
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actually matter that much. .. I wasn't actually that bothered by the money. It 
was recognition. 
Resonating with Townley's (1998) analysis, Sue's growing realisation is that for her 
career reward is tied up with 'recognition' - being acknowledged as a valuable 
individual, reaffirming a sense of self as worthy. Engagement in career offers the 
opportunity to maintain this sense of self-worth whereas disengagement may threaten 
it, ensuring the continued pursuit of career. 
11.1.2 Growth and Development and Variety and ChaUenge 
What else persuades individuals to pursue career? The promise of growth and 
development opportunities is particularly alluring to many, kept alive by tales of how 
anyone can make it to the top (as noted by Dickson et al, 1988 and Bassett, 1986) and 
reinforced by 'the world is your oyster' type beliefs of career opportunities at IBM. 
The rhetorical commitment to employee mobility along with the promotion of notions 
of freedom of movement coupled with the secretly administered but infamous high-
potential executive resources lists feed these beliefs. As Fournier (1998) has noted, 
career promises the individual something bigger, better and more and this is nowhere 
more true than at IBM. For most, this career promise proves irresistible. 
Technical specialists, as we have seen, experience blocked career paths as a product 
of their specialist skills. These individuals thus are forced to look elsewhere, beyond 
career advancement, for their sense of self-worth - their recognition. Supporting 
Zabusky and Barley's (1996) findings, technical specialists in particular express a 
strong affinity with the technical content of their work. Amanda and Cathy for 
example make statements to this effect when defining who they are in their TST -self 
responses. Amanda, who feels as a new mother there is little opportunity of 
promotion, takes comfort from her interest in the technical work she is doing: 
You know, what is there to go for? Not much, so I work hard because I enjoy 
the job but I haven't got the promotion motivation. 
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Asif too, frustrated at his lack of progress within IBM, expIains: 
I'm a technically-oriented person. I like doing technical things and that gives 
me mental motivation ... I'm mentally stimulated everyday. I'm motivated to 
work every day, because I enjoy doing it, I enjoy doing SAP, I enjoy doing 
SAP configuration, I enjoy ... debugging things and setting things right and 
helping people out technically ... So I enjoy doing that most and that's what I 
am doing. 
Immersing himself in the technical intricacies of his work and receiving recognition 
for technical expertise offers Asif comfort and an alternative source of self-worth in 
the absence of promotion opportunities within IBM. In other words he settles for a 
career of achievement rather than advancement (Zabusky and Barley, 1996) although 
he continues to crave the latter. Even though his chances of securing vertical 
progression are slim, he clings to the hope that he may one day become more at IBM. 
Despite being painfully aware of the extra hurdles he faces as a technical specialist 
attempting to secure promotion, Asif remarks: 
I don't just want to keep myself abreast technically but I also want to grow in 
an organisation ... Promotions are important for me. 
For generalists, who do have access to and are better placed to compete for promotion 
opportunities, variety and challenge rather than technical content of a role is a 
frequently cited attraction. For example Alison enthuses: 
I really enjoy challenge. It's the one thing that I guess, drives me on. Like, I'm 
very determined in whatever I do. I hate seeing things fail ... It really bugs me 
when ... things aren't successful and I suppose that's why I like something 
challenging ... . ,. and I get excessively bored if I don't have things to do ... 
Probably I need challenge, I need people to give me things to do and .. I guess 
because of that I'm always looking ... I'm on the look-out for something 
different to do. 
GilIian too cites variety and challenge as being crucial to her: 
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Variety I think is the main thing ... If I was in the same job for years andyears 
and years, I think I'd get very bored, very stale, you know, you wouldn't be 
able to develop at all because ... you'd know the job inside out. Challenge is 
important to me. 
Peter feels the same way though detects that this level of variety may not always be in 
his own best interests, preventing him from developing any substantial expertise. In 
line with one of the rules of the career game, generalist skills are thus promoted at the 
expense of specialist skills. Peter explains: 
The amount of times I've sat down with somebody I work for who starts with 
the phrase ... 'I've got somethingfor you to lookatfor me ... we haven't done it 
before - but ... 'So that's been interesting ... I've had a great deal of variety. 
I've worked in a lot of different areas which ... in some ways has workedfor me 
and in some ways has worked against me. I've preferred to have kept general, 
sort of dip in and out of things as opposed to sort of grabbing one sort of 
technology and skill and exploiting it ... 
This promise of career can be seen to operate at at least two distinct levels. Firstly, it 
all but guarantees IBMers commit to both functional and geographical mobility in 
pursuit of the growth and development they crave. Secondly, and crucially, it ensures 
they interpret this mobility as a positive and freely chosen feature of their careers. For 
example, WiIIiam admits: 
I like the fact that I keep moving ... keep changingjobs. 
Such motivations fit well with a policy of mobility involving regular job moves. It is 
also suggestive of ways in which SUbjectivity may be managed. If 'mobility' can be 
re-presented in a positive beneficial light, translated into 'variety and challenge' and! 
or 'growth and development' rather than the equally accurate description of'go 
anywhere, do anything at anytime', and if the importance of these various features 
becomes sedimented in individuals' linguistic repertoires as a rehearsed textbook 
response to the question 'what do you enjoy about your job?', individuals' motivation 
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in turn can become tied to and harnessed for economic ends (Miller and Rose, 1993; 
Fournier, 1998; Richardson, 2000). The more variety, challenge, growth and 
development which is desired, the more mobile and flexible employees will be 
prepared to become. The more they feel it is in their own interests and their own idea, 
the more vigorously they will pursue career and the more personal resources they will 
commit to it. Nick unwittingly offers an illuminating explanation when he admits: 
What I like about my job is that it's different every day ... ... It's that kind of .. 
you never know what's going to happen. I've done jobs when I knew what was 
going to happen between 9 and 5. I hated them. I mean I'm not that kind of 
person. 
Nick's very identity is now tied up with him being the 'kind of person' who embraces 
variety and challenge and accepts without question demands for flexibility and 
mobility. Who he is and his career are entwined. Maintaining this sense ofthe 
particular 'kind of person' he has come to understand himself to be is therefore tied up 
with maintaining his career. These identity-bestowing features (e.g. Deetz, 1998; 
Foumier, 1998; Townley, 1998) of career are thus crucial in understanding the 
dedication of many to its pursuit. As chapter 7 reveals, the fact that many participants 
refer to their work roles, their careers and! or their employing organisation in their 
responses to the Twenty Statements Test question 'who am IT is testimony to this. 
11.2 SELF-IDENTITY AND CAREER 
In chapter 7 work and career considerations were found to be central to many 
participants' self-definitions. Whilst Gillian's TST responses masked it, work is also 
pivotal to her sense of self-worth. She explains: 
Work is very important to me '" it makes you feel better inside I think ... you 
actually feel that you've done all this hard work and it's thought about 
seriously ... It's part of what defines me as a person I think ... ... It is part of me 
and it is part afwhat I enjoy and so ... I can't imagine life without my career. 
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The ways in which individuals' identities become entwined with their career can be 
powerfully illustrated by looking at issues connected to and sources of confidence 
along with participants' assessments of their self-worth. 
Several participants reported a lack of confidence in their TST -self as chapter 7 
details. For example Graham is unsure about his skills and how clever he is relative to 
others, Amanda is anxious to be liked by and receive reassurance and approval from 
colleagues and managers, Bethany reports being confident only in 'safe' areas, 
Siobhan reveals that despite outward appearances she sometimes feels insecure and 
unsure of her abilities, Leanne describes her confidence growing but often feels out of 
her depth at work. Others report confidence issues in their interview accounts. For 
some a lack of confidence was present on their arrival at IBM and in many cases has 
been fuelled by IBM practices. It is often coupled with a lack of personal direction 
with participants reporting being unsure of what they want to be or where they want to 
go. For example, Ruth confesses: 
I'm not sure what I want to do. I've a vague idea ... but still a very vague idea 
... I don't really know .... I don't really know what else I want to be. 
William complains: 
I mean I never had that blinding light as a child or indeed as an adolescent, or 
indeed as an adult (laughs) of this is the career I must do ... You know I think 
people are tremendously lucky if they know ... I think they're very lucky ... 
Because ... they have clear goals ... I know I'd be the bane of a careers 
adviser's life by going in there and saying 'don't know really, don't know 
really'. 
Through the vehicle of an IBM career and its implicit promises, IBM offers the 'lost' 
direction, the self-doubting reassurance, committing to show employees 'the way'. By 
tying career, and specifically an IBM career, to notions of who one is, career comes to 
offer an identity to those in search of one. These identity-bestowing features of career, 
and of career at IBM, serve as powerful devices in securing individual commitment to 
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career's pursuit. This is particularly well illustrated by examining the experiences of 
those participants who have gone through periods ofunernployment (Alison, Nick, 
Peter, Ruth, David, Wi11iam and Leanne) and have suffered an early confidence-
busting knock in their careers. 
The experience of failure in early career has been noted in the literature as having 
potent effects (e.g. Nicholson and Arnold, 1989; Hall and Schneider, 1973). This is 
borne out here since previous experience of unemployment appears to render 
employees especially vulnerable and therefore more dependent on their employing 
organisation. For example, William explains: 
I mean if 1, if I think about ... you know, when I want to make a sort of bold 
career statement of do this, or I'm resigning, I think, you knOw, there's some 
economic realities here .... I know what it's like to be unemployed ... And you 
sort of come full circle ... everyone inside has their own view of themselves. I'm 
aware of other people's view of me. I sometimes think ... I don't think I'm that 
good. You know, I don't think I'm anything special. 
Wi11iam's self-doubt and his belief that he is not 'anything special' perhaps in part 
explains why he attributes much of his success to 'luck' as discussed in chapter 9. 
This self-doubt is echoed by others including David who also carries scars from his 
time out of work: 
I didn't get depressed or anything but it just makes you start thinking, god, 
what's wrong with me? What's wrong with my CV? What have I done that's so 
different? Is it just because of the w~ that I've written it? Have they spotted 
spelling mistakes or is it because, you know, I went to Manchester Poly or 
something like that .. .I reckon if I'd have come out in the 80s and life was 
great... I would have been a Salesman thinking the world's my oyster but ... I 
think it jaded me to a little extent and because ... not only did I struggle to get 
a job, but I also had to ... forsake what I really wanted to do which is more 
marketing and sales type stuff, to go into finance. I've sort of lived with that as 
well ...... As you get older ... I think as you come out of university you're a bit 
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of an egomaniac and then ... I think after about six years they kick you down to 
a certain extent and put you back in your box. 
David's account here paints a picture ofa young ambitious man whose sense of self 
has had to evolve in line with the environment he finds himself in, forcing him to 
relinquish his true aspirations. Like William and David, Ruth too had a hard time until 
IBM 'saved' her: 
I was working in bars for six months before I got this job ... there was just 
nothing. I applied for something like 180 jobs ... [that year ]was abysmal ... IBM 
was my one hundredth application after leaving university. Yeah, I triedfor a 
lot of .. I mean I triedfor even. .. insurance, and stujJthat I did not want to 
do ... After a while you become hardened to [rejection]. 
Following his experience of being made redundant aged 18 from a job as trainee 
assistant manager at a local supermarket, Peter acknowledges that the 'jobs-for-life' 
promise was a particular attraction for him: 
One of the reasons that 1 joined was because I'd been made redundant and I 
wanted to be in a place where you had a guaranteed level of persons 
employed. 
These individuals who have experienced considerable difficulty in the employment 
market appear to experience a heightened boost to their sense of self-worth as a result 
of securing a position at IBM. For example, Alison recalls: 
1 was absolutely gobsmacked when I got the job here to be honest ... I don't 
know [why] really ... um ... 1 don't know. I didn't really have a lot of confidence 
in my ... I don't know really ... I probably thought that I was ... better suited to 
um ... management jobs, management traineeships, and because I'd been 
turned down on those I was like, well maybe I haven't got what it takes ... so 
when I applied to IBM it was like well, oh maybe ... maybe I'm all right after 
all. 
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Thus in A1ison's eyes, IBM provided her with the reassurance she so desperately 
needed - communicating to her that she was 'all right' when evidence from other 
sources (other employers at least) conveyed the reverse. WiIliam too found his sense 
of self-worth rescued and restored by IBM. He reflects: 
Having, you know, gone through quite a period of self-doubt after having left 
university and being unemployed, effictively, you know, doing some tern ping 
jobs. That was a real confidence-knocker. But obviously then, moving into a 
goodjob at IBM, that corifidence is instantly built back up again. But it was 
quite a low period, I mean a very low period Urn ... you know, it's really ... I 
mean I wouldn't go anywhere near as dramatic as saying it depressed me, but 
my confidence took a very serious knock in that time. Uh ... and I can see that 
if anyone was unemployed for ... I was I suppose for give or take 9 months ... 
before I got a job. 
As Deetz (1998) and Townley (1998) have warned there is a downside to this feature 
in that individuals come to rely on and are therefore rendered increasingly dependent 
on maintaining their IBM career to maintain this sense of self-worth. As David 
reflects: 
It's a bit sad actually, because [work} gives you a feeling of self .. self-worth 
as well, that you do have a point in society. I remember being on the dole for a 
while and that really sort of like makes you start looking at yourself and 
thinking god, no-one wants me. Urn ... you start sort of like reflecting on that 
and ... it gives you time to sort of think and then when you've got ajob and a 
sort of career ... and to a certain extent you're still having to prove that yeah, 
you picked the right guy for this and that's why you do it as well. 
Thus David confirms how IBM offers a positive identity for those searching for one, 
the maintenance of which is dependent on ongoing commitment to an IBM career. 
Nick expresses mixed feelings about his abilities: 
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I think I've got more capability than people give me credit for ... But at the 
same time I need to convince people of my credibility so ... there is this two-
sided coin really ... I'm doing OK .. I think I need to be more corifldent in a lot 
of the things that I do. 
Confidence is thus fragile as Giddens (1991a) and Townley (1998) have noted and 
frequently fleeting. It is keenly pursued, yet is often difficult to sustain. The quest for 
it is never-ending, as Alison, perhaps the most objectively successful of all 
participants, demonstrates when she says: 
Another ... thing about me that I'd like to change about myself is that ... I'd like 
to be able to be more confident inside ... People stry that I look confident on the 
outside but my inside is like jelly ... you know, if I'm doing a presentation or 
something like that. People stry 'well you look really confident' ... Ijust think it 
would be nicer to feel, you know, sort of good about yourself. .. better about 
yourself ... I get so nervous about these kind of things and ... I really want to 
make sure that I'm doing well ... and making a good impression ... I don 'f know 
[where that confidence is going to come from] ... I don't know .. I don't think 
it's ever going to come to be honest. 
There are others who have experienced little trouble in the labour market but who 
nevertheless join IBM lacking confidence and their experiences subsequently 
reinforce these feelings. For Cathy it was some five years after joining IBM before 
she developed any significant level of confidence, and without it she felt unable to 
apply for posts elsewhere. She explains: 
One of my biggest problems was that I was so uncorifldent when I joined 
IBM ... I lost a lot of confidence ... I think because it was something I was 
unfamiliar with. I think if I'd been given something that I was familiar with 
andfelt confident with maybe I'd have been a bit better ... It must have been, 
I'd stry probably my secondjob in 1993 when I started to gain a bit of 
corifldence and then when I got in the job I really liked in 1995. 
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Gillian too notes how her early lack of confidence was reinforced by her experience in 
her early years at IBM: 
I wasn't very confident in myself at the beginning ... You don't feel you're 
appreciated and you get a bit of a confidence knock and, hey presto! It just 
carries on. 
In both Gillian and Cathy's case, early career experiences at IBM (when the reins of 
control, as noted in chapter 9, lie in the hands of managers) have the effect offirst 
dismantling an already Iow level of confidence, and then rebuilding it. One possible 
explanation for this is that initially new recruits are unaware of the rules of the game 
and are therefore plunged into uncertainty, unsure 'how to go on' in Giddens' (1979) 
words. With time the rules of the game are leamt and with this self-assurance 
increases. Gillian and Cathy however do not interpret it in this way, nor would we 
expect them to since the rules operate largely at the level of practical consciousness. 
Instead they come to interpret the experience as 'IBM' (as though it is some entity 
which exists independent from its members) gallantly deciding to be 'good' to them. 
They are in turn rendered eternally grateful and pledge allegiance and devotion to the 
'caring' organisation that they see as having bestowed on them the gift of confidence. 
They are also aware though that since, in their eyes, IBM gave them confidence, IBM 
also has the power to take it away. This creates both insecurity and dependency. 
This pattern is also detectable amongst those who already have a clear identity or, in 
Giddens' (1991 a) terms, a clearly defined personal narrative. Such individuals join 
IBM with a high level of confidence and sense of self-worth. IBM rules serve to first 
undermine and break this down and then re-build and re-mould it in the IBM image, 
transforming them in the process into IBM organisation men and women. For 
example, Siobhan claims to sometimes feel insecure and unsure of her ability and the 
source of this becomes clear in her account. She explains: 
They can't make up their minds whether I can do a sort of manager's job or 
not... One of my managers said 'I don't know if you're capable of doing this 
job' ... he made a passing comment. So I was straight on the phone to him and 
I said well maybe you'd like to urn have a chat with me about whether you 
think I'm capable or not. 
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The once confident and supremely successful Graham is currently experiencing 
serious doubts about his capabilities and his future, not helped by the recent 
announcement that technical skills are now considered paramount and that there is no 
official management profession. Graham feels he no longer has a technical expertise 
since he has abided by the rule that one must invest in generalist skills in order to 
climb the managerial ladder. 
By developing confidence with one hand and taking it away with the other, IBM 
practices serve in turn to increase dependency. Bethany reflects on her early 
experience in a new 'fast-track' role which she was, by her own account, forced to 
accept and recalls: 
I learnt a lot about myself so it was good from that point of view and it 
gave me a lot of self-confidence. When I came out of it I thought, right. OK ... /f 
they can do that to me and I can come out and I'm OK then yeah, I can do 
pretty much anything, certainly. 
Shortly after this experience though her confidence was attacked. She explains: 
I had a manager ... and he felt I was not capable of management ... that there 
were too many things I had to sort out before I could be promoted ... and my 
confidence was on the floor again. You know, there were a lot of things which 
I needed to develop which I knew about, a lot of things which he was saying I 
needed to develop which I didn't think I was so bad at. 
Following such confidence-zapping experiences employees looking for activities to 
boost confidence, self-worth and to reaffirm their identities as 'good' IBMers are 
rarely disappointed. Such opportunities are ample but tellingly are frequently tied to 
increasing work effort i.e. with clear economic and business paybacks. For example, 
Leanne explains: 
I've enjoyed being helpful. Helping others do their jobs, giving them what they 
need and what they want to carry on and doing it well and quickly ... I've 
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enjoyed doing something which is useful for other people ... I think it's given 
me more confidence. 
Linda's feelings of self-worth at work are linked to the service she provides: 
I provide a service really and I like providing a service. I have a sense of 
service. Good service and bad service and I like providing a good service ... 
I'm motivated to provide a good service and I am motivated by feedback that 
I'm doing so. Whether it's explicit or otherwise you know, but you can see that 
people are appreciating it or whatever. 
Such recognition and respect from significant others is felt by many to be important 
for feelings of self-worth. For example Amanda admits: 
I like to have a position ... I like to feel that I'm respected ... in terms of what I 
do, in terms of my technical ability, my technical expertise. I like to be 
considered expert at something ... ... I wanted to settle down and have a paid 
job and have an employer that valued me. Because I need to be patted on the 
head ... I don't like feeling that ... urn ... I'm not appreciated by the people I'm 
workingfor and its just ... it's, it's a weakness really. It's, it's just that I like to 
have it. 
In describing her need to be "patted on the head" as a ''weakness'', Amanda 
acknowledges a downside in terms of her dependency on others at work and on IBM 
for her sense of self-worth. Along with the meaning which being an IBMer brings to 
one's existence comes the anxiety that, without this IBM career, that existence may be 
rendered meaningless. As Wi11iam frets: 
I'm in with a great company, you knOw, I've got to make this work 
In particular, the possession of an IBM career is a potent force in tying individuals to 
the organisation. As noted in chapter 8, participants express considerable pride in the 
company echoing the words of the IBM anthem: 
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Our products now are known in every zone. 
Our reputation sparkles like a gem! 
(Rodgers, 1970: 114) 
IBM continues to be considered by both those internal and external to as one of the 
best companies in the world. Participants therefore feel a certain degree of kudos to be 
employed by the company, and that as an IBMer they are accorded high status by 
outsiders, as Ruth's story illustrates. 
To have done an LT degree and to get ajob with IBM .. One of my best mates 
got a job with Lotus ... and we were like the toast of our group ... We went back 
Jor graduation and we even got a special mention in the director's speech 
because, as far as he was concerned, these were the two top [superstars j. 
Yeah. .. and neither oJus were first performers ... [myJriendJ got a 2:2, I got a 
2: 1... and all our first perJormers had gone on to do doctorates and stuff. I 
didn't get thefundingfor mine ... so I had no choice but to get ajob. 
Thus despite not being top performers academically, Ruth and her friend were 
celebrated as success stories simply for securing jobs at IBM (Lotus is now a 
subsidiary ofIBM). Outsiders to IBM are impressed by those who become insiders. 
This belief that being an IBMer is indicative of superiority is widely shared. Leanne 
explains: 
It does look good on your CV; to have IBM on your CV ... I mean it's supposed 
to be a sign oJ quality, isn't it? I mean it's a bit more expensive than other 
brands. 
Many participants appear to be somewhat in awe ofIBM and feel privileged to be in 
its employ. Nick in particular is delighted to have secured a job at IBM: 
I always wanted to workfor IBM, you see ...... Iwanted to workfor IBM since I 
was at school, so ... Not Jor any particular reason but the Jact that they were 
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really into computers and I was really into computers so it was ... that was 
really why. 
Asiftoo had grown up with a burning ambition to join the company. He reflects: 
It was a big opportunity for me to join IBM I have to admit it was one of my 
dreamjobs. 
This notion of working for IBM as being a 'dream come true' is shared by Ruth who 
recalls her reaction on receiving her IBM job offer: 
We thought wow! ... God, IBM?! ... It was a dream job. 
Linked to comments about IBM's technical prowess, Graham boasts proudly: 
I mean all the people that work for me could leave tomorrow if they wanted to 
and workfor a whole raft of businesses ... But they don't. There's something 
special that keeps them here working for this group ... 
What is that 'special something'? What is being argued here is that IBM employees' 
identities become so entwined with being an IBMer that they become completely 
dependent on IBM for their sense of self Leaving the company then becomes out of 
the question since to do so would render their lives (and selves) without meaning or 
foundation. The high status accorded to IBMers by those outside of the organisation 
only serves to reinforce this. 
A variety of mechanisms operate to create employee dependency on the organisation 
by increasing identification with the organisation. The gradual transformation of 
individuals into 'Lifers' is one such device. Individuals' whole way of life becomes 
increasingly tied to IBM. The more comfortable they grow, the more entrapped they 
become and the less likely they are to be conscious of the metamorphosis. Ruth for 
example describes her dislike of all the 'Lifers' around her but then admits nervously 
that if you were to cut into her she would probably "bleed blue pinstripe." And, 
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despite all of his concerns about the incompatibility of career with family life, asked if 
he has contemplated looking outside the company for opportunities, Graham replies: 
No. Have I? No I didn't. Not even as I watched all my peers depart one by one. 
There's five of us still here from our graduate intake of 18, something like that. 
No. Even as I watched them depart one by one, I never have. 
In chapter 8 the importance offeeling a part of the IBM family and the sense of 
belonging which this generated was noted as being particularly key to some. For 
William, life at IBM re-creates the features of boarding school life. Peter compares 
IBM life favourably with life in his small home town. IBM is where Peter, William 
and others feel they belong. These and other mechanisms operate to ensure that 
individuals' identities become entwined with their IBM career. 
11.3 'RE-CREATIONAL' FORCES 
11.3.1 'Filtering out' - maintaining ontological security 
As noted in chapter 5, in order to maintain ontological security and with it a stable 
sense of self or "biographical continuity" (Giddens, 1991a: 54) participants must filter 
out anything which threatens this. The need to maintain ontological security puts 
pressure on individuals to protect familiar scripts and this, it is argued, is central to the 
reproduction of social systems (Giddens, 1984). There is on the basis of evidence 
from participants accounts much support for this argument. When 'filtering out' 
activity occurs it can have the simultaneous effect of suppressing critical faculties so 
that activities engaged in which might otherwise pose a threat to one's sense of self 
can be re-interpreted in a positive light and viewed through rose-coloured spectacles. 
This is illustrated by Graham's recent experience of sacking an employee: 
I've done a lot of stuff this year - sacked a bloke - all sorts. And you know we 
never sack people. It felt very sad actually, it felt very sad. It also made me 
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think, God, I'm working in the best company in the world because the support 
that I got from the personnel manager was brilliant. 
Graham looks for the positive aspects of the unpleasant experience of sacking 
someone and focuses in on the help he received with this task which he subsequently 
re-interprets as evidence that he is working for the best organisation in the world. In 
this way the notion oflBM as the identity-bestowing, confidence-boosting, caring 
employee haven can be maintained. This leads eventually to less-than-perfect 
practices being either ignored, dismissed, excused and sometimes re-interpreted as 
benevolent aids. For example, Adam rightly points out: 
I'm sure every company has its uh .... has its problems. 
Yet his acceptance of problematic aspects oflBM practice as 'the way of the world' 
prevents challenges to, sustains and may even serve to re-create those practices. Take 
for example the absence of clear explicit promotion criteria. Amanda rationalises this 
by buying into a curious but seemingly widely held belief She argues: 
I don't think that it is necessarily easy or correct to provide criteria for a 
promotion .. .! don't think IBM should particularly operate like that. 
Even Keith, perhaps the most cynical of participants, also finds ways to defend the 
Jack of criteria. He explains: 
People aren't very good at writing things down. This isn't a manager's thing, 
this is probably an expert's thing. You get this with a lot of experts. They could 
give you examples that you can try andfollow but they can't tell you how to go 
about it. 
Claiming that the lack of criteria is purely the product of experts' characteristics and 
work habits again obstructs questioning and challenge. This feature filters through 
into all aspects of the career system. For example, new mothers faced with the end of 
their careers maintain an ambivalent stance, as we have seen. They express distress 
and dismay that IBM rules decree their careers must in effect be terminated, yet also 
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accept this as 'the way ofthe world' and/ or their own decision and choice. 
Simultaneously they describe IBM in terms of its 'goodness' as a family friendly 
employer. Evidence of threats to equal opportunities and meritocracy are either 
denied, unacknowledged and/or defended and therefore continue unchallenged. 
Practices such as de-valuing the work of technical specialists relative to generalists 
and bringing to a halt the career prospects of new mothers are thereby re-created. 
Crucially it is not that no action is taken but, in line with Giddens' (e.g. 1976) notion 
of the 'duality of structure', IBMers actions serve to re-create the very rules and 
structures which triggered them in the first place. 
The more entwined their sense of self becomes with IBM, the less willing and able 
IBMers are to challenge (or even see the need to challenge) unfair rules and practices. 
Over time their critical faculties are worn down and they become increasingly 
accepting of and resigned to the IBM way, directing their efforts in its pursuit. For 
example Linda reflects: 
I suppose I was a bit more optimistic at the beginning really. I think ... I feel 
like I've become less and less ambitious. Because I started ojJbeing ambitious 
and I've become less and less ambitious and I think I thought there was maybe 
urn ... I mean I've always been aware of the fast track concept urn ... and ... 
urn ... I suppose you all start ... the group of people who started who are the 
same age as me ... you all kind of start at a level, there's not much to 
differentiate you ... ... and the longer you go, the more [other] people .,. have 
progressed the most or achieved the most in the organisation, the bigger the 
gap between them and the people who are behind them. Urn ... so when you 
know you're nowhere near the top then you know you're no longer an 
ambitious person ... ... Urn ... am I happy with it? Urn ... I guess I'm resigned to 
it you know probably ... what do I expect anybody else to do really? I don't 
think I would always have seen it like that though ... 
Linda's account hints at her awareness that over her years at IBM her thinking 
(subjectivity) has adapted and she has conformed in order to ease the disappointment 
she would otherwise feel at her lack of career progress. Others maintain their belief in 
IBM's 'goodness' by blaming themselves for the less palatable aspects of an IBM 
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career. The rhetoric of self-managed, self-directed careers in which individuals 
become well-versed in the importance of self-responsibility is particularly useful here. 
For example, referring to the excessive hours he has committed to his career, Graham 
explains: 
I don't blame IBMfor the hours because I've always ... it's me that's gone and 
done it. But the problem is you get yourself into the - oh well Graham can 
handle that, it won't take him a minute to sort that out. 
Here Graham acknowledges that it is through his own actions in line with the rule of 
the game to work long hours which has served to reinforce this rule and which now 
obstructs him from devoting more time to his family. Ruth too feels she only has 
herself to blame in this respect, reflecting: 
I guess maybe you make a rod for your own back. 
Supporting Van Maanen's observation (1980) career actors appear to police and 
enforce rules themselves and are therefore actively involved in their re-creation. 
By the time an IBMer makes it to an influential managerial level post, or indeed 
before an IBMer is able to be promoted to one, they are ready and prepared to train 
the next generation in this IBM way - to think the IBM way, behave the IBM way, 
feel the IBM way and talk the IBM way. Crucially this is not merely because they 
have realised that this is what they need to do to get on, but because this way has 
become their way. This is in line with Greys' (1994) observation that graduates in his 
study, with time, rather than role-playing actually embraced the desired characteristics 
and behaviours as their own. In this sense IBM career systems are re-created. Gillian's 
frontal lobotomy joke (mentioned earlier) masks a serious point she is attempting 
articulate: 
One of the things that ... I always joke about to some of my colleagues that are 
in similar positions to me is that we always say that as soon as you get into the 
management team you seem to have afrontallobotomy. (Laughter). You 
forget what it was like at the grass roots, you know? ... Yeah, you go on a 
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management course and they give you ... you get an operation. And I don't 
know whether people have intended to do it and they just get shouted down or 
whether they're too scared or I don't know, or whether they ... you change 
when you get to that position. You think well, seeing as I've gone through it, 
you might as well go through it. I don't know ... 
Through the process of playing by the rules of the game individuals evolve into and 
become IBMers who talk and act and, crucially, think in 'IBM ways'. This supports 
the observations ofWatson Jr. himself(Watson and Petre, 1990) and Foy (1974: 118) 
who quotes an IBMer saying "the nearer you get to the centre ofIBM, the more you 
have to conform. More of your attitudes are determined for you up there." 
11.3.2 Career lessons - teaching and learning the rules 
GiJlian's tale triggers an important question - how are the lessons of how to behave 
learned? How are what Barley and Tolbert (1997) refer to as 'scripts', Arthur et al 
(1999) as 'career scripts' and Giddens (1984) and Van Maanen (1980) as 'rules' re-
created? In short how are the rules of the career game conveyed to those individuals 
intent on playing it? Though participants find it difficult to isolate and articulate 
where 'intelligence' is drawn from and how it is learned, a number of 're-creational' 
mechanisms can be identified. 
Importantly, previous experiences offailure and success, lessons learned from 
significant others as well as knowledge gleaned from cultural backgrounds offer 
individuals clues to career scripts and behavioural rules. Peter attempts to explain his 
method of making sense of things and sussing out the rules when he explains: 
I have an ability to pick things up very quickly ... because I build little models 
in my mind ... it's a Miss Marple way of doing things ... relating everything 
back to how the village worked ... relating it back to how you understand it, or 
how you understand the world fits together and you can generally sort of work 
it out. 
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Peter's 'Miss Marple' metaphor sheds some light on how previous historical actions 
may become sedimented in current ways of being and doing (Halford et ai, 1997). If 
Peter's 'village' or small home town along with his personal experience there 
becomes the model against which he compares all else, his personal model becomes 
in turn reflected and re-created in his current world. The general 'historical halos' 
described by Denzin (1983) and the IBM-specific 'lengthening shadow' (Belden and 
Belden, 1962) can be seen to powerfully influence, shape and indeed at times replicate 
current rules. 
Like Peter, Williarn has learned about career from his prior experience and as a result 
was prepared for his work' career' long before beginning it. This is in line with 
Grey's (1994) observations that graduates are groomed for their future careers long 
before they secure their first work role. Williarn explains: 
Oh I've always been very ... pragmatic, almost sort of pre-destined views to my 
academic career which was ... you know, I was ... I guess it was on the form I 
filled in. I was at public school. Everyone at public school goes on to 
university and, give or take, everyone then goes on and joins, you know, the 
professional world, whether it be Daddy's business, you know, or ... I mean 
some sort of went off to be a professional tennis coach or something you know, 
or a golf pro or something, but the vast majority just go into business. And I 
was perfectly happy with that as a ... as a norm. And as a stereotype. Um ... it 
never occurred to me not to go to university after my A' levels. It never 
occurred to me that l...you knOw, that I wouldn't get good enough grades to do 
that. Uh ... it never really occurred to me not to then leave university, I'd got 
my degree and then try and find a job and try and get a well paid one. I mean 
it was all ... I suppose, I suppose it was what my parents expected. It was what 
society expected of me. It was the norm. But actually I'm perfectly comfortable 
with that as a norm. 
Just as Peter and William have learnt in part at least 'how to go on' from previous 
experiences within other social settings so too did Watson Sr. who learned important 
lessons from his old boss Patterson (Rodgers, 1970; Malik, 1975; Carroll, 1994). 
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William and his colleagues fail to challenge the rules crucially because they perceive 
no need to do so. Since becoming a 'somebody' is tied to developing a career (or 
being 'professionally employed' as William's TST stresses) it is career they pursue 
not for career's sake but in the hope that they will, through career, become valued 
individuals. Career is the means to this end, not the end in itself. For as long as their 
models prove effective career-wise there is precious little pressure for them to be 
changed. Again, it is not that Peter and William take no action, but continue with the 
same actions. Likewise, Alison frets: 
I have no idea of how I got here and if I try and change, then I might not carry 
on being successful, you know. 
How is the baton passed on from generation to generation? Those that make it into 
management along with those who act as sponsors pass on career lessons and the rules 
of the career game to their proteges who in turn emulate the behaviour of their 
sponsors giving rise to further re-creational forces. Alison suspects this may prove 
problematic but is nevertheless committed, and possibly tied, to this course of action. 
She explains: 
I worry that I'm creating models of my own career, more than leaving people 
their own wiry of doing things, you know ... and I don't, I'm not, I don't think it's 
the only way of doing it but I guess it's the way I know and that's the way I'm 
going to encourage people, you know? I do encourage them. 
Just as Watson Sr. produced a ''whole new breed of men fashioned in his image" 
(Rodgers, 1970: 11), by encouraging others to follow her way, teaching them what 
she has learnt, Alison some 80 years later is doing the same and in the process 
contributing directly to the reinforcement and re-creation of career rules. 
11.3.3 Tales of escapees - the re-creational role of stories and narratives 
Mallon and Cohen (2000) have argued that individuals reproduce scripts for action 
through narrative and this is found to be the case here. The importance of playing the 
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game by the rules is found to be reinforced by the (horror) stories of people who 
refused to buy into the rules, left IBM and suffered as a result. Taken together these 
stories offer an elaborate tale of what may happen to those who fail to comply and 
why it is eminently better and in one's own interest to stick to the rules. As noted 
earlier, Gillian compares leaving IBM to 'jumping out of the frying pan and into the 
fire." Cathy refers to the experience of her husband since he left IBM: 
One of the things about IBM which my husband has found since he left was 
how good the people are, and how if you have got a technical question 
someone at IBM can answer it. You know, you tend to be working with pretty 
good people but it's harder if you're working in a company with SlO' a lot of 
contractors. You tend to ... sometimes, not always, but often tend to have less 
proper education in something and it's harder to work with them if they're not 
very good in an area when you're working with people who aren't so good If 
you're working with people who are better than you it's actually quite 
good ... ... I've also seen the bad side outside. Sometimes it's made me feel very 
negative towards IBM, and sometimes it's made me feel very positive because 
we've all got ... it's pretty good here. Very often actually it's made me realise 
that we get things quite good. 
Clearly this 'revelation' of the technical inferiority of other organisations is of 
concern to Cathy as a technical specialist. What is curious though is this concern has 
become greater than her concerns about her career stalling as a result of becoming a 
mother. Despite her 'discovery' that education opportunities are poorer outside of 
IBM, Cathy has also complained that she is unable to engage in any education at IBM 
since going part-time. No matter. The horror story of life on the outside overshadows 
all her concerns about life on the inside. In truth though, with no outside work 
experience at all, Cathy is relying exclusively on hearsay. In fact Cathy is not alone in 
this. Several other participants judge the IBM world to be far better (and perhaps 
safer) than the outside world despite having no work experience other than at IBM. 
Nick too is suspicious of the outside world, but in his case he has a chequered career 
history outside ofIBM and almost inevitably compares his life in IBM against this 
benchmark. He claims: 
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I might well be better off somewhere else but you can't always see the grass is 
greener .... Um .... what's the other one? Better the devil you know. I mean 
it's ... I'm very much aware of problems with salaries and others where I am at 
the minute but at the same time I've built up some respect in the organisation 
and some credibility and I'd have to do that all over again if I went somewhere 
else ... there are various other jobs. Contracting perhaps ... Don't know that I 
want to really .... It's very high pressure contracting ... you can be seen to fail 
quite easily out there. But I'm very much a company person, more than a 
contractor. 
Nick draws heavily on cliche to defend his decision to stay at IBM (the following 
section analyses this use of cliche in more detail). Again, despite great dissatisfaction 
with his lot within IBM, the dangers of life outside far outweigh his frustrations with 
IBM. Describing himself as a "company man" is tantamount to confessing to being 
"Organization Man" (Whyte, 1956). William too has also referred to himself as a 
company man and, whilst others may be slower to admit it, they are not alone. For 
example, David's concern relates to whether he will be accepted into another 
organisational culture, perhaps in recognition that he is well and truly now, like Nick, 
an IBM 'Lifer'. He says: 
You ... get cloned You become part of the site and I think that if you go to 
another company like Arthur Andersen's with a strong sort of like culture and 
corporate image and stuff, you might ... you might find it hard to sort of gel 
in ...... I've got friends who've gone to, you know, greener pastures outside and 
they've not liked it at all. 
Ruth too has many reasons why leaving IBM is not a viable option, not least tales 
from a friend who made the wrong move by leaving the IBM fold: 
If you've been here a while ... you do get taken care of .. whereas I think it 
takes time to get to that in a new company. So, whenever I've been tempted, it's 
like, well, you know... ... One of my friends left because he couldn't do what he 
wanted to do in IBM .. and so he left ... but he's jumped around from company 
to company since ... At the time when I was looking around he sat down and he 
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said, 'G.K I'll give you a bit of advice ... if you're going and it's just for money 
to do the same thing, then don't do it, stay where you are, because it's just not 
worth it ... But if it's something you want to do and you can't do it in IBM at 
all ... then it's worth going. And every time L sort of, consider ... every time I get 
head-hunted .. I sort of ring up and say, you know, 'Is this still true?' and he's 
going 'Oh, it's definitely true. If it's something that you definitely can't do in 
IBM or you'll never be able to do within the time-frame you want ... then go for 
it ... but it if it's purely for money, then don't. Stay where you are, it's just not 
worth it, the grass is not greener on the other side believe me. It'll take you 
years to get to the same kind of level of being able to do what you do in the 
way that you work' Better the devil you know, I think .. One of my friends 
works at KPMG and isforever saying 'Come andjoin us.' and it's like, right 
now I'm not strong enough. .. you know, stamina -wise to do it because he's 
travelling round He's travelling round everywhere and I wouldn't even be 
joiningfor that much more money than I'm on now ... I don't deny ... that'd be 
really good, it'd be excellent to move from one blue chip to another, of 
course ... but I don't want to go andworkfor them because you'd be ... Having 
got aspects of my life back I don't wanna lose them ... at all. 
Again, Ruth's assessment of having "got her life back" runs counter to her complaints 
of having to give up her athletics career (albeit she has made efforts to re-launch it in 
a scaled down fonn) and having to sacrifice a number of personal relationships in 
order to meet the demands of her IBM career. These issues within IBM pale into 
insignificance when faced with the possibility ofleaving its protection. 
She too, as others have, draws on cliche to defend her decision to stay. William's 
assessment of life outside oflBM leaves room for greater optimism and according to 
him breaking the rules and leaving the IBM haven is not always the disaster that some 
insiders believe. He reflects: 
I've learnt from colleagues who've left IBM ... in the last ... 3 or 4 years ... they 
haven't really settled in other jobs. They've typically moved on two or three 
times again since, you know, and I keep in contact with quite a few of them ... 
I met a guy coming back on the train on Sunday night ... He's perfectly happy. 
But a lot of them look back and say IBM was a good company ... He got out 
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because he was pissed offbut actually he'd probably now say IBM wasn't that 
bad I don't think many of them regret leaving but they'd say in retrospect it 
was a pretty good employer. 
Sue, the general exception to most rules in this study, also has a more promising tale 
to tell of one 'escapee': 
One friend ... they gave him a package because they basically didn't think he 
was much use to IBM anymore ... and he went out and made a small fortune 
[contracting]. .. you know, so he obviously has talent and stiff but IBM didn't 
recognise it ... they paid him off and off he went ... and it's the best thing that 
ever happened to him. 
Perhaps this success story has contributed to Sue contemplating a new career in 
teaching. Despite this happy-ending story, the continued rendition by participants and 
their colleagues of horror stories has a number of effects: it illustrates the dire 
consequences of those who reject the IBM 'family'; justifies the decision of many to 
stay with IBM; promotes the importance of accepting the career rules; and lobbies 
against attempts to challenge them. This is true as well for stories which continue to 
encourage people to remain generalists and avoid developing specialist niche skills. 
For example Peter warns: 
It can be [disastrous] if you make the wrong technology choice, or the wrong 
skill choice. I mean ... my brother-in-law at the moment has gone from being a 
£J 20K contractor to desperately trying to find any work because ... everything 
that he's worked on has now been replaced. 
Again, such a tale serves to reinforce and thereby re-create the belief that security lies 
in generalist not technical specialist skills. These findings are in line with the 
observations ofWitten (1993: 112) who argues that narratives succeed in 
''maintaining a culture of obedience" by communicating the "futility of protest." 
Similarly, as noted in chapter 4, Mumby (1987) has argued that narratives function 
politically by presenting features of organisational life as the 'natural order of things'. 
This in turn re-produces these features and the power structures from which they 
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derive. Both of these observations seem to resonate strongly with findings in this 
study. Narratives are not however the only discursive device which achieve these 
ends. 
11.3.4 Cliche and its re-creational effects 
In the process of analysing metaphors a serendipitous discovery of the role of cliche 
in the re-creational process was made. Cliches were found to litter participants' 
accounts and attention has already been drawn to some of these. Drawing up an 
exhaustive list of all of the cliches adopted by participants, and re-organising and 
categorising these leads in turn to the possibility of re-interpreting them as a set of 
instructions conveying rules of the career game and detailing rationalisations and 
justifications for these rules. This in turn offers supportive evidence for Anderson-
Gough et ai's (1998: 570) assessment of the role of cliche which "serves to structure 
the thinking of the user and thus inform and normalize conceptions of appropriate 
organisational actions." It is argued here that cliche offers a discursive device for both 
conveying the tacit rules of the career game (see Figure F in chapter 9) and instructing 
and coaching careerists in game tactics. 
Firstly, and in line with the general rule relating to displaying devotion and 
demonstrating subservience, individuals must be seen to conform, fit in with the IBM 
culture and buy into its values. Thus they must 'fit the mould'. Siobhan has observed 
the career consequences of not doing so: 
Unless you fitted a very certain, a very specific certain mould, that was it. 
David too is aware ofthe importance of fitting the mould and is concerned that he 
may not. He says: 
They're going to try and sheep-dip me and I'm not going to be quite, you 
know ... round peg in a square hole. 
David's advice to others is thus 'don't be a round peg in a square hole'. 
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Whilst demonstrating similarity to other IBMers, it is important also for the IBMer to 
raise their profile and jostle with their colleagues to secure special treatment career-
wise. This tallies with the general career rule 0 f maximising visibility and building 
reputation involving taking on extra roles and high profile work as well as engaging in 
image management. Thus the importance of 'blowing your own trumpet' is stressed. 
Keith for example explains: 
You've got to blow your own trumpet real hard. 
A1ison too acknowledges the importance of this tactic. Gi11ian phrases it another way, 
stressing the importance of: 
Having to shout ... from the roof tops 
It is also advisable for IBMers to exercise reasonable caution to minimise the risk of 
their image being tarnished. As William notes: 
It's CYAS. IBM expression. Cover your ass. You know, if you think there's 
just a danger of something going wrong, flag it early and take reasonable 
steps to show you've done all you can to avert it. And then mud won't stick 
Knowing the 'right' people is also an important rule of the game. As Ruth reminds us: 
It really is not what you know but who you know 
The importance of finding a sponsor or supportive manager as one ofthese 'right' 
people is also conveyed in cliche form. For example Ruth recommends that you: 
Follow in the shoes of a very, very good manager 
David explains: 
What you need in IBM is a sponsor ... you can fly on their coat tails. 
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Graham too points out the importance offlying on someone else's coat tails. 
In further recognition of the career game as a politically charged process, there are 
cliches which recommend caution against trickery and backstabbing. For example, 
objectively successful staff such as Alison are urged to 'watch their back': 
Someone said to me, I can remember ... be careful, watch your back, sort of 
thing, because you might have unknowingly pushed afew noses out of joint. 
It may feel at times as though all efforts are to no avail and are therefore pointless. For 
example, Leanne complains: 
I'm banging my head against a brick wall ... I'm just hitting brick walls in 
every department and it/s slowing me up 
Keith observes: 
There is a lot of tail chasing. 
These hurdles are however to be expected and should not cause alarm. It is important 
to realise that the career game may be experienced at times as difficult and frustrating. 
For example Bethany describes her attempts to organise her new role when returning 
from maternity leave: 
It's like pulling teeth trying to come back to IBM 
Keith refers to his frustrations as a: 
Bee in my bonnet. 
Leanne confesses that frequently: 
Ijust want to throw my hands up in the air. 
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However, despite these irritations the best ploy is to accept this as 'the way things are' 
and persevere rather than struggle or attempt to challenge the system. "Go with the 
flow" is the common advice. As WiIliam, who has enjoyed considerable objective 
career success admits: 
I've really taken a que sera sera in some ways, roll with it sort of attitude, 
approach to my career. 
Even when provoked, the temptation to take self-directed action in an attempt to 
speed up career progress should be resisted. As Graham advises, things must be "done 
by the book" i.e. in line with the game's rules and it is important that no effort is made 
outside ofthese rules to hurry things along. Despite the obstructions to self-direction 
which the career rules create (as chapter 9 details), individuals must nevertheless be 
seen (and heard) to take full responsibility for any career-related disappointments. 
Linda for example attributes her lack of career progress as her own fault. She 
explains: 
I may be looking to run before I can walk 
Linda is acknowledging here that she must wait for influential others (managers, 
sponsors etc.) to inform her when it is her time to "run" career-wise. These influential 
others must be recognised as both career judge and jury able to decree the length of 
sentence which must be served by an IBMer within a particular role and at a particular 
level. Challenges to the rules are pointless and potentially counter-productive. They 
should be avoided. David for example explains his tactic: 
I'm hearing the right noises so I'm not going to rock the boat because things 
sound like they're going to happen. 
William too advocates a similar strategy: 
I'm not going to upset the applecart 
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This strategy is it seems widely adopted since, as Graham observes: 
I don't see anybody really throwing their weight around to get what they want. 
Of course the absence of challenges and protests serves to maintain the appearance of 
a system as fair and equitable with little cause for conflict. 
It is important to accept that there are sacrifices to make in pursuit of career. As 
Alison declares: 
You know, it's no pain no gain. 
William also advises: 
You know, you've got to take the rough with the smooth. 
Those who refuse to follow the prescribed if largely tacit rules will be harming 
themselves and will have only themselves to blame for the career consequences. It is a 
case of "cutting your nose off to spite your face" or as Alison (and Bethany) claims: 
I'd be shooting myself in the foot if, you know, I just, sort of wiped away that 
[reputation I've built up}. I made a conscious decision when I got married not 
to change my name partly for that reason. 
Or as Ruth puts it: 
Maybe you make a rod for your own back 
There is also clearly not much point looking outside IBM for alternative opportunities. 
There are inherent dangers in doing so. For example Gillian describes it as: 
Like jumping out of the frying pan into the fire 
Ruth (and Nick) declares: 
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The grass is not greener on the other side believe me 
Jane (and Ruth) argues: 
It's a case of better the devil, you know. 
Nick agrees, c1aiming: 
You can't always see the grass is greener .... Urn .... what's the other 
one? Better the devil you know. 
In any case, why leave an organisation when securing a job there is described widely 
as a "dream come true" (e.g. Asif, Ruth, A1ison)? Why contemplate departing an 
employer which inspires others such as Ruth to declare: 
Wow! This is the best thing since sliced bread 
How is it possible not to respond to the allure ofthe wonderful world ofIBM? Why 
leave behind the tremendous promise of a career at IBM where, as David proclaims: 
The world's my oyster. 
In the final analysis there is little choice and the system has to be accepted and its 
rules played by since attempts to challenge it are futile. As Gillian reasons: 
It's just a case of oh well, that's it, you know, that's the way it works. 
Likewise Keith insists: 
But that's just, you know, the way the world works. That's fine. 
Cathy (and Sue) insist: 
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You can't have everything. 
Siobhan is resigned to playing the game by the rules: 
I do it because I know it has to be done 
Jane reflects: 
So long as we keep IBM happy ... so it is playing this game. You do ... you have 
to keep IBM happy ... andjust accept it's just the way it is. You're not going to 
change it 
Given the belief in the futility of challenges to the rules, it is advisable to hold onto 
the view that in the end the best people always get the top jobs, even when all around 
you challenges this belief David explains his outlook: 
When I look around at the people that are around, there's not a lot of quality 
so you've got to think cream rises to the top to a certain extent 
However tentative references to the price of an IBM career are made and there is an 
acknowledgement (if subconscious) that it comes at a price. It is, as Gillian notes: 
A 'double edged sword' 
Or, as Nick observes: 
There is this two-sided coin really ... 
Anderson-Gough, Grey and Robson (1998: 566) have argued that "the assumptions 
exhibited and reproduced through cliche in turn serve to both construct and reproduce 
that tacit social 'realities' of organisational life" and evidence here certainly supports 
this argument. Whilst the IBM company songs which were argued to perform a 
similar function (Rodgers, 1970) may have disappeared in the 1970s, they continue, it 
seems, to be conveyed through a more covert yet at least equally powerful discursive 
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device - cliche. The frequent use of these cliches in day-to-day conversations and 
dealings actively yet unconsciously reinforces, reproduces and re-creates the rules of 
the game. In this way careers and the systems which they exist and operate within 
become 're-creational'. 
11.4 SUMMARY 
This chapter has sought to understand the ways in which career is created and re-
created by asking why individuals commit to playing the career game so vigorously. 
The explanation lies in part in the implicit promise of career. Financial payback on its 
own is an insufficient explanation, although generous compensation packages can 
operate as career 'traps'. Growth and development and variety and challenge are oft-
cited reasons for career commitment which, on closer scrutiny, turn out to be 
inextricably linked to issues of identity. As Fournier (1998), Deetz (1998) and 
TownIey (1998) have noted these identity-bestowing features of career (and indeed of 
IBM culture) are extremely potent. An IBM career offers a sense of self as worthy, the 
maintenance of which is conditional on an ongoing dedication to this career. Thus 
participants here are rendered vulnerable by becoming dependent on an IBM career 
for their very identity. Attempts to maintain ontological security by 'filtering out' that 
which might challenge it are found to help maintain the status quo by producing 
powerful 're-creational' career forces. Other devices work to similar effect. Lessons 
learned by one generation are passed to the next complete with the 'historical halo' 
(Denzin, 1983) in which they were originally taught and learnt. Stories or narratives 
and cliches which echo rules traceable to the reign ofWatson J. Sr. have also been 
shown to play a central role in passing on the rules of the game and ensuring their re-
creation. 
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CHAPTER 12 - CONCLUSIONS: RE-CREATIONAL CAREERS 
12.0 INTRODUCTION 
This study set out to answer the research question - how do we make sense of the 
concept of career? This final chapter draws together key findings in order to offer 
answers to this question. To this end, the research objectives established at the outset 
of this study are re-visited. 
Throughout this study the reflexive accounts of individuals within one organisation 
have been drawn on to provide a holistic, contextual and situated account of career. 
The interplay between the individua~ the organisational context and career has been 
assessed. The mechanisms by which career is accomplished and in turn the rules of 
the career game have been explored. The ways in which participants conceptualise 
their careers have been unveiled assisted by the analysis of career metaphors. In this 
concluding chapter, key findings ofthe study in relation to the research objectives are 
drawn together and their theoretical and practical implications assessed. They are 
compared and contrasted with the existing literature in order to evaluate the utility of 
current career concepts and theory in explaining individual and organisational career 
practices. The centrepiece of this study and its major original contnbution is the 
notion of 're-creational careers'. Drawing on Giddens' (1984) structuration theory, 
this chapter outlines this notion in detail. 
12.1 MAKING SENSE OF THE CONCEPT OF CAREER 
12.1.1 Limitations of work to date 
In chapters 1 and 2 a number of problematic features of the existing careers literature 
were identified and this study's overarching aim has been to respond to and address 
these. Many of the studies to date, as we have seen, have fallen victim to the perils of 
disciplinary segregation and have adopted dichotomous perspectives. They have 
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favoured positivist and quantitative rather than interpretive and qualitative 
approaches, have adopted objective rather than subjective stances, explored the 
external at the expense of the internal career, focusing on agency and the individual 
rather than structure and organisational context. Research agendas have been imposed 
rather than emergent with analyses largely decontextuaJised, apolitical, uncritical and 
gender-neutral. Studies to date have also, probably as a product of methodological 
stances, assumed stasis rather than exploring the extent and nature of change. Despite 
the lack of empirical evidence, academic commentary hypes the extent of change and 
dynamism, proclaiming the birth of the 'new' career and the death of the 'old'. 
The intention here has been to address limitations in work to date. To this end a cross-
discip1inary study of career has been conducted. The study's cross-discip1inary 
credentials stem from the fact that a range of literature drawn from a number of 
different disciplines has been consulted with direction to much of this literature 
provided by emergent themes from participants' accounts. Efforts have been made to 
embrace the dialectical nature and ontological duality of career and the work of 
Giddens (1976,1979, 1984, 1991a) has been influential in this respect. The greatest 
lesson learned from this study is that in order to make sense of career it seems we 
must also simultaneously make sense of individuals having careers and the 
historically derived contexts in which their careers are played out. Attention must be 
devoted to issues of both agency and structure and the reciprocal relationship between 
them. This has been the approach taken here and this chapter summarises what has 
been found. 
12.1.2 Adequacy of existing definitions 
In chapter 2 a number of different definitions of career were reviewed and the absence 
of a consensus definition was noted. Disputes about the key dimensions of career 
were highlighted. These disputes hamper efforts to make sense of the concept of 
career. As a starting point it is worth returning briefly to reassess these definitions in 
light 0 f findings here in order to ascertain which best reflect the experiences and 
interpretations of participants in this study. Findings here resonate most strongly with 
two definitions. In many respects Nicholson and West's (1989: 181) explanation of 
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career as "the sense people make of them" is the most apt. Adamson et aI's (1998: 
257) definition of career as "a (lifelong) vehicle for the continuous realisation of the 
self' is however also found to be in line with this study's analysis. 
Arthur et al's (1989) and Arnold's (1997) reference to the sequence of employment or 
work-related experiences is also broadly in line with how participants in this study 
define their own careers. However, there is one notable exception. Whilst new 
mothers in this study continue to have work-related experiences, they no longer 
believe they have a career. This leads to some divergence on the issue of who has a 
career. Arthur and Lawrence (1984: 2) argue that "the term career should be 
applicable to anyone who works, and to any succession of work roles that a person 
may hold." This is not however how new mothers see it. This discrepancy also raises 
question marks about the widely-held belief in a lifelong dimension to careers (e.g. 
Sennett, 1998; Hall, 1996; Watts, 1996; Hall and Mirvis, 1995; Adamson et al, 1998). 
Once again, on the basis of their own accounts, new mothers are excluded from this 
definition although for others it is a reasonable assessment of their career concepts. 
Nicholson and West's (1989) definition above is therefore reaffirmed here. 
Learning is seen by many authors as a pivotal dimension of career (e.g. Hall, 1996; 
Watts, 1996, 1998; Hall and Mirvis, 1995; Bird, 1994) and whilst findings here do not 
dispute this, studies to date pay little attention to the detail oflearning in terms of 
what is learnt (the rules ofthe game), how it is taught, why it is learnt as well as what 
purposes such learning serves. As reported in previous chapters and returned to later 
in this chapter, the political dimension is almost entirely neglected in definitions. 
Despite this career is found here to be inherently political in nature. There are at least 
hints of this in the literature. For example as noted in chapter 2, Watts (1998) has 
described the tying of individuals to social structures as a 'virtue' of career and, in his 
earlier work, acknowledged that 'career' offered "considerable potential for social 
control" (1981: 224). Yet only the subject discipline of politics, as Adamson et al 
(1998) have noted, offers a definition of career which explicitly refers to such inherent 
controlling mechanisms. It is highly debatable whether such a feature could be 
described as a 'virtue'. Other so-called virtues claimed by Watts are also questionable. 
He claims that career is meritocratic and permits choice "particularly in choosing the 
particular ladder which the individual seeks to climb" (Watts, 1998: I). He also claims 
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that career brings security but the accounts presented here and the metaphors 
contained therein cast doubt on these various assertions. 
12.1.3 Career metaphors 
The potential of metaphor to access conceptual systems (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980) 
and generate new conceptual insights (Alvesson, 1994; Miles and Huberman, 1994; 
Cazal and Inns, 1998; Tietze et ai, 2002) has been taken advantage of and has 
'unveiled' (Inkson, 2001) key aspects of career. Metaphor has been found to litter 
participants' accounts. The spatial, journey, horticultural and competition metaphors 
identified in the literature are all in evidence within participants' 'metaphors-in-use'. 
So too are construction and theatrical metaphors. 
Vertical mobility remains a key dimension in participants' career conceptions 
signified by the use of spatial career metaphors. This, as we have seen, echoes the 
words of an old IBM song written and sung in tribute to an exemplar employee, VP 
Nichol: 
Years ago he started low 
Up the ladder he did go 
What an inspiration to our men 
(Rodgers, 1970; 116) 
So crucial is this dimension to conceptions of career that new mothers who are unable 
to progress vertically interpret this as the end of their career. These vertical notions 
are encapsulated in traditional and bureaucratic career conceptions exposing in turn 
chinks in the arguments of those who herald the arrival of the new career. 
Echoing the origins of the word career as a road or carriageway (Arthur and 
Lawrence, 1984; Sennett, 1998) journey metaphors noted by Nicholson and West 
(1989) are found to be in use too. Like spatial metaphors, travelling onwards (or 
upwards) with speed is the common desire expressed. There are however both 
positive and negative 'takes' on both types of metaphor. Individuals can be travelling 
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on fast paths and then be confronted by hazards or obstructions. They can be in the 
driving seat or be someone or something else's passenger. Here there are reflections 
of the 'careering about', haphazard and out of control notions of career (Arthur et ai, 
1999). 
Horticultural metaphors are used by participants to convey more negative career 
experiences, reflecting the interpretation offered by Gunz (1989). There is talk of 
'being grown by others' with both speed and direction of growth understood to be 
enabled and therefore also controlled and at times constrained and stunted by 
powerful others. Several participants, particularly women, refer to the 'death' of their 
career. Career is also seen as a form of competition tallying with the observations of 
Van Maanen (1977) and Rosenbaum (1989). There is reference here to the absence of 
clear criteria with participants feeling unsure of the rules of the competition. Career 
can also be understood as a game which must be played as outlined in detail in 
chapter 9 and discussed further later on in this chapter. In addition to these metaphors 
which appear in the careers literature, participants also refer to career as construction 
with talk of building and demolishing activities and meeting career obstructions such 
as brick walls. Career descnbed in theatrical tenns conveys it as something which 
must be produced and directed, frequently by managers, with participants reading 
from a career script written for them by others. It is largely the negative aspects of 
career which participants dwell on in tenns of their usage of metaphor. The new 
careers literature as we have seen paints a far more rosy though, according to accounts 
here, inaccurate picture. 
Other metaphors prominent in participants' accounts are entirely missing from both 
the 'new' and 'old' career literature. These additional metaphors - imprisonment, 
military, school-like surveillance, 'Wild West' and nautical metaphors - add to the 
body of evidence (e.g. Grey, 1994; Fournier, \998) suggesting career may be better 
understood in tenns ofa politicised process in which discipline and control are key 
dimensions. For example, echoing Foucault's (1977) discussion of Bentham's 
Panopticon, participants refer to becoming a 'Lifer', serving sentences, doing time, 
planning release dates and golden handcuffs. Employing military-type metaphors, 
participants make reference to, for example, battles, fighting, wearing body armour, 
being drilled, regimented, tending wounds, digging in, waving flags (of surrender), 
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and parachuting to safety from the company plane. One participant refers to the 
director of a division as "Napoleon" and to his staff as "lieutenants". Jostling for 
position participants feel thrown into battle with each other. Tellingly military 
operations are male-dominated and some female participants suspect, at one level at 
least, that perhaps IBM is. Once again the origins of military metaphors can be traced 
back to the IBM anthem 'Ever Onward' which explicitly encourages IBMers to 'fight' 
and 'conquer'. Other authors have also drawn parallels between military and company 
operations (e.g. Rodgers, 1970; Malik, 1975; Slater, 1999). This feature though may 
not be the sole reserve ofIBM as some participants also use such a metaphor to 
descn"be career experiences outside ofIBM too. 
Metaphors which fall under a heading of ' school-like surveillance' cast employees as 
children trying hard to be 'good' in order to please their managers cast as parental 
figures. In line with notions of paternalism (Ackers, 1998) such metaphors also echo 
the position Watson Sr. carved for himselfas patriarchal head of the IBM family 
(Rodgers, 1970; Slater, 1999). The 'Wild West' type metaphor conjures up images of 
good and bad guys (rather than good and bad children). In addition activities 
involving 'breaking people in' and 'sheep-dipping' are unveiled here as important 
methods used to ensure employees come to think, feel and behave in line with the 
'IBM way', transforming them into 'corporate animals'. Nautical metaphors are also 
drawn on. Elements of these metaphors are akin to journey-type ones involving 
charting and mapping career progress. However, the controlling, disciplining and 
'drowning' spin to this metaphor offers the most powerful imagery, indicating 
feelings offear and insecurity as being central to career conceptions for participants in 
this study. This is in contrast to the security which, as noted in chapter 2, Watts (1998) 
has argued career provides. For example, there are frequent references to the 
importance of not rocking the boat for fear of the consequences, the experience of 
floundering, being channelled by others, coasting helplessly, being caught or trapped 
on hooks, the need to bail out and the fear of drowning. 
How do the conceptual schemes uncovered through participants' accounts and 
particularly through an analysis of metaphors employed therein compare and contrast 
with those outlined in the cross-disciplinary literature? Finding answers to this 
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question has been a key objective of this study and the following section pieces 
together the evidence. 
12.2 NEGLECTED DIMENSIONS OF CAREER 
In relation to the key objective of evaluating the utility of current career concepts and 
theory in explaining individual and organisational practices, this section summarises 
findings highlighting in particular the neglected dimensions of career. 
12.2.1 Political dimensions of career 
Career has been found to be a much more politicised process than is adequately 
reflected in the literature. The downplaying of the political dimension to careers may 
in part be a product of the individualistic and astructural approaches favoured in 
studies to date (Collin and Young, 2000). Regardless of the reasons for its relative 
neglect, the fact of the matter is that this neglect inadvertently operates itself in two 
ways. First, it masks what are seen as the 'performative', economic and socially 
controlling functions which career serves (Grey, 1994; Richardson, 2000; Fournier, 
1998; Miller and Rose, 1993). Second, it also deflects critical evaluations of the 
concept of career. Why mount a challenge to a concept presented as a win-win one 
both for individuals and for their employers? This in turn leads to a general failure to 
critically assess and problematize the concept explaining, in turn, the inadequate 
account of the corruption of idealised career systems via political manoeuvrings. 
Studying career's political dimensions is not easy. The most effective technologies of 
control operate at the level of the unconscious or, in line with Giddens' notion of 
practical consciousness and knowing 'how to go on', the level of the non-conscious 
(ibid, 1991a). Exposing contradictions in participants' accounts and analysing 
metaphors-in-use facilitates the careful piecing together of career rules which in turn 
uncovers the political aspects of career. Metaphors-in-use in particular powerfully 
illustrate and 'unveil' (Inkson, 2001) the disciplinary and controlling dimensions of 
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career. The notion of becoming an IBM 'Lifer' and corresponding references to, for 
example, 'serving a sentence' and 'doing time' are especially illuminating in this 
respect, conveying as they do a conception of career as a form of imprisonment. On 
this note, it is worth adding a postscript to the now infamous 'wild duck' story of 
which the moral was, reportedly, that once tamed, a wild duck can never be set free 
into the wild again or, as Watson (1963: 27) put it "the duck who is tamed will never 
go anywhere any more." Reading this story in the light ofthe notion of 'Lifers' at 
IBM leaves us in little doubt that IBM, or perhaps more accurately Watson Sr. and his 
senior management team, had no intention and indeed no mechanisms for producing 
'wild ducks'. The story was merely another carefully crafted discursive device which 
proved so effective that even its creators became taken in by it. 
Career analysed from a critical and political perspective can be re-interpreted as a 
disciplinary device, the disciplinary effects of which are most potent when supported 
by other such devices, notably organisational culture. These findings resonate strongly 
with those of Grey (1994), Fournier (1998), Savage (1998) and Deetz (1998). At IBM 
several career practices, for example the highly secretive executive resources high-
potential lists, have been exposed as exhibiting Panoptic effects (Foucault, 1977). 
These devices effectively and invisibly discipline both those included and excluded 
from the list since almost all IBMers aspire to be one of 'the chosen'. In an effort to 
be selected by powerful others, individuals come to manage and discipline themselves 
by 'playing the game' as well as engaging in self-surveillance practices since they 
know not who they will be observed by or when. In other words, through 'career' and 
its pursuit, individuals come to discipline and manage themselves, monitoring their 
own actions, behaviours and attitudes (Grey, 1994; Savage, 1998; Fournier, 1998). 
This in turn introduces a new spin on notions of career self-management. Career can 
be understood as a technology of control which succeeds in persuading individuals to 
engage in self-managed self-discipline. Grey's (1994) paper, which argued that career 
should be understood as a project of the self: therefore resonates particularly strongly 
with findings here. 
It is not being argued that individuals are unable to exercise any agency. The 
possibilities of career self-management are however very limited and therefore 
require very careful qualification. The rules of the career game (analysed in chapter 9) 
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which are central to how IBM is structured (explained more fully below) set very 
clear parameters around that which individuals can and cannot do to improve their 
career fate at IBM. There are also no guarantees that those who 'play the game' will 
become winners. On the basis of findings here, individuals commit to active 
engagement in 'playing the game' in order to demonstrate their 'fit' with the 
organisation and their resemblance to an ideal IBMer. By the very act of 'playing the 
game' they agree to hand over much power in terms of the management of their 
careers to managers since this is a key rule of the game. 
Managers in turn select individuals who they like and who are like them and, just as 
Watson Sr. and his boss Patterson before him did (Malik, 1975; Rodgers, 1970; 
Carroll, 1994), re-create the next generation ofIBMers in their own image. According 
to available empirical evidence this practice is not exclusive to IBM. For example, as 
noted in chapter 3, Gunz (1989), Nicolson (1996), Pfeffer (1989) and Halford et al 
(1997) have all detected similar practices elsewhere. The consequences of such 
practices are widely acknowledged as divisive with any inequities in the current 
organisation inevitably subsequently reinforced and re-created (e.g. Kanter, 1989; 
Brown and Scase, 1994). As Gunz (1989a: 233) has explained such systems become 
"resistant to change ... the system is remaking itselfin its own image." Thus 
"homo social reproduction" (Pfeffer, 1989) is triggered and 'old boys' networks' are 
maintained (Nicoison, 1996; Townley, 1994) largely at the expense of the careers of 
women (Halford et al, 1997; Brown and Scase, 1994). 
12.2.2 The fallacy of self-managed and 'new' careers 
For IBM careers at least, the obituary of the 'old' and bureaucratic career (Kanter, 
1989), 'Organization man' (Whyte, 1956) and indeed the 'men and women of the 
corporation' (Kanter, 1977) is premature to say the least. If the 'new' career is in 
existence (and there is considerable doubt about this), it has not yet visited the offices 
ofIBM nor is it expected to do so in the foreseeable future if IBM history repeats 
itself (and judging by its history to date there is every reason to suspect it will). 
Thus claims of the arrival of the new career made by Brousseau et al (1996), Littleton 
et al (2000), Rosenbaum and Miller (1996), Hall (1996), Bridges (1995), Mirvis and 
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Hall (1996), Collin and Watts (1996), Herriot and Pemberton (1996) and Hall and 
Moss (1998) are rendered highly suspect. Despite the claims ofSavickas (1995: 17) 
that "people can no longer expect to spend 40 years at IBM", on the basis of the 
accounts of participants in this study people at IBM still do. In support of the 
arguments of, for example, Sturges et al (2000), Guest and MacKenzie Davey (1996), 
Halford et al (1997), Halford and Savage (1995), Jackson et al (1996), Nicholson 
(1996) and Goffee and Jones (2000) there is much evidence here that the traditional 
bureaucratic form of career is alive and well and far from extinct. 
There is much evidence which challenges notions of self-managed careers and, in 
turn, raises further doubts about claims of the arrival of the 'new' career at IBM. As 
chapter 9 illustrates, there remains an almost complete absence of promotion criteria 
hampering in turn efforts of self-direction. Again this is not a new feature at IBM. 
Watson Sr. and indeed his former boss both hired and fired people using arbitrary 
criteria. This lack of criteria is also not exclusive to IBM but is a feature noted by a 
number of authors, for example Brown and Scase (1994), Rosenbaum and Miller 
(1996), Gunz (1989a), Schein (1971) and Van Maanen (1980). 
The question is why does the new career discourse litter the careers literature and 
appear (if alongside contradictory descriptions) within participants' accounts? The 
answer, it seems, lies in its rhetorical appeal. The desirable imagery conjured up by 
the discourse makes individuals want to believe in it. They hear it repeated so often 
that it becomes difficult not to be taken in. Just as talk of notions of individuality and 
'wild ducks' was alluring (if grossly inaccurate) in the past, so too is the new career 
discourse of autonomy, self-direction and self-management. It thus replaces the old 
rhetoric and, in many ways, conveniently repackages and represents the 'wild duck' 
narrative in an arguably more convincing and potent way by connecting it with a 
broader, well-publicised and widely-utilised rhetoric which (unlike the wild duck 
story) is far from exclusive to IBM. It is argued here however that despite the new 
rhetoric, the new career and its discourse is a fallacy. Whilst participants may cling to 
their belief in it at onc level, their actions do not tally with these words. 
Just as Willmott (1993) and Kunda (1992) have reported in previous studies (outlined 
in chapter 4), ambivalent 'doublethink' -style stances are detectable here. On one level 
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IBMers talk of self-managed careers but, on another, can offer little evidence of how 
this translates into practice. In fact their accounts offer much contra-evidence. The 
notion of the 'accidental career' with IBMers attributing career success variously to 
luck, good fortune and 'falling into things' suggests that few are genuinely in control 
of their own careers since 'playing the game' of career includes obeying the rule of 
passing ultimate control to powerful others. Once again attributing career success to 
luck is a practice which extends beyond IBM. As chapter 3 notes, such practices have 
been observed by, for example, Hennig and Jardim (1978), Davidson and Cooper 
(1992), Nicholson et al (1985) and Amold and Mackenzie Davey (1992). Though at 
IBM participants can attempt to influence their fate by playing the game well, they 
cannot autonomously self-direct in the way that the new careers literature suggests. 
The powerful role played by IBM managers in both enabling (and constraining) their 
employees' careers strongly points to the same conclusion. However, constant 
repetition and publicity of new career discourse helps maintain the doublethink 
stance. Thus, on the basis of this evidence, the new careers literature is running well 
ahead of practice, overplaying the possibility of agency and underplaying the 
constraining effects of career 'rules'. This adds weight to previous empirical works 
which have concluded that structural constraints in the work context may hamper 
efforts to manage one's own career (e.g. Bailyn, 1989; Hall and Schneider, 1973; 
Littleton et a1, 2000; Nicholson, 1996). 
12.2.3 Women, careers and notions of choice 
Whilst parenthood impacts the careers of both men and women, on the basis of 
accounts in this study, its effects on women's careers are more profound. All five new 
mothers in this study feel their careers have come to a halt as a direct result of their 
becoming mothers, largely since they are no longer able to obey the rule which 
specifies working long hours. Despite the fact that their employment with IBM 
continues, to them the fact that (as they see it) opportunities for vertical progression 
and promotion have ceased means that their careers have also halted. Whilst this 
might signify a very traditional conception of career it is nevertheless their 
conception. Once again though these women are able to maintain a 'doublethink' 
stance. They proclaim IBM as a 'good' employer for women with families and then 
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express their dismay that they have had to make a choice between being a mother and 
having a career. Ultimately though their belief in the notion of choice ensures that 
they come to perceive their predicament as a fair and reasonable state of affairs. The 
, conditions created by the rules relating in particular to work hours have the (probably 
unintended) consequences of creating gender biases and, for as long as individuals 
play by the rules, maintaining these biases. Women with domestic responsibilities 
unable to devote their all to careers struggle to maintain them. This, once again, is not 
exclusive to IBM but has been widely noted elsewhere (e.g. HaIford et ai, 1997; 
Thomas and Dunkeriey, 1999). Whilst in practical terms the detrimental effi:ct of 
these biases on women's careers is clear to see at IBM, at the level of discursive 
consciousness at least they remain largely unacknowledged and therefore continue 
unchallenged, much as they do in swathes of the careers literature (e.g. Hakim, 1996, 
2000). 
We must ask what exactly are the career options women in this study feel they are 
being asked to 'choose' between? There are three options. First, as they see it, they 
can reject motherhood and any other major domestic responsibilities and in so doing 
can maintain their careers. Second, they can attempt to balance motherhood with 
work, but since they then struggle to maintain the kind of work hours the rules decree, 
this in effect to new mothers in this study signals the end of their career. Finally they 
can give up work and career all together and stay at home. Tellingly these so-called 
'choices', which tally with Hakim's (2000) lifestyle preferences, are all modelled on 
or in service of male lifestyles (MarshaIl, 1984, 1989; Gallos, 1989; Hopfl and 
Homby Atkinson, 2000; Lineham and Walsh, 2000). None of these three choices 
permit the maintenance of both career and motherhood. Career and family are cast in 
opposition with each other. Women are thereby asked, in effect, to choose between 
them. It is precisely this feature which has prompted some authors to descnbe this as a 
difficult or 'impossible' choice (e.g. Evetts, 1992). As Giddens (1991a: 81) notes "we 
all not only follow lifestyles, but in an important sense are forced to do so - we have 
no choice but to choose." Given there are only three options perceived by women as 
available to them this is a far cry from the 'free choice' some present it as. 
It is argued here that the way in which 'choice' is constructed in part explains the 
maintenance of andocentric dimensions to the concept of career, highlighted and 
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criticised by a number of authors (e.g. Gallos, 1989; MarshaIl, 1984, 1989; Evetts, 
1992, 1994; Halford et al, 1997, Hopfl and Homby Atkinson, 2000). Presenting this 
choice as women's 'lifestyle preference', 'free choice' and 'chosen identity' as Hakim 
(2000) does merely reinforces and serves to re-create gender biases. Such notions of 
so-called 'free choice' are considered here to be fundamentally flawed. The rhetoric 
of 'free choice', as Fournier (1998) argues ina slightly altered context, is a discursive 
device which closes off the opportunity for further dialogue. Women who exercised 
their free choice and decided to have a child are encouraged to (and unsurprisingly 
therefore do) believe that they have only themselves to blame for terminating their 
own careers. The employment of notions of 'choice' thus individuaIizes and de-
politicises (Fournier, 1998) negative career events which may in fact have as much to 
do with structural obstructions or rules and the discriminatory practices such 
obstructions may give rise to. By personalising events through notions of 'choice', 
challenges to the status quo never materialise and gender biases and andocentric 
perspectives are thereby re-created. 
12.3 PLAYING THE GAME 
One of the key objectives of this study was to examine the mechanisms by which 
career is accomplished and at IBM these mechanisms are found to be tied up with the 
activity of 'playing the game'. The game and its rules also help to explain why some 
participants feel they have careers whereas others do not. This section summarises the 
main findings and explains how understanding the game can help us to make sense of 
the concept of career. 
Aside from Van Maanen (1980) little attention has been devoted to understanding and 
interpreting career as a game. This metaphor is however an extremely powerful one 
which warrants far more attention than the existing literature grants it. Notions of 
career as a game are widely shared amongst participants. Accomplishing a career is 
thus tied to the process known as 'playing the game'. The game, as chapter 9 explains 
in detail, involves a series of tacit rules including: knowing the right people; 
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maximising visibility and building reputation; displaying devotion and demonstrating 
subservience; and developing generalist rather than specialist technical skills. 
These rules of the game are neither exclusive nor new to IBM. Let us consider each 
rule in turn to demonstrate this. The importance of knowing the right people, almost a 
'golden rule' in supposedly outmoded bureaucratic career systems, has been observed 
by a number of authors (e.g. Gunz, 1989; Pfeffer, 1989; Tharenou, 1997; Nicolson, 
1996; Halford et al, 1997; Simpson, 1997; Martin and Strauss, 1968; Bamey and 
Lawrence, 1989; Nicholson, 1996; Hirsch, 1987; Kanter, 1989). Within IBM itself 
this rule has also been noted by both Malik (1975) and Foy (1974). The origins of this 
rule have been traced back to the 19th century when patronage was commonplace 
(Savage, 1998). The importance of maximising visibility and manipulating 
appearances has also been widely observed (e.g. Gunz, 1989; Pfeffer, 1989; Goffee 
and Scase, 2000; Roth, 1968; Janowitz, 1968). Gowler and Legge (1989) also point 
out that such a tactic is a key feature of the traditional and 'old' bureaucratic career. 
Within IBM image management has also been deemed by others to be crucial for 
those who wish to get ahead (e.g. Watson, 1963; Ferguson and Morris, 1994). The 
importance of displaying devotion and demonstrating subservience can also be 
demonstrated by assessing what happens to those who are considered to have broken 
this rule. For example women with childcare responsibilities are reported to be judged 
in some quarters as lacking commitment (e.g. MarshaIl, 1989; Gallos, 1989). Those 
who sacrifice personal lives and put work before all else secure the greatest career 
prizes (Thomas and DunkerJey, 1999; Mirvis and HaIl, 1994). The preference for 
generalist rather than technical and specialist skills is also documented both in the 
general careers literature (e.g. Peiperl and Baruch, 1997; Gunz, 1989a) as well as 
observed within the IBM literature (e.g. Ferguson and Morris, 1994; Watson Jr., 1963; 
Foy, 1974). Not surprisingly therefore that Hirsch (1987) recommends the same in his 
career self-help text. Given this analysis and evidence that the game's rules are neither 
new nor exclusive to IBM, it is possible to make the tentative and cautious suggestion 
that the career game may well extend beyond IBM's doors. 
The career game at IBM operates at a number oflevels and serves a number of 
functions. Just as Burawoy (1979) found that the game of 'making out' played by 
shop floor workers in his study injected an element of competitive fun so too, in part 
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at least, interpreting career as a 'game' does the same as its players strive to become 
the career 'winners'. Nothing sinister in that. However, the game's effects are not all 
desirable and there are inevitably losers. 
As a product of the rule of the game which demands devotion, career can be seen to 
exact a high price for those who pursue it, exerting an all-consuming stranglehold 
over lives in which there is little time or space for other commitments. Indeed there is 
evidence that for some career is pursued ahnost to the exclusion of all else. Work 
takes over life ahnost entirely. The pursuit of career success can become an obsession 
which demands a 'go anywhere do anything at anytime' attitude and which, as we 
have seen, can dictate other life decisions, for example whether or not to have a 
family. As Grey (1994: 492) has put it, career becomes an "organising principle of 
existence." Again, nothing new here either it seems since Watson Jr. himself noted the 
hefty toll IBM took on his life and the lives of those around him (Watson and Petre, 
1990). 
The game offers a powerful device in terms of securing conformity. The "homosocial 
reproduction" which Pfeffer (1989) has referred to has been discussed in some detail 
already. Part of the game's effectiveness as a 'cloning' or 'sheep-dipping' mechanism 
is explained by the fact that few individuals recognise it as such. In other words, for 
most the game's conformity-inducing effects operate, by necessity, at an unconscious 
level or non-conscious level (Giddens, 199Ia). Ifplayers were aware of these effects 
they would of course be far, far less likely to engage in playing the game. Knowing 
'how to go on' includes knowing of the need to emulate the characteristics of 
successful others. Managers not only select individuals like them for promotion, but 
individuals attempt to become like the kind of people managers will select by 
moulding themselves to be like their managers. 
The phrase 'playing the game' also operates as a discursive device which successfully 
deflects critique and obstructs challenge to its rules. When described as 'only a 
game' - harmless playful fun - there seems little need or incentive to challenge it. 
Indeed to do so would render the challenger a 'bad sport' and a 'poor loser'. The 
phrase 'playing the game' also operates discursively to de-politicise what is in effect a 
highly politicised process. Thus much unfair, inequitable and potentially 
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discriminatory practice can hide behind the phrase 'it's only a game'. Tellingly, many 
'games' played at a professional level legitimately exclude women (e.g. football, 
rugby) and the 'game' metaphor could be used to legitimise discriminatory practices. 
New mothers for example come to believe: 'these are the rules. It's your choice if you 
play by them or not. If you can't then don't expect to still have a career.' New 
mothers, as we have seen, accept this if with some reluctance. Their reluctance is not 
sufficient however to pose any challenge to these 'rules'. None think to ask whether it 
isn't high time that the rules themselves were changed so that one group (not least 
women with children) aren't disadvantaged over another. In fact, the game metaphor 
also facilitates the shunning of responsibility for the losers in the game which the 
game's rules inadvertently create. Most games have losers. Only bad sports don't 
accept that. The game also has work intensification effects since taking on extra work 
is one of the rules of the game. Encouraging individuals to play the game thus ties 
them, via career, to performative and economic ends, in turn exacting more work from 
fewer people. On top of all of this, arguably the most important aspect of 'playing the 
game' is the central part it plays in the structuration process. 
12.4 RE-CREATIONAL CAREERS 
Another key objective of this study has been to explore individuals' conceptions of 
and assess the interplay between self, organisational context and career. In light of 
Giddens' work (1976, 1979, 1984) the intention has also been to explore structure, 
agency and the structuration process. As Giddens (1979: 66) expIains, "to study the 
structuration of a social system is to study the ways in which that system, via the 
application of generative rules and resources, and in the context of unintended 
outcomes, is produced and reproduced in interaction." The cuImination of work to 
achieve this objective is the discovery of what will be referred to as 're-creational 
careers'. This represents perhaps the major original contribution this study makes to 
existing knowledge. A useful starting point is a definition of the term. In essence the 
term 're-creational careers' refers to the processes whereby career forms and the 
contexts from which they derive are continuously reproduced. Throughout the study 
parallels between current career forms, processes, rules and contexts have been drawn 
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with past ones. At first sight it may seem as though nothing much has changed but 
the notion of 're-creational careers' carries the implicit suggestion that, to the 
contrary, in order to re-create the systems current practices are constantly re-activated. 
In other words it is not that no action takes place but that all activity is directed at 
maintaining the status quo. With structuration theory, the questions which Giddens is 
trying to answer include the ways in which social life becomes routinized and 
patterned, how stability is maintained, or change triggered, how patterns persist 
despite the efforts and capabilities of knowledgeable actors. These are the questions 
which are addressed in the following sections. 
12.4.1 Re-creational Careers: stasis vs. adaptation 
On the basis of findings in this study it is argued that the current literature over-hypes 
the extent and nature of change both in terms of career and career contexts. 
The role that past events play in re-creating present ones (and no doubt therefore 
shaping future events) should not be under-estimated. As Giddens (1979: 70) 
explains, "all action exists in continuity with the past" and he urges us to "grasp how 
the past makes itself felt in the present." This study has uncovered some quite startling 
evidence ofWatsonian initiated practices having been re-created and now being 
replayed in the new Millennium in IBM offices across the country and, iffindings 
here extrapolate, across the world. A lifetime has passed since Thomas J. Watson Sr. 
founded IBM and attempted to build the company, its culture and indeed its 
employees in his own image. Yet key dimensions of the organisational culture and 
values created in that past are seemingly re-created in this present. As Belden and 
Belden (1962) predicted, Watson Sr. continues to cast a 'lengthening shadow' over 
the company. Decades after the last company song was sung (longer since they were 
written), their words continue to echo loudly in the policies, practices and values held 
dear at IBM today. It seems little has changed in nearly 100 years. Watson Sr. 's 
'historical halo' (Denzin, 1983) continues to shine bright. For example, despite claims 
to the contrary, there is evidence that the company still embraces paternal capitalism 
with key notions of care in return for control, that lifetime employment promises are 
still believed, that the company still operates as a large bureaucracy, continues to 
resemble a fiefdom-like society (despite Gerstner's reported attempts to do away with 
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this), persists in promoting IBM family values, insists on employee loyalty and 
devotion and still proclaims its desire to attract 'wild ducks' whilst practices serve 
merely to 'tame' and foster conformity amongst employees. In terms of career 
systems, mobility (and promises 01) is still a key feature, whilst meritocracy and equal 
opportunities remain ideals which struggle to translate into practice. Technical 
specialists continue to be valued less than their generalist and managerial colleagues 
and women face great hurdles in their efforts to maintain a career. (These last two 
features as we have seen are also not exclusive to IBM). For new mothers, career-wise 
at least, these hurdles can prove insurmountable. Selection and promotion criteria 
remain as vague and arbitrary as they have always been. Explicit criteria are virtually 
non-existent. In fact as chapter 3 reveals career criteria are notoriously vague and not 
just at IBM (Schein, 1971; Van Maanen, 1980; Rosenbaum and Miller, 1996). In 
nearly a century the rules of the career game - knowing the right people, maximising 
visibility and manipulating appearances as well as displaying devotion and 
demonstrating subservience to IBM - have remained intact. An IBM career also 
continues to exact a hefty toll on many who pursue one. An individual who aspires to 
'climb the ladder' - and most do - still has no choice but to 'play the game' and by the 
game's rules. Both 'climbing the ladder' and 'playing the game' can, as we have seen, 
be traced to the lyrics of 1930s songs which report the activities and orders ofWatson 
Sr. and co: 
Mister Watson is the man we're workingfor ... 
He has shown us how to play the game 
Rodgers (1970: 76): 
Whilst the songs may be gone, the instructions which they conveyed are transmitted 
by a number of alternative discursive devices which appear to serve much the same 
function. Most notable of these is cliche but narratives also play a role (as chapter 11 
reveals). Whilst there is no suggestion made here that nothing has changed what is 
surprising, in the context of the new careers literature not least, is just how resilient 
IBM culture, rules, scripts - in short structural features - (in addition to career 
concepts) are to change. The observations of both Halford et al (1997) and Giddens 
himself that structural and cultural features are merely actions sedimented over time 
are therefore consistent with findings here. 
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12.4.2 The structuration process 
Rules, Giddens argues, are "procedures of action" (1984: 21) which generate social 
practices and which can only be understood when placed in their historical context 
(Giddens, 1979). They are "formulae that are constantly invoked in the course of day-
to-day activities, that enter into the structuring of much of the texture of everyday 
life" (1984: 22). Questions about the extent to which such rules are reproduced and 
the processes by which this occurs are central to Giddens' structuration theory. 
How does the process of structuration operate at IBM? By the very process of 
'playing the game', individuals re-create the game's rules and correspondingly the 
structure. Examples of this litter the entire study. For illustrative purposes consider a 
simple example - the secrecy of executive resource lists. This secrecy is maintained 
because participants accept that lists are secret. One participant can hardly contain his 
curiosity and is itching to know what his 'ultimate potential' has been judged as but 
won't ask because he buys into the secrecy. In so doing he maintains and re-creates 
the secrecy. 
Careers can thus be considered to be 're-creational' since, through their actions, 
individuals produce and reproduce the very rules which structure their careers. This 
brings to life empirically Giddens' notion of the 'duality of structure' which suggests 
that "social structures are both constituted by human agency and are the very medium 
ofthis constitution" (Giddens, 1976: 121). This 're-creational' process is assisted by a 
number of protective devices which make the task of mounting a challenge to the 
rules of the game, or indeed even perceiving the need to do so, very difficult. 
Van Maanen (1980) has argued that rules are 'manufactured' by organisational 
members themselves and his view is supported by evidence here. Participants in this 
study are not merely passive recipients of the social structures in which they live and 
work but are actively involved in creating and re-creating those structures. Thus 
whilst it is argued above that participants engage in self-managed self-discipline as 
Grey (1994) has suggested, and that such self-managed self-discipline is poles apart 
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from the kind of self-direction and autonomy declared in the new careers literature, 
the deterministic stance which Grey's and others' work (e.g. WilImott, 1993) adopts is 
not shared here. It is not being argued that participants play no part in determining 
their own career fate and are unable to exercise agency. To the contrary in fact, they 
play a pivotal role. Yes, individuals are indeed controlled and constrained by the rules 
of the game, but they are simultaneously the controllers, since it is their own actions -
their engagement in 'playing the game' - which re-creates these controlling structures. 
Their actions produce the very structures which in turn direct their actions. It is an 
ongoing and continuous cycle - a duality. Those who play the game are therefore 
largely also responsible for their own (and others') subordination. 
There is no conspiracy involved in this process. There is not a group of senior 
executives (or indeed junior managers) who meet regularly to 'fix' the rules ofthe 
game. In fact any attempts to do so would prove futile since the rules are so robust. 
IBM is instead run by IBMers who, just like participants in this study, joined the 
company unaware of its rules, subsequently learnt them, played by them, enforced 
them and thereby re-created them. There is not some independent entity or force 
called 'IBM' which exists separately from IBMers. However many IBMers may make 
sense of aspects of their careers and lives by assuming or at least talking as though 
there is. For example there are many comments along the lines of "I'm happy to 
accept that because that's the system" and statements and cliches such as "that's the 
way of the world" are frequently and widely employed. These suggest that some 
participants believe the 'system' operates in a way separate to their actions and which 
they therefore have no control over. In practice such reification itself proves a re-
creational force. Participants who reify in this way are subjected to even greater 
structural obstruction. If they were aware that the rules which they play by are in part 
of their own making they would be better-placed to self-direct. This feature represents 
one of many 're-creational' forces or mechanisms by which rules are passed on and 
re-created. 
Some evidence here reveals that participants' cultural and social background prepares 
them for the game or at least familiarises them with some of its rules long before their 
first employment supporting Grey's (1994) observations. This also resonates with 
reports that Watson Sr. learned from and copied much of his boss's style and 
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practices. In other words, lessons about the rules ofthe career game are passed on, if 
in tacit form, by others in the know and learned gradually by potential and actual 
newcomers often via a process of trial and error. The process is complicated 
somewhat since much of this knowledge exists at the level of practical rather than 
discursive consciousness (Giddens, 1979, 1984, 199Ia). Knowledge which 
participants are able to articulate is handed down verbally for example by mentor to 
mentee, sponsor to protege and even interviewer to new graduate applicant. 
Rules themselves can have re-creational effects. As noted above, the role of patronage 
is one such example. In the absence of explicit criteria managers appoint those who 
are like them and who they like. Such individuals are likely to be those who can play 
the game since it is the ability to play the game which secured the managerial post in 
the first place. This in turn produces 'cloning' effects and is likely to re-create any 
existing biases, most likely maintaining gender biases by re-creating old boys' 
networks (Nicolson, 1996; Townley, 1994) to the disadvantage of women (Kanter, 
1989). 
12.4.3 Re-creational careers and the 'implicit promise' 
Career's implicit promise proves a potent re-creational force which ensures 
individuals commit to its pursuit with vigour. Deetz's (1998: 166) notion of 
'strategized subordination' in which "individuals actively subordinate themselves to 
obtain money, security, meaning and identity" is useful in explaining this feature. 
The monetary payback of career (and therefore economic argument for) offers an 
inadequate explanation of career commitment. It is instead the identity-bestowing 
features of career and its organisational context which 'hooks' individuals and this 
finding supports the observations ofDeetz (1998), Townley (1998) and Fournier 
(1998). Career offers careerists the opportunity of becoming a 'someone'. That career 
and identity become so deeply entwined is at the heart of career's profound 
disciplinary effects. IBMers' identities become tied up not merely with career, but 
specifically with an IBM career, rendering them increasingly dependent on the 
organisation for a sense of sel£ This feature in itself, yet again, can be traced back to 
IBM's historical roots and the practices ofWatson Sr. who worked to create the 
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conditions in which '''the personality ofthe man and the personality of the corporation 
are so closely identified as to be practically one and the same'" (Belden and Belden, 
1962: 126). Little it seems has changed. IBMers long to belong and do not want to 
become the black sheep of the 'IBM family'. This is the risk associated with leaving 
IBM or challenging its rules. To do so therefore comes to be associated with an act of 
jeopardy, destroying one's status, rendering one's life and selfmeaningless, 
transforming oneself in turn into a 'nobody'. For Giddens (1984) it is the fundamental 
need to maintain ontological security which lies at the heart of the re-creation process. 
As chapter 11 argues, maintaining ontological security and with it a stable sense of 
self or "biographical continuity" (Giddens, 1991a: 54) demands that participants filter 
out anything which threatens this. Leaving IBM's protection or challenging the rules 
poses such a threat and therefore these possible courses of action are, wherever 
possible, avoided. 
12.4.4 Re-creational careers and discursive devices 
As we have seen a number of discursive devices also contribute to the re-creational 
process. As mentioned above, the rhetorical championing of notions of autonomy, 
self-direction and in particular 'free choice' represent some examples of such devices 
which typically create discursive closure by blocking challenges to the rules of the 
game. Indeed the metaphor 'playing the game' can be seen to serve much the same 
purpose. Career and promotion decisions and the basis on which they have been made 
are frequently shrouded in silence making it difficult for anyone to challenge the 
efficacy of such decisions. Communication activity is often 'systematically distorted' 
(Habermas, 1970) and manipulated. Appearances are contrived, warped, embroidered, 
dressed up and re-presented in order that career-enhancing images are projected and 
career-harming ones disguised. Narratives and stories are also heavily used to convey 
to potential dissenters what might happen to them if they dare to challenge the rules of 
the game supporting the work of Mall on and Cohen (2000), Mumby (1987) and 
Witten (1993). Horror stories of 'escapees' are illustrative of this such as the tale of 
the disaster which befell the generalist who decided to invest heavily in technical 
skills. Perhaps the most influential if unsuspecting re-creational discursive device of 
all though is cliche which quietly and non-consciously yet very forcefully conveys a 
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set of behavioural instructions and code of conduct - the rules of the game no less. 
These various re-creational devices succeed also in managing individuals' 
subjectivities. Thus a political, at times unfair, and inequitable career system comes to 
be re-interpreted (at one level at least) as apolitical and meritocratic. This in turn 
ensures that the many practices which run contra to the ideals cherished by 
participants go unchallenged and sometimes unnoticed. 
12.4.5 Prospects for change? 
The re-creational careers thesis and the arguments put forward here that the rules of 
the game and key structural features are resilient to challenge and change gives rise to 
one further question. What are the prospects for change? How could the structure and 
rules be adapted? The answer is this. Only it seems if individuals, on a grand scale, 
stopped playing by the rules. A handful would not be able to mount any real challenge 
because first, they would be grossly outnumbered by those who are happy with the 
status quo and see no need to challenge it, and second, because of the various 
mechanisms in place which protect 'the game'. Dissenters are thus faced with one of 
two choices. They can either reject the rules and, since acceptance of them is a 
condition of 'getting on' at IBM, face the career consequences or instead they can 
leave. In fact, both of these actions prove to be re-creational, since both acts remove 
another potential threat to the game and challenge to the rules. For the majority there 
are far too many glittering spoils of an IBM career for them even to consider rejecting 
(or indeed perceive any need to do so) it or its rules. 
12.5 LIMITATIONS OF WORK 
In chapter 5 the difficulties associated with applying findings in this small-scale study 
to beyond the study's participants and IBM was noted. Clearly there are limitations to 
this. However, many findings here are consistent with some evidence from elsewhere. 
Notably the various rules of the career game, the issues associated with motherhood 
and career, the political dimension to careers (sourced from the cross-disciplinary 
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careers literature) and the evidence that 'old' bureaucratic career forms remain intact 
despite reports to the contrary. It is therefore suspected that at the very least elements 
of this study are likely to be indicative of the experiences of individuals within and the 
practices of other large organisations. It is possible that much of what has been 
uncovered here is much more widely applicable than this and therefore so too is the 
're-creational careers' thesis. Of course only further research can confirm this. 
12.6 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
This study represents one attempt to address the problematic features of the existing 
careers literature and one response to the impassioned calls made by Van Maanen 
(1977), Sonnenfeld and Kotter (1982), Collin and Young (1986), Arthur et al (1989) 
and Collin and Young (2000) for cross-disciplinary contextualised studies. In this 
final section of this study, another impassioned call is added to those already made by 
these distinguished scholars. Collin's (1998) warning that career is inherently 
challenging to study is, based on the experience of conducting this study, entirely 
accurate. But it is a fascinating, intriguing, stimulating and ultimately rewarding 
pursuit. Opting for an emergent rather than imposed research agenda, and launching a 
piece of research without knowing where it will lead is both daunting and exciting. 
Most importantly, the gamble has been rewarded by the uncovering of some curious 
new spins on and re-conceptuaIisations of the concept of career. How important are 
these findings? Only further research can really establish this. For this reason, the 
following suggestions are made. 
The largely uncritical performative agenda which characterises much work to date 
needs to be balanced by critical studies which problematize the concept of career and 
explore in detail the political, controlling and discipIining dimensions of career. More 
cross-discipIinary studies which adopt interpretive and qualitative approaches are also 
required. Studies which analyse various forms of organisational discourse and their 
functions are needed. There is also a clear gap for more studies which embrace the 
ontological duality of careers and attempt to study the structuration process and 
therefore further work devoted to exploring career in its context is crucial. Last but 
386 
not least the field would benefit innnensely from greater (interdisciplinary) dialogue 
not just between those studying career but also reaching out to include those guiding, 
managing others' and pursuing their own careers. We have learned a great deal about 
career in its lOO-year history. If we are to learn as much in the next 100 years such 
new dialogue is imperative. 
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ApPENDIX 1 - INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. Tell me about your career ... 
2. What or who has helped your career? How? 
3. What or who has hindered your career? How? 
4. What do you enjoy (have you enjoyed) about your career? Why? 
5. What don't you enjoy (haven't you enjoyed) about your career? Why? 
6. What does it take to succeed career-wise at IBM? 
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ApPENDIX 2 - ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
This appendix explains in more detail the analytical procedure adopted in this study. 
At the heart of the analytical process was the commitment in this study to maintain 
conceptual open-mindedness and this was achieved in large part by allowing 
participants' accounts to lead the way to the key features of career and its context. To 
this end the analysis was launched with a process of open coding of the data which 
represented the first of three analytical phases described in the following sections. 
Phase 1 
Aside from the expressed aim of exploring participants metaphors-in-use, there were 
no other pre-existing categories imposed on or tested against the data. Instead themes 
were allowed to emerge from the data through the open coding process. Each of the 
interview transcripts and Twenty Statements Test (organisation) were studied in turn, 
line by line, word by word. Initial thoughts and ideas about the meaning of the data 
were recorded with the aid of the software package NUDIST. These initial ideas were 
stored provisionally at what are referred to as 'free nodes'. Nodes can be understood 
as 'containers for thoughts about the data' and, in their free form, are unorganised and 
represent as yet unconnected ideas about the data. In essence they capture general 
themes contained within the data. Each free node was given a descriptive name or 
heading, usually one or two words long, and all data relevant to that heading was 
stored together at the particular free node. Two iterations of this open coding process 
were conducted and at its conclusion every line of each participant's account and TST 
had been coded up under a descriptive heading and stored under a 'free node'. In 
excess of300 free nodes were established at this first stage. Examples of some of 
these free nodes and the number of documents and lines of text coded against them 
are presented in the following table: 
FREE NODE Documents coded Lines of text 
Children and career 11 386 
Family friendly? 13 473 
Balance (work-life) 13 268 
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Sponsors 9 140 
Lucky 11 134 
Promotion criteria 19 952 
Technical vs. managerial 9 296 
Playing the game 10 190 
Unemployment 5 230 
Importance of visibility 9 220 
Know the right people 3 57 
Lack of confidence 9 247 
Invisibility Problems 5 41 
Who you know 10 175 
High profile work 2 41 
Status quo maintenance 2 33 
Lifer - fear of becoming 3 108 
Held back 7 101 
Phase 2 
The next stage 0 f the analysis involve<! attempts to further make sense 0 fthe data. 
This second analytical phase was assisted by the posing of specific questions of the 
data, of the coding conducted thus far and the existing free nodes. The questions 
posed were in line with the research objectives and included the following: 
1. What are participants' career concepts? What metaphors do they draw on? 
2. What is needed to 'get on' in career at IBM? 
3. How and by what mechanisms are careers accomplished? 
4. Who manages careers and by what processes? 
5. What are the key features of the career and cultural context at IBM? 
6. Why do participants pursue career? 
Searching for answers to these questions aided the process of reflection about both the 
data in its raw form and the provisional coding attached to it. Investigating possible 
connections and relationships between nodes led to the merging of some, the collapse 
of others and the tentative grouping of apparently connected themes into clusters or 
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categories. For example from the free nodes listed in the table above it quickly 
became clear that 'knowing the right people' and 'who you know' could be merged 
since they contained data relating to the same issue. 'Sponsors' could then be 
connected to this emerging category as important people to know career-wise. There 
were clear linkages between 'importance of visibility', 'invisibility problems' and 
'high profile work'. In addition the free nodes 'promotion criteria', 'playing the 
game', 'technical vs. managerial' and 'lucky' were tentatively grouped since these 
and the clusters noted above seemed to offer some answers to the questions relating to 
what is needed to get on at IBM and how careers are accomplished. A broad umbrella 
heading of 'Career Management Processes' was used to organise these apparently 
connected themes and clusters together. Again drawing on the examples offree nodes 
listed above, 'children and career', 'family friendly' and 'work-life balance' were also 
apparently connected so tentatively grouped together. Throughout this process the 
interview accounts as a who le were revisited in order that themes remained 
contextualised and could be understood as immersed in (rather than suspended from) 
participants and their accounts. The analytical advantages to this were that 
participants' own theorising could be incorporated into the emerging account of 
careers at IBM. For example from the free nodes listed above, participants themselves 
seemed to draw linkages between their own 'lack of confidence' and their experiences 
of 'unemployment' and so these were also tentatively grouped together in this second 
analytical phase. 
As illustrated by the table above which lists the numbers of documents and lines of 
text coded at a particular free node, for some themes there was a wealth of evidence 
drawn from a large number of accounts whereas for others evidence was more 
limited. From an analytical perspective it was considered important particularly in the 
early stages of the analysis to retain all themes irrespective of the number of 
participants who drew attention to them. Perhaps most illustrative of this is the free 
node noted on the table above - 'status quo maintenance'. Despite the fact that there 
were only 2 documents and 33 lines of text linked to this node, the idea which these 
few lines ignited proved central to the entire thesis connected as they were to the 
notion of 're-creational careers' which was developed in the very latest stages of 
writing up. This is probably the most powerful illustration of the importance of 
retaining all ideas about data but it is not the only one. For example, themes which 
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only one or two participants referred to were included in the final written account if 
these were either theoretically important and! or appeared crucial to the participant 
and their career. To illustrate in chapter 8 despite being mentioned by only three 
participants, attention is devoted to the issue ofloyalty since it is something which 
Alison in particular feels very strongly about and it is an issue which resonates with 
IBM's historical context and the wider careers literature. 
At the end of this second phase in the analysis free nodes had been refined, organised 
into clusters of related themes and grouped together under new 'umbrella' headings 
which were broadly in line with the questions noted above. These headings are 
detailed below: 
'Umbrella' headings Chapter data presented in 
• Context and culture Chapter 8 
• Career Management Processes -
organisational context 
• Work -life balance 
• Equal opportunities 
• Career Management Processes - Chapter 9 
individual (e.g. play the game) 
• Who manages careers? 
• Career concept including Chapter 10 
metaphors 
• Why pursue career? Chapter 11 
• The 'iron cage' - how participants 
become 'trapped' 
• Career lessons 
These umbrella headings presented above were in turn re-organised to inform the 
structure of the data chapters and the data contained under each umbrella heading 
formed broadly the contents of specific data chapters. (Chapter 7 is an exception to 
this since TST -self data is presented in its entirety here to allow participants to 
introduce themselves to the reader). Chapter 8 incorporates data relating to career and 
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cultural context at IBM. Chapter 9 examines how to 'play the game' in turn outlining 
the mechanisms by which career is accomplished and exploring who manages career. 
Chapter 10 draws together participants' career concepts and the metaphors they use. 
Chapter 11 synthesises all the data which helped answer the question relating to why 
individuals pursue career and how they learn about the rules and resources of the 
career game. 
Phase 3 
The third analytical phase was conducted throughout the process of writing up with 
the continued search for plausible and substantiated answers to the questions detailed 
above in phase 2. The refinement and re-organisation of the data continued throughout 
this phase. In order to illustrate this process, the data relating to 'Playing the Game' 
which had initially been organised with the aid of NUDIST software under an 
umbrella heading of 'career management processes! career tactics (individual), is 
presented below and subsequently compared with the account of 'Playing the Game' 
as it is finally presented in chapter 9. 
'Playing the Game' data organised using NUDIST software 
******************************************************************************** 
Q.S.R. NUD.IST Power version, revision 4.0. 
NODE: ICareer Management Processes/Career tactics (individual)lPlaying the game 
*** Created: 12:50 pm, 20 Nov, 2000. 
*** Last modified: 4:09 pm, 12 Dec, 2000. 
*** The children ofthis node are: 
1. ICareer Management ProcesseslCareer tactics (individual)lPlaying the gamelPlaying the game 
2. ICareer Management Processes/Career tactics (individual)/Playing the game/Trumpet-b1owing 
3. ICareer Management Processes/Career tactics (individual)lPlaying the game/Work hours 
4. ICareer Management Processes/Career tactics (individual)/Playing the game/bnportance of visibility 
5. ICareer Management ProcesseslCareer tactics (individual)lPlaying the gameIKnow right people 
6. /Career Management Processes/Career tactics (individual)lPlaying the game/Extra roles 
7. ICareer Management ProcesseslCareer tactics (individual)/Playing the game/Networking 
8. ICareer Management ProcesseslCareer tactics (individual)lPlaying the game/Invisibility problems 
9. ICareer Management Processes/Career tactics (individual)lPlaying the game/High profile work 
10. ICareer Management Processes/Career tactics (individual)lPlaying the game/Who you know 
11. ICareer Management ProcesseslCareer tactics (individual)lPlaying the game/Insider knowledge 
• 
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The diagrammatic representation of the rules and resources of the game presented in 
chapter 9 was constructed during the process of writing up as understanding of the 
data and its apparent linkages became clearer and better understood. This explains 
why the results of phase 2 ofthe analysis in relation to playing the game (presented in 
the NUDIST display above) is less detailed than the final documented account 
presented in chapter 9. In the third and final analytical phase four distinct categories 
of rules of the career game were established (Maximise Visibility; Know the Right 
People; Display Devotion; Develop Generalist Skills) and data which had been 
previously coded elsewhere was 'swept up' and incorporated here. For example the 
general rule of Maximising Visibility incorporated 'high profile work' (no.9 from the 
table above) as well as 'extra roles' (no. 6 from the table above) but other nodes that 
had up until this point been coded elsewhere were 'swept up' and connected here too 
e.g. 'image management' and 'don't drop the ball'. Likewise the general rule Display 
Devotion incorporated working long hours (no.3 from the table above) but during the 
process of writing up it became clear that evidence which had initially been collated 
elsewhere was similarly seemingly connected to this category (for example 'do 
unpleasant things', 'serve your sentence', 'show enthusiasm', 'be easy to manage and 
flexible' and 'give up individuality'). These too therefore were re-organised and re-
located as examples of how devotion could be displayed by those 'Playing the Game'. 
Summary . 
This appendix 2 has described the analytical procedure adopted in this study and 
provided examples of how themes were generated and applied. There were three 
distinct but overlapping analytical phases. Phase 1 involved a process of open coding. 
Phase 2 involved the posing of a series questions of the data which facilitated a 
process of refining and organising the coding generated in phase 1. A series of broad 
'umbrella headings' generated in this phase were used to inform the structure and 
content of the data chapters. The 3rd and final phase conducted during the process of 
writing up involved further refinement and re-organisation of the themes generated in 
earlier phases. The aim of this analytical approach has been to produce a robust and 
convincing qualitative account of careers and working lives in context. 
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